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Carleton University 

Abstract 

NATIONALISM IN THE CONTEXT OF .4N 
ILLIBERAL MULTINATION STATE: 

THE CASE OF SERBIA 

by Dejan Guzina 

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: Professor Piotr Dutkiewicz 
Department of Political Science 

This dissertation examines those currents in Serbian nation-building that have aimed to 

create an ethnically homogenous nation-state, despite the ethnic and cultural diversity of 

Serbian society. Special attention is paid to the role of the national intelligentsia in 

fostering Serbian ethnic identity, and to the Serbian state's mimicry of genuine democratic 

transformation in the 1990s. The responses of major opposition parties and the reactions of 

ethnic minorities to the Serbian regime's state- and nation-building policies are also 

anaiyzed. 

Contemporary liberal and cornmunitarian theorizing about the phenornenon of nationalism 

is critically evaluated so as to provide a broad theoretical framework within which the 

Serbian example can be audied. Arnong the tensions exarnined in this context are those 

between nationaiism and modemity, civism and ethnicism, and self-determination and the 

pnnciple of aate sovereignty. For the purposes of the dissertation, both civic and ethnic 

aspects of nationalism have been understood primarily as distinctions within each 

nationalist movement rather than as features distinguishing one state from another. 

The analysis of Serbian nationalism presented here pmceeds from the view that both liberal 

and e t h c  aspects of Serbian nationalism can only be understood against the background of 



a caretùl presentation of the interplay between the actions of different political actors on the 

one side, and the specific economic, social, ideological, cultural and political matrices of 

society on the other. On the basis of such a situational approach to nationalism. the 

dissertation points to some crucial factors that fostered the development of a mono-ethnic 

identity in Serbia in the late 1980s. These were related to Serbia's arnbiguous 

constitutionai position vis-à-vis both its own provinces of Vojvodinn and Kosovo, and 

other former Yugoslav republics. With the rise of Milofevic to power in Serbia in 1987, an 

increasingl y vocal rnovement favoring non-institutional means of integrating Kosovo and 

Vojvodina within Serbia emerged. M e r  Serbia was united with its provinces in 1990. 

constitutionally supponed nation-building policies emerged that could be only interpreted 

as minority-destmying. The policies adopted in relation to Kosovo ultimately endangered 

the social unity and temtorial integrity of Serbia as a whole. 

The dissertation concludes that Serbian society cm overcome its fascination with the myrh 

of an ethnically homogenous nation-aate only if it finally recognizes and accepts its own 

ethnocultural diversity. In other words, any potentially successfùl refonn of the Serbian 

society and state will have to recognize liberal-dernocratic requirements for political 

equality, and acknowledge multiethnic diversity as a cultural framework within which the 

various Serbian national groups can enjoy democratic self-government. 
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NATIONALISM IN THE CONTEXT OF AN ILLIBERAL 
MULTINATION STATE: 

THE CASE OF SERi3I.A 

We hadjid the hrcrrr onfhntc~sies 
7'he heart 's grown bnrmlf im thejbre: 
More substance in otrr eomities 
Thon in otrr love. W. B. ~ e a t s '  

Wit hin serbia's2 current territorial borders. ~ o s o v o ( a ) ~  Albanians, Hunyarians in 

Vojvodina, Muslirns from Sandiak (Bosniaks) and other ethnic groups account for alrnost 

thirty-five percent of its population." Serbia rniyht therefore seem a typical state for the 

contemporary world; a world in which the principles of liberal democracy and the 

recognition of diversity are increasingly becoming the norm, and ethnic homogeneity and 

authontarian govenunent an exception to a global mixing of religions, cultures and nations. 

W. B. Yeats. .\ Irtiitatirins in Tiniu o/*Civil CC'ar. 

Serbia. iogethcr witti btontenegro. is a piui of the Fedenl Republic of Yugosiavia thiit cmcrged oui of tIic 
aslies of the old. socirilist Yugosltivia in 1991. Given the compltxitics involved in the rclationship 
between the two fcderal units, in the dissertation I will be concerned prhuily with tlie vanous rispccrs of 
tlie politics of nationaiism in Serbia Thmugliout the dissertation, ihe terms "post-socialist" and -psi- 
cornmu~st" will be used interchangably, while the tenn "regime" will  be uscd as shodxmd for 
"MiloSeviC's post-socialist govemmen~" 
A certain terrninoiogical ~ l ~ c l i t i o n  is needed. Whle Serbian aulliors write about Kosovo. Albanians 
from the region are using the t em Kosow (or Kosovë). Western scholars ruc opting for one version over 
the other, depending on their politicai stand as to wliether Kosovo should bc part of Serbiü or Kosovri 
sliould be ganteci a fiill territorial autonomy. t tlunk bol11 tenns are fully legitimiite and simply rellect tlie 
conflicting nature of the national groups' clüirns to the same iemtary. Accordingly. 1 will use both ternis 
interclungcably- 
According to 1991 Census, Serbs repcesented 65.9% of the Serbitin population, Albanians 17.1% 
Hungaians 3.5% Muslirns 2.5%, Romanians 1.4, Montenegrins l.494.L. Croats l.l"/u, etc. For the 
complete demographic structure of Yugo5ui.d and Serbb, see Appenck~ 1, Tables 1-5. 



Yet the process of political transformation in the post-socialist Serbia has laryel y 

taken the form of mimicry o f  genuine democratic processes in society on one side. and 

the ethnicization o f  politics on the other. Such mimicry has resulted neither in the fu l l  

emergence of new political subjects, nor in cornplete pmservation of the old socirlist 

system. Instead, the main purpose of the quasi-new subjects (a façade parliamentary 

system, state-controlled media, the Constitution, the loyal opposition parties) is to provide 

the Serbian state and its political regime with a semblniice or legitimiwy. .4t the same 

time, however, the Serbian post-socialist élite has been engaged in social1 y engineerins 

support for an ethnically hornogenous nation-state. Techniques used by the Serbian regimc? 

to reduce or limit ethnocultural diversity range from curbing temtorial autonomy. 

restnctins the language rights of ethnic groups and capping state-sponsored multicultural 

programs to intimidation, terror, and forced expulsion of populations (ethnic cleansing). 

These policies have provoked a aalemate in democratization of the country. 

economic chaos, political uncenainties. disregard for human and national rninority rights, 

and finally, excommunication of Serbia from the international comrnunity. The pressin!: 

question is what might be the alternatives to the regime's politics of creating an ethnically 

homogenous nation-state. This leads to funher quandaries: Whai other means are available 

for "legitimizing" the temtorial integrity and sovereignty of a Serbian state? What type of 

nation-building policies dominates the post-socialist Serbia? What type of identity is the 

regime trying to foaer? What is the role of intellectuals and media in identity-creation in 

Serbia? To what extent does Serbia's political system mirror its constitutional 



(institutional) design? And, finally, what are the social and political alternatives to 

MiloSevic's unchallenged hold over Serbia since l987? 

In dealing with these questions, I argue that the contemporary literature. though rich 

in empirical findings on the consequences of ethnic politics worldwide, frequently lacks a 

theoreticdl y grounded understanding of nation-building policies. Its principal assumpt ion 

is that the best alternative to existing policies is a strong differentiation between individual 

(civic) and collective (ethnic) rights. overseen by an impartial. liberally minded state. 

Actual policies and performances are then judyed by this yardstick. 

On one level, the libetal arguments in favor of state neutrality and separation of 

group and individual rights in the case of Serbia are hard to resist. In the Serbian contea. 

the state itself emerges as the most active promoter of the myth of superiority of the 

"founding" Serbian nation over any other ethnic group in the country. On the other, 

however, the Serbian ruling élite has been able to exploit not only the politics of national 

homoyenization. but also some of the main liberal arguments in favor of the pnnciple of 

the state impartiality and individual rights. The laten example is Kosovo, where police 

brutality and military action have been defended not only by appeals to state sovereignty 

and the inviolability of state borden, but also by painting the secessionist daims of the 

Kosovar Albanians as an anti-liberal and anti-democratic attempt to promoie collective 

rights at the expense of individual ones. For these reasons, 1 maintain that not only openly 

nationalist policies but also the blanket application of ostensibly "impartial" policies quite 



often serve the ideological tùnction of justiQing the ways of life of the dominant groups in 

society as against those of minorities. 

In order to analyze nation-building in Serbia that is based on the mimicry of 

democratization processes on the one side. and perpetuation of injustices for minorities on 

the other, 1 apply in particuiar: 

Liah Greenfeld's historical and sociological conceptualization of various situational 

conaraints (that is, economic, social, cultural and political structural factors) leadin5 to, 

or impeding, certain foms of nationdism; 

conceptual and normative insights from the current liberal-cornmunitarian debate in 

regards the issues of nation-building policies in the context ofmultination States; and 

contemporary liberal and cornmunitarian theorking in regards to the assessrnent of the 

issues of national self-detemination and secession. 

These approaches provide both conceptual and normative foundations for 

evaluating nation-building policies, and hopefully identify ways in which these policies are 

necessady biased towards the language and culture of the dominant Serbian nation, despite 

the legislarive daim to promote pnnciples of political liberalism. 

At a methodoloyical level, the analysis of Serbian nationdism combines "a 

sensitivity to specific historical or cultural contexts with theoretical generalization."' The 

collection of data and evidence is not guided by a mono-causal logic of precisely 



operationalized variables, but by the belie f t hat interpreting a p henomenon as complex as 

Serbian ethno-nationalism requires equal weight to be given to economic, cultural. social 

and political svuctural factors. The final aim is not a set of contes-tiee pneralizations of 

the Serbian case that can be somehow applied worldwide, but rather some lirnited 

generalizations whose wider validity will ultimately depend on the similarity of the contes. 

At the hem of this approach is the researcher's understanding of "an ever-present 

tension between cgecy. the îluid-social action and changing social reality, and sm~lrrre. 

the fixed regularities and patterns that shape social actions and perceptions."6 Accordingly. 

social reality is perceived as both constantly created and changed by people and, at the 

sarne time, as something that imposes and restricts human choices. 

Finally, the nature of the topic requires extensive recouse to all available Factual 

data, including books, articles, Iegislative documents, reports of local NGO's, as well as the 

work of foreiyn and domestic analysts. It goes without saying that the dissertation is not 

conceived as a detlnitive account of the situation in Serbia. Ultimately, the analysis that is 

offered to the reader is open to reexamination by readers. Its ambition is to join an 

increasingîy important dialogue about the causes and consequences of the ethnicization of 

politics in the contemporary context of a multination state. 

See W. Lawrence Neuman, Wstorical-cornptive Ebemh," in Socid Rrsearch ~Wethoh: Qualitativr 
and Quantita~ivtr Approuches, 3rd ed (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1 Y Y7), 388-389. 
W. Lawrence Neuman, 390 [my italicsl. Also, see Colin Hay, "Suucture and Agenq." in Throy mil 
.11erhorlJ. in Political Science, eds, David Marsh and Gerry Stoker (New York: St, Martin's Press. 1995). 
l8!NO8. 



The dissertation is organized in the following way. In Chapter One. I evaluate 

contemporary liberal and communitarian theorizing on nationalism. Section One of the 

chapter develops a situational approach to nationalism that sees the classic cividet hnic 

dichotomy rather as a distinction tu be drawn within each nationalist rnovement than as a 

criterion for distinsuishing "Western" €rom "Eastern" nationalism. Section Two is based 

on an evaluation of the possible links between liberalism and nationalism. 1t demonstrates 

that under certain conditions nationalism need not be inconsistent with respect for 

individual autonomy and ethnic and cultural diversity. Finally. in Section Three. I discuss 

the question of national self-determination and the various circumstances which miehi 

justiS, secession according to liberal and communitarian critena. 

In Chapter Two, which is based on the situational approach to nationalism 

developed in the first chapter, I contenualize Serbian nationalism against the background 

of various economic, social, ideological and cultural constraints present at different periods 

of Serbian history. Section One emphasizes the relationship between nationalisni and 

modernity within the context of the Balkans. In Section Two, the focus is on aate- and 

nation-building policies in nineteenth-centuiy Serbia and the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 

( 19 1 8- 194 1). The final section of the chapter discusses the same policies in the context of 

the socialist Yugoslavia, providing the background within which Serbian ethnic 

nationalism emerged as predorninant. The aim of this historical and sociological 

exploration of Serbian nationalism is to emphasize that both civic and ethnic models of 

nationalism could be found within the Serbian state. 



Chapter Three offers an analysis of the institutional and political development of 

Serbian nationalism in the context of the post-socialist Serbia ( 1990- 1998). It discusses the 

rnechanisms which the Serbian regime has used to mimic liberal-democratic national 

principles. My approach is infonned by the discussion of the normative and institutional 

foundations of liberal nationalism presented in Chapter One. The first section of the third 

chapter presents an analysis of the constitutional foundations of the Serbian ethnicized 

pluralist system. Section Two analyzes the role of the state-controlled media in justifying 

the politics of ethnic homogenization. Finally, in the third section, the focus is on the 

similarities and differences in the programs and activities of major Serbian political parties 

In Chapter Four, 1 discuss majority-minority relations in post-socialist Serbia. 

From the perspective developed in the sections on liberal nationalism and national selG 

determination in Chapter One, 1 argue that liberal nationalism may well be consistent with 

individual autonomy and cultural diversity. But the failure of the Serbian regime to protect 

either individual rights or cultural diversity shows that its nation-building policies are, in 

fact, minority-destroying and democracy-rnimicking policies. The tirst section of this 

chapter provides the reader with an overview of internationally recognized standards for the 

protection of national rninority rights. Section Two evaluates the state- and nation-buildins 

policies applied in the cases of Vojvodina and Sandfak. Finally, the third section discusses 

the regime's policies of systemic discrimination against the Kosovar Albanians and 

rejection of their daims to sovereignty. 



The dissertation concludes that the only barrier to ethnonationalist frenzy may well 

lie in a politics based on the equality of each and every member of a societal culture. In the 

words of Iris Marion Young, this requires "establishing or re-establishing layers of 

heterogeneous publics that garantee respect for the cultural specificity and needs of 

different groups, and which compensate disadvantaged groups. institutionalizing means of 

ensuring their voice and perspective to be heard."' In other words, tolerance in 

contemporary societies should take the fonn of a democratic cultural pluralism that allows 

culturally differentiated groups to mutually respect one another and to achieve their 

equality by affirrning one another in their differences.' 

The Serbian regime of President MiIoSevic rejected these policies in favor of 

creating an ethnicall y homogeneous nation-state. The consequences of this attempt to 

eliminate the original condition o f  Serbinn ethnic diversity are by now al1 too obvious. 

Insisting on the supposed superioriry of the "chosen" Serbian people inevitably led to the 

perpetual marginalization of national minorities, within an increasingly ethnicized 

political scene in Serbia. As long as this continues, national minorities in Serbia will be 

Forced to develop politically alienated subcultures oriented either against mainstream 

state institutions, or against the members of the pnvileged majority group in society. At 

least in Kosovo, the development of interlocking ethnic nationalisms between the Serbs 

' Iris Marion Young, "Together in Dlnerencc: Tmsforming the Logic o f  Group Political Conilict.'' in The 
Righrs ofiLINtony Culiures. ed W U  Kymlicka (Oxford: (Mord University Press. 1995). 170- 17 1. 
On ihe politics of cultuml p l u a h n ,  see Iris Marion Young, Jwtice and the Politics of Dtffernncr 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, L990), 163. 



and the Kosovar Albanians has proved tragically detrimental to not only the Kosovar 

Albanian community, but also to the Serbian society and the state. 



TKEORY AND PMCTICE OF NATtONALISM 

[ T ] k  barriers o/nationai@ which briong tu lhr I I # I I I C ~  of h e  race will 
rneït and dissoive in the swishine of science and art. G. Lo wes ~ i c  kinson' 

introduction 

Only a decade ago it seerned that the words of G. Lowes Dickinson. written ;i 

centwy ago. Fully yrasped the mood of our era. The question up to then was simply 

whether the days of sunshine for the human species would corne hster under a liberal or a 

Marxist ideology. The fa11 of the Berlin Wall in 1989 seemed to decide this question in 

favor of liberdism. However, jubilation over the end of the Cold War did not last long. and 

the current spate of conflicts between various national groups make Dickinson's words 

look extravagant in their dmost religious faith in progress. 

B y contrast, De Maistre's remark from the second half of the ni neteenth century. 

encapsulates a new dogma of our seneration. Many policy analysts and academic wrirers 

have seen it reflected most infamously in the secessionist wars on the territory of the 

former Yugoslavia. Decades of cornmunism. they Say, could not break peoples' links to 

"land and soil" mythologies. The journalistic "insight" that rquates a former communist 

' Quoted in Yael Tamir, Liberai Nattondim (Princeton: Princeton University P m  1993). 13. 
Quoted in Enc Habsbawrn, iVutions and Nationaiisnr since 17610: Pmgmninte, .l[vth, Rraliv (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 38, 



system with a big refngerator that temporarily put nationalist feelings on ice became a basis 

for endless works on the re-emergence of nationalism in the region and worldwide. Still. 

the metaphor of a "big refngerator" is deeply Bawed. 

At the ernpirical level, nationalism has been a dnving force of the twentieth 

century. The colonial strupgles of many African and Asian nations can hardly be 

understood without nationalism, and it also predated, and to a certain extent provoked, the 

collapse of the communist federations of Czechoslovakia. the Soviet Union and 

Yugoslavia. At the analytical level, many authors have paid due attention to the 

phenornenon of nationalism, despite often-heard claims that scholars had blindly Followed 

popular ideas about the obsolescence o f  nationalisrn. 

The so-called instrumentalist-ethnicist debate in the 1980s about modernitv oF 

nationalism has prepared us for the major revival of public interest in nationalism in the 

1990s.~ This debate ail1 rages. On one side, the instmmentalists pile up evidence of how 

our identities have been molded, constnicted. "invented" or "irnagined."" [n equally 

ingenious fashion, the ethnicists highlight continuous communal awareness of a common 

culture, language or foundation myth as proof that ethnic communities have "naturally," 

"inevitably" or "innately" developed into today's nation-nates.' 

See John Hutchinson .LIoclem Xafionalim (London: Fontana Press, 1994). si-siv. 
4 See Ernest Gellner. .\;àrruns and Yationalisnr (0.xfiord: Blackwell, 1983); Benedia Anderson. Ir~~agtnrd 

Conrnturiities (London Verso. 1983); tuid Eric Hobsbawrn. Nutions and :Variunalisni since 1780. 

Set Anthony Smith, The Ethnic Origirts u/Nation.s (O.~ord: Bladoveli, 1986); John Hutchinson. JloJerrn 
LYa(ionalism; and John Armstrong, :Vafions before Nationalisni (Chape1 Hill: University of Nortli 
Caroliriii Press, 1983). 



For these reasons, 1 suggest that nationalism can best be understood as an 

essentially contested concept! We must carefully differentiate the various definitions of 

nationalism in order to underaand al1 the subtleties and idiosyncrasies of many distinct 

approaches towards nationalism. This can also help us avoid confusion arisiny frorn use of 

the sarne terminology to mean different things, and let us see the types of questions that can 

be raised, or which will remain hidden, when we embrace one approach rather than 

anot her. 

This chapter provides a critical evaluation of some of the most important challenges 

which nationalism poses for political analysts. The unsettled normative and rmpirical 

dilemmas about how to achieve the most productive synthesis of nationalism and 

modemity, as well as chic and ethnic identities. are the focus of the tirst section of the 

chapter. The relationship between nationalism and liberalism is explored in Section Two. 

Finally, the third section deals with the seemingly irreconcilable questions of national self- 

determination and state sovereignty. Al1 these issues are also at the hem of the politics of 

Serbian nationalism, a detailed case audy of which will be presented in the subsequent 

chapters. 

6 William E. ConnoHly delines an essentially contestcd concept in the following m e r  "When the 
disagreement does not sirnply refleci ditrcrent rwdings of evidence witlun a fully shared system of 
concepis, we c m  say that a conceptuai dispute hüs arisen ..+ when the agreed and contested niles of 
application rue relatively open, enabling parties to interpret even those shed niles Werently as new and 
unforeseen situation arises, then the concept in question is an 'essentidly contested concept."' Sucti 
concepis "essentially hvolve endless disputes about their proper uses on the part of their users- See 
T e m  of PoMcal Discourse (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), 10- 



Notionalism, Modernity and the CividEthnic Question 

The nineteenth century has been inseparably linked to the idea and practice of the 

nation-state. on one side. and different forms of nationalism that justify these links, on the 

other. And yet. as lsaiah Berlin rightly assens. no great social or political prophet of the 

Iast century anticipated the significance of nationa~isrn.~ Quite the contrary, as Eugene 

Kamenka reminds us, it has been more than one hundred years now that "the death of 

nationaiism has been predicted by good people confidently - and erroneous~~."' ln this 

regard, there has been little difference between the liberals and the Marxists. 

Not only did liberalism and Marxism falsely assume the collapse of nationalism. 

but they also did so for essentially similar reasons. Both schools of thought arose €rom the 

Enlightenment projea. and both understood history in Hegelian tems as a progressive 

unfolding towards justice and freedom. Both retain a full faith in the siipreme role of 

Reason, and both are materialkt philosophies in the sense that they hold a h l ly  

industrialized and wealthy society to be a condition shrr r p  tmti of human progess.' 

- -. 

See Laiüli Baiin, The Bent Twig: "On the Rise of Nationalim,'* in The Cmoked Ti~r~ber of Hurrianip: 
Chapters in the Hisrory ofIdeas, ed. Henry Hardy (London: John Murray Publishers, l990), 238-26 1. ' Eugene Kamenka, -Nationalism: Arnbiguous Legacies and Contingent Futures," Poliricol Stuclies. XLI 
(1993): 78. 
Set Torbjoem Knutsen. .-I fii.vtop ~Jlnternatiunal Rrlntionv Thruty (Mmcl~ester: Manchester Univcnih 
Press, 1 W2). 206. Ernest Geber mainrtiins h t  "the logîc of Iiberaiism and W s r n  was impeccible." 
Modemkation turns culturi différences in10 political and social ones, Iesiving nationaiism witliour tlic 
materiai to wvork on (culnirai merences). Yet, lustory did not follow rhis route As GelInet says, 
"[nhere !vas a third m e r  in ihe m e ,  eventially more powverfui tlm either of the other two 
~krahsm and Matluisml - romantic nationaiisrn." See "Introduction," in Notions of Nationalisnt, 26 
Sukumar Periwal (Budapest: CUP, 1995). 14. 



Thus in words of Tony Judt, although equally disdainhl of each other, liberalism and 

MaKisrn share a "curiously similar understanding of nati~nalism."'~ 

ln sirnilar fashion, lohn Dunn agues that the Enlightenment way of thinking 

perceives nationalism as an essentially irrational and anti-modern phenornenon, contrary to 

universalistic concepts of natural law as understood by secular rationalism." Nationalism 

runs counter to the modemist idea that the fundamental ethical unit (and the proper 

conceptual unit of analysis) can only be an individual human being. Instend, it "has boldlv 

espoused the daims of the parochial, of cultural idiosyncrasy and localism, of the 

f o ~ k w a ~ . " ' ~  Funhermore, once such "cultural" nationalism has been linked to the idea of 

the nght of the nation to self-detemination. folklore becomes the yardstick for nationaiist 

political actions, leading to an increase of "just wars among self-righteous tribes" for 

territory This is done in the name of the principle that each nation must have a protective 

state of its own." Thus, in an oAen-quoted statement, Dunn assens that nationalisrn can 

only be described as "the starkest political sharne of the twentieth century."'" 

Given the abundance of '3ust" wars in the twentieth century - the latest being 

fought in, or rather for, Kosovo - Dunn's analysis seems extremely attractive. Yet, little is 

new in his examination of nationalism. In fact, he repeats many arguments put forward by 

IO Tony ludi., "Review of Literaiure on Natiorÿilisin." in .kw liwk Rrvirw of B c ~ r k v .  26 May 1994. 44-5 1. 
" lohn Dunn, "Nationalism," in Western Polirical Ttteoy in the Face of the Future. Canto Edition 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 993), 60. 

" Ibid, 60. 
l 3  On the iinks between the rise of nationalism and the nght to self4eterminütion see Hie Kedourie's 

ciassic study Nationafimi (London: Hutchuison, 1966). 
'' Dunn, 57. 



nineteenth-century liberals and Marxists. His view of nationalism differs little, for 

example, from that of John Stuart Mill, who expressed in the following terms his disdain 

for those in small non-recognized communities who clung to their cultural distinctiveness: 

Nobody can suppose that it is not more beneficial to a Briton or a Basque of French 
Navarre to be ... a mernber of the French nationality, admitted on equal terms to al1 
the privileges of French citizenship, sharing the advantage of protection and the 
dignity and prestige of French power than to sulk on his own rocks. the half-savage 
relic of past times, revolving in his own mental orbit, without participation or 
interest on the general rnovement of the world. " 

Mill was also openly doubtful of the capacity of non-European peoples to develop 

their distinct society and culture. He maintained t hat non-European societies could 

progress only with the help of the modern European States ("If they are ever to be fanher 

improved. it must be by foreigners."). Such sentiments should not surprise us. Mill's 

understandine of nationalism is deeply imbued with the nineteenth-century liberal approach 

towards nationalism; an approach that was based on the distinction between the civilized 

Europe, on one side. and the barbaric rest of the world, on the other '" 

A similar line of thought can be discerned in Marx's division of European nations 

into the historic and the non-historic ones (mainly smaller Slavic nations)." Being a man 

of the Enlightened Europe, as Sidney Hook asserts, Mm's  ethical ideal was a society "in 

15 J.S. Mill. -Considerations on Represcntative Govenunent." in ù'tilitariani.vti, t ibery, Reprcsentarivt! 
Govemntent. ed- H. Acton (London: J.M. Dent, 1972), 363-364. 

l6 Bhikhu Parekli maintains that the nineteenth-century liberai .-obsessive mti-aaditioniûism" has scrved the 
purpose of justifjing the superiority of modern European nations vis-à-vis their colonies. Sce 
"Decolonizing Libenlism," in The End of Ims? Re/lrcfions on the Fate of ldeological Politics afir  
C'onrmuntsm 's Coliapse, eci Al- Shuoms (0.uford: Bladnveil, 1994), 183-2W. 

17 For an excellent overview OP Max's and Engels's understanding of the nationai question, see Ephmim 
NUnni, "Mru?u, Engeis and the National Question'' in The Righfi of.Llinorip Culturers. ed. Wi11 Kyrnlickti 
(O.dord 0.uford University Press, IW6). 57-78. 



which the free development of each is the condition of the free development of all. 

Ultimately the test of ail institutions was the eaent to which they made possible for al1 

persons the full and rich development oftheir personalities."'X 

For Marx and Engels, class war provides the engine for progressive social change. 

To continue the analogy, the French mode1 of a homoyenous nation-state represents a train 

that can cany us to a better future. In this perspective, nationalism among the smaller non- 

historic nations was a disturbing element, a "temporary phenomenon which, generated by 

the ascendancy of the bourgeoisie. is one of the self-sustaining weapons against the 

proietariat."l" 

M m ' s  contempt for the Balkan nations - and Rlill's - can best be explained by 

their trust in reason. For Mm, the deep-seated attachments to ethnic affiliations in the 

Balkans and among other "non-historic nations" are direaly linked to the conditions of 

appalling ignorance that characterize those masses compared to "civilized European 

nations." The dogma that nationalism was a temporary phenomenon continued in al1 

subsequent schools of ~wxism."  Paradoxically, it remained so even after the international 

18 Quoied in William Pr&. The Wrath oj'.Vat~un.i: Clvi Iiinrion m d  the Ft1nr.v uf.Vationnlisnr (New Y or k: 
Simon, 1993). 64. 
Beriin. 749. " Despite his appmvd of the right of nations to selfdetermination, the same u n  be nid for Lenin. A ciosc 
analysis of the basic precepts of Lenui's mtiorüil policy as espressed in his famous political slogrui - 
"national in form, sociaiist in content," reverils the same tnist in mason shom by Mm and MiIl. Wriker 
C o ~ o r  is certainiy right when he asserts rhat "Lenin couid readiiy conceive of naùonaily aroused people 
acting in opposition to their best economic intacar by fighting for independence. But lvivil nationidisiic 
suspicions iaid to rest by the [communistj offer to independence [the righi to sclf71eterminationl. 
economic motivation would win out." See  vari ion al Question in :Lla~xist-Leninist Tllrriw and Strutegv 
(Princeton: Princeton Unit.emty Press, 1984), 38. St i4  it has to be said ihût Lenin deveioped a 
thorough- primordidist and essentialist definition of the nation, according to which culture tuid Iruiguagc 



socialist movement, supposedly firmly rooted in the western European working class at the 

beginning of twentieth century, split dong nationai Iines in 1914, providing an early sign 

that socialists, despite their internationalist rhetoric. were not immune to nationalism. " 

Will Ky mlicka nghtly reminds us of t he conventionai distinction in nineteent h- 

century thought between the "great nations" (France. Italy, Poland, Germany, Hungary. 

Spain, England, Russia) and smaller "nationalities" (Czechs. Slov,îks. Serbs. Slovenes. 

Croats, Basque, Welsh, Bulgarians, Scots, Romanians). The "great nations" were thought 

of as the sole bearers of progress, while the "nationalities" were perceived as historically 

incapable of independent social and cultural development. So, as Kymlicka assens, "some 

serve as o b j ~ ~ t i v e  m m  of group difiërentiation. Sincc this definition was univcrdly acceptcd bv 
commuriist states, it is not surprising tlut despite its rfietoric. tlic Ftirty dways nurtiued the prirnordinlist 
aspects of nritiorüilisrn In füct. it can be argued iIi;it tiiis peculiar Lcninist blcnd of instmmcntaiisrn and 
primordialisrn led to the etlmicization of politics in Eastern Europe well berore the collapse of 
cornmunism in the region. 
On the 0 t h  side, Austro-Mar?iists argued for a more nuanced and culturally specified clriss milysis. 
Bruno Bauer and Karl Renner, as the most vocal representaiives of die Aum-Mru'rist school in the m t y  
nventieth century, hiid uied to accomrnodrite the Centrai European e t M c  difEèrences by ernphasizing that 
distinct historia1 developments of parllcular erhnic groups with their own lmguges and traditions 
necessuily l ad  to the development of sepante national identities (or, in dieir tenninology. "national 
charactersT7. In addition. ihey cnvisioned a democratic transformation of the Habsburg Empire diat 
would be büsed on the full recognition of cultumi sutonomy of many diverse nations-membcrs of the 
Ausuia-Hungq. Unlikc Lenin and Stdin. however, Bauer and Renner did iiot nippon tlic ideil of 
nationai separatism and. instead, tliey advociited the ideai of supra-national state as a more adviinced 
stage of political development to dut of the nation-state. With the coilapse of Austro-Hungaq. the idms 
OP Ihe Austm-Mm-N also lost their appd.  Finally, despite their rather contempocary anphaas on the 
cultural roots of nationalism. their influence in Eastern Europe b d  been conipletdy lost with thc creiition 
of the Marsist regimes based on the ideology of officia1 Wsm-Leninism See DuSan Janjik. ~Vucijiz: 
Sta je ta? (Beograd: Radnitka W p a .  I Y  Y3), 5742:  and L o ~ i e  R Johnson. Central Europe: Enemirs; 
Akighbars, Friends (O.tord: O.~ord University Press. 1996). 174-175. 

'' See Dunn,S7-58. 



nineteenth-century liberals endorsed national independence €or great nations, but coercive 

assimilation for srnaller nationalities."" 

A dismissive attitude towards smaller (non)European nationalisms as innately 

reactionary and anti-modem bas also permeated post-World War LI liberal thought. It can 

be recognized not only in Dunn. but also in Hans Kohn, one of the moa influential liberal 

histonans of the mid-twentieth century. Kohn differentiates between two types of 

nationalism: an enlightened type in the West and an irrational strain in the East. According 

to him, "authentic" nationalism only occurs in countries in which a state-building tradition 

preceded the gowth of nationalism, and where the emergence of liberalism has paralleled 

the rise of nationalism." He then posits a derivative type of eastern nationalism. 

characterized by an emphasis on collective rather t han ind ividual riphts. 

Peter Sugar has funher developed such understanding of the eastem-European 

nationalism. While the rise of nationalism in the West coincided with the rise of the 

nation-state within pre-existing state structures, in the "Other" Europe nationalism came 

as the reaction to foreign rule, and as such, preceded the formation of the future nation- 

states. Accordinyly, as Sugar rnaintains: 

" Will Kymlicka, 4Llulticult~rui Citizenship: -4 Liberai Theop u/.lfinwii.' Rights (Oxford: Clmndon Press. 
1995), 53. Kyrnlicka, however, maintains that, despite such "elluiocentric denigmtion of smalier national 
groups," there has been a much wider range of Mews on h c  minonty rights in liberai tradition. He 
approvingiy quotes Lord Acton and ALlied ZUninem as defenders of the virn,es of multi-nation states: ri 
belief that nin ag;wlst the commonplace of îhe iime that oniy a nationdate can be a fiee date. " Set Ernst B. Haar "Nationdimi, an instrumental Social Connnriionn .bfillenniuni: Journal O/ 

International Studies. 22. no. 3 (1993): 518-519. Kohn wote extensively on m~tiorinlism. but of 
particular relev'mce for out iopic are his The Idea a/ iVationalim (New York: Macmillan. 1944) and The 
Agci of Nurionali.~~~ (New York: Harper and Row. 1962). 



[Tlhe fiontiers of an existing state and of a rising nationality rarely coincided; 
nationalism there grew in proten against and in conflict with the existing state 
pattern - not primarily to transform it into a people's state, but to redraw the 
political boundaries in confo rmity wit h ethnograp hic demands.'" 

In other words, since in Eastern Europe there were no clearly defined national 

borders, nationalism tended towards justifying particular territorial daims in the name of 

the membership of the group, perceived as "objectively" identitiable through its 

distinctive way of life, history. culture, language, etc. However, this meant that the 

individualistic national principle, based on citizens' tùndamental equality, was 

transfonned into the collectivist principle that emphasizes the uniqueness of a people. At 

the end of t he process. the links between democracy and nationalism were severed." 

So, distinct social and political factors operating in Western and Eastern Europe 

created diflerent concepts of nationalism: one gounded in a liberal understanding of 

citizens' rights, the other on messianic notions of the will of a people. The tirst shared 

Hegel's trust in reason progressively untoldiny towards justice and freedorn; the ot her 

understood history in romanticist and evdutionist terms, seeing the possession of a 

homeland (Volkstncr~) as the precondition for national Fulfillment. Finally, the first was a 

natural development of already existiny States; the other aimed at the "invention" of nation- 

" Peter Sugar. "Eutermi and Domeak Rwts of Eaaem European Nationahmi* in ~Va~ionaIim in Ea-stem 
Europe. ed Peter Sugar and Ivo Lederer (Seattle, University of Washington Press. 1969). 10. 

'< See Peter Sugar. nuiiroduction" in EIhnic Diversr^> and L'ottjIicf in Ea~fern Eumpc. cd. Peler Sugu 
(Santa Barbarzi: AB C. Clio, 1980), 1-20. 

' 6  For a fùii-bbwn historical oveniew of the rise of Eastern Eumpwn nationalimi, see Peter Sugar 
Nafionaliy and Society in Habsburg and Ofroman En~pire (BrooMeld: Varionun, 1997); and Charles 



The more recent literature has tried to address some of the flaws of conventional 

liberal and Marxist approaches, in particular their lack of readiness to deal with the 

modemity of (Eastern European, ethnic) nationalism. Mon contemporary authors adopt a 

critical approach to traditional accounts of nationalism, and reject nineteenth-century 

primordialist conceptions of a perpetuai process of self-realization of nations embedded in 

human nature. However, they differ in their understanding of the links between modernity 

and nationalism. 

According to the instnimentalist camp, it is a paradox to talk about the prevalence 

of nation-states while deprecating nationalism as an irrational and anti-modem force. They 

perceive nationalism as essentiall y an aspiration towards the achievement of an 

independent state, and thus inextricably Iinked to distinctively modem notions of popular 

will and sovereignty." Gellner, Hobsbawm and Anderson also view nationalism as a 

distinctively modem political technology in that it legitimated a shift in the locus of power 

to the newly created modern nation-state." 

The ethnicists reply that although the nation is a modern institution, its foundations 

have been laid in the pan. For these reasons the nation-building projects of the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries cm bea be described in terms of ethnic revival, Le., by claimin!: 

Jelavich and Barbar;s Jelavich, Esiabfishnient of the Balkan National States. 11804-1930 (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1977). 
For a penetrating discussion of the links beiween nationalisrn and dininctively modem notions of popular 
will zuid sovereignty, see C h i e s  Tay Ior. "Nationalism and Modemity," in The .Lforafi& o/iVationaiis~tz. 
ed  Robert McKim md leff McM;ih;ui (Osford: Osfird University Press, 1997),3 1-55. 
See footnote 4. 



descent from ancient communities.'"~ a certain extent their reading harks back to the 

nineteenth-century primordialist arguments of nationalist historians and linyuists about the 

natural character of nation-states. But their position is best described. as John L. Comaroff 

and Paul C. Stem put it. as "a neo-Weberian hybrid that tempers primordialisrn with carehl 

measure of constnictionism [instmmentalism]. ... From this perspective, collective 

identities are not 'things' in or for themselves, but an imminent capacity that takes on 

manifest fom in response to external forces."30 

So, while the instrurnentalists tend to perceive the nation as the product of 

nationalist intelligentsia's "invention" and "imagination," the ethnicists try to strike a 

balance between the pre-modern character of nationalist sentiments and the modern 

character of the nation-state. In other, words, they perceive nationalism as the road to 

modernity that is never fully incorporated into modernity itself These differing views of 

nationalism have important practical implications. For they bear on questions of the nature 

of social identities. our relationship ta the pan and the extent to which "national conflicts 

cm or cannot be managed."" 

Nonetheless, despite the dfferentia .~pecifrca between the instrumentalists and the 

ethnicists rcgardiny the links between nationalism and modemity, they have sirnilar 

See footnote 5. 
'O John L. Comamff md Paul C. Stern, .-New Perspectives on Nationalism and War," meory and Sociey 

23 (1994): 39. The authors also maintain that primordidisrn cm best be understood accordhg to Webcr's 
Startde (status groups), based on three premiscs: people who share a culturc share an identity: loyalties are 
ahvays co~ected \viih strong sentiments: rind thesc sentiments are the basic pnnciptes riround whicli 
group interests m organized. Constnictionism, on the other side, treats collective awareness its a 
response to histoncally concrete practical citrumstances, implying that nationalist consciousness is tui 
entirely situational maner, and as such in no way related to the empirid c o ~ t i o n  (p. 38). 



perspectives about the character (ethnic or civic) of nationalism. Basically, both camps 

implicitly accept Kohn's distinction between the original nationalism of the Wea and the 

derivative nationaiism of the East. 

Ernest Gellner. author of one of the most influential sociological studies of 

nationalism in the 1980s, could not resist appropriating the distinction between the 

Western, supposedly liberal, and Eastern, supposedly illiberal, types of nationalism. 

However. unlike Mill and Marx, Gellner sees the main reason for development of an 

exciusionist eastem European nationalism in the region's lack of a pre-existing, well- 

defined and codified high culture, capable of pursuing the ideals of modernization. For 

Eastern Europe to catch up with the West, a great deal of forcefil cultural engineering was 

necessary : 

In many cases it was bound to involve population exchanges or expulsions. more or 
less forcible assimilation, and sometimes liquidation, in order to attain that close 
relation between state and culture which is the essence of nationaiism. And ail 
these consequences flowed, not from some unusual brutality of the nationalists who 
in the end employed these measures (they were probably no worse and no better 
than anyone else), but from the inescapable logic of the situation? 

3 1 See John Hutchinson, 2. Coniiuoff md Stem detnonstrm the vigor of priniordialist esplanations tinioiig 
politicians confionted widi eyzunples of resurgent nationdisin: "[tlhe dissolution of [lie Sovici empire is 
repcatedly said to have taken the Iid off zi muldron of fermenting nationrilist feeling mong groups tiirit 
had been suppressed - but Iiad reirüiined essentially unclianged - for genemtions; a corollay being dut 
an ethnicaiiy diverse RusSa, Georgia, or Bosnia-Henegovina should be w e d  into cantons to give 
political recognition (and power) to groups whose ethnic identities and geographies are sissumed to bc 
stable. W, however, the ideritities of Ossetians or Bosnians are not primordial, if they have been created 
and consiantly resh;iped by generations of politid interaction md struggle, of intesute conflict and 
ideologial debte, of nationai policy and local economic processes, diEferent conclusions and 
recommendation foUow (p. 42)." Given tfie cantonkation of Bosnia dong ethnic lines that \vas sealcd by 
the sigmnires of the main participants in the Bosnian conflict in Dayton in 1995. it seems tliai 
Comoof fs  tuid Stem's concerns about the politicituis' prirnordialist bias have proved prophetic. " Emea Gellner. Yaf~onu and Nafionulisni. 100-101. in the contea of îhe w a r  in Bosnia and Her~egovimi 
and the miss pogroms of one million ethnic A l b m  fiorn Kosovo in the s p ~ g  of 1999, Gellner's 
words in a auious fashion seern to legitimize such "policies" ris the ortiy ones that can lead the region to 



"The inescapable logic of situation" may tell us more about Gellner's own 

sociological determinism than about why some nationalkt rnovements take a liberai Form 

while others do not. m e r  dl, other countries with little in the way of "high culture" have 

not developed highly illiberal forms of nationalism (e.g. Finland). whereas some of the 

most highly elaborated cultures in human history produced Nazisrn and Fascism. It seems 

here that Gellner is trying to fit nationaiism with his own understanding of the industrial 

requirements of the modem age, despite the fact that nationaiism in the Balkans preceded 

the emeqence of industrialization and mass education." Thus, he gives a correct 

description of some of the features of Eastern nationalism, but fails to get at the root of the 

differences between nationalisms. 

While Gellner finds modern. *'enliphtened" nationalism unimaginable without 

industrialization, Benedict Anderson sees the dynamics of pnnt-capitalism as the vital 

ingredient for the rise of imagined communities. He opens his analysis by observing that 

nation-ness is the most universally legitimate value in political life of our tirne,'" defying 

M m i s t  and liberai predictions about the end of nationaiism in our enlightened world. The 

its better future. It would seem h t  the very forces of culturai tiornogenimtion are al  work and thrit die 
best thing is to l a v e  diem to quickly f'ush dieirjob. 
See Miroslav Hroch, "Froni Nationai Movement to the Fully Fomed Nation, Mamim in the Korld 
(1993): 3-20. Similar point is king nised in the litenntre dealing more explicifly with the Centmi 
Europem e.uperiences. For euample. Ivan Berend and Gyorgy Rruiki approach die question of the t%led 
modcrnization policies in Centrai Europe and the subsequcnt rise of esclusio~st. mutual competing 
fliltionalism in the region by emphasizing the relationship betwecn the Eiiropean "cote" md the 
-peripher)r." See thcir The Europrun Periphery and fndusrrralizarion, 1780- 191 4 (Cibridge:  
Cambridge University Press. 1982). Similarly. Andrew ianos offers a very subiie hktoricai and 
sociological analysis of the state-sponsored nationalism in die Hungarian coniext, tvhich largely is valid 
for most of the region. See The Politics ofBachwardness in Hungary: 1825- I ! W  (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1982). 
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Conmuniries, 3. 



paradoxes 

subjective 

of nationalism remain unexplained: the objective modemity of nations vs. their 

antiquity in the eyes of nationalists, the formal universaiity of nationaiity as a 

socio-cultural concept, and the political power of nationalism vs. its philosophical poveny 

In considering these paradoxes, Anderson urges a Copernican spirit that will go 

beyond conventional modernist accounts. His point of departure is that nationality, nation- 

ness and nationalism are cultural artifacts created at the end of the eighteenth century. In 

the course of history they became modular, Le., capable of being transplanted to a gea t  

variety of social terrains with corresponding political and ideological  constellation^.'^ 

The ingenuity and attractiveness of his thesis lies in its simplicity. Anderson 

maintains that imagined comrnunities are the result of the combination of general 

conditions (the imrnortality of community vis-à-vis single individual, persistence of 

linguistic identity) and specific, conjunctural social factors (the dissolution of racred 

universal religions and dynastic empires, the new conception of progress tbrough time, and 

the emergence of print-capitalism, e.g. the novel, newspapers). 

The most important consequence of the emergence of pnnt-capitalisrn is the 

collapse of Latin as the universal and sacred language. Thus, peoples' search for 

immortality via religion has been transforrned under the conditions of rnodernity to 

imagining modem foms of togethemess (nations) that could satisfy another central 

condition of humanity - its linguistic diversity. In other words, what made new 

communities (nations) imaginable is "an explosive interaction between a system of 



production and productive relations (capitalisrn), a technology of communications (print) 

and the fatality of human linguistic di~ers i t~." '~  In the final analysis, the binh of the 

nation-state is precipitated by the development of print-capitalism that allowed a new way 

of meaningfully linking together fratemity, power and tirne." 

Anderson never explicitly defines culture. From his emphasis on the importance of 

the novel and newspapers it seems that these are the sole criteria for acceptance into the 

realm of modern culture. But, if we concentrate on these forms of modern culture, then, as 

hthony Smith maintains, the nation emeges as a "kind of modem text," parts of which 

can be deconstructed and replaced at the behest of our imagination. Thus, we end up with a 

highly subjective definition of the nation. It precludes questions about the limitations t hat 

previous ethnic ties, or even present structural conditions, might place on our imaginative 

efforts. 

In addition, Anderson's understanding of modernity as a radical break with the past 

and his essentialization of the links between the print-capitalisrn and nation(a1ism) can 

hardly explain the rise of nationalism in central Europe and the Balkans. Nationalisrn. 

rather than class-consciousness, already characterized the political culture of these regions 

in the early nineteenth century, before either industrialism or capitalism significantly 

affected them. 

35 Ibid., 4. 
36 Ibid, 56. 
37 Ibid, 36. 



Also, despite the anractiveness of Anderson's idea of the modularity of nationalism. 

it seems unlikely that nationaikt intellectuals would have been able to "pirate the 

[nationalist] patent" unless they were able to draw on more fundamental forces of social 

transformation such as classes and state institutions. In other words. in order to succeed. 

national consciousness has to be transformed into institutions and movements. The bases 

of nations and their respective nationalisms are not solely in print languages but in the 

interplay between powerful social classes (as Chatterjee maintains). and/or political units 

and equally potent communal entities (as Smith asserts). Lastly, the role of the war in 

foaering national identities and drawing distinctions between "us" and "them" cannot be 

underestimated (a point repeatedly made by Charles Tilly). M e r  d l ,  the most important 

outcome of the war in Boçnia and Herzegovina has been the emergence of separate, ethnic 

identities based on a denial of common memories ofjoint life in not the so recent past.'X 

Thus, despite his excellent points about the significance of the politics of identity in 

forging fully functional and meaningfùl modern societies. Anderson ultimately follows 

most liberals and Manrists in reifying differences between the two types of nationalism: 

one, faithful to the ideals of the Enlightenment, and the other as a modular derivation from 

the original. The question remains as to how to combine his potentially Fniitfùl concept of 

the modularity of imagined communities with a credible explanation as to why some 

nationalist movements are liberal while others are not. 

38 See Parth  Chanerjee, Nationalisi Thought and the Colonial Wiorld; Anthony Smith, Ethnic Raival; tuid 
Charles Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States, -4 D 990-1992. 



Most recently, Liah Greenfeld reafirms a distinction between ethnic and civic 

nationaiisms in a rather powerfùl way. Not unlike Kohn and Sugar, she maintains that the 

original idea and practice of nationalism is inseparably linked to the rise of modernity in 

the eighteenth-century Western Europe (in England, it goes back to sixteenth century). 

However, unlike Gellner and Anderson, she maintains that nation-building (that is. the 

imposition of high culture on masses) is not just a finctionai requirement of modernity. 

Instead, she points out that it was the other way around - first came nationalisrn, then 

modernity . 

Greenfeld maintains that the charaaer of nationalism (and a nation-state) is to a 

great extent determined by its responses to more contingent factors. such as. in the West. 

pre-existing state structures and new concepts of legitimacy and sovereignty based on the 

will of the citizenry. Thus, in the emerging Western nation-states, nationalism was not 

only perceived as interrelated with the ideals of liberalism and democracy. but also, in 

Greenfeld's mernorable phrase, as "the form in which democracy appeared in the world. 

contained in the idea of the nation as a buttertly in a co~oon."~" 

Different "situational constraints"" prevailed in Germany and other parts of 

Eastern Europe, where the rise of nationalism preceded the formation of the future nation- 

'' Liah Greenfield, Nationaliunc Fwe Roods to .\ludemiy (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Hanwd University 
Press, 1992), 10. 
Set G d d Q  Nutionulimc Fiw Rouds to Mbderniry. "Situational conslrainLs" are dl the intenul and 
extemi  economic, poliîicd and s o c i d t d  W o r s a t  work in one society at a panipanicular point of tirne. 
However, hey  cannot be UZUierstood solely as impeduig the W realization of some ideas in the materiai 
worId; they also have to be widerstood as conditions that favor certain type o f  outcornes at the e.xpense of 
others. 



States. Since there were no clearly defined borders of these states-in-progress, nationalism 

sewed to justify particulas temtorial daims in the name of group membership, which could 

be "objectively" defined by a distinct way of life. history, customs, traditions. language, 

etc. The national principle here was not based on ascertaining the general will of a citizen 

body, but on forging people's sense of their uniqueness, the consequence of which was the 

break up of the links between democracy and nationalism. " 

In depicting civic and ethnic nationalisrns. Greenfeld offers a sophisticated 

conceptual approach that allows room For escaping essentializing the differences 

between the two. Following Weber, she maintains that images and perceptions of reaiity 

should be contextualized within the prevailing situational constraints. Social order (the 

overail structure of' society) represents a materialization of the images people possess of 

themselves, although these images (whether nationalist, communist, liberal, etc.) are not 

capable of completely shaping broad economic, political and cultural expressions of a 

society . 

Thus, there is never a "perfect" match between the terms we are usiny to 

describe, define, and prescribe certain reality and the reality itself Also, given the 

constantly shifling "nature" of societal relationships, which is partly the result of the 

endless interplay between the situational constraints and the images of society, not only 

the images but also the current social reality eventuaiiy become obsolete and, as such, 

replaceable with new images and corresponding realities. 



However, even though her approach assumes society to be an "open system,'. 

Greenfeld seems to reiQ differences between civic and ethnic nationalism to an extent that 

virtually precludes re-definitions of contemporary national identities. Hence, the reader is 

led to believe that Germany and Russia will always remain inherently authoritarian 

societies, while Britain and the USA will stay democratic. This would imply that 

contingent factors of the past cannot be overcome in the present, a conclusion which goes 

against Greenfeld's own sophisticated neo-Weberian methodological framework. 

In other words, her conclusion fits her implicit trust in the conventional liberal 

distinction between the civic, liberal nationalism of the West and the ethnic, authontarian 

nationalism of the East better than it fits her concepts of the contingency of nationalisms. It 

also leaves the mibbornness of modem nationalisms essentially unexplained. The problem 

here is not so much in the cividethnic distinction per se, but whether or not. using it, we 

can explain, or at least describe, why people value their national identities so much. ''? 

What are the reasons for such persistent insistence on the civic-ethnic dichotomy? 

Partha Chatte jee  maintains that the conventional liberal distinctions between "good" and 

"bad nationalism are constructed to justify and explain how the liberal idea of the right to 

self-determination. which links enlightened nationalism to democracy, could be distoned t o 

produce such illiberal movements and regimes as twentieth century's exclusionist 

nationalisrns and Nazism. According to Chatte jee: 

On this point. see WiU Kymlicka, nMisundernanding Nationaiim," in Thrurimg .Vorionaiim. cd. 
Rontlld Beiner (New York: SUNY, 1999). 137. 



This yives the liberal rationalist his paradigrnatic fonn in which nationalisrn goes 
hand in hand with reason, liberty and progress. The special type ernerges under 
somewhat different historical circumstances. It is, therefore, complex, impure. and 
oflen deviant; it represents every dificult and contradictory historical process that 
can be very "disturbing." ... There is nothing in it, the liberal-rationalist would 
argue, that is necessarily illiberal. But being a special type, operating in 
unfavorable circumstances, it can oflen be so? 

To Save the liberal-rationalist paradigrn. maintains Chatterjas, tliese deviations have 

to be explained and classified to show that the "irrational and regressive features [of 

nationalism] are only a hangover of the past," that will be overcome once the impediments 

to progress have been removed." However, he questions whether such a ngid dichotomy 

between supposedly "good" and "bad" nationalism can be applied in practice. 

At the hean of such conventional, modernist understanding lies the distinction 

between the Grsr/Ischnfi view of the nation as an inclusive society of like-minded people. 

on the one side. and the Gemeinschafr view of nation as an exclusive community of blood, 

race and closely knitted culture, on the other. In itseif, this is not an inaccurate description 

of two principal versions of nationalism. However, it becomes problematic when it reities 

France and the USA as models of the Geseil~'chu~ï state, and Germany (and Eastern 

Europe) as a mode1 of the Gemeinscha/t state. 

A growing number of authors, 1 believe, rightly assen that the two perspectives 

cannot be used only to differentiate between the countries, but also within thern. R. D. 

Gril10 astutely observes that "[Uf one [modei] tended to prevail, as in France or the United 

" PParth;i Charajee. .VationuIist Thought md the Colonial IVirld: .-I Derivative Discourse? (London: Zed 
Books Ltd, for the United Nations University, 1986). 3. 

44 Ibid., 10. 



States, or in Britain, it was always in dialogue and contestation with the ~ther."''~ He offers 

an excellent analysis of such a dialogue in the nineteenth-century France between the 

proponents of "nation as association". such as Ernest Renan, and those who understood 

French nation in ternis of "community", such as De Maistre, Barrès and Maurras. 

For Gnllo, the evolution of French perceptions of their national heroine, Joan of 

Arc, epitomizes these two visions: "the Joan of Arc cult which began as an enterprise in the 

service of a revolutionary conception of France, became by the late nineteenth century a 

centerpiece of the alternative [conservative, nationalist] perspective.''46 The Dreyfus Affair 

of the late nineteenth century that pitted two visions of France against each other for many 

years galvanized these changes.'" At the hean of Dreytiis Mfair was the extent to which a 

Jew can become a French citizen. On one side of the debate were those who, like Renan, 

argued that nation cannot be defined by language, culture, race or any other "objectively" 

identified criterion. lnaead it is constituted by a "daily plebiscite," a "spiritual principle." 

based on a "rich legacy of mernories, and, above all, by the wish to live together, the will to 

continue to value the heritage."" On the other side, Barrès and Maurras argued that the 

R.D. Grillo. Pfura f im  and fhr Politics of' Lhflerencr: S t m  C'ulturr und E ' i c i t y  in C'ompc1rn11iv 
Perspcrive (O.dotci: Clandon Press. 1 996). 1 S. 

Ibid., 125. 
The rrff'air dominated French politid Iife from 1870 to 19 14. Aifreâ D r q f i ~ s .  a Jew and a cripiain in 
French army, \vas accused of selling rniiitacy secrets to G e r m  m y .  He was rried and sentenced CO 
Devil's Island. Eventuaüyv and ody alter a greût public debate that divided France, he \vas pardoned. 
The iiffair decisively shaped French attitudes as to whether a kw or my other %oreignef un be rightly 
accepted as a member of the French nation. See Grillo, 131-1 38. 
Ibid., 123. Renan stipulates that this "rich legacy of memones" should k wpported only where it favors 
living together as equals, and urges that more unpleasant and potentiaily fractious elements of nation's 
pan be forgotten: 'Getting the history wrong is piut of king a nation." Quoted in Judith Lichtenberg, 
"Natiodïsm For and ( M y )  Against.," in The .Morcaliry ofNationalism, eds. Robert McKirn and Jeff 
M c M o n  (Osford: O.dord University Press, 1997, 164. 



yreatest threat to France came from Iews and others who live in France. but are Foreign to 

the nation. From their perspective, it was clear that Jews could never be ~rench."" 

Something similar can be said for the USA Despite the famous dictum in the 

United States Declaration of lndependence that al1 men are created equal, sorne races have 

been more equal than the others - even on a legal plane - for much of American history 

Thus, as Roben Hayden writes. an inferior political and social status had been 

constitutionally sanctioned on the basis of race for American-bom citizens from 1787 until 

1866 (13'~ 14' and 15" amendments), and from 1892 until 1954. Such second-rate 

citizenship was finally outlawed by the Civil Rights Act in 1964.~"a~den soberly 

concludes that Amencan democratic premises of society as "a polity of equal citizens [thatj 

should include nearly dl permanent residents within the aate, and that al1 should be 

eligible for citizenship, constitute dramatic departures from American practice for moa of 

the fira two centuries of the ~ e ~ u b l i c . " ~ '  His views also undermine the traditional 

perception of the United States as the paradigrnatic example of a civic nation. 

In similar vein, Iohan Amason maintains that the Western and Eastern types of 

nationalism are both complementary and at the sarne time alternative directions of every 

nationalism, the balance between which is influenced by different positions within the 

global context of nineteenth- and twentieth-century economy and politics. What is 

Gdlo, 136. 
W Robert Hayden, "Constitutional Nritionalism and die Logic of the Wars in Yugoslavia" in Ethntcin) tn 

Post-Conrnrunim, eds. Stefano Biichini md DiiSan h j i c  ( Bel pde.  Institut c of Social Science, Forum 
for Ethnic Rehtions & International Network Europe and the Ballrans), 93. 

5' Ibtd., 94. 



perceived and essentialized as the civic nationalism of the West or the ethnic nationalisrn of 

the East has to be contextuaiized within the social realities of particular nation-states. and 

not according to abstract liberal-rationaiist or Marxist schemes.'* 

Therefore, although we may talk about predominantly civic or ethnic components 

of nationalism. or predominantly democratic or authoritarian nation-states, both aspects are 

equally fundamental to our understanding of nationalism and its relationship to modernity. 

Moreover, one cannot base understanding of nationalism solely on particular ideologies. 

Without emphasizing context within which nationalism (but also liberalism) is situated. one 

cm at ben offer a one-sided understanding of nationalisrn tliat essentializes differences 

between its ethnic and civic components. 

With changes in situational factors, the contefi itself will be transformed. 

provoking mutations in both nationaiism and the structure of the nation-state. These 

changes may resemble a more civic or ethnic understanding of nationalism, or a more 

democratic or authontarian state structures. In the tinal analysis, nationalism is a product 

of the precarious balance among different political actors and their competing ideologies. 

responding to local as well as global economic. political. social and cultural conditions 

dominating in a particular moment of a particular nation-state." 

" lohan Amason. See "Nationalisrn, Globaiization and Modemity," Theoc Culrure and Sociep Vo1.7 
(London: Sage. l9W). 207-22 1. Aiso. see Monlsen;it Guibernu iVarionaiisn~s: The .Variort-Sta~e anri 
,lrarionaliisnt in fite Tlvrnriefh Century (Cambridge: Polity Press. IY96). " The wvord ..nationalismT' rhus is best defined as an umbnlla l e m  It coven both iJevIogies orgmkned 
around certain politicai prinaples (civic. ethnic) and designext as often as not to justify congruencc 
between the nation and territory, ünd the sentinienfs of communal identity prevailing under social. 
cultural, political ünd economic matrices of society. These hvo aspects of nationalism are inter-relatetî, 



This situational rpproach to nationalism overcomes the trap of histoncal and 

sociological determinism that pervades much of the current literature on nationalism. Such 

an approach is particularly relevant in the case of Serbia because it undemines the 

dominant conventional matrix that identifies the roots of political authontarianisrn and 

ethnic nationalism in Serbia solely in the existence of a rigid, traditional and pre-modern 

political culture. in the conventional perspective, particular layers of the Serbian past 

usually emerge as the dl-powerful explanatory variable of the Serbian present. This view 

sees the years of communism in Serbia. followed by MiloSeviC's post-socialist era as 

simply building on the pre-modern authontarian character of Serbian political culture so 

that in the end it becomes almost impossible to envision any change to it. jJ 

In contrast to such a perspective. the situat ional approach to nationalism in general, 

and the Serbian case in particular, allows room for a more nuanced analysis of the interplay 

between various economic, social, political and cultural fanon in contemporary Serbia. It 

also sensitizes the reader to more contextualized views on modem-day questions about the 

modernity and persistence of national identities, conflicts within and between national 

groups, and the potential sources of difference between liberal and illiberal forms of 

implying that, for e.uample, liberai nationalism is but one o f  the possible combinations o f  various 
institutional, ideological, culturai and etluiic aspects of mtionalism. " For a dassic essentidin view of the hetidemocrdtic and pmio-ethic chancter of the Balkan poples. see 
George F. Kennan, The Balkan Crisis 19 19 and LW3 ," in The .Vrrv York Rrview ufBook, 15 My. 1993, 
3-7. Also, see Robm D. Kapian, B a t h  Ghosrs: -4 Journqv rhrough Hisrow (New York Si, Martin's 
Press, 1993)- 



nationali~m.~~ Finally, prescriptive elements of the nationalist project are brought to notice. 

Thus the following section addresses the question of the extent to which nationaiism and 

liberalism can be reconciled within the context of a multination state. 

Evaluating (Liberal) Nutionrlism 

If one takes the civiclethnic dichotomy at face value, the rejection of nationalism in 

favor of liberalism seems the only reasonable choice. For at least in popular use, "civic" 

consciousness mua be liberal, while nationalism usually has an unpleasant "ethnic" 

oveitone. In such a context, the possibility of liberal nationalism would appear to be an 

oxymoron and countenntuitive to common sense. 

Yet quite a few conternporary aut hors believe that the conventional di fferentiat ion 

between individual liberalisrn and nationalism based on goup rights is too rigid to meet the 

demands of contemporary multicultural and multination aates. Ronald Beiner gives two 

reasons for attempting to ma.rry liberalism and nationalism. First, given the power of 

nationalism as a sentiment if not an ideology of the contemporary world. liberaliziny it 

would "take the illiberal string" out of it. Secondly, recent reevaluations of nationalism 

"combat dogrnatic rejections of nationalist politics mlir cowt, thereby facilitating 

(sometimes necessary) accommodation with nati~nalisrn."~~ 

55 An excellent survey of the issues involved in rheorizing nationaikm c;in be found in locelyne Couture, 
Krii Nielsen and Michel Seymour. e h . ,  "Rethinkuig Nationalism," Canadian Juut-nal of' Philosuphy. 
Supplernentary Volume 22 (Calgay: University of Calgary Press, 1998). 

56 R o d d  Beiner, "introd~aion,~ in Theuriring ~Vut ionalh,  7. 



Authors l i  ke Yael Tamir, Joseph Raz, Avashai Margalit, Charles Taylor, David 

Miller, Michael Walzer and Will Kymlicka argue that we can understand individual 

freedoms and rights only in the context of membership of a certain national culture.57 Even 

such a hard-core individual liberal as John Rawls insists that "people are bom and expected 

to lead a complete life "wwiin the same society and culturew5" a fùndamentally cultural. 

rather than political vision. If this holds for the members of the majority nation, why not 

also as Kymlicka asserts, for the "national minorities' desire to live and work in their own 

culture! "j9 t nvo king a "myth of ethno-cultural neutrality" to deny national minorities t hei r 

rights to cultural membership in multination nates denies their rights to equality md 

privileges members of majority cultures or nations. 

tris Marion Young funher challen~es the liberal notion of impartiality, which in hrr 

view marginalires cenain groups through the exclusion of difference. She daims that the 

myth of homogeneity can be sustained only by forcing the members of oppressed groups 

(whether defined by gender, race, class, or ethnicity) to put their partial needs aside. 

However, to the extent that they "accept" the myth of homogeneity, those goups reinforce 

their own inferior position in society. Young maintains that the idea of impartiality 

" Sec: Yael Tank Liberal iVutionaIisrn (Princeton: Pnncaon University Press, 1993); Amshai M;ugaiit 
and Joseph Riiz "Nitionai Seif-Dctennination," in Tlie Rights of ,L/iBorip Cultures. ed Will Qmlickri 
(0.aord: Osford University Press. 1995). 79-93; David Miller. On .Vational$ (0.uford: O.dord 
University Press. 1 995); Charles Taylor. 'Vie Politics of Recognition." in 3hiftinrlturaIi~~1t1 an J the 
Poiitics of Recognition, ed. Amy Guimann (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1993) and Will 
Kymiicka, Multicufhîral Citizenship (0.uford: Clarendon Press, 1 995). 

51( Quoted in Wi Kymlicka, States, Nations and Culhrres (Spinoza Lectures at the University of 

" See W U  Kymlidra, "The Sources o f  Nationalism," in The bforaliiy of ~Vatiionoism, eds. Robert McKim 
and Jeff McMahan (OxFod: Oxford University Press, 1997), 6 1. 





r ighd2 Ramet's analysis is cenainly extrerneiy important and her fears of the nse of 

nationalist and religious intolerance in Eastern Europe are fully justified. But the extent to 

which nationalist grievances throughout the region can be resolved solely by insisting on 

the primacy of abstract liberal principles of individual nghts remains open to question. 

Ramet is wrong in her unqualified rejection of group rïghts in the context of 

multination States in the region. In fact, such a rejection is likely to tùnher aggravate the 

problem. t'or two principal reasons: one related to normative questions of liberal 

nationalism and the other to the empirical validity of the liberal pnnciple of state neutrality. 

Firstly, 1 will address the issues of liberal nationalism. 

Ramet rejects Eastem European ethnic nationalism as distinctively irrational and 

tribal. In many instances it is. However, given the very strong persistence of national 

identities in the region (and elsewhere), can we really hope these countries can renounce 

nationalist aspects of their identities and, instead, embrace individual liberalism? In other 

words, instead of denying the signifieance of nationalist sentiments, would not it be more 

prudent to explore a middle ground; that is, a liberal-nationalist vision of politics that will 

cut through our individual rights and group identities? 

Yael Tamir's Libercd Nationnlism represents a first philosophical attempt to tackle 

these issues from an openly normative perspective. She justifies a prescriptive account of 

culture of the maqgki as the 'Other,' e i k r  to be exciuded or *normaiïzd'" See nhdividurilism. 
Commwiitarianh, and the Rights of Eihnic Minorities," Notre Dame Law Rmiew Vol. 67 (199 1): 6 19. " Sabrina Ramet, Khose Dmocrucy? Nationalism, Religion und the Doctrine of Collective Rights in P m -  
1989 Emterrt Europe (New York: Rowrnan & Litdefieid Publishers, 1997), 1-17. 



nationalism on the following grounds: "unlike historians or sociologists, the concern of 

political theorists is not to give 'plausible accounts of our world7 as it is, but as it should be. 

In fact, political theorists are motivated to formulate their approaches because of their 

unease with the reality they face. Hence, wch theories are to some extent always 

subversive, conveying discornfort with things as they are and calling for 

The sources of Tarnir's dissatisfaction are cenainly related to horrors people are 

ready to commit in the name of their nation. However, being a liberal with appreciation of 

the cultural context in which people live, she is not ready to join the ranks of those who 

dismiss nationalism because of its apparent irrationalism and tribalism. Instead, she 

recognizes that the nation is a tùndamental basis of our cultural lives. and that the real 

question is not liberalisrn vs. nationalisrn. but what type of nationalism is responsive to 

liberalisrn? Moreover, even though she explains her position as that of a political theorist. 

she makes an extremely important empirical remark - people do live together in 

multination States, no matter how much we like to push them into the nineteenth-century 

conceptual straightjacket of a homogenous nation-state. 

Tamir also suggeas that there is a possibility of an "ideal maniage" between a 

"liberal tradition with its respect for personal autonomy. reflection, and choice" and a 

"national tradition with its emphasis on belonging, loyalty and so~idarit~."~' Hence, in the 

tradition of Herder, Mazzini, and, more recently, lsaiah Berlin, Tamir presupposes a 

" YaeI Tamir. The New York Revim of Book. 26 May I Y 91. M. 
63 Tamir. Liberal ivatiottalisni, 6, 140. 



'%ontextual individual," for whom the importance of membenhip to particular culture 

would go hand in hand with a cornmitment to individual rights and pluralisrn. 

Moreover, she believes that the tension between the liberal and the nationalist 

aspects of our identities is irreconcilable only in the case of an organic, essentialist 

understanding of nationalism that assumes that individual identity is toially constituted by 

national membership. As an antidote, Tarnir posits a cultural reading of nationalisrn that is 

based on individuals' conscious choice to become members of a national community. 

Thus, the starting point in liberal nationalist theory is a contextualized individual living in a 

community with other individuals with whom he or she shares a sense of belongins.'-' 

Tamir also differentiates between the right to self-determination and the right to 

self-rule, i.e. political sovereignty. Being a liberal, she perceives both rights on an 

individual plane. The right to national self-determination is "the right of individuals to a 

public sphere, thus implying chat individuals are entitled to establish institutions and 

manage their communal life in ways that retlect their communal values. traditions and 

history - in short, their culture."66 The right to self-rule is a distinctively political rîght of 

individuals to participate in the political life of their counuies. Of course, countnes that 

recognize differences between the right to self-detemination and the right to selfirule are 

by definition liberal. Such counuies will protect the various cultural choices of their 

citizens, leadhg to the development of a plurality of cultures within state borders. But can 

65 Ibid.. 70. 

66 Ibid.. 70. 



illiberal foms of nationalism be transformed into Tamir's version of liberal nationalism, or 

does she obscure many of the negative features of nationalism that are so distressingly 

evident no wadays? 

The simple fact that Tamir does not address the reasons for illiberal forms of 

nationalism does not undermine her case, since Librrttl Nririonolivm tries to suggest how 

the world should be, and does not pretend to offer an empirical account of nationalism. But 

her attempt to reconcile liberalism with the nationalist understanding of the community 

rests on a questionable assumption that nationalists are highly sensitive to the primacy of 

individual ovet collective rights. To this extent, one might argue that she offers an account 

of a non-national nationaiism, since it is hard to daim somebody is a nationalist if he or she 

accepts the primacy of individual over collective rights. 

Funhermore, I share Anthony Smith's concems that unless cultural rights are fully 

integrated into political ones, the result will be a hiyhly idealistic. not necessarily 

normative, understanding of nationalism that undermines the Janus-like character of 

nationalism. This is not to Say that I disagree with Tamir's emphasis on the communal 

character of our identities, but simply point out how the development of one's culture is 

ofien posited against somebody else's culture. Particularly in a multination state, cultural 

politics is inseparabl y linked to cornpetition for limited state resources and quic kl y 

becomes a manifestation of the political contest for power and domination. 

Tamir also suggeas that the nation be understood as a voluntary society for the 

expression of individual cultural preferences. But can our identities be perceived solely in 



terms of our own choice? They are at the same time shaped by the structural conditions of 

the particular time and place in which we live. Accordingly, at least a part of our identities 

is distinctively non-individudistic in character, sornething that Tamir's theory does not 

address. 

Nevertheless, even though Lihercrl Ntttionalisrn does not explicitly deal with the key 

question of the mechanisms leading to the politicization of cultural nationalism, Tamir's 

philosophical approach forces us to think about nationalism in a new way. ln her efforts to 

conceptualize the links between nationalism and liberalism, she rightly points out the 

artificiality of the existing differences between the liberal and the cornmunitarian 

discourses. Even if not fully persuasive in her account of liberal nationalism, she suggests 

a promising avenue towards a better understanding of contemporary multination States. 

Similar concems are present in the work of Will Kymlicka. He also understands 

nations in terrns of societal cultures; that is as "temtorially-concentrated cultures, centered 

on a shared language which is used in a wide range of societal institutions, in both public 

and private life (schools, media, law, economy, govemment, etc.) covering the full range 

human activities includins social, educational, religious, recreational and economic life.T* '' 
However, he is not concemed to offer a full-fledged normative theory of liberal 

nationalism. instead, he starts from the opposite direction - that of explonng the empirical 

reality of nation-building in contemporary western democracies. Questioning the prevalent 

" Wiii Kymlicka. -Ethic Relations and Western Poiitid 'ïheoq" (University of ûtiatva, photocopy. 
1997). 2. 



dogma of  the neutrality of'state policies in liberal democracies, Kymlicka maintains that 

every state uses nation-building measures to promote the social integration of diverse 

populations into a dominant societal culture. In other words such state acts are necessarily 

biased towards the language olthe dominant group in s ~ c i e t ~ . ~ '  

Of course, what is perceived as inteyation from the perspective of the dominant 

culture is usuaily seen as assimilation by national minorities. The conventional, 

universalistic conception of the self presupposes the absence of boundaries arnong different 

cultures. Every individual of any societal culture easily interrelates with whomever he or 

she wants. But. what is leH of such a principle in the case of, for example, the aboriginal 

people of Australia, who were. t hroughout moa of modem Australia's history, brut al1 y 

subjugated by their colonial mas ter^?^' 

Government nation-building policies can easily undermine the capacity of minority 

groups, such as the aboriginal people in Australia or Canada, to enjoy their culture. Some 

may see these examples as peculiar to the Austraiian and Canadian histoncal contexts, and 

thus too penpheral to an assessrnent of the validity of the individualist principle of state 

neutrality. However, they are only the latest examples that we are ready to acknowledp of 

injustices committed in the narne of aate neutrality, and in pnnciple they differ little from 

68 There are many w y s  in which Rawls' conception of  justice couid be skewecî, Ieading to the 
misallocation of fundamental nghis and duties in favor of majority nations. They dl concem nation- 
buiiding policies &y e.u;imined by liberal thcorists ti11 Kymticka's i2fulticul~raf Citizenship. Wyne 
Norman offers a list of pa ticies hi have been avoided by liberai theory, despite their significance for Uie 
creation of national identities: nationai military service. education system state-controlled radio (and 
television, etc. See Theorizing Natiorüllisrn (Nomtivelg)," in ïï~eortzmg Yationalism, 59-63. 

69 See Adeno Addis, "[ndividuaiism, Communitiuianisrn," 644. 



the nineteenth-century French language policies based on the informal nite - "Spitting and 

Breton forbidden."" 

For these reasons, Kymlicka rejects the liberal idea of state neutrality by showing 

how nation-building models have emphasized active state involvement in shaping citizens' 

identities. In his view. traditional liberal theory does not have the conceptual tools to deal 

with the normative and empirical issues of secession, nationalism, immigration and 

multiculturalism. The conventional emphasis on distinguishing individual and group rights 

inhibits senous analysis of these issues.'' throwinp us back on a moral indignation with the 

realities and practices of ethnic nationdism and/or any other form of hndamentalism that 

stigmatizes efforts to conceptualize group rights. 

Kymlicka, however, emp hasizes the moral responsibility of contemporary 

dernocracies to protect the rights of (national) rninorities; a responsi bilit y that emanates 

fiom the basic liberal principle of "undominated equality." This allows hirn to address the 

issues of democracy, nationalism and minority nghts from a radically different perspective. 

As he maintains, "the question is no longer to justiq departing from a nom of neutrality, 

but rather do majority efforts at nation-building ma te  injustices for min~rities?"~ Also. 

"why should national rninorities not have the same powers of nation-building as the 

'O For h i s  and otlier esamples of Imgwgc policies in western deniocracies, see Anthony H. Birch. 
,Varicmali.sm and .Vattonal Inregration (London Unwin Hyman 1989). 10. 1 1.4446. 

" Kymiicka. ..Elhnic Relations.* 9. 

'' Ibid., 7. 



r n a j ~ r i t ~ ? " ~ ~  Finally, can national minority rights be accommodated within the framework 

of a multination state, without disrupting its social unity? 

These questions are also close to heart to Robert Hayden, but he approaches them 

from a different perspective. Kymiicka is concerned that the liberal emphasis on principles 

of state neuuality leads to nation-building policies favoring the members of the majority 

nation. Hayden highlights dangers fiom the other direction - fiom the emphasis of the 

collective aspects of our identities, as it became a constitutional nom throughout Eastern 

~ u r o ~ e . "  

This is also the cmx of Lidija Basta's insightful analysis of the role constitutional 

arrangements have played in post-socialist Central and East European counuies. She 

rightly insists that the role of constitutions is not just to provide a state with a set of basic 

precepts to bind together its legd system, but also to help forge the identity and ideology of 

a society. Accordingly, a constitution is not jua a supreme act of the state. It is rather a 

guidepoa that infons the memben of a community how they should live, which principles 

they will obey, what is just, and finally, what is morally wrong7' 

What type of identity is being forged by Eastern Eumpean constitutions? The 

prevailing principle in the preambles of these constitutions is ihat of nationalist democracy 

(ethnocracy); Le., democracy for the members of the majority nation, but not for those 



belonging to national minorities. In Hayden's lucid phrase: "govemment of one kind of 

people, by that kind of people, for that kind of people, at the expense of al1 others in the 

state who are not so fominately ~ituated."'~ A vision of national identity that is based on 

the "permanent domination and inequality. of. by and for the majority 'nation.' ethnically 

defined." A vision, however, that is, whether we like it or not, rooted in the chenshed 

pnnciples of a modem Gate system - that of the popular sovereignty and the right of nation 

to self-determination. 

Robert Hayden makes an extremely important point here. However, I believe it 

needs a funher clarification vis-à-vis the criteria that have to be used to separate liberal 

from illiberal states. Most of the countries of the region are to a greater or a lesser extent 

multination states. But the few that are (relatively) ethnically homogenous (Slovenia. 

Hungary. Poland and the Czech Republic) have clearly outperformed the others with iheir 

transformation policies. This sugests that the concept of ethnicity as politics that 

prevailed in Serbia, Rornania, Bulgaria, Slovakia, etc. proved to be a brake on the 

democratization processes," even though it was only in sorne of these cases (Serbia. 

Croatia, Bosnia and Henegovina) that the state was at war with those of its own citizens 

who happened to be members of national minorities. 

77 See Lado Sekelj, nNaaanaiizam i demokr~tija: (n tipa Uaasfomacije u [SioCnoj Evmpilw (8eognb 
photocopy, 1999). 



So, what rnight be the cnteria that separate liberal from illiberal states? ln the case 

of Eastern Europe, the ethnic character of its constitutions is certainly first on the list. The 

ethnicization of politics can only be understood in relational t e n s .  For the very real sense 

of ethnic solidarity to ernerge, "we" must be distinguished from the extemal "they" that are 

perceived. tightly or not, as "grange, threatening and cornpetitive outsiders.""l But, the 

politics of ethnicity is also circular. Inasmuch as "weTt describe "them" as threatening, 

"they" also perceive "us" in the same manner. Hence, Hayden is on the right track in 

insisting that an ethnic conflict appears to be immanent in multinational societies defined 

by constitutional nationalism. 

We may argue about the extent to which national identities appear as "imagined," 

"constructed or "invented." andor based on myths and intellectual dreams of the national 

"paradise on earth." Still. the conflict between ethnic groups is real and, in the end, 

ingrained in the institutional foundations of the state. Moreover, such a politics inevitably 

emerges as a paramount political conflict: a conflict for control over territory, participation 

in political institutions, endless, passionate and increasingly violent debates on the level of 

autonomy andor complete separation, natus of minority cultures, languages, etc? 

In other words, the "proprietary" claims of majority nations enshnned in Eastern 

European constitutions push towards tight control over "public space." But is this not also 

mie in western liberal democracies? Gennany's citizenship law (at Ieast until very recent 

- 

'' Milton Esman, Ethnic Politics (Irhaca and London: Corne11 University Press, 1994), 13. " Esman, 23. Also, see Donald L. Horowia, Ethnic Gmupsin Conjict (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1985). 



modifications) defines the country in ethnic terms, and yet nobody would argue the illiberal 

character of the state. Similady, Israel's politics is thoroughly ethnicized, but this does not 

Iead the various fsraeli governments to deny the legitimacy of Palestinian claims to selp 

government and self-determination. Quite the contrary, public space is defined by very 

passionate debates as ro how to deal with these dificuit questions without ui 

both the liberal and ethnic character of the Israeli state. 

Thus, some other criteria are required to clarify differences between 

dermining 

iberal and 

illiberal fonns of modem polities.xO First, the degree of coercion used to prornote a 

common national identity. At Ieast in the case of Eastern Europe, the "generous" use of 

coercive measures is related more to its not-so-distant communist past than to the ethnic 

definitions of national boundaries perse. In other words, the problem is the lack of  a more 

inclusive democratic political culture rather than an ethnic understanding of political 

community. Mer dl, Switzerland and Belgium have ethnically defined cultural 

boundaries, and yet they remain liberal, despite certain communal tensions. 

Kymlicka rightly observes that it is not the complete absence of ethnic aspects in 

nation-building policies that distinguishes contemporary liberal democracies from their 

own past and h : n  present-day Eastern European countries. Rather, it is their sel'imposed 

limits on the promotion of "thick national identities in multination States. This leads us to 

a second criterion. If the expression of ethnicity is legitimate, how should it be allowed? 

'O 1 have tried to interpret some of Kymlicka's arguments better KI 6t Eastern European e~periences. See 
Will Kymlicka, Tcrritoriai Boundaries A Liberal Egaliîarian Perspective," (presented at the Ethicon 
conference on Ethics and Botindaries. New York, September 1997): 14- 17. 



Modem multination democracies relegate ethnicity to the "private sphere," where 

differences rnay flourish. However, this may not be sufficient, as the distinction between 

individual and group rights cannot always be maintained. A third criterion has to be related 

to the principle of "differentiated c i t izen~hi~."~ '  

At the heart of this principle is understanding that members of minority groups 

(whether based on ethnicity, pnder. race, religion, class) should have the right to express 

their differences. These goups have been exposed to various forms of "oppression" 

ranging from exploitation and marginalization to harassrnent motivated by group hatred. 

For these groups to be fully recognized, they should first be granted special rights. The 

Canadian government, for exarnple, is usin% this principle to address historical injustices 

against the aboriginal people. 

In the context of ethnic definitions of political community in Eastern Europe, this 

principle could serve as a corrective to the superior position of titular nations by 

constitutionally addressing not only the privileges (rights) of majority nations, but also 

clearly identifying national rninority rights. In other words, constitutions would be based 

not only on the pnnciples "Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité," but also on the pinciples "Securité, 

Diversité, ~olidatité."'~ Or, to put it differently, a fair and liberal approach to multination 

States involves recognizing that ethnic groups cm and should legitimately mobilize in 

pursuit of their niinority rights. 

" One of the mor  ïnîluentiai îheorisis who argue for cultural pluralisn and the need for -dinerentiated 
citizenship" is Iris M o n  Young. See *Polity and Group DiBerence: A Critique of the I d d  of Universai 



Hence, what 1 argue is that there are different forms of recognizing ethnicity and 

one should differentiate between the "politicizntion o f  ethnicity" from the "ethnicization 

of  politics." The former is the view that ethnicity matters and must be publicly recognized 

and accommodated. The latter, on the other side, is based on the understanding that politics 

is about "us" and b'thern" and that, in the context of the rnultination aate, politics is al! 

about a zero-sum game between ethnic grorips, in which every gain for "us" is a loss for 

"them," and vice versa. 

The final criterion that 1 would like to mention concems the blatant prohibition or 

freedorn o f  media and other means of public discourse. Again, it is important to realize 

that this is not necessarily related to the ethnic character of the state. Illiberal, non- 

democratic States, whether or not they are multinational in character, inhibit public 

discourse in order to promote a certain type of national identity. But these policies arise not 

so much from ethnicity, but from the lack of liberalism and democracy. Ethnicity only 

fùrther aggravates the problem but it does not create the situation in such societies. 

If al1 the above criteria are lacking, people end up living in an extremely illiberal 

society." What is lefl then in such a society, as in Serbia, is a notion of a "tme" 

nationhood as a justificatory principle for essentializing common myths, language and 

religion as the only legitimate vessels of conducting politics - power politics reduced to its 

Citizenship," in Theorizing Citizenship, ed. R o d d  Beiner (Albany: SüNY, 1995). 175-208. 
" Basta, 70. 

On the other Bde, a Jack ofsome of the aiteria on the lin may lead to peailiar outcornes. The histoq of 
the United Stiiies is the history of modem Ilknlism and yet. from ihe Afncan-American perspective. 



worst. "Ethnicy' politics in a form of illiberal non-democratic politics, thus is well defined 

by the political principles of Carl Schmitt, who delineated politics solely in "fiend-enemy" 

terms. and rejected outright the principles of political liberdism. 

But this may not be the whole aory. Ethnic solidarity within the sarne goup can at 

Ieast permit liberal discourse among the memben of the "chosen" nations. Accordingly, 

even though the political discourse of liberalism in the context of ethnic politics is but 

mimicry of democracy, the political space within one's ethnicity allows pockets of genuine 

democratic discourse. The more nation-states become ethnically homogenous, the stronger 

these pockets may become, although the price may be expulsion and pogroms.x5 

Are we prepared to pay such a price for an eventud and uncertain rise of 

democracy in fûture? Can we instead offer a critical appraisal of constitutional nationalism 

and nation-building in Serbia (and eisewhere) that steers b e ~ e e n  the Scylla of abstract 

iiberalism and the Charybdis of the essentialization of ethnicity as politics? 

In this regard, two scenarios appear possible in Serbia and sirnilar states. The first 

would see a continuation of the processes of ethnic cleansing and the creation of an 

much of it is s history of enslavement and segregation. One can say that in Lhis respect race in the USA 
history has played the role ethnicity has tissumed in E;istern Europe. 

'' On the relevance of Carl Schmitt's a n t i d e m d c  and anti-iiid philosophy for undefstanding political 
events in Serbia, see Dragan D. Lakilevik, *Antropologija i poiitika," in O haosu i bemmlju (Beogmd, 
Radio B 92. 1996), 16-23. " The &ech Republic and Poland oEer an exceHent example of former multination states that as a resuli 
of the forced expulsion of millions of Gennans aAer WW II, have become ethnically homogenous nation- 
states. The contemporary e.yâmple is Bo& and Henegovb The moa disconcerthg aspect of Ddyton 
peace agreement is that it tries to "put Humpty Dumpty back togher," but at the pnce of uathg h e e  
ethnicaiiy homogenws regions that in no w y  resemble ihe mdti-ethnic and multiniltwal reality of the 
pre-war Bosnia and Herzegovina Thus, the Amencan architects of the agreement appear îaatly 10 have 
accepted the iogic of ethnie nationalism as the only way out of war and towards peace anci demmcy! 



ethnically homogenous nation-state in which the majonty nation will account for more than 

85% of the population. In the case of Serbia it is at present uncertain whether this would 

include Kosovo or not. The second scenario emphasizes nation-building of a different kind 

that currently prevails in the region; one that tries to adapt the above criteria of a truly 

Liberal rnultination state to the context of Eastern European politics and accommodate 

minority nationalisms, not combat them. In the remaining part of this section, I offer a 

cntical evaluation of Will Kymlicka's liberal theory of minority rights that could help us  

view Serbia's case from the perspective of this second scenario. 

Kymlicka's liberal theory of minonty rights (multicultural citizenship) rejects the 

dichotomy between individual and goup rights in favor of the notion of group 

differentiated rights: self-government rights, polyethnic rights and special representation 

rights. 

Self-government rights represent national minority daims to so me form of 

political autonomy or territorial jurisdiction that allows for the full and fiee development of 

their (sub)cultures within the dominant societai cultures. It is important to recognize that 

the members of national rninorities always perceive these demands as "inherent" and thus 

permanent.'6 In the Serbian context, the national groups that require self-government 

rights are Kosovar Albanians, Bosniaks tiom Sandlak and Vojvodinian Hungarians. These 

groups claim certain cights to self-government not only for historical reasons but also based 

on their territorial concentration and institutional arrangements in the former Yugoslavia 



that granted them various degrees of territorial autonorny and local self-government. 

MiloSevic's regime has denied these rights throughout the 1 990s. creating a very unstable 

and politically explosive situation in the country. 

Polyethnic rights are not intended to promote self-government but a hl1 

integration in the society by fair public funding or recognition of the cultural praaices of 

immigrant ethnic and religious groups. Although these rights were designed to facilitate 

full integration in immigrant societies, I beiieve they can be applied to Serbian ethnic 

groups as well. Vojvodina could serve as an example. It is the moa ethnically diverse 

region of the country. The population is 55% Serb and 18% Hungarian, with many other 

smaller and widely dispersed ethnic groups (Croats, Montenegrins, Slovaks, Romanies. 

Romanians. etc.). whose political demands can summed up as a genuine wish to be 

politically h l l y  incorporated into Serbian society while maintaining their cultural 

distinctiveness. 

Finally. specinl representrtion rights are the rights of many ethnic and non-ethnic 

groups (based on gender, class, religion, etc.) for better (proportionai) representation in the 

legislature. Unlike the previous group rights, they are best perceived as temporaiy state 

measures in response to, as Kymlicka puts it, "some systemic disadvantage or barrier in the 

political process which makes it impossible for the groups' views and interests to be 



effectively represented." Once "affirmative action" removes these disadvantages, the 

needs for special representation rights are eliminated. 

Kymlicka is fully aware that the conventional dismissal of "collective" rights has 

been usually done on the basis of endorsement of individual rights. He is also aware of the 

consequences of an indiscriminate endorsement of group rights. However. he believes we 

need to distinguish between two types of claims that ethnic and national groups might 

make: "the first involves the daim of a group against its own members; the second involves 

the c l ah  of a group against larger society." Claims against a group's own members - 

"internal restrictions" in Kymlicka's teninology - aim to protect the group from internal 

dissent by individuals wanting to break away from its traditions and mores. Claims against 

society ("external protections") are designed to protect members of the minority group 

against oppressive economic and political decisions by the larger s~ciety.~' 

According to Kymlicka, "intemal restrictions" cannot be perceived as just from the 

perspective of individual rights. However, group claims to "extemal protection" are fùlly 

justified by liberal principles of equality and the right of choice. As such, they do not clash 

with individual rights. Quite the contrary: they cm help increase society's respect for 

individual rights within a certain societd culture. So, Kymlicka's societal cultures 

(nations) are to be understood as intrinsically open to influences fiom other cultures. For 

this to work, however, an individual has to have the right to reject the values of his or her 

" Ibid., 32. 
" Ibid., 3545. 



culture if it becomes too illiberal. In other words, Kymlicka's understanding of the role of 

societal cultures emphasizes providing a context of choice, instead of being vehicles of 

identity creation. 

Nevertheless, even though group differentiated nghts are justified from the liberal 

egalitarian perspective, we have to be aware that their claims can be and somctimes are 

destabilizing for society. This is particularly tnie for claims to self-government rights, 

which can take the form of calls for separation and thus challenge or threaten state policies 

of social integration within the dominant societal culture. Even so, we cannot reject goup 

(differentiated) nghts as illiberal, as conventional liberal theory has ofien done. lnstead. 

they should force us to rethink what might be the basis of social unity in a multination state. 

As Kymlicka maintains, the "missing ingredient" required for social unity "seems 

to be the idea of s h e d  identity," and a "fundamental challenge facing liberal theonsts [and 

state practitioners] is to identib the sources of unity in a democratic multination state."" 

This is even more so for societies currently undenaking transformation policies. In other 

words, claims for self-government will not perish just because state authorities opt to 

dismiss them as illiberal and potentialiy destabilizing to social unity. The veîy denial of 

their legitimacy also involves destabilization and, at the same tirne, encourages resentment 

and even secessionist tendencies, as the case of Kosovo demonstrates. 

The following section deals with the question of self-determination in a more 

elaborate way. Its purpose is to oKer to the reader an o v e ~ e w  of the arguments for and 



against the principles and practices of self-determination, including secession. Thus, the 

section provides the ground for a more theoretically nuanced understanding of al1 the issues 

involved in the case of the rnajonty-minority relationships in the post-socialist Serbia. 

National Self-Determination and the Morality o f  Secession 

The principle of sel f-determination, including secession, poses very di ffcult 

choices for international Iaw and politics. Can the principle of self-determination be 

understood in an eitherlor way; that is. as a distinctively liberal right, or as a strictly 

nationalist claim? Even if national self-detemination can be defended Rom a IiberaI 

perspective, do we have a moral right to do so, if we know t hat war and destruction usually 

precede any successful secessionkt movement? How should the principle of sel' 

determination be coordinated with the mon important tenet of international relations - that 

of the inviolability of state borders? Should the principle of national selGdetennination be 

tied to state territory, or are there "weaker" visions of the principle. envisioning some toms 

of political autonomy as a halfway house between full-fledged sovereignty along ethnic 

lines, and minorities enjoying various forms of local autonomy within a multination state, 

etc.? 

A vaditionai liberal defense of the nation-state mode1 may provide a usehl point of 

departure in addressing these questions. John Stuart Mill saw a nation-state as having clear 

advantages over its cornpetitor - a rnultination state. He famous'y asserted that cultural 

diversity in a nation-state impedes its chances for a stable and democratic development: 



Free institutions are next to impossible in a country made up of different 
nationalities.. . Among a people without fellow-feelings, especially if they read 
and speak difTerent Ianguages, the united public opinion necessary to the 
workings of representative institutions cannot exist.. . [I]t is in general a necessary 
condition of free institutions that the boirndaries of governments shotild cur~rcide 
with hose cfnafiuriaIifirs (itdics by D.G.)." 

Consequently, a task of nation-building is to achieve congmity between cultural 

and political membership, between the nation and the state. To the extent that this is not 

possible, nations should have a right to leave a dominant culture and a state. Hence, Mill 

openly affirms that both the nght to national self-determination and secession are legitimate 

rights, for they work towards the creation of a new state thai will be politically much more 

representative of the interests of its citizens than the previous one. Or, as Mill puts it, "[the 

right to secede] is merely saying that the question of government ought to be decided by 

the govemed. One hardly knows what any division ofthe human race should be free to do 

if not to determine which of the various collective bodies of human beings they wish to 

associate with."" 

Today, Mill's liberal arguments seem to be more often pressed by die-hard 

nationalias than by liberal authors, and there are many reasons to treat his arguments with 

caution. Despite al1 the techniques of modernization, including the wars fought to achieve 

a clear match between the nation and the state, only a few full-blown nation-states can 

daim such a congniity within its temtorial borders (Iceland and Japan corne to minci). The 

overwhelming majority of states incorporate within their temtorial borders different 

90 J.S. MiII, "Considerations on Representative Government." in L;tilitclriani~m, Liberty, Rep~enrarive 
Govemmenf (London: J.M. Dent, 1 WZ), 230-23 3. 

'' Miil+ 392. 



national and ethnic groups. Al1 of them speak their own distinct Ianyuages, believe in their 

own gods, have their own peculiar local traditions and habits and, finaliy, wish to have 

certain autonomy in organizing their local communities. 

Accordingly, as a rule, national minorities in contemporary multination states are 

quite oflen culturally and linguistically distinct to the extent that they are not fully 

integrated into the political community of a dominant nation. Under such conditions. the 

nationalist principle that each national group should have its own state can easily provoke 

Uistability in the international state system. rather than the liberalization and 

democratization that Mill hoped for. Moreover. under global conditions of temtorial 

intennixing of nations, indiscriminate application of the pnnciple of national sel6 

detemination would often require untangling various nationalities from each other. 

Twentieth-century European history contains many instances where indiscriminate 

application of the nationai principle has had catastrophic results, forcing Emest Gel l ner to 

conclude that "[L]t foilows that a temtorial political unit can only become ethnically 

homogenous, in such cases, if it either kills, or expels, or assimilates al1 non-nationa~s."'~ 

For similar reasons, Elie Kedowie, a moa astute cntic of the nationalist principle, rejects 

the notion of national self-detemination altogether. He states that "the only criterion 

capable of public defense is whether the new rulers are less compt and grasping, or more 

* Gelner. .Varions and Afarionuhrn, 2. 



just and mercitiil, or whether there is no change at dl, but the corruption, the greed, and 

tyranny merely find victims other t han t hose of the departed rulers. "93 

Kedourie is very conscious that the creation of any new nation-state leads to the 

emergence of a new niling élite. In his view. the nationality of the niling élite cannot be 

used to assess the legitimacy of the state, which is rather determined by the extent to which 

rulers are responsive to the needs of their citizens. Mere nationality is not a valid criterion 

for assessing whether a new state is likely to govern legitimately. A new state may be 

democratic, or it may not. In either case, the a a  of state-creation, based on the principle of 

self-determination. is already over. 

The question thus still remains open: what criteria justiQ the principle of national 

self-determination itself? So far, we only know that it is desirable that a new state be 

responsible to its citizens. Accordingly. we can raise a normative daim that national self- 

detemination, including the right to secession, is legitimate to the extent that it is justified 

on the grounds of liberalism and dernocracy. 

On the other side, we can hardly daim that this is more than a necessary condition. 

What if a national group that wants to exercise its right to self-determination already lives 

in a liberal and democratic nate? Also, do we have a moral right not to support a national 

group because it is illiberal, even where we know, for exarnple, that this results from the 

group being exposed to appalling economic, cultural and political oppression by the 

* Quoted in Rodd S. Beiner, -Nationai Self-Determinütîon: Some Cautionary Rem;irks Concerning the 
Rhetoric of Righe* in iVarionai Sr/-Determination and Sece~~sion, ed. M a r p t  Moore (O.dord: O.dord 



majority nation? In the remaining part of the section 1 will first explore these and 

previously mentioned issues from the perspective of dornestic politics, that is. what can be 

done to prevent these concems to be raised in the first place. Secondly, various nomative 

arguments in favor of self-detemination will be presented and examined in the conten of 

principles of international law. 

The principle of self-determination is usually perceived in a twofold sense: first. as 

the right of a nation to attain statehood, and secondly, as a general riyht to political 

autonomy. Both variants are concemed with the relationship between the nation and the 

state, but at different levels. The nght of nations to statehood is a powefil daim that can 

de-legitimize every multination state on the basis of the nationalist principle. Political 

autonomy, however, may not infnnge upon the extemal aate borders, serving rather to 

legitimize national minority claims for some form of self-administration and free 

development of their (sub)cultures within the dominant societal culture of a multination 

state. In this sense autonorny cornes close to what Kymlicka ternis self-government rights 

(as explained in the previous section). 

However, the problern is not so much in defining claims for autonomy, but in 

engineering institutional arrangements that will hold a state together. In other words, as 

John McGany says, in States facing secessionist movements, the solution is not in fùnher 

pursuing "Jacobin forms of centralized govemrnents," but in the "establishment of 

University Press, 199%). 15% 



(evolving) institutional arrangements based on the concept of multinational partnership.'''4 

Of course, two immediate questions are, first, why should a dominant cultural group agree 

to share its privileges with minonty groups, and secondly, what type of policies are moa 

bene ficial? 

There is no clear-cut answer to the first question. Change of hean in relationships 

between two or more groups depends on context; there may be a precarious balance ' 

between an already tense situation and the élite's understanding that the only alternative to 

compromise may be a slide into chaos. This may imply that Mill was right after al[ in 

asserting that national homoyenitation is a prerequisite for a liberal and open nation-state. 

Yet, as Arendt Lijphart observes, despite claims to the contrary, there are "numerous cases 

of plural societies where democracy has worked reasonably we~l."'~ This Ieads us to the 

second question of appropnate policies for containing centrifuga1 tendencies in plural 

societies. 

Lijphart maintains that in the case of deeply divided (plural) societies, traditionai 

concepts ofdemocracy as majority rule have to be arnended in accordance with prïnciples 

of consociational (power shanng) democracy. The reason is obvious: insistence on the 

majonty ptinciple in a multination state can only lead to resentment on the part of 

Yj John M c G i ,  "Orphans of Secession: Nitionai Pluralism in Secessionkt Rcgions and Post-Secession 
States," in National &l/-Derennination and Skcession, 225. 
Arendt Lijphart, *'Self-Detennination verais Pre-Determination of Ethnr Minorities in Potver Shanng 
Systean," in The Aights ofhlinoriry Culfures, ed Wiii Kymlicka (Ozdiord: O.dord University Press, 1 W6), 
277, 



rnin~rit ies.~~ Accordingly, decentralization of political decision makins processes and 

institutionalized autonomy based explicitly on respect for ethnic differences are the most 

important democratic requirements of multination societies." 

In his study of the Netherlands, Belgium, Austria and other consociational 

democracies. Lijphart identifies four basic pnnciples of group-based political 

representation: a grand coalition, segmenta1 autonorny, proportionality and minority veto. 

Their function is to diffise the political decision-making process from the center, which is 

usually conuolled by a majority nation. There are many ways to envision these principles, 

so they shouid be accepted only as broad guidelines, application of which ultimately 

depends of the context in a particular state. Thus, a state may become a federation, or a 

highly decentralized nation-state with an elaborate system of autonomous regions. What i s  

important, however. is that each group is represented in a cabinet or the President's office. 

and that, wherever possible, decision-making on matters of special group interests is 

devolved to those groups. Proportionality serves to improve political representation and 

foster a more equitable allocation of public funds, while the minority veto right is the 

ultimate "weapon" for protecting the moa vital minority interests? 

97 Lijphart is fully aware that socieial gmups (or segments, in bis terminology) cm differ fiom eidi othcr in 
many wziys: religion, fanpage, race. and ethnicity. Nonetheless, he uses ethnicity more oflen tl~w an! 
other tenn becriuse he believes tliat ethnicity incorporates odier Werences as well (culnird, linguistic. 
etc.). '* Lijphart has written e~amsïvely about the cofl~~~l~ationai demwdcy. His cbsac works include: 
Deniocracy in Plural Socieries: .-i Comparu~ive Erploration (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977): 
;uid Dernacracies: Patterns of hIajoritarian und Consensus Govemment in Tweny-One Countries (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1985). 



The idea of these principles is to give national minorities more power to govern 

themselves separate from the central legislature. However, Lijphart is aware of potentially 

destabilizing eflects such arrangements might have. Thus, he also suggests various 

techniques for "linking" segments of society within a centrai legislature with each other 

and with the political center. These include organization of separate (ethnic) political 

parties that will, on the basis of proportional representation, gain access to the central 

legislature to promote their interests. Being based on proponional representation, these 

parties will be "naturally and continually self-adjusting" to the structure, needs and interests 

of the groups they represent." 

However, a word of caution is necessary at this point. Perhaps more often than we 

realize, the walls of division between groups in society are already practically 

insurmountable. Even though Lijphart's points about consociational democracy are 

extremely relevant, the implementation of a more decenvalized system of autonomous 

segments in deeply divided societies cannot be regarded as a panacea. Context and timing 

are crucial. If crucial opportunities are missed, we are back to the question of the national 

right to self-detemination, understood in its stronger sense. 

The 1990s represent such times. The break-up of the former communist federations 

of the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, the separation of Eritrea from 

Ethiopia, and the resurgence of national sentiment elsewhere have brought to the fore the 

issues of national self-determination and secession. Politicians, philosophers and social 

94 Lijphart, "SeWDetefmination versus Pre-Determination," 285. 



scientists have been forced to confront these historical challenges: to philosophically 

evaluate arguments for and against national self-determination and secession, while at the 

same time trying to judge whether suggeaed solutions are institutionally judicious and 

workable. 

In principle, almost al1 contemporary authors support national sel'determination, 

including secession. But their approaches differ in three important ways. First, we can 

di fferentiate between the so-called Primary Rights ("ideal") and Remedial Right Onl y 

("non-ideal") theories of national self-determination!"econd is the distinction between 

individualist, liberal perspectives and cornmunitarian ones. Finally, varying restrictions are 

attached to the principle of secession, making the principle of self-determination a qualitied 

right, not a free-for-all. 

The "ideal" theones deal with the question of whether rights to self-determination 

and secession are warranted from the perspective of a liberal (justice) theory. These 

theories justify secession on normative grounds. not on political considerations about the 

feasibility of achieving independence in a particular case. They yenerally follow Mill's 

arguments in favor of sel'determination. 

As already noted, Mill believed that congruity between the nation and the state was 

the prerequisite of a üuly liberal society. According to him, individuals belonging to 

'* This distinction is borrowed fiom Men Buchanan. The intemationai Mtutional Dimension of 
Secession," in 7beorie.s of &cession, ed Percey B. Lehnhg (London iuld New YotJr: Routledge, 199%), 
227-256. Rems Right ûniy theory allows secession only where a graup has suCfered certain 
injustices. PRnüuy Right theories grant a right to secession in the absence of injustices. 



diflerent cultures and speaking different languages have a right to their own state, a right 

which is in the end identical to the right of the govemed to decide who is going to represent 

them politically. This line of reasoniny makes for an individuah, liberal argument in 

favor of self-determination. 

Such arguments remain attractive, and form the core of contemporary liberal 

theorizing on national self-determination. Hany Beran. for example, argues that 

liberalism's cornmitment to individual freedom is necessary for justifying the right to self- 

government, including self-determination. In other words, he shares Mill's understanding 

that govemment is legitimate only if individuals (or "the govemed," in Mill's terminoloyy) 

consent to it.lol He aiso emphasizes that self-determination and secession should be tied to 

the concept of popular sovereignty: "To amibe political sovereigty to the people is to 

claim that moral rights of nilers can be derived only from the creation or at least voluntary 

acceptance of certain political arrangements by the people. It is to claim that there can be 

no political authority without the consent of the governed."102 

Beran's laa requirement for the legitirnacy of self-determination and morality of 

secession is based on the democratic idea of "majotîty rule." This idea also plays a 

prominent role in the work of Daniel Philpott, who offers a sort of a "choice theory" of 

secession - a majonty in a certain area, if it expresses a desire to secede, has a moral and 

legitimate nght to do so. Accordingly, a piebiscite on secession is perceived as an 

'O1 T b  presentation of Bernis ideas is based on Simon Caney, *National SeKDeiermination and National 
Secession," in Theories of Secession, ed. Percy B. Lehning (London and New York: Roulledge, 1998). 
151-157- 



instrument of legitimization of the will of the majority. Of course, the underlying thread of 

the argument is the idea of autonomy - individuals are Free to choose who is going to 

represent them and in what state they want to live.I0' 

These theones would seem to be rat her loose in their justification of the right to 

self-determination and secession, and this is how they are usually interpreted. Donald 

Horowitz, for example, is of opinion that current philosophical arguments about secession 

misinterpret a principle of self-determination with the "free-flowing right to secede," 

irrespective of ver -  delicate empirical questions that have to be raised pnor to any 

normative statement in favor of ethnic self-determination.I0" 

Horowitz's approach has its weûk points. It would be a geat mistake to eschew 

normative theorizing on the ground that it does not fit well into the messy world that sel' 

determination and secession usually produce. If we ask ourselves to what eaent these 

theories can be used to provide clear-cut criteria for deciding for or against secession in 

particular cases, then we should conclude that they are hopelessly inadequate. But this is 

not their aim. As Yael Tamir has said of her own work, "political theorists are motivated to 

formulate their approaches because of their unease with the reality they face. Hence, such 

la Quoteâ in Caney, 154. 
'O3 See Dm-el Philpott, "Self-Daermination in Practice," in National Serf-fitemination md Secession. ecL 

Mmgaret Moore (0.uford: Odord Univctsity Press, 1998), 79- 102. 
104 Donaid Horowitz *S6Determination: Poliécs, Philosophy. and Law," in National Sl/1Deternrtnation 

and&cession, ed. MIirgiiret Moore (O~ord: Odord University Press, 1998), 197. 



theories are to some extent always subversive, conveying discornfort with things as they 

are and calling for change.'"'' 

Moreover. Horowitz is wrong to assume that these theones are put forward without 

stringent qualifications. On a literal reading of the liberal argument, the tight to self- 

determination, including secession, is moral and legitimate only in the context of a liberal 

and democratic multination state, within whose borders where there exists an equall y 

liberal and democratic minority that is temtonally concentrated in a particular area where it 

represents a very comfonable majority. Only a few candidates around the world would 

fùlly satisfy these requirements (Quebec might be one).lU6 

Horowitz is on firmer ground when he points out how liberal ideas of secession are 

based on the notion of a "clean break." Such a neat separation will rarely be possible in 

today's multination states, where ethnic groups are scattered or intertwined and ethnically 

homogenous regions (wch as Kosovo, for example) are rare. In faa, contemporary states' 

ethnic make-up c m  often be compared to a crystal, since, in the words of I. Brac. "when a 

cryad is cut into smaller pieces, those smaller pieces reproduce the sarne (molecular) 

structure as the original; the size, not the structure, has changed."lo7 

los Sec Tamir. The New York Revïriv oJBookv. 61. 

For instance, Daniel Phiiipot argus in bvor of secession by using a hyphetical example of a group 
called Utopi;uis. They are nationaliy homogenous. territorürlly concentrated with a Cully developed and 
intepted public opinion (Miü's weiihown critenena). [t is no surprix ihai, under such conditions, the 
choice of many individuais M y  coclpsponds to the ri@ of a Utopkm group as a whole. There are 
simply no other p u p s  in Utopia whose interests anci rights might be impaired by the results of il 

plebiscite on secession, See "In Defense of Self-Determination," Eihics 10512 (1995): 352-385. 
1 O7 Quoted in Addis, -Individuülism, Communitarianimf 626. 



In other words, only rarely do we have fùlly ethnically homogenous regions 

without the presence of "annoying" minorities. Also, we should be aware that the 

nationalist cntenon implies that. potentially, whenever a minority is concentrated in one 

region, it rends to behave as a majority in regards to its own local minonties. Secession is 

thus often followed by a worsening of ethnic relationships and increasing interethnic 

conflicts both in the mmp and in the seceding state.'" 

There is also a tendency for normative theorizing to make the right to self- 

determination absolute. However, David Miller, writing €rom a cornmunitarian 

perspective, very persuasively suggeas that the principle o f  nationality should be 

understood as n Iegitimate claim, rather than as a right. He pmdently maintains that 

there are many equally legitimate, but competing, claims and that only by contextualizing 

and cornparhg them can we corne closer to answering the question of the morality of 

secession. In other words. Miller rejects abstract normative theories in favor of a case-by- 

case assessrnent of the relevant  riter ria.'^') But what criteria does he offer? 

Miller aarts by rejecting numencal criteria for the reasons mentioned in my critique 

of the notion of the "clean break." Qualitative judgements, not quantitative ones, should 

108 Horowiiz 190-2W. Horowitz maintains in nine cases out of ten, secession will creatc a new set of 
problerns. Yugoslwiü's disintegmrion seenis to support his claim: in Bosnia minorities are evcpwliere. 
Croatia "hüs to" eqel Knjina Serbs. Serbia is on the verge of collepse because of its i ~ b i l i .  io deal 
\si th the minority questions, etc. 

109 David Miller, "Secessian and the Principle of Nationaiity," in Narional Sel_Î;Determination und 
Secussion, ed, Margaret Moore (Odord: O.uford University Press, 63-78). Rondd Beiner m;ikes a similar 
claim: Thhk  of what a 'right' of national seffddermktion ngorously applied would do to states Likc 
india, China anâ Russia (to say nothing of various Afiican states with their colossal ethnic-tribal 
heterogeneity and arbitrary -te boundaries)!" See "Nationai Self-Determination: Some C;iution;uv 
Remarks Conceming the Rhetonc of Rights," 160. 



guide us in Our decisions about how secession could affect national rninorities in the 

resulting nimp and seceded States. These judgements need to be based on principles of 

nationality, human rights, equality, (distributive) justice, and so fonh. 

The principle of nationality represents a legitimate daim to political self- 

determination to the extent that it is raised by "a territorially compact nation, which is 

currently subject to rule by outsiders.""~hat makes this claim legitimate is that it is put 

forward by a group that shares a common attachent to each other and aspires to political 

autonomy; in other words, by a group that perceives itself as a nation. Nonetheless, this is 

clearly not enough. Such a claim should be compared with an equaily legitimate claim by 

the majority nation not to be deprived "of part of the tenitory, which they and their 

ancestors have helped to shape, and which they quite naturally think of as theirs."" ' Under 

such conditions. concems about justice and human nghts should decide which claim has a 

greater weight. In final analysis, Miller concludes, it is aiways better to try other forms of 

political autonorny (consociationalism, federalisrn, local autonomy), before deciding for 

outright secession.' l2 

The discussion on the pnnciple of national self-determination may be closed by 

exploring Allen Buchanan's arguments in favor of a morally just secession. He shares 

Miller's circumspect approach of evaluating each case of secession within its own context. 

Nevertheless, Buchanan believes that certain critena can be elaborated for assessing 

Miller, 65. 
IL' Ibid.. 69. 



whether a claim to secession is rnorally justified or not. These are at the hem of his 199 1 

book on self-determination and secession that has shaped much of the recent discussion on 

these issues. In his latest articles, Buchanan tries to link his arguments in favor of a 

qualified right to secession to principles of international law. He is particularly concemed 

to strike a balance between his own theory and the cardinal international law principle of 

the inviolabiiity of state borders. Buchanan also examines the impact that the burgeoning 

international conventions on the protection of human and national minority rights might 

have on the theory and practice of national self-determination. ' l 3  

Buchanan, like Miller, Philpott and others, maintains a clear differentiation between 

the right to self-determination in a weaker sense as a right to political autonomy, and the 

right understood in its stronger sense of a right to statehood. His main concem, however, is 

that a general, unquaiified right to secession might not only disnipt the international state 

system, but also increase injustices and lead to violation of the human rights of minorities 

in both a parent and a newly emerged secessionist state. Accordingly, Buchanan posits his 

own Remedial Right Only theory that sets very strict criteria before secession should be 

accepted as morally just and politically legitimate. 

'" lbid.. 75. ' ' Sec Men Buchanan's Secession: The Moralin> of Political Divorce (Boulder. Colorado: Westview Press. 
199 1); -Seif-Detemination, Secession, and the Rule of Law." in Ttte :Clordi& of Nationalim. ed Rokrt 
McKim and Jeff Mchhhan (Osford: O.dord University Press, 19 97). 30 1-323 : and 'The Intemational 
Institutionai Dimension of Secessiob* in The0rie.v of &cesion, 227-256. 



These citena address two distinct but related questions. First, when ouyht a group 

to be recognized "as having aprimo fade right to secession?" and second, how should the 

right to self-determination be brought under the principles of international law?"' 

Buchanan rejects the nationalist principle outnght. He reiterates Gellner's practical 

arguments that, since the very many nations in the world are ruled by a limited number of 

states, implernentation of the principle that each nation should enjoy its own state would 

have a perverse effect on the stability of the international system. Nevertheless, Buchanan 

believes that certain injustices against national minorities justify a right to secession."' 

These are: threat to culture, genocide, prolonged gross violation of civil and political rights 

based on a group's ethnic identity, (internai) colonialism and regional exploitation, unjust 

appropriation of temtory (occupation), etc. ' '' 

These criteria do not have equal weight. They should al1 be caretùlly assessed 

against the particular conditions in each and every state and secession should be a last 

reson. Nevenhefess, Buchanan seems to favor secession in cases of a prolonged regional 

exploitation and an unjust appropriation of territory (the case of Baltic states vis-à-vis the 

former Soviet Union). He also seems to countenance secession in cases of a complete 

breakdown of tmst between two communities, resulting from a long history of violation of 

human and minonty rights. 

" " u c ~  "SewDetenniniltio Secession and the Rule of Law," 308-309. ' ' B u c ~  Sece.*vurz: nie  Jlura&v of Politicd Divorce. 48-50. 
' l6 Set Srrcession: The .tloralip ofPofificd Divorce. 52-74; and Self-Determination Secession and the Rule 

of Law." 309-3 18. 



In more general ternis, Buchanan believes secession to be justified in terms of 

Locke's theory of revolution, according to which "the people have the right to ovenhrow 

the government, if, and only if, their fundamental nghts are violated, and more peacefùl 

means have been to no avail." In the case of secession, the political aim is not to ovenhrow 

an illegitimate government, but to "sever sovernrnent's control over the portion of the 

territory," where control is justly perceived as illegitimate. Thus, as with the right to 

revolution, the right to secession is the right of individuals to defend themselves from 

serious injustices. ' l7 

Finally, Buchanan insists that the issues of self-determination and secession cannot 

be looked at separately from the real world, the problems of which they address in the first 

place. Accordingly, any theonzing that does not take into account a pillar of international 

state system, that of temtorial integrity of existing States, is hopelessly inadequate. Thus, 

he also uies to link the qualified right to secession to certain procedures that should s i d e  

the process of secession, once a claim to sel'determination is recognized by the 

international community as morally just and politically legitimate. Ln his view, the 

international community should develop procedures to achieve: "( 1) an equitable settling of 

boundwies; (2) a fair division of national debt; (3) the continuation, renegotiation, or 

dissolution of treaties with third parties; (4) adjudication of daims of compensation for 

private property, los or devaiued as a result of changes in property nghts systems; (5) 

measures to avoid dismption of national defense and security; and, above d l ,  (6) credible 

- 

"' See Budianan, The IotemtionaL institutional DuneMon of Secession" 23 1. 



guarantees of the rights of minorities in both the seceding area and in the remainder 

state.'" l 8  

Buchanan seems to think that since these procedures do not violate the principle of 

inviolability of aate borders, they will make the international relations more peaceful and 

orderly. However, this is a rather dubious suggestion. It is based on an oven trust in the 

power of legal noms, that is, on legaiisrn. In sharp contraa to our expectation, principles, 

whether philosophical, political, legal, or otherwise, are only one side of the story. 

For example, Buchanan's criteria o f  respect for democracy, liberalism. and 

protection of human and national minority rights are in principle already tùlly integrated 

into the international ~ ~ s t e r n . " ~  Yet, in the case of the disintegration of Yugoslavia. 

political considerations had a greater weight than these principles. As early as 199 1, the 

European Community (its so-called Badinter Commission) set Fonh critena based on 

principles of liberalism and protection of national minority rights, for recognition of 

seceding regions fiom the former Yugoslavia. These critena were reasonable given that 

Yugoslavia disintegrated in the first place because of its inability to deal with the question 

of national minority protection. Only S 

independent state. Neither Croatia nor 

"* -Self-Detemination, Secession and the Ruic 

ovenia quaiified under them for recognition as an 

Bosnia and Herzegovina satisfied the criterion of 

of Law," 308. 
"' 1t is ha& indecd hpossile, to disagree with Homwia that lhere is no shortage of  fornial provisions to 

protect minorities. The Convention on the ESimination of Aîi Forms of Racial Discrimination (1969). the 
Genocide Convention (195 1). the Genenl Assembly of ihe CM Dechation on the Rights of Minotities 
(1992), and the Final Document of the Conference on Sectuity and Cooperation in Europe (Copentiaigen 
1990) al1 affm respect for the right of persans belongïng to national minorities and insist on the 
tiutonomy and participation necessuy for protecting these rights. Yet people persist in kiliing each oiher 



proteaing their respective national minorities. This, however, did not stop Germany 

oficialiy recognizing Croatia as a fully independent state.l2' In this case, even given its 

pragmatism, Buchanan's theoiy seems to have fared just as poorly as any other normative 

account on the right of nations to self-detemination. 

One may conclude that decisions on the legitimacy of a new state will be always 

presented as being in accord with the prevailing legitimizing principles of international 

relations. At present, these are the principles of liberalism and democracy. However, 

rea@oIttik considerations very oflen blur the Iegitimizing principles of political liberalism. 

This is not to say that we should stop theorizing about the national right to selC- 

determination from the perspective of those principles. But one must be carefbl not to 

dei@ the normative and empirical criteria in assessing the rnorality of secession. 

Ultimately, individual state decisions on recogniziny the right to national selG 

detemination will turn on questions of interest as well as principle. 

Conclusion 

The chapter has briefly surveyed a variety of theories and conceptions of 

nationalism and national nghts. These have been presented and evaiuated in terms of their 

descriptive clarity. normative plausibility and conceptual consistency. What I have tried to 

show is that the conceptual issues arising out of our interest in the challenges of 

in order to proiect the rights of their respective national groiips. See Horowitz "Self-Determination: 
Politics, Philosophy, mi Law," 202-204, 



nationalism cannot be addressed in an eithedor way; that is, we cannot have purely 

empirical or normative theories of nationalisrn. Moreover, the concepts we choose, and the 

names we give to those concepts, as well as the supporting examples selected. are al1 part 

and parcel of the same endeavor. In the words of Wayne Norman, "obviously. our 

conceptual decisions are not in any way philosophically or empirically neutral. They must 

be infonned by our sense of nationalist movements in history, as well as by our sense of 

some of the normative questions we want our concepts to help c~arif~."~* '  

The central argument in the first section of this chapter was based on a critical 

reinterpretation of the almost universally accepted distinction between the so-called 

original matrix of "Western" liberal nationalism and a derivative, illiberal, "Eastern" 

nationalism. Without denying the validity of the insights made by both camps in the recent 

ethnicist-instrumentalist debate about the modernity of nationalism, I have argued that in 

thinking about nationaiism it is more fniitful to approach the so-called civicfethnic (liberal- 

illiberal, moderdanti-modem, rationahational) distinction between the "West" and the 

"East" as a distinction within each nationalist movement. 

Based on Liah Greenfeld's notion of situational constraints and Benedict 

Anderson's insightfûl analysis of the modularity of nationaiism, I have maintained that the 

civic nationalism of the West and the ethnic nationalism of the East should always be 

'" For an elabonte presentation of Yugoslavia's dishtegation h m  the perspective of the intemationai law. 
see Thomas D. Musgrave. SeIf-Drterniinaricm and National Ll/linorifics (Oxfiord: Clarendon Press. 1 997). 
1 13-124,200-207. ''' Wayne Norman, Theorizing Nationalism (Nonnatively)," h 7korizing Nationaliism, ed Ronaîd Beiner 
(Albany: SUNY, 1999), 52, 



contextualized within the economic. social, political and cultural conditions prevailing in a 

particular nation-state. In other words. nationalism always emerges as a product of an ever- 

changing balance among different political élites and their corresponding ideologies, on the 

one side, and the various economic and social structural factors, on the other. €rom such a 

perspective, the story of Serbian nationalism cannot be reduced solely to the description of 

its own anti-modemity and irrationality. It should rather be interpreted, as I try to do in the 

following pages, as an interplay between ethnic and civic elements within the Serbian 

national rnovement and the state. 

Of course, this approach to Serbian nationalisrn does not deny the dominance of the 

ethnic aspects of naiionalism over the more civic ones in Serbia in the 1990s. 

Nevertheless, as will be shown in the following chapter. the situational approach to 

nationalism allows for a more nuanced andysis of the various factors at work in Serbia, 

showing that the practice of ethnic hatred is not the only social force present. 

The second section of this chapter evaluated liberal nationalism fiom the 

perspective of the current liberal-cornmunitarian debate. One of the most imponant 

insights from this on-going debate has been that (liberal) nationalism need not be 

inconsistent with respect for individual autonomy and culairai diversity. Putting this 

another way, 1 have emphasized that an increasing number of contemporary liberai and 

cornmunitarian authors (Iris Marion Young, Yael Tamir, Will Kymlicka) have rejected the 

Liberal myth of ethnoculturai aeutrality in the context of a multination state, because of the 



danger that it will implicitly justify the ways of a dominant group in a society against those 

of the minorities. 

The question of state neutrality. as I tried to show, has funher been complicated in 

those post-socialist Eastern European States that have conaitutionally enshrined not only 

the principles of the newly discovered liberal democracy, but also of the ethnic ownership 

of the state. In ethnically diverse post-socialist countnes such as Serbia, the question has 

emerged as to what extent a liberal democratic emphasis on individual nphts and the 

principle of state neutrality couid provide a barrier to discrimination against the non-titular 

nations present in mch a state. This section took issue with the idea that state neutrality 

could be a viable political option in the context of an ethnicized post-socialist, multiethnic 

state. Inaead, 1 agued for a more nuanced understanding of differences between the 

political recognition of ethnicity and the ethnicization of politics. The former is based on 

acknowledging that ethnicity matters in a multination state and should be accommodated 

by providing minority groups with appropriate choices within a broader, ethnically diverse 

society. The latter, by contrast, reduces politics to a aruggle between "us" and "them." 

To put it differently, the extent to which a post-socialist society fails to recognize 

legitimate minority daims to their own language, information and cultural protection is to 

be understood as the extent to which such societies, despite their liberal rhetoric, are 

becoming increasingly illiberal. This recognition will underpin later discussion which, 

given the Serbian regime's emphasis on an ethnicization of politics cloaked in the rhetoric 

of iiberal democracy, will analyze the Serbian constitutional, media and party system from 



the liberal national perspective that al1 ethnic groups within a society have legitimate 

claims to protect their culture and pursue their economic and political decisions within a 

larger societal framework. This will show that Serbian state- and nation-building policies 

have been based on mimicking liberal democracy while pursuing minotity-âestroying 

policies. 

The third section of the chapter provided an overview of the principles and 

practices of national self-detemination, including secession. In many ways, this section 

represented a continuation of the discussion of liberal nationalism in the previous section. 

This time, however, the focus was on the extent to which social unity could be achieved in 

a multination state. This question has been of the utrnost imponance for the post-socialist 

Serbia throughout the 1990s, because the legitimacy of the state has not been (fully) 

recognized by the members of various groups in Serbian society. At least in the case of 

Kosovo, the mutually irreconcilable claims by the Serbian and Kosovar Albanian 

communities have threatened the very territorial foundations of the Serbian state. Thus, 

this section on national self-detemination airned to provide concepnial guidelines for 

approaching issues of selGdetermination and secession without succumbing to an eithedor 

logic opposing the principle of state sovereignty against that of national self-determination. 

Throughout the section, 1 emphasized that the principle of national sel' 

determination should not necessarily be tied to the territory 1 pointed out that many 

contemporary authors (Arendt Lijphart, Donald Horowitz, David Miller) have argued in 

favor of a "weaker" version of the principle that would allow certain forms of political 



autonomy for the members of the rninority cultures within a multination state. However, 

although Arendt Lijphart's pnnciples for consociational democracy are worth exploring in 

the context of deeply divided societies, I also recognized that national minorities' powers to 

govem themselves separate from the central legislature may not be suficient to deal with 

the problems posed by the lack of a social unity in such a state. In other words, in societies 

in which deep-seated cleavages are already perceived as insurmountable. the pnnciple of 

national self-detemination could and indeed is quite oflen reduced solely to the question of 

the (mordity of) secession. 

Drawing on the work of contemporary political philosophers on the issues of self- 

determination (particularly that of David Miller and Ailen Buchanan), I have argued that 

under certain conditions secession could be seen as morally just. Thus my analysis later in 

this dissertation of majonty-minority relations in Serbia, panicularly between the Kosovar 

Albanians and the Serbs, will be yuided by the insight that the principle of nationdity 

should be understood as a potentially legitimate daim, rather than as an absolute right. The 

principles to be used in assessing the legitimacy of such claims include those of nationality. 

human and minority rights, internai colonialism, etc. 

To sum up, this chapter has paid particular attention to those conceptual issues that 

will be relevant to key questions about nationalisrn in Serbia, such as: What is the 

character of Serbian nationalisrn? To what extent does it represent a continuation of 

regional historical trends? To what extent can it be h e d  in ethnicist tems? What are 

the historical, institutional, political and cultural situational constraints leading to the 



nationalist explosion in the late 1980s? Can we hope for the rise of a more benevolent, 

liberal nationalism in Serbia? What preconditions would promote such a development? 

How does Serbia fit into the rnodel of a nation-state'? Given Serbia's muIticultura1 and 

multiethnic character, what type of institutional arrangements can be used to alleviate 

conditions of mistrust in the region? 

These issues will be dealt with in the subsequent pages. In Chapter Two, I explore 

questions about Serbian national ideology and identity using a situational perspective on 

nationdism. Chapter Three provides a political rnap of Serbia, andyzing the Constitution, 

party programs, the Serbian muiti-party system and the decisive role played by the media in 

the nation-building policies of the Serbian regirne t hroughout the 1 990s. Finall y, Chapter 

Four discusses the position of national minorities in the Serbian post-socialist system. It 

includes case studies of Vojvodina, Sandtak and Kosovo in which al1 the issues and aspects 

previously discussed can be seen at work in practical examples. 



C h a p t e r  2 

THE DEOLOGY AND IDENTITY OF SERBIAN NATIONALISM: 

SERBIA BETWEEN TKE PAST AND THE PRESENT 

[The mnmy is/ the other, the strmgec and it is mflcirntjor his natire that 
he is, in a 3pec1jicaiiy intense way. rxiste>ltidy surnethitag d~@re~a a d  
aiien, so that in the extremr case, cuoflicrs wiih h m  ore possMe. Thex 
[conticts] cm neithw be decided by n previordy grneroi norm nor by the 
ju Jgerneni of a disinterested and therefore ne irtral third parry. Car1 SC hmitt ' 

ln troduction 

This chapter attempts to show that certain "defining" features of Serbian 

nationalism can only be understood if they are contextualized against the background of 

economic, social, political, cultural and normative constraints at work in different periods 

of Serbia's history. Thus it applies the situational approach to nationalism developed in the 

previous chapter during the discussion of nationdism. modernity and the cividethnic 

question. Particular emphasis will be given here to the andysis of Serbia's main situational 

constraints (in the terminology of Liah Greenfeld) and the discourse used by Serbian 

intellectuals in imagining the Serbian nation. 

Section one of the chapter offers a Further contextualization of the phenornenon of 

nationalism presented in the previous chapter. This time the emphasis is on the relationship 

between nationalism and modemity in the context of the Balkans as a broader space within 

' Car1 Schmitt, ?ne Concept of the Pditiccrl (New Bnuinvick: Rutge~  University Press, 1976). 27. 
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which a modem Serbian state and nation emerged. Then I present state- and nation- 

building policies in the context of the nineteenth-century Serbia and the Kingdom of 

Yugoslavia (19 18-194 1). The third section takes the analysis of these policies in the 

completely different setting of the socialist Serbia within federal Yugoslavia. Throughout 

the chapter, the focus is on various attempts of the Serbian intelligentsia and the ruling 

élites to define Serbian identity and its national goals not only within Yugoslavia, but also 

in relation to Europe. 

The chapter concludes by arguing that even though the rhetoncal devices and the 

policies applied throughout the entire period appear to be the same, different contexts in 

each of sub-periods concemed yielded entirely different results, etrectively demonstrating 

the limitations of approaches to Serbian nationalism that are based on an ovenly schematic 

differentiation between civic and ethnic, or modem and anti-modem types of nationalism. 

In fact, an exploration of Serbian nationalism demonstrates the usefùlness of the two 

rnodels of nationalism (ethnic vs. civic) in analyzing the currents of a single nationalism. 

rather than as labels for differentiating the nationalism in one country from another. In this 

respect, Chapter Two is primarily an examination of the "dialogue" between the eihnic and 

civic nationalism within a single state - Serbia. 

Nationalism and Political Modernization in the Balkans 

Contemporary titerature on nationalism and modemiration treats both liberal 

nationalism and western-type modernization polices (based on the ideals of the French 

revolution, the industrial revolution and iaissez$aire) as incongruent with East European 



conditions. In this view, nationalism served mainly to justify, or compensate for, the 

region's unsuccessful efforts to catch up economically and politically with the core 

European countries.* In other words, modemization in Eastern Europe, and particularly 

in the Balkans, is perceived primarily as a superficial type of Eumpeanization, a mere 

façade for the undemocratic, pre-modem and authoritarian politics that characterized the 

region in the nineteenth century. Gale Stokes presents such attitude towards the Balkan 

modernization policies in a most poignant way: 

Balkan élites in the nineteenth century used the ideology of nationalism and the 
instrument of the state to serve their own interests rather than to Foward 
economic development. . . . Indeed, one of the tragedies of Southeastem Europe in 
the nineteenth century was that nationalism acted as a substitute for economic 
development. Forced to use newly introduced electoral processes to set or 
maintain control of the powertùl state apparatus, the contending members of the 
state class in each country found nationalism to be their most useful tool. For this 
very reason, however, they had difficulty in using the state directly to effect 
socio-economic chan e, because the ideology of nationalism has very little social 
or econornic content. k 
Stokes links the rise of nationalism in the Balkans to a peculiar type of skewed 

modemization that led to a development of a satellite relationship with the nonhern 

(western) countries. Political dependency within the Ottoman Empire was only replaced 

with economic dependency on core European countries (first Austria, then France and 

Bntain, finally, in the years preceding WWII, Germany). In the long mn, this triggered the 

Sec: Andrew lanos, nie Politics of Backworrihrss in Hungmy: 1825-1915 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1982); I.T. Berend and G. Ranki, The Eumpean Periphery nnrl hrhrsfrializution 1780- 
1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1983); Gaie Stokes. 'The Origins of East European 
Politics" (part 1 of the book), in Three Eras of Political Chnnpe in Eastern Europe (O.uford: O.uford 
University Press, 1997),1-67. 
Gale Stokes T h e  Ongins of East Eumpean Politics." 3.4-5. Stokes is a Imding Amencan historian of a 
nineteenui-centwy Sehi& 



development of an exclusionary type of nationalism in the region; one that would be based 

on the rejection of European values of modemity and liberdism. 

At the beginning of the process of the Europeanization of the Balkans, however, 

Western intellectual influences were of decisive importance in the fight against the 

Ottomans: 

The Balkan peoples, however, were under no ideological restrictions; in fact, quite 
the opposite. They had always known that the Ottomans were their conquerors. 
While they resented this, they could accept it until the ideas of popular sovereignty, 
constitutionalism, civil liberty and social equality taught them that Ottoman rule 
was not justified by natural law, that it was not inevitable. Once they discovered 
this idea, they were well m e d  to pursue political ends at the expense of what 
suddenly seemed to be an outmoded empire.4 

Accordingly, under the conditions of dependency of the entire region to the 

Ottomans, the idea of social progress became closely related to the idea of national 

revolution. The general belief was that once independence was achieved. that is, once 

nation-states were founded in the Balkans, development could finally proceed (more or 

less) according to the Western mode!. Moreover, through the process of political 

liberation, the conditions for interna1 Geedoms and a hl1 economic and social development 

would also be created. 

This, as we al1 know, did not happen. The reasons are manifold. Modernization 

theory has identified the problem as a lack of the economic and social preconditions for the 

full develo pment of modem economies according to laissez-fïre principles. However, the 

Balkan economies did not have the same oppominities as othen to integrate into the world 



economy. From the start they were forced to develop those industries that were of interest 

to the European core countries (grimarily agriculture, and extraction of raw materials).' 

Under such conditions, both Balkan conservaûves and liberals were aware that their 

societies lacked the ability to compete with the most advanced European countries, so they 

argued in favor of protectionism, instead of free market principles. To put it another way, 

as much as the rise of nationaiism in Western Europe was part of the process of market- 

building, in the Balkans (and Eastern Europe) nationalism was more closely related to the 

economic policies of protectionism. But the whoie region was economically too weak to 

develop more equitable and 'just" relations with the West. At the end of the nineteenth 

centucy, a distorred social development and insolvent economies characterized the Balkans. 

Moreover, many (liberal) intellectuals responded to the extreme pressure on peasants to pay 

ever-increasing taxes to cover the expenses of the corrupted centralized aate bureaucracies 

by rejecting Western ideas of pmgress. From the end of the ninereenth century they turned 

towards far more radical ideologies and, eventually, policies. 

These were based on the nativization of liberal nationalism. As result, Balkan 

nationalism increasingly became identitied with the spirit of the people, the roots of which 

- -- -- - - - - 

4 Gaie Stokes, "Dependency and rhe Rise of Niionalism in Southeast Europe." in Three Eras of Political 
Change in Eastern Europe, 3 1. 

5 For a concise description of Baikan and Cenvat European econornies at the end of the nineteenth and iIic 
beginning of the twenîierh century, see Ivan Berend, Decades of Crisis (Berkeley, University of 
California Press, 1998), 3-40, For an excellent overview of the Balkan economies, see I. h p e  zind M- 
Jackson, Balkan Economic Hisloty: ISSO-1950 @loomington: Indiana University Press, 1983). 



could be found in the "heroic" past of each and every Balkan nation."or these reasons, 

development in the Balkans prior to World War I brought h i t  only in the political sphere. 

In terms of economic and social development, the Balkans remained as backward as at the 

beginning of the process of national liberalization and modemization. Consequently. the 

Ottoman hierarchical structure of society was preserved under the tutelage of the strongest 

- and for a long time the only - political class in the region: the state bureaucracy itself? 

However, not al1 would agree with the above description of the nineteenth-century 

nation-building in the Balkans. Diana Mishkova argues that the newly emerged Balkan 

States did indeed perform an active modemizing function comparable with similar 

processes elsewhere in Europe. She also maintains that empirical analysis of state- and 

nation-building policies in the region belies the predominant view of the façade character 

of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Balkan parliaments." 

Yet, Mishkova rightly maintains that "one should beware of exaggeration and the 

unwarranted assumption that matters had developed very differently in the West," and that 

6 See Roumen Daskûlov, "Ideas about and Ractions to Modeniizütion in the Baikim." EmaJt Etrmpc'czn 
Quarterfy XXX, No. 2 (June 1997): 143-180. Daskalov maintains thal the fim s ips  of negativc 
response to modemity and the! emergence of populist, Slavophile, organic, and romantic ideas ernerged in 
works of fictioa These fhst nationai novels were based on Ihe idealidon of peamt life and admiration 
for traditionai values as a m  "aass individuaüsm rud egoism, greed for money and its dehumanizing 
influencew (p. 162). Thcse values of a patnariEhal life, however, were Iilrwcty severely dinoned by the 
intrusions of modemity, allowing intelteds to create th& own idyliic piaure of the "world-gone" (p. 
163). Serbia today shows interesting p a d e l s  to thk mid-nineteenth century situation in wvhich provinciai 
intelleauals. responding to the f~lures of modembation, vilified udm culturc and iddized the 
-cornmon people" and their longgone traditions, 
See Gaie Stokes. T h e  Social Origins of EW Eumpean Politics." in ?hmr Erar of Political Change in 
Eastern Europe, 57-64. 
Diana Mishkova, "Modemization and Politicai Eiites in the Baikm before the Fim World War." Emt 
European Politics and Sciefies 9, no. 1 (Winter, 1995): 63-89. 



in the Balkans the state and nation were somehow created before the modern economy. As 

she reminds us, even England was hardly a paragon of free market principles from the 

beginning. Only afler a hundred years of mercantilism (that is, state-sponsored trade 

development), when the process of integrating nation. nate and economy was complete. did 

England finally embrace laissez-jairre.' 

Still, Mishkova agrees that the Balkans, unlike some other parts of Europe, lacked 

the prerequisites of successfùl modemization on the English model. Under conditions of 

economic backwardness. modemization couid only be achieved by splittiny its economic 

and political aspects. To the extent that we take a mono-linear view of the modemization 

process, this will be perceived as an aberration Corn the original model of western 

modemization. However, what happened in the Balkans is somethins that keeps 

reemerging throughout the non-Western world in the twentieth century. This is a model of 

modernkation that tries to fit the indigenous conditions ofcountries concemed. 

In the case of the Balkans, the state was the only social force capable of introducing 

and undertaking policies that might promote modem development. As such, modemization 

in the Balkans has some differences but also similarities with the conventional western 

model of development. The greatest difference is certainly the starting level of econornic 

development between the two regions. The differences in the early stages of political 

development were less marked. The 

cultural integratioa (acculturation) 

Ibid., 65. 

Balkan élite engaged in "state-promoted political and 

through schools, military service, and political 



participation" just as other European counvies of the time did. Their final objective was 

the same: to create a sense of national identity and promote the national unity that was 

deemed necessary for a modem nation-state to funaion. Or, in the words of Mishkova: 

[i]n political terms, the late developing societies were as "modem" as the 
developed ones. It is inadmissible, therefore, to brand political inaitutions and 
practices in these countnes as merely emulative, socially irrelevant, and 
counterproductive. No one forced on the Balkan political leaders, and no 
"Western" rnodel or "internat ional legitimization" required the acceptance of, Say, 
universal suffrage (introduced at the tirne only in Germany, France and Spain). 
Universal suffrage was desirable. however, if national unity was to be forged 
quickly under conditions of tenuous and slowly progressiny econornic integration 
ihrough roads, railroads, and the circulation of money and goods.'u 

This suggests that we should not so quickly dismiss the integrative potential of 

nationalism and modemization policies in the nineteenth-century Balkans as conventional 

Western literature on nationalism and modernization has done. ARer all, as Eusene 

Weber explains, the process of using state- and nation-building policies to turn peasants 

into Serbs, Bulgarians, etc., was not specific to the backward conditions of the Balkans. 

A far more developed country, France, used similar policies to promote French national 

identity at around the sarne time as the Balkan state-élites did. " 

The purpose of nationalism in the region thus was not simply to justify the 

temtorial borders of newly emerged nation-states, or find a culprit in the West for the 

development of dependency in the region. Its role was also to support state efforts to 

develop and integrate their economies with the West, modemize the bureaucracy and 

provide mass education. The impact of these structurai changes has been twofold. First, 



the nations in the Balkans became identified with new forms of social and political 

integration, the legitimizing basis of which was the ideology of liberal nationalism. 

Secondly, the tusion and stabilization of these changes (Le., creation of the modem state 

apparatus and the modemiration of economy) simultaneously required a reliance on the 

principle of ethnicity. At the end of the process, both civic and ethnie clements became 

equally important for stabilizing Balkan nation-states. 

Still, what remains different from the Western European experience is that the 

backwardness and underdevelopment in the Balkans meant that the ideologies of 

liberalism, romantic nationalism and socialism al1 found their way into the region well 

before the appearance of the institutions and classes they represented.12 As Veljko 

VujaEiC lucidly assens, liberalism staned there without the bourgeoisie, socialism without 

the working class, and nationalism without literacy. " 

In the absence of fully developed modem capitalist and working classes, the 

intelligentsia and the state apparatus assumed an importance they never had in the West. 

Now the educated Balkan élites faced a dilemma. They strongly suspected that the only 

way out of poverty might be in imitating the West. On the other hand, they were acutely 

aware of the historical and social conditions in the region; conditions that required 

boosting the role of the state even at the expense of some individual rights. In other 

11 See Eugem Weber's classic study Peusants inIo Frenchmn (London: Chatt0 Ut Windus, 1979). ' See Andrew lanos, Inr Poliricx of Buckwardness in Hungcuy, 90-92. In this classic study Ianos 
dinerenîiate benVeen the economic and social modernity on the the side, ünd the political modemîty. on 
the oiher. 



words, they saw the tensions between the so-cailed internal, individual rights to 

protection tiom the state and the state's extemal freedom vis-à-vis belligerent neighbors, 

especially after the disappearance of former masters of the region (Austria-Hungary, the 

Ottoman Empire) lefk a power-vacuum. 

Intellectuals differed in their responses to this dilemma. Thus, as Zygmunt 

Bauman explains: 

[tlhe intelligentsia in East and Centrai Europe, especially tùnher towards the east or 
south, has become irrevocably split (into factions or deep in the souk of each of its 
members) between the Zweckrutiuwlirnr of the West and Wertrationaiiiar inherent 
in "collectivism"; between the idea of hastening the downfall of the ancien rigirne 
and the need to build a new rational order directly based on old-time institutions 
and in a fonn substantiaily different from the cold, cornpetitive and atomized world 
of capitaiism. Intellectuals have based their request for participation in power on 
both perspectives. '' 
Contemporary accounts on nationalism in Eastern Europe (particularly in the 

Balkans) tend to neglect the "dialogue" between the sotalled "westemizers" 

("modernizen") and the "authenticists" ("nativists"). For exarnple, Liah Greenfeld puis too 

much emphasis on the notion of the rrsse~iiime~~t, which she defines (following Nietzsche) 

as a psychological state based on feelings of envy and hatred of that which is being 

unsuccessfùlly irnitated. Since the West is being copied, the inability to close the gap 

between the West and the Rest leads to the "transvaluation of values" of the original, 

13 Veljko VujatiC "Comrnunism and Nationalism in Russia and Serbia," (Pm. diss., Universi- of 
Caiifomia at Berkley. 1995),4-6. 

I4 Zygmunt Baurnan, "Inrellectds in East-Cenual Europe: Continuity and Change," h t e r n  Europeun 
Poiitics and Societies 1.2 ( 1  987): 170. Zweckrationaiitfft means reasoning based on objectives; 
Werirationalitdt meam reasoning based on values. 



Western nationalism towards indigenous traditions that are usudly hostile to the original 

rnatnx of Westem, liberal nationalism." 

The very notion of "indigenous traditions," however, is problematic, since both 

"westemizers" and "authenticists" appropriate these "traditions" according to their 

respective needs. Also, if Westem values are deemed "foreign," the sarne could be said for 

many of the "indigenous" traditions of Eastern European countries, which are inseparably 

linked to the political cultures of their former masters (Austria-Hungary, Ottoman Empire 

and Russia). In other words, both traditions are equally irnaginary and open to 

appropriation. Nevertheless, "interpreters" of the national will (especially in the Balkans) 

are quite oflen understood solely in negative, anti-Western and collectivist terms leadiny 

researchers to deny the significance of the suong, rnodernizing pro-European factions that 

existed in every Balkan society from as early as mid-nineteenth century. '' 

In cases such as contemporary Serbia, researchers are tempted to emphasize only 

those elements in the past that fit the complete anomie of present-day society." 

However, if we have in mind a continuing tense dialogue between distinct intellectual 

factions in a society, then different questions should be asked: What might be the reasons 

Greenfeld, ~Vutionallm, 11-17. Of course. Greenfèld's notion of ihc re-~sentirnrnr is a very fniithil one 
anâ can help us see the events in a conternpomy Serbia in a radically dflerent perspeciive. Howevcr. 
one sliould be awue n a  to emphasize it too much. for there is nothing deterministic in the development 
of the ressentiment type of nationalism in the Balkans or elsewliere. 

16 in Nutionaiisnr: Five Roud? to Moderni~, Greenfield tvrites about the ressentinient of the German md 
Russian nationalisms. But in an artkie, wVntten together with Daniei Chinot, she ;ilso appiies the same 
concept to the Balkans. See "Nationalism ami Aggression," Theory and Sociev 23 (1994), 79-130. 

17 The btest example of such analysis of the Serbian nationalism is Branimir Anzuiovic's Heawenfy Serbia: 
From ~C&tit to Genocide (New York WUP, 1999). 



for the break-up of a dialogue between "authenticists" and b'westemizers"? Why do the 

majority of Serbian intellectuals seem to have opted for illiberal nationalism? Does this 

imply that "indigenous" intellectuals have been more numerous than those who have 

advocated "cosmopolitanism" and "mondialism"? Or did they prevail because of their 

links with the state and "national" intellectual institutions? What is the role of the media 

in supporting traditionalists against modemizers?'* Finally, what were the answers to 

these and similar questions in the past? 

In the end, political acton and the intelligentsia, competing ideologies, and 

political, economic, social and cultural conditions are a11 equally important for 

understanding the travails of Eastern European nations and nationalisms. The foilowing 

pages deal with some of these issues in the case of the Serbian national identities and 

politics. The focus is particularly on the role of intellectuals and political élites in the 

twin process of nationalization and modemization of the Serbian state. 

State- and Nation-Building in Serbia 

The birth of the Serbian nation-state and, eventually, Yugoslavia, was part of a 

broader nineteenth-century Eastern European process of Slavic people "discovering" and 

imagining distinctive national identities vis-à-vis the great powers of the day, under whose 

tutelage they had lived for centuries. In this respect. the creation of Serbia and Yugoslavia 

'' These are the questions tbat arr put focward by Vojin Dimitrijevit, an astute analyst of Müokviif's 
regime. See "'Europe' as Serbian Ideal and Anti-Ideal," in Srbia between the Pasî and the Future, ed. 
DuSan Janjik (Belgrade: institute of Social Science and Fonm for Ethnic Reiaiions, 1997), 1 1-1 9. 



"required" the destruction of the Habsburg and Onoman multi-nation empires that, as 

Dimitrije Dordevic maintains, "impeded the emancipation of Yugoslav nati~nalities."'~ 

Even thouyh the rise of the South Slav nationalisms proved to be detrimental for the 

multi-nation empires of the day, South Slav life up until the late eighteenth century was 

essentially non-national.20 This is not to Say that a sense of ethnic bonding did not exist, or 

had not yet been developed. But in pre-modern times, feudal status played a larger role in 

shaping identity.21 Even the First Serbian Uprisins against the Ottomans in 1804 naned 

more as a social revolt against appalling peasant conditions than as protest against foreign 

nile. Peasant rebellion tumed into national revolution only through the material help and 

intellectual guidance of the Austrian Serbs of Vojvodina (then Southem Hungary), who, 

living in the economicall y and "culturall y" richer Habsburg Empire, were already imbued 

with a modem sense of national identity. Furthemore, throughout this period the nascent 

Serbian merchant class and intellectuds from Vojvodina not only acted as "an established 

- - - 

19 Dimitrije Elordevît "Yugoslav Unity in the Nincieenth Century." in The Creafion of I'uposlma 1 Y 14- 
191 8, ed. Dimiîrije Dordevic (Santa Barbam. Cdifomia: Clio Books. 1980). 3. 

'O See Ivo Lederer, "Nationalimi and the Yugoslavs," in .Vor,onali.wt in Eustm Europe. ed. Peter Sugar 
ancl IVO Lederer (Seattle: University o f  Washington Press, 1969). Lederer obse~es that rhroughout the 
Ottoman occupation of the Balkans, not a single school or fxtory \vas developed Even in the Austrian- 
held tenitones, the sihution was fm h m  satisfactory. Thus, ût the beginning of the twentieth century rhe 
population of Slovenia (always economidy the most developed region in former Yugoslavia) was 
IiugeIy iliiterate, uneducated and uninîerested in 'WC ull of blood" or the "power of an idea", h t  is "the 
mw materiai of which ... mtionalities are formed (40043)." Also, see Daniel Chirot, ed., The Origins of 
Backwurahess in Eastern Europe (Berkeley: University of Califom-a Press, 1989); and John h p e  and 
Manin Jackson, Balkan Econonric History, 1555-1950: Front Inrperid Borderlands fo Dwclaping 
Nations, Bloomington: ind- University Press, 1982). 

" The m n t  nationaiist emphasis on the conùnuity of ihe Serbian and Croatian mediaeval kingdoms 
semes to justifjr land daims in îhe former Yugodavia's territorial conflict. As EA. Hamme1 asnitely 
obsewes, the Serbs hue their daims "an the fiillest disperson at the height both of the Nemanjic 
expansion and the Diaspora occasioncd by the Tudq tumîng both viaory and defeat into territory". The 
Cruats, on the other side. daim "naturai borders" wvih Serbia at the rivet Drina on the grounds of "theif 



transmission-belt of ideas ... into the Pashalik of Beograd", but also became "an active 

Y ~r22 reservoir of administrative, political and intellectual leadership for 'Serbia . 

In 1830, the Sultan granted the Serbs autonomy and by the mid-nineteenth century 

Serbia (then within the boundaries of the Belgrade Pashalik) was already de facto an 

independent state while still de jure under Turkish tutelage (Serbia finally won 

independence at the Congress of Berlin in 1878). With the withdrawal of the Ottoman 

overlords, the land remained the property of the peasants. At that time, Serbia was a 

socially undifferentiated country that consisted of an ovenvhelming peasant majority (more 

than 95%) with a very thin stratum of merchants and state bureaucrats. The literacy rate 

was one of the worst in Europe: only 1% in the early nineteenth century. 

Such conditions were slow to change and, by the end of the century, Serbia had 

only two cities with more than 10,000 people. The country entered the twentieth century 

with only 57 1 kilometers of railroad, 4,000 industrial workers and literacy rates of 50% for 

males and 23% for fernales.*' Despite this very slow economic and social restructuring 

over the century, the growth of a Serbian state followed a western European pattern. As 

early as 1873, corporal punishment was abolished, and, at the end of the nineteenth century, 

Serbia could be descnbed as a typical European-style state with its own parliamentary 

mediad presence in Bosiia and Herzegovina, See T h e  Yugoshv Labyruith," Tht. rlnthropologv East 
Europe Review. Speciai Issue: War Among the YugoSvs 1 1.lm (Spring & Fall 1993): 11. " Lederer, 100. Also, See Dodevi& 7. 
Sce Gaie Stokes, dintroduction" and Tonclusion" ta Politics pr Dewlopnwnt: The Eniergence of 
Nineteenth-Cenrury Political Parties in Serbia (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 1990). 



system, independent court, political parties, cornpetitive elections and freedom of press. 

How was this possible? 

One theory highlights power political aspects of state control. The underlying idea 

is that in an undifferentiated society without the existence of a developed capitalist and a 

landowner class, the state emerged as the most important source of influence, prestige and 

wedth. Under such conditions, the Serbian intellectual élite found their rewards in politics 

by playing out the rhetoric of political legitimacy they lemed during their student days in 

Western foreign universities. 

Stokes thus insists that whatever econornic and social change occurred in Serbia 

(creation of the army, railroad building) was "camed out for purposes of enhancing its 

[state's] own power and authority, thereby benefiting the state class that was conducting 

political flairs without changing socioeconomic ~tnictures."'~ Still, although Stokes' 

conclusion might help us understand the intemal, political suuggles in Serbia, it seems to 

neglect the international aspects of state- and nation-building policies in nineteenth-century 

Serbia. 

No matter what type of a "party" or a ruling élite was in control of the state, the 

primary task was the sarne. They al1 had to deal with two pressing questions. First, how to 

secure the independence of the fledgling Serbian state against the power politics of the 

nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire, Austria-Hungary and Russia; second, which type of 

nation-building policies should be pursued so as to foster a sense of national identity. For 



answers to these questions, the Serbian state class could only look westward, which in the 

end explains the modem European look of the Serbian state. Also. barring an economic 

restmcninng of society, only classical state- and nation-building policies could be pursued. 

Moreover, the dilemmas the Serbian intellectuals had to deal with were interrelated. 

The frontiers of the emerging Serbian nation-state did not coincide with those of the 

Serbian nati~n.~'  Accordingly, every Serbian national project since llija Garaianin's 

Naèer~unije (Outline) of 1844 looked to unite Serbs living in Austrian, Magyar and 

Ottoman territories with Serbia proper; a program which could be accomplished only by 

actively undermining the dominant positions of Austna and the Ottoman Empire in the 

~alkans? 

The significance of NaCeranije cm hardly be overestimated. First, many of its 

main objectives and methods kept informing the actions of Serbia's nilins élite until as late 

as 1939. Secondly, Nc~éertanije has aiways been a bone of contention among Serbian and 

former Yugoslav historians and politicians, who have seen it variously as the first program 

Stokes, Politics as Developnrenr, 306. 
The widesprerid dispersion of the Serbian Orthodox population is related to Twkish pressures westwrd: 
pressures that have created several waves of Serbian migration into what was then Southern Hungq,  as 
well as Slavonia, Dahath and central Crikltia. From 1578 these arcas were known as the Miiitan 
Frontier (Krajinti). Kmjina was cmted to prevent M e r  Turkisli advances and it played ri vital role in 
the Habsbuqg' defensive system. It rvas under direct military mie fiom Vienna, its population (half of it 
Orthoâox, half Cathoiic) enjoying special privileges in return. It \vas incorporatcd into Civil CroaUa only 
in 1881. From today's perspeciive, it is irnpomt to note ihat once national aff'iities r~placed religious 
ones, the stage wiu set for an ethnic contest as to ~vhether ffijina was more Sehian or Ctoatim The 
1995 Croatian Mctory over the Crctaiian Serbs in Kmjina seems to have finally d e d  this question by 
creating an ethnicaiiy pure Croatian state, at the cos of ending 400 yean of coexistence ûetween the 
Serbs aiad the Croats in the area. 
nija Garasanin one of the most inûuentiai Serbian statmen in the mid-nineteenth century. is genenlly 
perceived as the arst to i o d a t e  a nationai program of Serbian unincation. On his aaivïties as the 



for a "Greater Serbia," or of Yugoslav unification. Most recently the document has been 

compared with the 1986 Memorandicm of the Serbian Academy of Science and Arts, 

currently perceived as the new Magna of Serbian nationalism. It is wonh taking 

some time to examine a document that has provoked such passionate debates over more 

than one hundred and fifiy years. 

In nutshell, NaCertanije calls for the creation of one state in which al1 Serbs living 

in the Ottoman Empire would finally live t~~e the r .~ '  At that time, only one third of al1 

Serbs lived within the borders of the Serbian pnncipality. Another third lived in other parts 

of the Ottoman Empire (Bosnia and Herzegovina and Sandiak) and one third was under the 

control of Austria-Hungary. The aim oPuniting al1 Serbs in one aate was not necessarily 

anti-Yugoslav, since it could perhaps have been achieved through a (con)federation with 

other Slavic people in the Balkans where Serbs could have enjoyed, as they did in the 

former Yugodavia, equal rights with other nationalities. M e r  all, Ilija Garaianin himself 

was a Serbian politician who actively promoted pro-Yupslav policies. In 1866 he agreed 

in principle with the Croatian Catholic Bishop Strossmayer. the founder of the Yugosiav 

idea, on collaboration between the Croats of the Triune kingdom (Civil Croatia Dalmatia 

uchitect of the Serbian national program, see Divid MacKenzie, Garajanin, Balkan Bimarck (New 
York: Columbia University Press, East-European Monogtaphs No. 181, 1995). 

" Sec Ilija G;uaSanin, Naforranije (&opci: Studio 104, 1998), 69-102. It is very important to note thai 
GanSonin wote NutertanYe under ihe direct ifluence of the Czech FmW Wh, who, as an emissuy 
of Polish exile Prince Adam Czartoryski, spent some thne in Belgrade. The aim of the Polish Prince was 
to promote South Slav w*îy independent of both Ausuian and Russian influence with the idea chat the 
eventual emergence of h e  strong South Slav state in the Mkans couid benefit the Polish struggle for 
inâependence ag;iùist M a ,  Austria and Russia. G;inSaiun remained f W  to many of Zachs's 
suggestions throughwt his political career, dthough parts of CI'uCerian& clearly emphasïze the interesis 
of Serbia nther cfi;ui those of South Slav unification. See "inuoduction" to rVuCerianije, 3-68. 



and Krajina) and Serbia towards the creation of a Yugoslav state independent of both the 

Habsburg and the Ottoman ~rn~ires." 

Thus, the key question in assessing the character of Nadertanije seems to be what 

type of state GaraSanin preferred - a Greater Serbia, or a kind of union of South Slavic 

nations in the Balkans? Different parts of the document seem to offer different answers 

to such a question. On one side, Garalanin insists that "only in cooperation (alliance) 

with other neighboring Slavic nations" Serbia can sustain its future; on the other, he 

maintains that the main goal of the Serbian politics is to unite al1 the Serbs in the 

Ottoman ~ r n ~ i r e ?  In other words, inasmuch as GaraSanin recommends a pro-Yugoslav 

politics of the Serbian principality, at the sarne time he legitimizes the central role and the 

Piedmont-like character of the Serbian state in the Balkans. He does this in particular by 

emphasizing Serbia's historical right to re-create the glory of the medieval Serbian 

~in~dorn.) '  

GaraSanin's ideas about uniting the Serbs in the fold of an expanded nation-state 

were hlly in accordance with other integrative nationalkt projects in Europe during the 

early nineteenth century (Italian, German, Czech, etc.). Throughout NaCertanije 

GaraSanin advocates cooperation among Slavic nations, irrespective of relipious 

differences. This implies that GaraSanin combined a modem, linguistic definition of 

" See Gale Stokes, *Yugoslavism in the 1860s?" in Three Erar of Poliricul Chungr in Easîem Europe 
(Odocd, M o r d  University Press, 1997), 86. 

29 :V~c!ermije, 7 1. 



nationhood with a more traditional emphasis on the historical right of the Serbian people 

to a state of their own. However. at that stage, there was already a clear tension between 

these two markers of national identity: one based on the historical rights, and the other on 

language. The markers also suggested different routes for extending the Serbian state. 

The principle of histone rights pointed south (Macedonia and Kosovo), while langage 

pointed West (Bosnia and Herzegovina and parts of present-day Croatia). Also, given the 

linguistic similarities among the South Slavic people, particularly between the Serbs and 

the Croats, GaraSanin seemed to have been rather vague about the increasingly 

developing distinct national identities among them. Nevertheless, given that No2ertcrriiJe 

professes cooperation among the South Slavs, it is fair to conclude that GaraSanin was the 

first Serbian politician to put fonvard the idea of "the Balkans to the Balkan people." 

mer all, he did advocate the rïght to a state not only for the Serbs but also for other 

Slavic peoples in the region." 

Even so, Natertanije has rightly become synonymous with Greater Serbian 

pretensions, for its ultimate goal was the creation of a Serbian kingdom through the 

annexation of Bosnia, old Serbia (Kosovo and Macedonia) and m on te ne gr o." In other 

words, the problem with NaC~unqjr was not so much in its principal politicai aim, but in 

It shodd be no surprise that GPraanin emphasizeû the notion of hinorioil righîs, given that Natertmije 
was Mitten before the European Revolution of 1848 thiit W l y  legitimized the notion of the nations' 
rights to th& own sîate. 

" This is how Seibian historb S1obod;ui lovanovic interprets GanSIRin's work See 5poljaSnja poli& 
Ilije G a d m k , "  in Politidk i prwne rapruve (Beograd: B i g  1990), 34-352. " Vasa h k i l o ~ e  praides an uswipwed critique of .VaEertanlje and the politics and ideology of a 
Greater Serbia. See lstorija polifi* midi u Srbiji .UY veka (Beograd, Narodna knjiga, l982), 126- 148, 



the method advocated. Even though GaraSanin was fully aware that Serbia could never 

become a strong state without the active cooperation of other South Slav nations, he also 

firmly believed that the bea way of achieving this was through the extension of  Serbia. 

For example, while writing about Bosnia and Herzegovina in Nntw~rmije, GaraSanin 

seemed to be as unaware as many of today's Serbian nationalists that the differences 

between the Bosnian Serbs, Croats and Moslerns were not only religious but also 

increasingly national. By advocating a full incorporation of Bosnia and Herzegovina into 

Serbia, GaraSanin inadvertently prepared the gound for a political dispute with the 

ideologues of a Greater Croatia over the question whether Bosnia is more Serbian or 

Croatian. 

A lack of sensitivity for the complex ethnic fabric of Bosnia and Henegovina (to 

Say nothing of Macedonia and Kosovo) can partially be explained by Serbia's political 

successes in the early nineteenth century. Achieving independence at a relatively early 

stage in the nineteenth century, as Gale Stokes rightly observes, "gave the Serbs little 

reason to doubt that their nationalism was a viable ideology and no reason to turn to other 

unifjing notions, such as the Yugoslav idea."33 Thus, most of the Serbian ruling élite 

perceived the Yugoslav idea as usehl before World War 1 only to the extent that it 

facilitated Serbia's principal goal of uniting al1 Serbs in one country. 

" Stokes. "Yugoslavism in the 186ü," 84. Stokes also d e s  the point that both Croatian Yugodavism and 
Serbian nationalism emerged as "appropriaie reactions to difEcrent situations" anâ îhat "it is unhistocicil 
to describe Croatian Yugoslavism as parridarly good, or Serbian nationalism as bad" 92. 



Accordingly, when the Serbian liberals emerged on the political stage in the mid- 

nineteenth century, they did not in any way challenge GaraSanin's ultimate political aims or 

rnethods. What they contested, however, was GaraSanin's dismissive attitude towards the 

principle of the nile of the people. Being educated in the post- 1848 Europe, they could not 

accept to base the legitimacy of the Serbian state solely on the application of the 

conservative tenet of historicd rights. For them, Serbia's independence should be based on 

the right of nations to govem themselves. In other words, they introduced in the Serbian 

context the Iegitimizing principle of the nineteenth-century liberai nationalism. By doing 

this, they also tied the notion o f  the Serbian independence to the idea of political freedoms 

of the Serbian people, something that was never raised by conservative GaraSanin. 

It was Vladimir Jovanovic who played the most decisive role in introducing liberal 

nationalism in Serbia. Being educated abroad. he was well acquainted with the ideas of 

German, French and English liberals. However, he was aiso aware that a successfùl 

introduction of the notions of liberalism and constitutionaiism in the context of an illiterate 

Serbian peasant society required a particular reinterpretation of Western-style ideas 

according to Serbian traditions. He proved worthy of this task and no one explains the 

magnitude of his work better than Stokes: 

Their [Serbian liberal] ideas did not emerge in a political system in which the 
power of the king was already limited by a constitution, they had to introduce that 
idea. They did not live in a land in which rule by law was an established custom, 
they had to insist on legality. They did not inherit a Whig tradition of history from 
the seventeenth century, they had to invent one. They were not bom with a nght to 
participate in politics, they had to establish that right. They did not experience the 



industrial revolution, they had to create the conditions that would make that 
revolution possible.3J 

Jovanovic argued for the "democratic spirit of the Serbian peopleT' which he traced 

back to the "primitive democracy" of the old patriarchal peasant institutions of skup~titrcr 

(assemb ly ), :ndnrgc< (extended famil y) and m e m  samm~prnva (local self-government). 

According to him, these old patriarchal institutions were based on notions of liberty and 

equality, which together are instrumental in producing social h a r m ~ n ~ . ~ '  Thus, combining 

the discourse of liberalism with language understandable to the Serbian people, he offered a 

powerfùl critique of the hierarchical structure of the Serbian state in the first decades of i ts  

autonomy. The emphasis on local traditions, such as the rule that chiefs of iadhgci should 

be elected by its members, as Slobodan Antonic rightly observes. was instrumental in 

legitimizing a liberal stand that the tme foundation of sovereignty was the people, not the 

prince. Far from offering a kind of organismic society, as many of his critics later implied, 

Jovanovic and other liberals started a long stniggle for a legislature and constitutionalism in 

Serbia that would put the aate bureaucracy under the control of a liberal aate? 

However, while Jovanovic represented a fledgling liberal and democratic Serbia 

and, as such, was an asnite critique of Serbian conservatives, he was much less cntical of 

GaraSanin on foreign policy issues. Jovanovic saw Serbia's allies in Western progressive 

parties, not in aristocratie Europe, but he seemed to share GaraSanin's confusion in regard 

34 Gaie Stokes, Legirirnaqv fhrough Liberalisni: Vtadhir Jovanovik and the Transformation of Serbian 
Pulitics (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1975), 225-226. 

35 Ibid., 42-44 
" Slobodan .4ntonit, "Dnimveni ddopovi, politifki dekitnici i dernokatski poredakW (University of Novi 

Sad, photocopy, 1999): 424. 



to Serbian aims. Not unlike GaraSanin he wanted both cooperation among Balkan Slavic 

nation-states, and creation of an extended Serbia that would somehow be justified not only 

in ternis of the right of nations to govem themselves. but also in tems of Serbia's historic 

rights." 

Moreover, even though not himself a religious man, Jovanovic emp hasized the 

significance of the Serbian Otthodox Church as necessary for strengthening the national 

identity of the Serbs. Throughout his long life he casually wote about the "will" and the 

"spirit" of the Serbian people and was full  of praise for Serbia's cherished  tradition^.'^ In 

doing this, he implicitly supported the ethnicization of the liberal nationalism he helped 

introduce in Serbia. In hindsight, we can say that the strong ethnic leanings in this type of 

liberal nationalism proved to be highly detrimental for contemporary Serbia. Liberal 

nationalists who accepted Jovanovic' s brand of nationalism could not help but embrace the 

concept of a Greater Serbia as well. For, in JovanoviC's understanding of the ethnic 

character of the Serbian people there was the same lack of sensitivity for the traditions of 

other Slavic and non-Slavic peoples in the ethnically mixed regions of the Balkans; 

insensitivity that had already been present in GaraSanin's politicai program. 

The Serbian Radicals, the first tmly modem party in the Balkans, added a final 

element in a symbiotic relationship between the Serbian proto-democracy and nationdism. 

On one side. the Radicals were instrumentai in introducing a pro-western, liberal type of 

" hbrilo~k, 19 1 - 1 95. 
39 Stokes' book on Vl;rûhk lovanovit, Legitimav thmtrgh Liberalism, offers an exellent analpis of 

mmy contradictory strands of Sehian ii'beral nationaiîsm of the time. 



constitution in Serbia in 1888; on the other, they extended populist rhetoric into the Serbian 

elitist, though nationalist, discourse of the time.39 The Radicals, led by Nikola PaSic, the 

most influential Serbian politician of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, fully 

supported the idea of a parliamentary system with a representative govemrnent. They 

maintained that the only legitimizing principle in the state was that of national sovereiynty. 

They were not against the monarchy but their ideal was the British monarchical system in 

which the monarch's rights were limited by the Parliament, as the only tnie representative 

of the people."0 Hence, at a time when many Serbian politicians believed that a freely 

elected parliament could not work in the context of an uneducated and illiterate Serbian 

society, the Radicals emerged as the voice of the Serbian peasantry against the state 

bureaucrat S.'" 

H owever, by insisting that they were the only tme voice of the people, and t hat the 

Serbian peasantry was the people, the Radicals introduced a strong populist rhetoric into 

the Serbian nationalist discourse: 

39 The People's Radicai Pany was founded in 188l as a broad popular movemeni. Although at the 
beginning its mots were in the ideas of people's socialism. as developed by Svetom MIirkovic. the 
-test Serbian ninereenth-cenniry soci;ilist, the p;uty eventudly tumed towvarâs the right In essence, 
Radicais were in favor of people's state ihat would be based on direct Iinks between the party and its 
teaders, on the one side, anci the Serbian inasses, on the d e r .  Thus, in its first mge, the party leaders 
were more interested in imposing a fm p a ~ y  discipline on îheir members lhat in king concerned about 
modemiPng the Serbian state. However, the patty evolved and, once in power, it gopted a more liberal 
interpretation of constitutional parîiamentxh. See Dubmvka Stojanovic, "Party mites in Serbia 1903- 
19 1%" Iiiip://w a I+ . udi.org.\ u/FoundcN5to1anovic/Eli1~~.11tm (28 Septanber 1999). Also. on the mle of 
the Sehisui Radid Pxty, see Gaie Stokes, Politics as Developmenr, 2 17-29 1. 

10 See Milan St. Protic, Uspon ipadsrpsk ideje (Beograd: f igoja iiampa, 1995). 127-132. ' With the 1888 Constitution, Serbia became a piirliatnentuy monarchy. The Consti*tution m t e d  a riglit 
to fÏee elections, pditical and citizenship righis, multi-party system, compulsory elemeniary education 
and a fiill differentiation between the e~ecutive, the legislahue and the judiEial branch of governmeni, 



In Europe there is not a people that deserves to be the unlimited sovereign in its 
state more than the Serbian people, because in Europe there is not a single state 
created by the ordinary people themselves. 

Gunjac and opanak [peasant jacket and shoes] liberated this land from the powerful 
Turkish rule! . . . 

Gunjac and opanak lefi the mouths he was responsible to feed and in a hungry and 
barren year let the judges dispense justice to hm, let the m y  teach him the 
military arts and to arm himself with better weapons, let the cuitured people train 
the young in knowledge, respect, work and patriotism, . . . 
Gunjac and opanak . . . is the Serbian nation that built and created this state, and by 
right and reason, through work and sacrifice, [it] ought to be the supreme d e r  in its 
own land."2 

Accordingly, the Radicals completely identified peasantry with Serbia itself Not 

surprisingly, in doing so they built their own electorai support that consisted of the 

peasants that, in the words of Gale Stokes, leamed from the Radicals what it meant to be 

a ~erb." In long mn, however, the price for the Radicals' political success was 

extremely high. Their deliberate manipulation of anti-intellectualisrn developed into a 

ressentiment-type of populist rhetoric against the "West" that eventually became an 

important ingredient of Serbian nationalist discourse up to the present day. 

A clear view of Radical discourse at this stage is important, especially given the 

strong populist, anti-intellectual overtones of the Serbian nationalism that re-emerged in a 

radically different setting in the 1990s. As we shall see later, many components of 

current Serbian nationalist discourse were already present at the beginning of this 

century. If PaSic and his Radicals are to be praised as the creators of a first modem, 

However, this was not full-sale popuiar sovereignty. Amding to the Constitution, the political system 
was based on dual sovereignty - that of the people and that of the king See Milan S t  Mc, 133 - 1 34. 
Nikola MI$ qmed in Stokes, Politics OS DateIopment, 250. 



proto-democratic party in Serbia, they are also responsible for extending the notion of 

"Other" westwards, something that had not been done by either GaraSanin or the first 

generation of Serbian liberals. But how did a party whose program favored the British 

parliamentary system also manage to present the "West" as a culture dangerous to 

authentic Serbian values? 

Radical anti-western rhetoric should be looked at in the context of the limited 

modernization of late nineteenth-century Serbia. The old, Serbian patriarchal society had 

declined, but there had been no sweeping development of the economy. Now PaSiC. 

offered the Serbian peasant a sense of belonging to something greater than hirnself - a 

Serbian nation. A very important aspect of this sense of belonging to a nation was a 

feeling of pride. that is, that Serbian people should not be ashamed of their "gunjac and 

opanak." Finally, this directly led to the resseniiment of the "West" and those who 

represented it in Serbia - a fledgling Serbian urban class and their political parties."" In 

'3 Stokes, 257. 
For the links between Serbia's political élites and $eir aniiudes towards modemi-ntion see hiinka 
Perovic, "A Lesson from the Past: The Poiitid Elite and Modemization in the First Decade of 
Mependence of the Serôian State," in Serbia benveen the Pasi and the Future. ed. DuSIui h j i c  
(Belgrade: Institute of Social Sciences, 1997), 10 1-1 14. It should be noted thrit the most important 
controversy among Serbian historians in the 1990s is over the "red" character of the Serbian Radiciûs 
anâ their role in modernizkig S&ia, On the one side of the debate, Milan Si. Protic p m t s  Radiais as 
the f h t  üuiy modern party that used populism only at the level of phraseology, while king deeply fitfi.û 
to the ideal of western modemkition in the Serbian context. See his Rudikali u Srbiii, ideje i pokrrr 
188 1-1903 (Beognd: Srpska akrsdemija nauh i umemosli, 1990). On the other side, many suthors, of 
which the most prominent is Latinka Perovit. rn emphasizing populism of the Serbian Radicals as W r  
distinctive fcature. The debate is not only academic, for while Protic ernphasi;Les the yexs of 
communism in Serbia as the most responsible for the rise of MiioSeviC's regirne, Perovit mainiains that 
MiloSeviCs populism has predecesors in PaSic and oher leading members of the Serbian Radical m. 
Hence, Sdian contempomry nationûlism is not an illigilunate child of the main currents of ihe Serbian 
history, but its legitimate product. See Perovii's Srpski soc~uiisti 19. veka (Beograd, SluZbeni List, 
1995). This is ihe third volume. The tirst two volumes were published in 1985. Also, see Perovic, 
Nhia  PaM, pismu, Eianci, govori (Beograd, 1995); and M. Subotit. Sricanje slobode (Beograd, 1992). 



other words, Serbian Radicals salvaged a "patriarchal mentality" in a society that was 

already undergoing social transformation. the first victims of which were the very 

institutional foundations of such a mentality (=adn~gn, mesm snrnoirprm. fokc~htr 

At the level of everyday politics, such a mixture of populist rhetoric and 

patriarchal mentality took the form of a peculiar discourse of fear that Serbia may "turn 

into a Western-like mini-state." Hence, in order to escape such a "disaster," Serbian 

Radicals emphasized deep moral values of the Slavic culture and civilization against the 

"egoistic struggle of Western ~ulture.'"'~ An excellent example of such a discourse could 

be found in the Serbian parliamentary debate between the Radicals and the other Serbian 

parties over building the first railway line in Serbia (in the 1880s). 

During these debates two radically different concepts of state emerged: that of the 

populist state with its basis in a patriarchal society, and that of a modern. legal state. 

From the perspective of the Serbian Radicals, the acceptance of railway contracts would 

have consequences comparable with the defeat of the Serbs in Kosovo in 1389, or that of 

the indians in America: 

Serbia may suffer the fate of the Indians following the discovery of America. . . . 

By discovering Amenca, Columbus introduced European culture and with it also 
the chahs of slavery for the tribes and abongines of Arnerica. ... That deainy 
may also befall Our people with the so-called culture forcibly imposed on us by 
the  est." 

45 Perovic, 105- 
i6 Quoted in PeroviC, 107. 



Radicals lost the debate to the pro-European parties (Liberals and Progressive 

party) led by politicians who recognized that the only way for Serbia was westward. Any 

other way, as a leading pro-European politician of the time, Stojan Novakovic said, would 

lead to Serbia being perceived as "an oddity among nations - something othen will avoid 

and nin away from." Somewhat later, Jovan Skerlic, a leading Serbian critic of the time, 

waned his fellow Serbs that: 

The fate of Serbia depends on the eradication of patriarchd conservatism and 
reactionary demagogy, which are the source of al1 that is harrnfùl not only in 
radicalism, but in our entire political life. From that point of view. one could say 
that democracy in Serbia will be European or else there will be none.'" 

Nevertheless, although the Radicals lost their battle over the railroad, they won 

many others, since at the beginning of the century they emerged as the moa powerful partv 

in Serbia. Not surprisingly, in foreign policy, the Radicals accepted the idea of an extended 

Serbia as a (potential) Piedmont of South Slavs, just as Serbian conservatives and Iiberals 

had done previously. This did not, as already stated, directly imply a Greater Serbia. Still, 

the Radicals' insistence on a modem, efficient and centralized nate would hardly have been 

consistent with an eventual unification of South Slavs (with dl their different religions, 

cultures and political traditions) in one state. 

Still, the idea of Serbia as the Piedmont of South Slavs in the Balkans was not the 

only national concept in Serbia. The great nineteenth-century Serbian socialist Svetozar 

Markovic argued that the Serbian political system represented a mixture of Oriental 

47 Quoted in Perovic, 1 10. 



despotism and the (then not so untypical) European conservative police state. For these 

reasons, he opposed GaraSanin's project of uniting the Serbian and, eventually, other Slav 

areas of the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian empires on the ground that this would only 

exacerbate the bureaucratic, anti-liberal character of the Serbian state. tn other words. 

Markovic believed that without interna1 liberties, a struggle for national liberation was 

meani ngiess."' 

Furthemore, at a time when the politics of a "strong and united Serbia" aaned 

attracting both liberal and conservative politicians and intellectuals, Markovic anticipated 

the potentially detrimental consequences of such a national progam. He argued that 

creation of a Greater Serbia was anti-Serbian in its core because it could only create 

animosities in the Balkans and pit Serbia against the peoples with whom it shared the same 

traditions, language and intereas: 

[wlhich of thsse peoples would accept to be annexed by the Serbian monarchy? . . . 

Where and what are the boundaries of the "united Serbs" - their new Serbian state? 
. . . This is very hard to do without coming into the conflict with the other [Balkan] 
nations. The Serbian nation does not have any geographic or ethnographie 
boundaries that would define its space. In order to create such a state ... the 
Serbian people will have to take the role of a ~ o n ~ u e r o r . ~ ~  

Markovic is also a staunch believer in the right of nation to selfidetermination, but 

only to the extent that such right does not impede the right of other nations to their own 

state. Given that the Balkans, in bis own words, is "the mosaic of the peoples," he 

See Miroslav R DordeviC, Srpka n q a  u gradanskom druSivu (Beograd: Narodna knjiga. 1979). 1 13. 
AIso, on M;itkovit?s uinuence on the development of h c  the sociaiist idas  in the Balkans, see Woodfard 
McClellan, Svetozar hfarkovic and the Origins of Balkan Socialism (P~ceton: Princeton University 
Press, L%S). 
Svetozar MiukoviL Srbija na is toh (Novi Sad: Srpska narodna radnmia &unparij;lf 1812). 143. 



advocates interna1 democratic transformation of the Serbian state and the creation of a 

Balkan (con)federation based on equality and mutuality of al1 Balkan nations. Anything 

less would only lead to an imitation of Austria-Hungary's policies, and a repetition of the 

problems that were plaguing the Habsburg Empire at the tirne.'' 

Markovic was also quick to criticize Jovanovic and his liberal circle for relying too 

much on chimeras such as the "spirit" and "will" of the Serbian people. For him, 

undenining the significance of the social conditions, as liberals did, could only exacerbate 

the lack of fieedom in the name of abstract notions of the will of the people. Markovic 

took a stand radically at odds with lovanovie's romanticized understanding of a Serbiahood 

that "one generation somehow inherits from the other": 

[elverything is malleable, material conditions, terms by which we define society, 
law, freedorn, religion, social and political institutions, customs and a character of 
the people, each of these elements influences the other and al1 of these is mutuaily 
interrelated.' ' 
Although Markovic's ideas for a Balkan federation gained support among Serbian 

intellectuals on the eve of the First World War, his approach to the national question was 

never &Ily accepted in Serbia up till the end of World War II.'' In that period, Belgrade 

emerged as the cultural and political center of groups advocating a Greater Serbia. It also 

became a center for intellectuals and liberal politicians (geographer Jovan Cvijic, 

historian and politician Stojan Novakovic, politician Ljuba Stojanovic, literary critic 

Jovan Skerlic, etc.) who believed that a Yugoslav federal state could solve the Setbian 



national question in particular, and that of South Slavs in general. 53 As Cubrilovic points 

out, this current of opinion was an important corrective to officia1 Serbian policy based 

on GaraSanin's Natertanije, and helped maintain political and cultural links among the 

Serbs in Serbia and the Croats and Serbs in Croatia and Vojvodina in the years preceding 

World War LS4 

With the detèat of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in World War 1, the Old World 

order collapsed. The door for the creation of the Yugoslav State was finally open. The 

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes was proclaimed in Belgrade on December 1, 

19 18, along the lines advocated by Serbian Prime Minister Nikola ~ a 3 i c . ' ~  The Serbian 

mling élite to a great extent followed Ilija GaraSanin's design in interna1 organization of 

the state. In other words, they advocated a centralized model appropriate for an 

ethnically hornogenous state, such as Serbia was up till 1913, when it expanded its 

borders to incorporate Vardar Macedonia and Kosovo through victories in the Balkan 

wars. 56 

See (hbrilovic. 203-236. 

It is important to highlight that at the tune pro-Yugoslav and pro-Serbian sentiments werc gaining 
momentum in Croatia Uowever, fiom the very beginning, the approach of twvo ld ing  Croatian 
poliiicians of the tirne, Frano Supilo and Ante TrumbiC, were in favor of a polycentric, or even fully 
federalized Yugoslavia; an approach that Nikola P&c rejected in favor of a centralized, piuliamenmy 
system See, Wayne Vuhic, 'The Formation of Yugosiavia," in The Crearion of Yugoslavia 19 13-1 918, 
ed Dimitrije Dorûevic (Santa Barbara: Clio, 1980). 

Thus, even before the creation of the first Yugosiavia in 19 18, Serbia became a multination -te. given 
that locril population of Macedonia and Kosovo did not ident@ themselves wiui the Serbs. This dso 
implies that even if Yugoslavia had never been created, Serbia would stiU have had to corne to terms wvitli 
the radicaliy chcuiged ethnic structure of its population 



Thus, when the only recently created multination Serbia found itself pan of an 

ethnically very complex multination state, Yugoslavia, Nikola PaSiC. remained in favor of 

a strongly centralized state. His confidence that Serbia's political traditions and fledgling 

parliamentary democracy would work well in the context of Yugoslavia was, however, 

unfounded from the very beginning. Serbia in 19 12 was a country with less than three 

million people. In 1918, Yugoslavia incorporated almost 12 million people over an area 

five times larger than that of Serbia. 

One could argue that the official policy of "integrai Yugoslavism" was based on 

trust that the newly integrated Serbs outside Serbia proper could play the role of a bridge 

between Serbia and other Yugoslav nations." In redity, however, the politics of 

"integral Yugoslavism" reflected the Serbian political élite's inability to grasp the extent 

to which various Yugoslav peoples were already fully aware of their cultural and ethnic 

disthctiveness, and unwilling to trade their national identities for the ideological concept 

of officia1 Yugoslavism. Moreover, a continuing insistence on presenting Serbia as the 

Piedmont of South Slavs in the period between 1918 and 1939 substantially altered 

Croatian and Slovenian perceptions of living in a joint country with the Serbs. 

57 Belgrade's cenualized poiicies alienated Croatian Serbs as well. In 1927. Svetozar RibiCeviC a leader of 
the Croatian Serbs, rejected such policies and eniered into ihe "Peasant-democratic Coalition" with the 
most inûuential Croatian poîitician Stjepan M c .  The coalition advocateâ a federaiized Yugoslavia that 
would consist of the following federal units: Serôia, Croatiri, Slovenia, %osnia and Herzegovina, 
Vo@odïna, Montenegr0 and Mi~cedonia. See Milan St, Protil, 287,299-301. 



Yugoslavia became increasingly understood as the product of greater Serbian ambitions, 

disguised under the banner of official Yugoslav unitari~rn.~' 

Desirnir ToSiÇ, an astute cntic of Serbian nationalism and MiloSevic's regime, 

maintains that 19 18 marked the greatest political error in Serbian national politics: not 

understanding the extent to which Yugoslavia was radically different from Serbia. 

According to him, the creation of Yugoslavia was understood by leading Serbian 

politicians primarily as the extension of Serbia and Montenegro. This confusion was 

based on a false belief that the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes were one and the same people 

- an idea promoted by integral Yugoslavism. The popular analogy of the time with the 

unification of the German and Italian people was historically inaccurate, for it was based 

on the denial of the Croatian perception of the continuity of their state under the auspices 

of u us tria-~un~ary. '' 

It is no surprise that immediately after the creation of Yugoslavia, major 

differences in national prograrns were already present. Latinka Perovic has encapsulated 

them in the following manner: 'The Serbs responded to the permanent crisis of the first 

Yugoslavia with a question: why did we go to war? The Croats and Slovenians had 

'' See bbrüovi~. JO 1.125. Of coune, the Sabs do not have a patent on exclusionin behavior. A similx 
lack of political tact could be fouid in the behvior of other ethnic groups, that i s  of their representatives. 
Standard ovewiews of ihe mtioncilist policies in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia are h o  Banric, The LVati~nal 
Question in Yugoslmia: Origins, History, Politics (lthaca and London: Comeil University Press, l')II.)): 
and Alekm Dilas. O~*pravano remua (Beograd: Kn~ewne novine, 1990). 

59 Desimir ToSiC "Zablude i greSke apske nacionalne politike," Shrarnost protiv zabfuda; Skpsko 
nacionalno pitanje (Beograd: Nova, lYY7), 25 1-254- 



another question: why should we have less within new Yugoslav state framework than 

we did within ~ u s t r i a - ~ u n ~ a r ~ ? " ~ ~  

These questions were, however, never pushed to the point of rejecting the state 

altogether by the most prominent Croatian and Slovenian politicians. In the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  

especially afier the assassination of King Alexander in 1934 by radical Macedonian 

nationalists, the main Serbian opposition parties came to accept the federal option. At the 

initiative of the Serbian Democratic Party, leading Yugoslav opposition parties reached a 

national agreement in October 1937. This agreement was a clear recognition by these 

parties of Croatia's and Slovenia's distinct status in Yugoslavia. It also cailed for a new 

constitution to be adopted oniy by majority vote of each of the constituent nations of the 

first Yugoslavia - Serbs, Croats, and ~lovenes." Thus, while it rnay not have lived up to 

the high hopes of some, the Yugoslav federal framework appeared to have gained 

acceptance in the late 1930s. 

In 1939 Serbian officiais finally jettisoned GaraSanin's and PaSic's old idea of a 

unitary state and accepted Croatian demands to create a separate unit the Banovirra of 

Hrvatska (Croatia). On the eve of the World War [I, on August 26. 1939, Prime Minister 

DragiSa Cvetkovic and Cmatian Peasant party leader Vladko Mafek signed Sprmm (an 

agreement) on the internally autonomous Croatian unit (Bunovina Hrvntska). The region 

60 Latinka Perovic, "Yugodavia was Defeated fkom Inside" in Yugosicwia: Collapse, FtYar, Crtn~es, ed. 
Sonja Biserko (Belgrade: Center for Anti-War Action. 1993). 60. Aleksa Diias sees the min dispute in 
the First Yugoshvia rahr as a sort of "duel" between iwo cent& conceptions - one Serbian and the 
o k  Croatian. He maintains that ik Croatian nationalists never accepted the idea o f  fedetal Croatia. or 
p h  to grant Serbs and Italians local autonomy. See Osporavana zemlja, 259-260- 



was, however, as multi-national as Yugoslavia. It consisted of 4.4 million people, 

including two major ethnic groups: 68,000 Muslims and 866,000 Serbs. One of the first 

consequences of the Sporanrm was that Zagreb's control over the Serbs in Croatia became 

official. This provoked confiision among many nationally oriented Serbian intellectuals, 

because for the tirst time they realized that Yugoslav state could not be identified with 

serbid2 

In reaction to Sporamm, they founded a Serbian Cultural Club (Srpski kzkrrlt~tnri 

k h b )  which debated about how best to respond to the creation of Croatia. By rejecting the 

principle of integrai Yugoslavisrn, Serbian intellectuals in principle accepted the creation of 

an autonomous Croatian unit. At the same time, however, some of its members, as Audrey 

Helfant Budding rightly observes, started using lanpage "strikingly similar to that heard in 

1990-9 1" in Serbia. At the club's meetings, a variety of suggestions were heard, from the 

creation of a Serbian autonomous unit according to the pnnciple "Wherever there are Serbs 

- that is Serbia," to solving the Kosovo problem through mass deportations of ~ l b a n i a n s . ~ ~  

Still, not al1 members of the Serbian Cultural Club had such openly nationalistic 

perceptions of the federal remangement of Yugoslavia. A Serbian histonan and one of the 

most influentid members of the club, Slobodan Jovanovic, atternpted to redefine the 

Serbian interests in Yugoslavia. He recognized that overtiy centralized Yugoslavia had 

See Tog&. Tablude i greske srpske nacionalne politilce." 253-251. 
" Audrey Helfant Budduig, "Serb inteiîecnials and the National Questions, 1961-199 1." (PBD. dia.. 

Harvard University, 1998): 26. 
" Bu-26. 



reacheâ an impasse and that it had to be replaced with something more sensitive to the 

needs of al1 Yugoslav peoples. In other words, Jovanovic suggested that the solution for 

Yugoslavia's predicament Lay not in "national egoism and fanaticism" but in a state where 

member nations would feel at home? Or, as Jovanovic says: 

"[tlhe attempt to use the power of the nate to create, in as shori time as possible, a 
single Yugoslav nationalism which will stifle Serb or Croat nationalism has not 
succeeded. If Yugoslavia as a national idea has met with difficulties in Serb and 
Croat nationalism, that does not mean it must necessarily encounter the same 
dificulties as the state ides?' 
The Second World War cut this experirnent short. When Yugoslavia once more 

emerged on 29 November 1943. it was under the tutelage of Tito's communists. This 

guardianship stopped a fratricidal war in 194 1- 1945. Yet, by the 1980s, it was obvious that 

"national egoism and fanaticism" had once more resurfaced in Yugoslavia and that. 

somewhat paradoxically, the moa responsi ble for suc h an outcome are cornmunists 

themselves. This metamorphosis will be explained in the following section, but the focus 

will be on Serbia. 

" VelJko VujaCit5, "Institutional Ongins of Contemporary Serbian Nationalinr" Emt European 
Constitutioncll Review ( 19%): 6 1. 

65 Quoted in Lenaid Cohen, Broken Bonds: The Disintegrarion of luguslavia (Boulder. San Francisco: 
Westview Press, 1993), 19. Sloboâan Jovanovic wcis a son of Vladimir Jovanovic and is perceiveci zis the 
greatest Serbian twentiethlcenniry historian and a politid writer. He was also a Prime -ter of the 
Yugoslav govemment-inde during the Second Wodd War. Mer the W u  the communists sentenced 
him to twenty years of priso~ Howwer, Slobodan Jovanovie îived at the t h e  in London Thus, instead 
of him, his books have been banned anci "imprisoned" for more than 45 y-. They have been finaily 
pubîished in Serbia in 1990. 



State and Nation-Destroying in Serbia 

The gniesome death of Yugoslavia in 19904992 seems to represent the ultimate 

proof of the central thesis of Ivo Banac's classic study, The National Qitestio~~ u, 

Yicgoslavia (1984), about the inevitability of the collapse of the nineteenth-century 

integrative idea of the state of the South Slavs in the Balkans. His book marked a clear 

break with an earlier western literature supportive of the existence of Yugoslavia: a country 

he suggested to be a "firm citadel that could be maintained only by human sacrifice."66 

According to Banac. the original Serbian aim was to unite al1 the Serbs living under the 

Ottoman and Habsburg Empires into one independent aate. Only when they realized that a 

Serbian state was impossible did they choose the Yugoslav option instead. Similarly. the 

Croats were interested in Yugoslavia as a means of regaining independence from Austria- 

Hungary and to reclaim large parts of Croatia from M y .  The author thus implies that 

Yugoslavia emerged merely to serve the short-term interests of the Serbian and Croatian 

élites. Once the political situation would allow. this "intenm station" could be abandoned 

in favor of independent nation-states. In short, the distinct national agendas that were 

crystallized in the mid-nineteenth century are to be understood both as the causes of 

Yugoslavia's creation and of its eventual disintegration. 

66 ho Banac. The ,Vafional Question in Yugosiavra: Origins, Hisrory, Politics (Iîhaca and London: Cornell 
UP. 198.1). Bmc's  book does not cover the period of the socialist Yugoslavia; neveïtheiess, Ile 
concluâes the book wi~h a pessimistic note on the possibility of ihe existence of my type of multination 
Yugoslavia: "me ntitionaî question) \vas reflected in the intemal, extend, social, economic, and even 
cuiturai a f f i .  It was solved by &y anâ unsolved by night. Some âays were particuiariy bright for 
building, some nigh~s parti*culariy dark for destroyuig One hom of the dilemma was that a single 
solution could not sath@ al1 sides- Was the other that a fim utadel [Yugoslavia] could be tlliWlt;iined 
only by human saaifice (p. 4 LS416)?" For a aitique of this view, see my "In9de/ûuiside haguiings of 
the Bdkans: The Case of the Fomer Yugoslavia," Bafkanisrica VOL 12 (1 999): 39-67. 



In the 1990s, when Yugoslavia itself became a part of history, such an 

understanding of Yugoslavia's history became the standard view on the subject. Yet, 

Jacques Rupnik, an astute observer of East European politics, is very critical of the idea 

that Yugoslavia's disintegration simply represents the final stage in the ethnic 

homogenization of the Balkans that started with the disintegration of the Austnan and 

Ottoman empires. The idea of the inevitability of Yugoslavia's disintegration, Rupnik 

rnaintains, justifies ethnic cleansing as a rneans of achieving the idealized homoyenous 

nation-state that Gellner sees as the only vesse1 within which citizens can enjoy the fmits 

of stability and democracy. '' 

Rupnik reminds the reader that the "inevitability" of Yugoslavia's dissolution is 

linked to the very special mode1 of state- and nation-building policies that arose in the 

region. These result fiom the combination of an ethnic model of a nation (based on 

historic. linguistic and religious criteria) with the French centralized modei of the state, to 

which one should also add the role of socialist ideology. In the multi-ethnic context of 

the former Yugoslavia (and the present Serbia), such a combination keeps proving a 

recipe for disaster. Hence, instead of supponing the ideal of (ethnic) homogeneity, 

Rupnik contends that the recognition of ethnic and cultural diversity of the region 

represents the most imponant precondition for creating an "open society" that would 

enable the region to enter the contemporary European integrative processes.6B 

" Jacques Rupn*, "Evmpa u baikanskom ogledalyW Repbiika No. 196 (Beograd, 1998): 6-7. 
68 Ibid*, 7. 



in other words, Rupnik implies that the unreflective assertion of the inevitability of 

the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia (and, most probably, Serbia within its current 

borders) betrays an inability to differentiate the problems caused by one particular mode1 of 

the state from those arising fiom the idea of the multination state itself This, however. 

leads to the series of relevant questions for Our analysis of Serbian nationalism. Under 

which assumptions can we daim that, once the principle of (ethnic) homopneity prevails, 

nothing can prevent the break-up of a multination state? What led many leading Serbian 

intellectuais in the 1980s to betray the ideal of Yugoslavia as a multination nate in which 

aii Serbs could live together with the members of other ethnic groups? What were the 

political and cultural factors that provoked the reemergence of GaraSanin's Nnc'ertc~nije cal[ 

for a unified Serbian state in a radically different context at the end of' the twentieth 

century? These questions are the focus of this section. 

From its origins, the new socialist Yugoslavia had to confront two formidable 

challenges that eventually proved insuperable. The first related to modernization policies 

in a country whose modest economic basis had been destroyed in World War II. The other 

was the consequence of the bloody ethnic strife that raged simultaneously with the 

national-liberation m g g l e  against the mman and Italian occupying forces. The partisan 

victory in war brought to power a communist leadership that was overtly optimistic about 

the prospects for solving these interrelated dificulties by faithtiilly applying two Leninist 

recipes of social and national organization. The first one, the policy of democratic 

centralism, was deemed necessary to maintain a strict control over "revolutionary course" 



of society; while the famous Leninist method for dealing with the nationalities question in 

multination communist States - "national in form and socialist in content," was perceived as 

instrumental in gaining the support of various ethnic groups on the road to a bbglorious" 

Yugoslavia seemed to be a perfect candidate for such policies. Its ethnic and social 

cornplexities required that the communist system be organized dong ethnic lines. 

Accordingly, the country that had ernerged frorn the ashes of its own destruction in World 

War U was established as a federd, communist state. The first Yugoslav Constitution 

(1946) has formalized this principle by proclaiming the rights of peoples to self- 

determination, including secession (Article I ) ,  and by emphasizing ihat al1 national 

minorities should be granted the right to their own language. culture and identity (Article 

Consequently, each nation was organized into a separate federal unit (except Bosnia 

and Herzegovina because of its multi-ethnic configuration), with assemblies, govemments, 

and courts, anthems and other symbols of qua1 standing in the federation, irrespective of 

" Walker Connor, The "orional Question in Jlamist-Leninist n i e o v  and Strategy (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1984). 38. In the context of communist federations. these two policies had to 
be f i d y  integnted. This meant îhat although every cornmunist fedention tas based on the right to 
national selfdetermination ( h m  various masures of tenitorid autonomy to Ihe rigtit to secession), the 
communist party had to remah centnlized 'and tiee From naiion;llism. In redity, however, such policies 
eventually led to a broaâening of the legitimacy principle of wtionaiism at the evpense of the integmtive 
role of the mmmunist iûeology and the The process was completed by the hte 1980% by which 
îime so fw people stiU believd in the unitj.ing role of the Party that there was, in effect, nothing left to 
keep communist federations together. Of course, each communist fedemtion dissolved Werently, 
according to th& own economic, social and politicai conditions. Nevertheles, they al1 disintegnted, so 
ht, in the end, -national form" triumphed over "socialist content 



size and population. Still, at that time, the party dictatorship had a full control over society, 

and inter-republican borders were perceived simply as administrative arrangements. This 

essentially centralized and highly bureaucratized model, in which all-important decisions 

came from Belgrade, was abandoned in the early 1950s in favor of a less svingent political 

and economic system. 

The new system was based on the idea of self-management, which remained a 

trademark of Yugoslavia's "distinctive" socialism until its very end. Tito, an undisputed 

leader of the party and the state umil his death in 1980, and his imer circle believed that 

decentralization of the decision making process could help achieve the key objectives of 

greater social and national harmony. Accordingly, the central ministnes were obliged for 

the first time to transfer their economic powers to the regional a~thorities.~' The federal 

center, however, retained authority over fiscal instruments, foreign exchange and trade. 

Still, without the institutions for a market economy, an unintended consequence of such 

changes was that the republican bureaucracies emerged as corn petit ors for scarce centrall y 

allocated resources. Given the ethnic character of Yugoslavia's republics, it is not 

surprising that this "ecowmic" cornpetition mon took on national colors. 

The party responded to the reemergence of "national" voices in a new socialist 

Yugoslav society by maintaining tight control over the process of national differentiation. 

'O hj Hashi, Hashi.'ReRegionai Polarization in Postwx Yugoslavia and the hpaa  of Regional Policies,' in IYhy 
Bosnia:) Writings on the Balkan ?Var, eds. Rabia Ali and Lawrence Lifduitz (Stony Creek, 
Connecticut: PmpNeteers Press, 1994). 306. " Paul Shaup, "CnPs and Refom in Yugoslavia," Telus: A Quart+ Journal of Cn'ticd 7'houghr 19 
( S p ~ g  1989), 130. 



Thus, in the 1953 Constitution, al1 references to 

remains the only Yugoslav Constitution without 

self-determination were deleted (t his 

any reference to self-determination). 

Moreover, in the 1950s, the party opted for an ideological carnpaign of a supra-national, 

socialist patriotism that would transcend cultual, linguistic and economic differences in the 

country (so-called "~u~os lav is rn") .~~ The politics of officia1 Yugoslavism, however, could 

not laa long. In the economically more developed republics (Croatia and Slovenia) it came 

to be seen as an impediment towards Full modemization, which even at that stage of 

economic and social development required more thoroughgoing decentralization. 

Moreover, even though it had been decreed by the top party echelon - controlled by Tito, a 

non-Serb - Yugoslavism became perceived as a Serbian attempt to blur the distinction 

between Yugoslavia and Serbia at the expense of the interests of other republics. This 

perception was assisted by the faa that Aleksandar Rankovic, a top ranking Serb in the 

party, was a leading proponent of a strong centralist ~ u ~ o s l a v i a . ~  

The potential e~plosiveness of the issues involved in the Yugoslavism debate was. 

however, best demonstrated in an intellectual duel that took place in 196 1-62 between a 

Slovenian philosopher, DuSan Pi javec, and a well-known Serbian novelist and future 

"spiritual father" of Serbian nationalism in the 1980s, Dobrica cosic. From today's 

perspective, this can be seen as an early sign of the reawakening of certain elements of 

Serbian and other Yugoslav nationalisms that had lain dormant since the pre-Worid War n 

debates on national questions that had ravaged the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Of course, in 



the early 1960s, both participants defended a socialist Yugoslavia, but €rom entirely 

different perspectives that were to resurface in a radicalized form in the 1980s. 

The debate was over the question of the role of republics in the Yugoslav cultural 

and political system. cosic criticized Serbian Yugoslavism as a means of "establishing the 

privilege of their [Serbian] language and the assimilation of smaller nations; unification for 

them is never the superseding of their own ~erbdorn."~' He, however, believed that 

socialist Yugoslavism could not be identified with the Serbian Yugoslavism, for in the 

former case, we are dealing with a social, while in the latter, national category. In other 

words, the only bamer against nationalism and republican particularisms, as ~ o s i c  sees it. 

is the development of socialism that will lead to the transvaluation of al1 national identities 

in favor of a unified, socialist Yugoslavism, the basis of which is the Ml appreciation of an 

individual, irrespective of his or her nationality." 

Pirjavec, however, took the stand that &sic's (socialist) individual could not 

escape membership of his or her nation. By advocating an abstract socialist individuaiism, 

COS~C inadvertently favored the pnvileges of the members of a larger (in the Yugoslav case, 

Serbian) nation over smaller ones (such as the Slovenian). The fiee development of 

(national) individuals could not be guaranteed by socialist Yugoslavism, but only by 

republics that, "as clearly fomed national organisms ... [were] untouchable like every 

Rusuiow. -Natioiÿilities Poiicy," 136135. 
' ~ u o t e d  in A&y HeEmt Brdâing, "Serb Intellectuals and the National Question," 74. " See Duônca COS@ "O savfemenom nesavremenom nacionalizmir" Deto 7.12 (December 1% 1): 1400- 

1426. 



organisrn ... ." Accordingly, Yugoslavia cannot be organized along centralized, or unitarist 

principles. Instead, in order to exist, Yugoslavia can be based only on the principles of 

"democratization," "decentralization" and a socialist "self-management."76 

Tito eventually changed his stand on the politics of an integrative Yugoslavisrn and 

lent his support to the proponents of economic and political decentralization of the country. 

As a result, in Iuly 1966, the Serbian conservative and centralist Aleksandar Rankovic and 

his followen were purged fiom the party. From the perspective of our theme on Serbian 

nationdism. it is important to note that Rankovic was accused. arnong many other things, 

of being a 'iinitarist", "centrdist" and. finally, a "Great-Serbian chauvinist." Whether he 

was a proponent of a greater Serbian interests or not is a moot point. Nevertheless he was 

perceived as such not only by his party opponents, but also by Serbian nationalists. 

Accordingly, his fall h m  grace was understood as a "Serbian national defeat." while in 

1983, more than one hundred thousand people attended his funeral in Belgrade. which 

became the first mass expression of a populist wave of rising Serbian nationalism in the 

1980s.~ 

Quoteci in Budding, 72, 75. in a very lucid analysis of the debaie between ~ o s i c  and Pijavec. Budding 
neatty observes how it foreshadowed much of the Yugoslav rktoric on the eve of the country's demise: 
'The polemic's most süiking omen of fùture disagreements beiween Slovenes and Secbs !vas the conûict 
ktween eosif's daim that he s t d  for the Udividual against the nation, and PUjavec's insinence that 
such a siance could only serve the interests of larger over d e r  nations ... [in the 1980s) ihe Serbs 
a p o d  iht principle of ',One man, one vote,' which the Slovenes klieved would condemn thcm to be 
permanently outvoted.. CosiC implicitly dvmted a majoriiarian mode1 of politics in which the 
individuai is the basic unit and the largest aggcegate of indiwduals des.  Pirjavec. on the other h d .  
aclvocated ri consociationai systern, in which the nation is conceived to be the! basic poIitical unit (p. 73." " Vema Pebic, "Rat za nacionaine dnave." in Srpsku sfrana rata* ed NebojSa Popov (Beograd: Republika. 
1996), 35. 



At first, it seemed that the fall of Rankovic had opened a new chance for reformist 

economic and political policies in Yugoslavia and, in particular, Serbia. However, these 

policies were short-lived and already in 197 1/72 their proponents had been defeated in a 

series of party purges throughout the country. In retrospect. the crushing of reform 

policies and the reintroduction of bureaucratie, yet highly decentralized, socialism proved 

to be the most decisive cause of Yugoslavia's disintegration and Serbia's slide into 

xenophobic nationalism. For these reasons, a closer look at the policies advocated by the 

Serbian liberal communists - and even more, a fuller understanding of what kind of 

political discourse replaced them - can help us understand the rationale behind the 

Serbian inteilectuals' inability to resist the siren Song of nationalism in the 1980s and 

1990s. 

The Serbian "liberals" were party reformists (headed by Marko Nikezic and 

Latinka Perovic) that gained prominence in Serbia after the fall of Rankovic, and were in 

control of the Serbian party fiom 1968 till 1972. Their perception of national identity 

was in many ways closer to that of Pirjavec than of ~ o s i ~ ,  for they fully understood the 

interrelatedness between the questions of Serbia's nationalism and centralism, on one 

side, and between modemization and democratization policies, on the other. Still, they 

resented an overtly cornmunitarian understanding of the role of republics in Yugoslavia, 

arguing that the national question in Serbia (and elsewhere in Yugoslavia) should 

primarily be treated as a democratic question and that it should not take a precedence 



over concems for a democratic development of s o ~ i e t ~ . ' ~  In nutshell. their national 

program followed in its basic elements the formula that had bern first espoused by the 

great nineteenth-century Serbian socialist Svetozar Markovic - that interna1 liberties and 

extemal freedoms are connected and that Serbia's prime task is to take care of its own 

affairs, not to play out the rote of guardian of Yugoslavia against its own peoples.7q 

The focus of their national policy was on the modernization of Serbia, understood 

to incorporate not only market reforms but also cultural policies of improving education 

and reducing the gap between the city and the country. They were also profoundly aware 

of the dangers of identiQing Serbia with Yugoslavia, and, accordingly, they were critical 

not only of conservative Serbian nationalism, but also of its socialist variant as integral 

Yugoslavism. Hence, instead of taking up the rhetoric of Serbdom popular among 

nationally-oriented Serbian intellectuals, they tned to subordinate the Serbian national 

(ethnic) principle to the recognition of Serbia's own multi-ethnic diversity. As Audrey 

Helfant Budding cogently explains, their vision of modem Serbia was "an attempt to 

build a non-national republican [Serbian] identity."'O 

" Aleksmdar Nenaâovik, hMh Tepawac: & h j a  i komentari (Beograâ, Radio BY2, 1998). 105-106. 
l9 For indebt accounis of Serûian I i i  policies, see Latinka PemviC, Zaivarunje h g 4 :  ishod pditifkog 

rascepu u SKI 1971-72 (Sarajevo: Svijetlost, 19a7); Slavoljub WC, Sfonr qvskih liberala: tehnohgija 
poiititkîh obraEuna Josipa Broza (Beogr;wt: Filip Visnjic, 1990), and Aleksidar Nenadovic ;llirko 
Tepavac: Sekanja i kornentari (Beograd: Radio 892, 1998). The extent to wfuch the main architects of 
the Serbian "tiberalism" rem;iined anti-tültionaiist is highlighied by the fact tht  none of hem supported 
MiloSeviC's policies in rhe 1980s. Quite the contrary, even though they had by then l& the politicai 
center-stage, they di joined the anti-Müokvic civic movement in Serbia. 

*O Budding, "Serb inteiiecnials," 1 15-126. 



The so-called technical intelligentsia and the educated urban élite supponed the 

Serbian liberals' efforts to modemize society. The humanistic intelligentsia, however, in 

Latinka Perovic's words, remained "by its very nature tied to myth or to theoies which 

are either traditionalist (obsession with the past ...) or doctrinaire (critique of consurnerism 

and techno~ratism)."~' To put it another way, they remained faithfùl to their, in Liah 

Greenfeld's phrase, role of the interpreters of the national will. These nationally inspired 

humanistic Serbian intellectuals later became instrumental in the rise of MiloSevic. Their 

critique of the Serbian liberals started €rom a perception ofthe potential dangers of an "a- 

national" politics deliberately limited to Serbia proper, when one third of Serbs were 

living outside its borders. Thus even in this early stage in the rise of Serbian nationalism 

in socialist Yugoslavia, there was a clearly identified gap between (then) a majority 

favoring intemal liberalization and dernocratization of Serbia (of course, within the 

constraints of the communist system) and others who perceived the democratic question 

in Serbia to be related to the status of al1 the Serbs living in ~ u ~ o s l a v i a . ~  

" PeroviC Zatvarunje kniga. 1 10. " See Nemdovik, 104. Dobriu ~ o s i c  and ochers revived che critique of Serbian likral politics as -a- 
nationalid' during MiloSeMc's rise to power. According to him, ihe Serbian Libenls' l& of inierest in 
the Serbian miional question (th* cosmopolitan blindness) cepmats one of the causes of the "hisroncd 
defkat of the Serbian people in the second half of the twenticrh centufy" (QL in Nenandovic, 103). 
SimiMy, Branko PetranoM6, a historian, asks himself: "In the case of [the Serbian l i k n l s  in 1971 1 a big 
question is to what extent ihey undernood Ihat the demoadtzation of Yugoslavia and Serbia M to 
incorporate the Serbian national question, ... Were they mdy to Iose Kosovo and Metohija? Did they 
understanci that the Serbian nationat question dm incluâed a s o 4 l e d  Western SerWom [Serbs in 
Cmtia and Bosnia and Herzegovinal*? Could it be that k i r  global liberal-dernomtic univedhtion of 
the questions of the economy and demmtic system was also undemood as a solution of the [Serbianl 
national question? Could it be hi, fiorn such a perspective, [they understoodJ Kosovo to be 
demographicaily lost [to the Albanians] by the [Serbianl withdrawai towards the Nonh. .-. [tlhis approach 
fot us cemains uiiacceptable." See Branko Peitanovic, Jugosloven~o kkusivo srpske nacionalne 
integracue (Beograd: Sldbeni üst, 1993), 118. 



But it was opposition fiom within the Party, rather than critiques fiom budding 

nationalists, that brought d o m  the Serbian reformists. For the Serbian liberals wished to 

replace Titoist policies of socialist self-management with both political and market- 

oriented economic refonns. As Vesna Pesic observes, this vision of modernization 

pointed inevitably towards the real centers of political power in Yugoslavia - Tito and the 

army. Reformist communists in other parts of the country shared the Serbian liberals' 

concem over Tito's increasingly bureaucratized control of society. Tito and Party 

conservatives responded to such "unthinkable" thoughts by purging reforrn-prone 

republican élites in Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and ~acedonia? 

In Serbia, after 1972, over 6,000 people lost their jobs in the fields of politics. the 

economy, the media and the cultural institutions. Their places were quickly filled with 

party apparatchiks loyal to old-fashioned communist values: the revolutionary role of the 

party, egalitarianism, cohesion, conformity, the rhetoric of brotherhood and unity, etc. 

Hence, what had started as a genuine modernization towards "socialism with human 

face" ended up as a Serbian version of the Chinese cultural revolution, and eventually 

prepared the stage for the development of a strong anti-liberal, populist option in Serbia 

in the 1980s. 

Once the political reshuffling of the republican élites was over, Tito returned to 

Lenin's formula - "national in form, socialist in content" - by tiirthenng political 

decentraiization - this time, however, "corredy" understood not in terms of 

- - * PeSic, "Rat w nacionalne dri;ive," 24. 



modernization, democratization and liberalization of party policies, but as furthering the 

socialist interests of the Yugoslav "working peoples." The resuit of this process was the 

1974 Constitution that substantially altered the character of the Yugoslav federation by 

giving federal republics and Serbian provinces (Kosovo and Vojvodina) the status of 

nation-states on their own, while the powers of the federai center were reduced to foreign 

policy, defense and a minimum of economic instruments." 

In theory, the new Constitution was founded on the dual sovereignty of the workins 

people (working class) and the nations and nationalities (substantial national minorities 

such as Hungarians and Albanians living in Serbian provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo). 

But the channels through which workinp people were supposed to enjoy their riyhts 

operated within republican and provincial structures, practically doubling the authonty of 

these structures at the expense of (increasingly residual) federal institutions. Moreover, 

tying self-management directly to the community of nations and nationalities (republics 

and provinces) vitiated its role in assening the rights of the working people.'5 

In faa, this constitutional arrangement gave Yugoslav republican élites both the 

form and the substance of national existence and political power. The resulting changes in 

the opportunity structure in Yugoslavia radically undermined links between the republics 

and the federation. Lacking a multi-party system and the integrative forces of market 

economy, regional leaders had no reasons to look for advancement in the centrai 

" Runnow, "Nationalitks Poiicy and the National Queslion, " 136. 



government apparatus. Instead, they created new oppominities in their republics and 

provinces, within their respective ethnic contexd6 At the same time, federal appointrnents 

came to be increasingly understood as "foreign" pons, the role of which was to further the 

"diplornatic" interests of the respective republics and provinces. 

Of course, both Tito's supra-institutional authority and Yugoslavia's international 

standing in a world divided by the Cold War sewed as brakes on the ever-gowing 

centrifbgal forces in all Yugoslav republics. But Tito's death in 1980. followed by a severe 

economic crisis and fiscal collapse in 198 1, finally unleashed the disintegrative tendencies 

of the Yugoslav constitutional system." The effect of the politics of failed modemization 

can hardly be overeaimated. The high standard of living in the 1970s came to an abrupt 

end in 1981 when Yugoslavs finally learned the tmth about their economy. In the penod 

between 1974 and 1980, Yugoslavia borrowed 16,433 million dollars from the MF,  

western governments and a great number of Western commercial banks. Inflation reached 

an annual rate of 45%, and unemployment rose to 800,000, while almoa two million 

people became a so-called "technological surplus". By 1984, the standard of living had 

already fallen back to the level of the 1960s. Under such conditions, the republican 

*' For a more extensive treatment of ihe Party's policies of *'socialkt content" and "national form" see my 
"Yugoslavia's Disinkgration: an Interpreiationn (MA thesis, Carleton University in ûttawa, 1995). 60- 
82. 

86 Klaus von Beyme. "Regime Transition ruid Recnttment of Elites in Eastern EuropeIW Governance: =In 
International Journal o/PoIicy andildminislration 6.3 ( M y  1993), 113. Yugoslav sociology in the laie 
1980s kept repeating about the potentially devimental effects of the re-bureaucratïzation of Yugoslav 
politics, within the conte* of an increasing decenlilalizlittion of the system that was not followeà by the 
dernmtiption But it was to no avail, See Zagorka GoluboviC's classic stuûy Kriza idenriteta 
smmmenog jugoslovenskog hStva (Beognd; Flip ViSnjiCi l988). 
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leaderships started blaming each other for the failures of Yugoslav economic and social 

policies. In doing so they could only target the (con)federal constitutional frarne, since in 

practical matters their individual veto right s allowed them to pursue their own interests 

against those of other republics and provinces without fear of any repercussions.'8 

Not dl, however, "enjoyed" the benefits of the 1974 Constitution to the sarne 

extent. While Slovenian communists and its intellectual élite emerged as its moa ardent 

defenders, their Serbian counierparts proved to be its naunchest cntics. Some echoes of 

the pi javec-~osic debate could be heard. The Slovenian (and other smaller republican) 

voices were repeating Pi javec's warning that the emphasis on abstraa individual rights in 

the context of a multination Yugoslavia could only undermine the position of the smaller 

nations in the federation. But the Serbian case was more complicated, as they had to 

consider both their relationship with other republics, and, especially since the 1974 

Constitution, the question of Serbia's relationship with its own provinces - Kosovo and 

Vojvodina. Ultimately, neither the Serbian leadership nor the Serbian dissident 

"opposition" (tùlly) accepted the 1974 Constitution. In fact, most Serbs felt that it had 

been imposed on them oust as the Serbian ruling élite had imposed the 1921 Constitution 

on the Croats in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), and as a foundation for 

arranging Serbia's affairs, it was always viewed with suspicion. The background to this is 

worth examining in some detail. 

nn Anton Bebler, "Yugodavia's Varie@ of Communist Feddsm and Her Demise," Cummunist and Posr- 
Cmnrunist Studies 26, no. 1 (Match 1993). 8 1. 



To begin with, the 1974 Constitution was based on principles already included in 

the 1968 and 197 1 constitutional amendments to the previous 1963 Constitution, which 

itself was the result of a compromise between the two conceptions of federation: a 

centralist one, in which sovereignty resided in the Federation, and a consociational one, 

which identified sovereignty with the republics (that is, their titular nations). Thus, on one 

side, the Federal Chamber (House of Citizens) of the Yugoslav Assembly was organized as 

the voice of al1 Yugoslav citizens irrespective of their nationality, while on the other, the 

republican and provincial assemblies were the highest authorities of govenunent at local 

levels. This was so, for the represeniatives had to be elected by direct, secret ballot (direct, 

secret elections were, however, by 1974 abandoned). Also, the question of provincial 

autonomy was relegated to the republics, that is Serbia, since, in practice. it was the only 

republic with the autonomous provinces in the country. Accordingly, the question of the 

temtorial, political and functional principles of the relationship between the Republic and 

its provinces was defined by the Serbian Constitution. Autonomous provinces could 

organize their intemal structure based on their statues, but these had to be in accordance 

with the Serbian ~onsti tution.~~ 

The fail of the Serbian strongman Rankovic in 1966 broke the stalemate between 

two factions. leading to the victory of a "consociational" current in Yugoslavia. The 

constitutionai amendments that mon followed represented the full formalization of a 

consociational arrangement of Yugoslavia, albeit within the uintext of an authoitarian 

89 For a very Uiformative ovewiew of the constitution;il zurangements in two former Yugoslzivias. see 



paity-state system. The moa important changes concemed the relationship between the 

Federation and the republics, on one side. and between Serbia and its provinces, on the 

other. 

The 1968 amendments extended sovereign rights to the republics. Accordingly. a 

new chamber was introduced into the Federal Assembly - the Chamber of Peoples (to be 

named the Chamber of Republics and Provinces in the 1974 Constitution) that very soon 

gained a central role in the Assembly. From then on, republics assumed the form of full- 

blown nation-states, implying that Yugoslavia could only be understood as the "community 

of its republics and provinces." instead, as was the case up  till 1968, as a centralized type of 

a federal stateSg0 This also meant that consensus became the most important political 

principle in the country. After Tito's death in 1980. the republics and provinces regularly 

exercised their veto rights against each other to the point when federal structures became 

thoroughly paralyzed in the late 1980s. 

The amendments defining a new relationship between Serbia and its provinces - 

Kosovo and Vojvodina, proved to be equally consequential. The 1971 amendments 

elevated provinces to the status of constitutive elements of the Federation, while still 

remaining parts of Serbia. Under these changes, Serbian nationaiities (that is, Hunguians 

and Albanians) aimost became equated with the titular nations in Yugoslavia in their rights 

as constitutive members of the federation. The only difference - although it tmed out to 



be a crucial one - was that only titular nations enjoyed the right to self-determination, 

including secession, while nationalities could not daim a constitutional right to secede 

With the introduction of the amendments, Serbia lost prerogatives to regulate on 

its own the status of the autonomous provinces. Since 197 1, it was obliged to coordinate 

the provincial status of Vojvodina and Kosovo in cooperation with the provincial 

authorities and a Federal ~ s s e r n b l ~ . ' ~  Finally, in 1974, the provinces were granted their 

own constitutions, which regulated economic, social, cultural and political affairs of the 

provinces independently of the Serbian Constitution. In reality, this led to the situation in 

which Serbia could not exercise control over its own territory, even though the provinces 

remained a legitimate part of Serbia. Thus, in the 1980s. neither Vojvodina nor Kosovo 

were integrated into the legal system of the Serbian federal unit that they (officially) 

belonged to. For example, laws approved by the Serbian parliament had to be contirmed 

in the provincial parliaments, while provincial legislation did not need to be confirmed in 

Serbia proper. In principle, the provinces could block the passage of Serbian laws, while 

Serbia proper (Serbia without provinces) did not enjoy a reciprocal right. Moreover. the 

coun of appeal beyond the Supreme Court of Kosovo was not the Serbian but the Federal 

'' niis particuiar feature of the Yugodav Constitution has ken  accepted as the basis for the international 
community's demg with the disintegration of Yugodavia Uence, in 1991-92, Slovenia, Cmtia and 
other former Yugoslav republics had been granted a statu of independent nation-states on the basis of 
th& federal arrangements in Yugoshvia while the statu of the Scrbh province of Kosovo had never 
been fully discussed until Spring 1999. 
Slobadan hi, "Potraga za drtavom: Repiblika Srb~ja u DF/FNRI/SFRI Jugoslaviji." Republika. 16-3 1 
DeCernber 1995,6. 



Supreme Coun. FinaIly, both provinces enjoyed a veto right over any Serbian attempt to 

change its own consti t~tion.~~ 

Given the extent of the proposed changes, neither party members, nor Serbian 

intellectuals were happy with the constitutional amendments. Still, the reasons for their 

discontent were different. At that time, Serbia was still represented by a reformist wing in 

the Party who did not have any motives not to accept suggested proposais for relegating 

sovereignty from the federal to the republican level. After dl, this was in accordance with 

their own policies in the context of Serbia. However. they (as well as more conservative 

members of the party) had mixed feelings about the elevated status of the provinces within 

Serbia, and about the introduction of a consensual decision-makinp process at the federal 

level. In principle, they favored the changes, but they also thought that the proposed 

solutions were not good enough and that they leave room for mutually contradictory 

interpretations.''' 

tf the Serbian party and state representatives grudgingly accepted the amendments, 

Serbian conaitutional and legal experts were much less polite. In a public debate 

organized by the Law Faculty at the Belgrade University in 1971. the majonty of speakers 

adarnantly rejected the amendments. The gist of their arguments was not anti-Yugoslav or 

pro-Serbian, but pro-Yugoslav in a sense that they favored a concept of an integrated 

federation over the proposed consociational model. In other words, their main concern was 

" See MiMo Cmobmja, ntr Yugosluv Dranla (Montreai and Kingston: Mdjiii-Quem's University Press. 
1994), Y 3-94, 
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that, in the words of Audrey Helfant Budding, "the republican and provincial veto right ... 

[would] undermine Yugoslavia's federal system by introducing elements of 

co~edera l i~ rn .~*~~  

Even though most speakers expressed t heir dissatisfaction with the amendments 

fiom the perspective of their concem for Yugoslavia (albeit throogh the lens of Serbia's 

interests), the meeting was remembered for the speech of Mihailo Duric, a philosopher and 

a very influential figure among the Serbian intellectual élite. His speech is renowned not 

only for what he said, but also because almost a year later he was arrested and sentenced to 

two years' jail for underrnining the "brotherhood and unity" of the peoples in Yugoslavia 

(he was released after nine months). Also, many of the speakers who did not whole- 

heartedly suppon the amendments were expelled from the Law ~ a c u l t ~ . ' ~  So, what eamed 

Duric two years in prison and, eventually, the aanis of a Serbian prophet and a martyr? 

First and foremost, while al1 other speakers argued €rom the perspective of their 

(Serbian or socialist) Yugoslavism, for Dunc Yugoslavia was aiready just a "geographic 

entity [where] several independent and opposing nation-states have been estab~ished."~' In 

other words, the starting point in his analysis was that Yugoslavia did not function as a 

state any more. From such a perspective, the most important question to be asked is what 

might be (the best) Serbian response to such a situation. 

95 Budding, *.Serb inteilemals and the National Qucstion.~' 182 
% On the case oCMihailo Du& as weU other politicai tri& in ihe former Yugoslavia. see Rajko Danilovic. 

E/poireba neprijate/I'a: plittka sudenja Ig&f-l99 1 u Jugoslaviji (Valjevo: Agencija Valjevac, 1993). " Mihaiîo ûurit, " S d j e n e  mutnje," Anaii Pravnog Fokuitgta u Beogradu 3 (1971): 23 1. 



Duric starts by arguing clearly that it is a tragedy that we should be concemed with 

the (Serbian and Yugoslav) national question, for these are the "questions of our fathers 

and grandfathers." He explicitly States: 

I refuse to accept belonging to a nation or a state as essential markers of our 
identities. Neitber the national question, nor the question of state formation 
possesses the epochal significance it once used to have. These questions are not the 
important questions of our times. There is something deeply disconcerting that we 
are caught in the net of nationalisms and that we have to deal with it [nationalism], 
even though it cannot in any way be our moa important, let alone our only, 
preoccupation.9" 

Yet Duric himself quickly becomes entangled in this net. A radical decentralization 

of Yugoslavia's federal powers puts the Serbs outside Serbia in grave danger, he assens. 

By elevating republics to the status of nation-states, the architects of the constitutional 

amendments are promoting state-based nationdisms that act primaril y against the interests 

of the Serbs, of whom almost 40% live outside the borders of Serbia proper. Hence, even 

though the national question is not the question of Our time, it is forced upon the Serbs. 

because, in the situation of an increasingly weak (disappearing) Yugoslavia, the question of 

Serbian national unification is re-opened. With it, however, everything else is also opened 

up: 

It is obvious that the borders of the present Socialist Republic of Serbia are neither 
national nor the histone borders of the Serbian nation. ... The Serbian nation lives in 
four of the five other republics, but not in one of these republics cm it live its own 
life. ... in a moment when the Serbian people ... must again establish its own nation- 
state, can the Serbian people be indifferent to its other parts outside the present 
borders of the Socialist Republic of ~erbia?" 

* Ibid., 23 1. 
* Ibid., î32. 



In less than three pages of the text, Duric thus moves from rejecting the national 

question altogether to proposing a program for the change of republican borders in 

Yugoslavia. In this passage, one can hear the echo of the nineteenth-century Serbian 

national program for the unification of Serbia. Since Yugoslavia is effectively being 

replaced with increasingly independent nation-states, Serbs are disintegrated in five distinct 

States in which, apart tiom Serbia proper, they are being treated in an assimilationist way. 

So, it would seem that the Serbs are once more forced to fight, just as their "fathen and 

grandfathers" did. for a state in which a11 of them could once more live together. 

But, Duric's speech, and those of other participants, raised very senous questions 

for the state and party apparatchiks: can decentralization alone secure the equality of the 

Yugoslav peoples? What are the constitutional guarantees that the cultural rights of the 

Serbs outside Serbia can be protected? What are the constitutional instruments that will 

regulate the relationship between Serbia and its provinces? And last, to what extent can 

Yugoslavia function efficiendy, if the most important working principle at the federal level 

becomes that of consensus, exercised by the republics and provinces with their veto 

powers? All of these questions are legitimate, and yet the offcial state response was 

draconian. The journal of the Law Faculty in which the speeches were published was 

banned, the most vocal professors lost their jobs, and Duric was sentenced to prison. 

In hindsight, one can say that the questions being raised, and the solutions being 

offered, could not be swept under the carpet. Quite the contrary, for the failure to address 

the legitimate concems put forward not only by the Serbian legal experts, but also by the 



leading party members of the time, meant that these questions were bound to reemerge 

again, but in a far more radicalized form. In the late 1 980s, the rhetonc of "our fathers and 

grandfathers" grew ever louder, so that by the early 1990s no other option could be heard. 

Still, throughout the 1970s and early 1980s. the Serbian party élite kept addressing 

these questions using existing federal institutionai channels. Thus, in 1977, many of the 

concems that had been heard in 1971 at the Law Faculty found their way into an interna1 

party document, the so-cailed PIava knjiga (Blue Book). Whereas in 197 1 the experts at 

the Belgrade's Faculty of Law had talked in anticipation of what might happen if the 

amendments were put into practice, P i m  knjgu was concerned with what already 

happened; that is, of the "persistent tendency of the regionai élites of Kosovo and 

Vojvodina to coordinate their efforts at the expense of Serbia proper."'OO The document 

was dismissed as "nationalistic" at the federal level and for this reason it only became 

public in 1990.'~' Accordingly, it lacked the public resonance of the 1971 debate on the 

constitutionai amendments. Nevertheless, it is significant in showing the development of 

the Serbian party's stand on the nationaiities question in Serbia. It also shows again the 

inability of the former Yugoslavia's inflexible institutions to deal openly with such a 

contentious question as the relationship between Serbia and its provinces. 

The centrai daim of the BIue Book was that the 1974 Constitution left Serbia 

without any mechanisms to coordinate the relationship with its provinces, either intemally 

'00 Veljko VujaW "Serbian Nationalim, Slobodan Milosevie and the Origins of the Yugoslav War." The 
Harriman Revirw Oecembeer 1995): 26. 



within Serbia or as regards Serbia's status vis-à-vis its provinces at the federal level. The 

former was a problem of Serbia's lack of ability to participate in law-making at the 

provincial level (for example, 90% of the laws for Serbia proper were passed in Serbia's 

Assembly in which provincial representatives enjoyed a full right of vote, whiie Serbia 

proper did not enjoy the same reciprocal right in passing provincial laws). The latter was 

the question of equal representation of Serbia and the provinces at the federal level. Given 

that the provinces had been directly represented in the federal stnictures, the Serbian 

delegation did not have any means of coordinating its work with the provincial delegates. 

So Serbia's delegation was effectively reduced to representing the interests of Serbia 

proper. From the perspective of the Blue Book, this was in violation of the Yugoslav 

Constitution, for the provinces were primarily defined as the integal parts of Serbia. 'O2 

It is important to note that the cmx of the argument presented in the Blue Book was 

not directeci against the Serbian or Yugoslav constitutional system as such. The emphasis 

was rather on certain loopholes that needed to be addressed in order to enabie Serbia to 

enjoy equal status with other Yugoslav republics. Thus one could argue that their concems 

were similar to those already put forward by the Serbian liberais in 197 1. However, the 

Serbian party program of that time was based on a tiill and unambiguous rejection of any 

kind of a national rhetoric that would somehow imply that the question of the Serbian state 

'O' The text was oMUy pubtished in Mùko Dekic, Lrpoîreba Srbijpr oprutbr i primanja Drate .bIurkoviCa 
(Beogmd: Beseda, 1990), 123-174. DEIa W o v i C  was a top Serbian paty officiai at the time. 

'" Micko Delci&, "Plata knjigh" 13 1-135, 164-168. Also, a good o v e ~ e w  of a Saaa's position in regardr 
CO ibe 1 9 t l  Constitution can be found in Milorad ZeCevifs Jugosiavia 1918-2992,223426. ZeteviC 
was one of the original authors of the Blue Book. 



could be reduced to the question of the Serbian nation, nor would Serbinn liberals raise 

their concems solely in the name of the national identity of the Serbian people, without 

simultaneously linking this question to the well-being of al1 the peoples living in Serbia. 

To what extent was the Blue Book free from such (national) rhetoric? 

Although the language of the document is extremely mild (in a sense of being very 

cautious to develop arguments from within the current constitutional system), the 

conclusion is surprisingly ambiguous. It problematizes the extent to which "the Serbian 

people had achieved their historical right to a nation-state within the framework of a 

Yugoslav federation ... on equal terms with the other peoples of ~ u ~ o s l a v i a . " ' ~ ~  Before 

commenting on this statement, however, I would first present Dobrica cosif's moa quoted 

passage from the speech (titled "Literature and History Today") he delivered at the Serbian 

Academy of Science and Ans at around the sarne time that the Blue Book was presented to 

the top Yugoslav state and party officiais (March 1977): 

Today it is hard not to ask oneself, was not the Serbian people in the twentieth 
century - in its immeasurable sacrifices for free, democratic, and common 
Yugoslav goals - often deceived; did it not intoxicate itself and blind itself with 
tasks that were beyond its power? ... What son of a people are we [the Serbs], what 
kind of human beings that in wars we die so much for freedom, and then remain 
without it in victory? How can sorneone among us, someone in our house take 
away what even a stronger enemy could not? How cm people who are so 
dignified, proud and great in war agree in peace to be humiliated and obedient?lQ4 

The speech clearly represents cosic's farewell to lost hopes of his generation and to 

the "young" ~ o s i c  himself; the one that in 1961 had vigorously defended the vinues of 



socialist Yugoslavism. In 1977. such a Yugoslavia was far fiom being a solution to the 

Serbian national question, it was rather the main problem and a target of his critique. In an 

aimost mythical and emotionally powerful way. cosif asserts that the Serbs had been 

deceived. Their sacrifices for freedom and democracy were in vain, for "someone in our 

house" had stolen away the h i t s  of our (Serbian) labor from us. Accordingly, Cosic does 

not recall his love of individual rights fiom 196 1. Instead, the emphasis is on the nouns 

"We" and "Us" against "someone in our house"; the signifiers that denote an ethnic 

mondith facing the homogenous "other," who hideously manages to rob the Serbian nation 

of its own "house" (the state). This "someone," as it tumed out to be in the early 1990s. are 

the Croats, the Bosnian Muslims the Albanians, and we should not forget, the West. 

cosic's remarks can easily be discarded as nationalist, but behind its emotional 

appeal, one can still discem the same rationale present in Duric's denunciation of 

Yugoslavia in 1971, or, in a milder forrn, in the Blue Book's problematization of Serbia's 

achievernents in the Yugoslavia of 1977. In more general terms, what unites ~osic 's and 

Duric's stand with that of the Serbian party in the mid- 1970s. despite al1 their differences, 

is the same lack of tma in the consociational model of Yugoslavia. The party arguments 

were presented from a generally favorable view of the 1974 Constitution, but its underlying 

concem was that a radically decentralized model cannot work to the benefit of dl  the Serbs 

in Yugoslavia. Of course, the Serbian party oficials of the time still believed that some 

kind of balance could be struck between the consociational model and a more traditionally 



understood federal arrangement of the countxy, while nationally onented intellectuals had 

already given up on Yugoslavia at that time. 

The gap between the two Serbias: one perceived as a united socialist Serbia in a 

federal Yugoslavia, the other as an independent state altogether, was finally bndged in the 

(in)famous Memorctndum on the Position of Serbia in YugosIavia of the Serbian Academy 

of Science and Arts (SANU) in 1986.1°5 This document cannot be seen as instrumental in 

reopening the Serbian national question as it is usually presented. It came at the end of a 

very complex process of national revival in Serbia. the roots of which can be traced back to 

the fail of Aleksandar Rankovic and his centralist conception of the state. However, the 

document bas, with perhaps more justification, been seen as helping legitirnize the rise of 

Slobodan MiioSevic to the top of the Serbian comrnunist party and the aate. The 

Memorandum is also habitually identified with a well-known nineteenth-century document 

on the Serbian national question - Nakwtanije, and, accordingly, is usually understood 

favoring the creation of a Greater Serbia. For al1 these reasons, it is very important to offer 

a closer analysis of its content. Also, al1 these cornparisons should not make one lose sight 

of the context in which the document arose. 

In the late 1970s, the Serbian nationalkt movement was d l  elitist in character, 

reduced to a handfùl of nationally minded intellecnials. In 198 1, an event changed that 

overnight - the Kosovo Albanian audent demonstrations broke out in the spring of that 

1 os For the original teut, see Kosta Mihilovik and Vasilije Krestit, '+Memorandum" odguwori nu kritike 
(8eogmd: SANU, 1995), 99-149, 



year. Even though one could argue that a very important cause of the violent student 

outburst was the appalling economic and social conditions in the Yugoslav poorea 

province, the main slogans that could be heard on mass rallies were ethnic in character and 

in favor of a "Kosovo Republic." Such a daim was unacceptable to both Serbian oficials 

and nationalist intellectuals for a straightforward reason. Given the ethnic character of the 

Yugoslav constitutional definition of the nation, yielding to the Kosovo Albanian daims 

could only mean that the Albanian national minonty would be elevated to the status of a 

nation, with the right to self-determination, including secession. Accordingly, in its final 

consequence, it would amount to Serbia's surrender of part of its sovereign territory.lo6 

At that tirne, Yugoslav authorities opted to subdue the student demonstrations with 

military and police force and label them as "antisocialist" and "counter-revolutionary." In 

hindsight, one cm Say that, in the severe economic and social crisis in the early 1980s. the 

federal structures were already politically incapable of addressing such a potentially 

explosive issue in any meaningtùl way. So, not only was the Kosovo question 

continuously postponed, but Serbia's initiatives to change its illogical position vis-à-vis its 

own provinces through institutional channels were simultaneousiy depreciated by the 

representatives of other republics. How can such continuous political blunders be 

explained, without yielding to the conspiracy theories favored by Serbian nationalists? 

'" Kosovar Albanian peqective on the 198 1 demonstrations is emcnsively itnalyzed in Chapter Four of the 
disseriaiion, section on Kosovo. 



Maid of the re-emergence of Serbia as a Yugoslav hegemon. the republican 

bureaucracies had only managed to provoke it. Fifteen years of failure to address Serbia's 

(and Kosovo Albanians') legitimate concerns about its status in the federation and with the 

provinces had finally yielded "results": increasing dissatisfaction of the Serbian nationalist 

élite with the Serbian party reformers. and the rise of the Serbian nationalist sentiments on 

mass scde. Veljko VujaCiÇ explains the phenornenon of the unintended consequences of 

the federal Yugoslav politics in the following way: 

The very remedy which was intended to satise the legitimate demands of 
peripheral nationalities and to force the dominant national group to exercise "self- 
restraint" gives rise, perversely, to another type of "malady" - acute dissatisfaction 
of the dominant group with the prevailing institutional arrangement. Under 
conditions of radical state decentralization, it turns out, the dissatisfaction of the 
dominant national group can reach an extreme pitch, especially if the disintegration 
of the state under the pressure of centrifuga1 forces is widely perceived to be 
imminent. 'O7 

Despite these conditions, however, Belgrade in the 1980s (together with the 

Slovenian capital Ljubijana) emerged as the center of new alternative response to the crisis 

in the country. Throughout the period, pro-democratic activities were gaining prominence 

in Belgrade through the activities of independent intellectuals and forums that started to 

emerge as in other parts of Eastern Europe. From a political perspective, they ranged fiom 

those advocating socialist humanism on the left of the spectrum to those more concemed 

with the destiny of the "people," on the right. What they had in common, however, was 



their understanding of the illegitimate character of the Yugoslav socialist political system. 

They accordingly aimed at establishing .'civil society" in parallel to the regime.'OX 

In 1984 a Committee for the Protection of Freedom and Public Expression had 

been founded. The Committee united al1 factions of the Serbian intelligentsia: members of 

the Praxis group of the neo-Marxist inteliectuais known for their opposition to Titoist 

regime in the 1970s; intellectuals belonging to the Serbian Academy of Science and Arts;  

and final1 y a younger generation of intellectuals arguing from an openly li beral perspective. 

The Committee started writing petitions to the highest Serbian and Yugoslav authorities in 

which they "reptesented citizens targeted by the regirne for "indiscreet" public expression 

of political ideas at variance with the officia1 socialist self-management ideology. Also, in 

their first address to the Yugoslav public, the Committee announced that they would 

publicly defend the citizens' and human nghts laid out in the Yugoslav Constitution and 

the Universal Declaration of Human ~ i ~ h t s .  'Og 

In January 1986, the Committee responded to an ever-increasing problem of the 

1980s - the plight of the Kosovar Serbs, who kept urging the Yugoslav authorities to 

address the problem of the Serbs leaving the province as the result of alleged Kosovar 

Aibanian pressures against them. Given the Cornmittee's diversity, it is not surprising that 

IP See Zorn Avramovik Dmgo lice demokrafge: S i b w  Jugoslavijo. ~vet 1980-1994 (Beogiad: Fiüp 
Wsnjié, 1998), 44-56. 

109 AvtamoviC, 45. Documents of the Committee have been regularly pubfished in Knjifme novine, 
national-lihnl, dissident d y  of the Serbian inteüectuaîs. Some of the most important "manifestos" 
of the Cornmittee are republished in Aleksa Dilas, ed., Srpsko piranje (Beograd: Politika, 199 1). 257-288. 
These documents are withaut a proper titte, but for the pwposes of ciarity, Dilas tem\ed each of these 
documents according to their basic political ciaims: "Request for he Constihition;~l System in Kosovo," 



their document on Kosovo went to extremes. On one side, for the first time in a public 

document the unfortunate word "genocide" was used to depict the severity of the situation 

of Kosovo Serbs, without substantiation; on the other, the only solution envisaged for the 

increasing national animosities between the Serbs and the Albanians in Kosovo was seen in 

the Full application of the pnnciples of legitimacy and law. At the same time. the document 

fully recognized the democratic nghts not only of Kosovo Serbs, but also of Aibanians and 

other people living in ~ o s o v o . ' ~ ~  

In hindsight, one can say that this petition was the first sign of a future split among 

dissident Serbian intellectuals over the Serbian national question. SM. in the fall of the 

sarne year (October 1986) the Committee issued another petition in which it urged the 

Yugoslav Federal Assembly to consider a program of radical political reforms as the only 

way out of the crisis. At the heart of this program were the following suggestions: the 

elimination of the one-party monopoly in the country, introduction of an independent colin 

system, the elirnination of discretionary state prerogatives to decide on citizens' rights 

without the control of an independent judiciary, elimination of so-called verbal offenses 

tiom the cnminal code, etc. Ln short, it looked ai the time as if pro-liberal voices in the 

Serbian opposition were starting to dorninate overtly national elements. and that the 

"Suggestions for the Constitution of Democracy in Yugosiavia," "Suggeszion for îhe Introduction of the 
Rule of Law in Yugosla~ia,~ "Serbia and Democracy, Yesteriday, Today and Tomorrow," etc. 

"O The document is publishcd wiîh a iull lia of signatories in A l e h  DW, W k o  pime (Beogad: 
Politika, 1991), 260-268. The b o u s  paragraph rads: The pogrom of the Serbian people fiom Kosovo 
and Metohija Iasts for three centuries. Oniy the pmteaon of despots changed: Uistead of the û t t o m  
Empire, Habsburg Empire, fascist Itiily and Nazi Gemany - Alh i ln  date and the mling institutions of 
Kosovo. Mead of forced idamkation anà fiwism - Stülinist chauvinism. The only new addition [in 



Cornmittee's activities might mark the beginning of a Serbian civil society that would not 

be dominated by an obsession with the national wellbeing of Serbia, but a h  mainly at the 

introduction of the d e  of law, a multi-party system and open media in the country. '" 

However, one event cut short the expectations of the Serbian fledgling opposition in 

1986. Only one month before the Committee for the Protection of Freedom and Public 

Expression published its program of liberal and democratic refonns in the country, 

Mmorandirn had appeared on the political stage of Serbia and Yugoslavia, provoking a 

lasting split in the Belgrade pro-democratic movernent; a division €rom which it has still 

not been able fully to re~0ver.l '~ The document consists of two pans: the first explains the 

reasons for the economic and political cnsis in the country; the other deais with the 

unresolved position of Serbia and the Serbian people within Yugoslavia. What strikes a 

reader of the first p a ~  of the document today is not its opedy nationalist content, but rather 

a thoroughly old-fashioned "Mamist" analysis of the main causes of the Yugoslav systemic 

crisis. Even in the mid- 1980s, when both Yugoslavia and Serbia were paraiyzed fiom the 

this politics of pogroms of the Serbs from KosovoJ is a link bctwecn ti tribwl hrtmd and genacidc, 
masied khind Mamsm (hyphenated by D.G.)." "' S a  "Ddnunent broj 4 (Suggestion for the introduction of the Rule of Law)." published in Aleksa Dilas. 
270-273. 

'" in 1985, the SANU commissioned a woiling p p  consisting of weii-known Scrbian writers, 
economists, phüosophen and historians to address the veay serious economiç political and identity aisis 
of the Yugoslav society in g d  and Serbia in particuiar. However, the &ail "1e;iked" hto ihe mediri 
More  the Memorundum was completeû and immediately sprked a passionate debaie on ihe Serb 
national goals. The dr& rem- unfkhed, but was always refened to in the media as if it were a 
complete document. The mens for this are rnany but the most irnporiant is that the Ademy itself in 
many instances referred to the document as if it were finished. Accordingly, 1 have also followed this 
pnaice anâ m t e d  it as a "finalized" document. On history of Mentorunduni, see Kosta Mihailovic and 
Vasiiije Krestit, 1447. 



consequences of the failed project of socialist modemization, the authors never chailenged 

the socialist character of the system itself 

Accordingly, fùll-scale market-based economic refoms, supported by the political 

pinciples of liberalisrn, are never mentioned in the document. On the other hand the 

authors suggest that the solution to the crisis is in the "restoration" of the principle of 

"rationality"; that is, in creating a unified and centraiized system in which each element 

will be coordinated according to the sarne rules. Of course, under the conditions of the 

decentralized Yugoslav economic and political system this cannot be done. Hence, the 

authors argue that the only "tme alternative1' to the chaos of Yugoslav polycentrism is "a 

democratic, integrative federalism" to be based on the principle of autonomy of the 

system's various parts, however, within the uniQing " ~ h o l e . " ' ~ ~  

From such a perspective, the overly decentralized, political system of Yugoslavia 

was not only irrational, but also extremely expensive and, in the final analysis, conducive 

to bureaucratic manipulation and republican nationalisms. Still, it did not need be that way. 

If only we could return to the "golden years" of the Yugoslav socialism, the authors seem 

to maintain, everything might end up differently. In support of their thesis. the authors are 

full of reminiscences of the successes of the Yugoslav system in 1950s until the "fatal" 

changes took place in 1965 when the "individual and group interests prevailed over general 

ones, and when the materialistic aspirations of the middle class and more developed 



republics prevailed over democratic reforms." ' Of course, not al1 would agree with such 

a choice of golden years in Yugoslavia. Nevertheiess, one may conclude that 

Memormdum's plea for a strong, integrative type of Yugoslav federalism says more about 

the authors' ideological biases than about their nationalism (even though it cenainly shows 

the lack of sensitivity for Yugoslavia's diversity). 

What made the authors of Memornnd~m the intellectual fathers of contemporary 

xenophobic Serbian nationalism is the analysis of the Serbian national question in the 

second part of the document. In the very first paragraph. the authors claim that Serbia faces 

three grave obstacles that make its position much more difticult than that of any other 

Yugoslav republic: first, its laggardly economic development compared to Slovenia and 

Croatia; secondly, the unresolved constitutional arrangements of Serbia's relationship with 

its own provinces and other republics, and finally, the politics of genocide against the Serbs 

in Kosovo. ' ' 

Each of these daims is based on "evidence." Economic discrimination against 

Serbia, for exarnple, is traced to a Comintern (Communist International) d o p a  fiom the 

1920s according to which Serbia had been responsible for economic and political 

oppression of other Yugoslav nations in the penod before the Second World ~ a r . " ~  It is 

""&id., 121. 
"' Ibid., 126. The auihors do not substantbte th& emoiionaily loaded daim about genocide against Serbs 

in Kosovo, The e.wrnely tense situation of the Kosovo Serbs did not ju- the use of the tenn by the 
authors of ibfemorandum, which only aggravated the difl'icultics of communication between the two 
communities in Kosovo. 
'Che Comintem had advocated the dissalution oCYugosiavia between 1924 anâ 1935; that is fkom its F i  
Congres, when it oUed for the separation of Slovenia, Croatia and Macedania fiom a cenrnlist-m 



thus explained that the continual rejection of Serbia' s proposai for economic refoms 

throughout 1970s and 1980s represents a deliberate policy of punishing the Serbian people 

for the oppressive policies of the Serbian regime more than half a century aga 

Memorandrm further portrays Serbia's continued underdeveloped position cornpared to 

Slovenia and Croatia as a sign of capitulation by the Serbian representatives in the 

federation: "[Contemporary] Serbian politicians have proved to be inadequate to the 

historical task that has been imposed on Serbia by an increasingly tense situation in the 

Yugoslav society. The historical moment has required them firmly to reject the [federal] 

practice of replacing those politicians that were raising the question of Serbia's equality [in 

federation]."' " 

The problem of Serbia's economic exploitation is closely linked with what 

Memorandtrm identifies as the source of the "ultimate evil" in Yugoslavia - the 1974 

Constitution, whose main purpose is seen as restraining Serbia by restricting its economic 

growth, and preventing it âom exercising control over its temtory. Accordingly, Serbia 

is the only republic that cannot exercise its own prerogative as a nation-state. Moreover, 

Yugoshvia- This stand was ùideed jusiitied by the endless attacks on the Serbian bourgeoisie 
Nevertheles, such a stand changed wilh h e  rise of Nazi regimes, when Sialin understood that the Soviet 
Union might be attacked by Germany. Since rnid-1930% the idea of undermining Yugodav tenitorid 
integrity t a s  rejected in favor of m t i n g  a popul;u fiont agaha the Nazi Gennany. in addition, thc 
legenâary Yugosiav leader Josip Broz Tito became a party leader only in 1937, that is der the change in 
the Comintem's policy vis-&-vis Yugoslavia. Hence. it is hard to understand the literai obsession of many 
Serbian national irirellecnials with the Comintem conspincy against Yugoslaviii and S e h k  On the 
question of the Comintem phcies in regards Yugoslavia, see Ivan AvakumoviC, Hisrory of the 
Commtrnist Party of Yugosfmia (Aberdeen: The Aberdeen University Press, 1%4), Vol i (the only thai 
ever appeated); and Paul Shoup's classic study, Communim and the Yugoshv Narional Question (New 
Yodc: Columbia University Ress, 1968). 

' '' Memormdum W U ,  13 1. 



the Serbian diaspora in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina is not allowed M y  to enjoy 

the fiuits of its own language and culture. Their language and cultural institutions have 

been continuously banned throughout the post-1945 penod with the ultimate aim of their 

assimilation. These anti-Serb policies are based on the idea - "weak Serbia-strong 

Yugoslavia," and its main executives are the bureaucraties of Slovenia, Croatia and 

On top of everything is the extremely grave situation of the Serbian people in 

Kosovo: 

In spring of 1981 [the date of Kosovo Albanian demonstrations], an open, very 
speciai and total war had been forced upon the Serbian people. ... It is being 
organized using various methods and tactics, with the passive and active support 
of various political centers in the country. ... Physical, political, legal and cultural 
genocide against the Serbian population in Kosovo and Metohija is the gravest 
defeat in the history of Serbian national liberation struggles From 1804 to 194 1. 
The responsibility for the defeat lies in the Comintern-type [anti-Serbian] national 
politics of the Communist Party of Yugoslavia, ... and the political opportunisrn 
and ignorance of the post-1945 generations of Serbian politicians, that have 
always been on defensive and more interested in what others had to Say about 
Serbia, instead of being guided by objective facts in deciding the ttture of the 
Serbian people. ' l9 
Memorandtm concludes with the strong message to the "others" of Yugoslavia. 

Under the conditions of a severe crisis in the country, without the equal participation of 

the Serbian people and the Serbian state in deciding the future of Yugoslavia, its very 

existence as a democratic and socialist community would be at stake. Serbia's insistence 

on the integrative, federal arrangement of Yugoslavia can only lead to the equality of al1 

"* Ibid., 132, 137-138. 
Ibid., 134. 



of its peoples.'20 But could members of the other republics and provinces take the 

authors' Yugoslavism seriously? 

The rhetoric ofMernor~~t~dim revolves around the following concepts: integrative 

federation, socialism, self-management, Serbia, genocide, onesel f as a victim, the ot her as 

an enemy, the Co mintem, conspiracy, betrayal, and renegade politicians. Throughout the 

text, Yugoslavia is indeed persistently defended as the authors' first choice, but it is a 

"Yugoslavia" on "out' own terms. The political goals, methods and opponents in 

creating a new "Yugoslavia" are already decided: first, replacement of the 1974 

Constitution with a "new" one (based on the 1950s mode1 of integrative federalism); 

secondly, decisive political measures to stop "genocide" in Kosovo; thirdly. re- 

integration of Vojvodina with Serbia; then destruction of an anti-Serbian coalition; and, 

fuially, introduction of a cooperative federal regime that would allow Serbia a greater Say 

in the affairs of the Serbian people living in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The 

only uncertainty at the time of writing was the question of the leadership; that is, when 

and how the program would corne to miition; and through whom? 

Many critics of Mernorand~~m maintain it lacks originality. M e r  all, it contains 

nothing not previously heard in cosif's or Duric's speeches or read in numerous party 

documents about the vices of the Yugoslav constitutional system. However, the 

significance of Menrorandum is in drawing together al1 these different strands of Serbia's 

discontent into a single document. In other words, Memorandm's achievement is not in 



extending the content of the nationalist rhetonc, but in fusing nationalisrn with 

"conservative" socialism to the extent that it became hard to differentiate one from the 

other. This does not mean that the authors ofMernorandum invented nationalism. The 

Yugoslav system had always been based on the skillful application of nationalism for the 

purposes of iegitirnizing the socialist regime. Still, it was always possible to differentiate 

between the two, inasmuch as there were always intellectuals who belonged to a liberal, 

national liberal, or conservative anti-Communist camp. 

M e r  Memorandum, these distinctions were harder to identify. In a sense, the 

document worked on its readers as Rorschach test of ink Mots usually does; its bybrid 

character allowed people to project their own socialist, liberal or nationalist reading onto 

its content. Accordingly, extreme anti-Communists were not concerned so much with the 

document's rigid pro-socialist bias, for they saw a Greater Serbia behind. Conservative 

members of the Party, on the other hand. were exhilarated with its emphasis on the "good 

old days" of a strong, federal, socialist Yugoslavia, without realizing that what they 

embraced as a reawakened patriotism was for others just a sign of Serbian nationalisrn. 

Many liberal intellectuals were also caught by the spell of Memorundum. They kept 

focusing on its few scattered references to the need for democratic refonns and the 

protection of human rights, without comprehending that the suggested reforms never 

reached the point of completely disowning state socialism. 

Still, Serbian society did not become infected with the Memorandum virus 

ovemîght. The then president of the Presidency of Serbia, Ivan Starnbolic, was still in 



position to chose from two rather distinct projects of Serbia's transformation at that time. 

Stambolic was certainly not a nationalist, but he was not a liberal either in the sense that the 

Serbian party refonnists of the early 1970s had been. Hence, he chose to oppose both of 

Serbia's political options in the mid- 1980s' arguing for "creative constitutional engineerins 

as the best strategy for deflecting ami-Communist and anti-regime criticism in ~erbia."'~' 

In fact, such an approach had already been thoroughly discredited on two accounts. 

First, other republics were not ready seriously to contemplate changes to the constitution, 

for the fear of a united Serbia. Secondly. Starnbolic's efforts to presewe the image of a 

reform-minded communist who still operates within the lirnits of the socialist system only 

estranged Serbian pro-liberal intellectuals. A final nail in the cofin of Stambolic's 

moderate and anti-nationalist policies was the backlash against the Serbian communist 

party's rather cmde campaign against Mmorc8ldm: at this point Stambolic started to 

become a symbol for the ordinary public of the Serbian bureaucracy's inability to fight for 

Serbian interests in the Federation. 

Needless to Say, MiloSevic's position on M e m a n d m  was markedly different, 

although it was some time before critics of his policies recognized that his public remarks 

about Mmorandum at the time of the party campaign against it were at best lukewarm 

compared to Stambolic's fiontai assaults on the nationalist content of the SANU document. 

Being a consemative communist and a staunch anti-liberal, he recognized in M e m o r d u m  

"' Lenard I. Cohen, '3expent in the Bosom': Slobodan Milosevic and Serbian Nationalh," in S m -  
sociev Relations in Yugos&mia. 1945-1992, eds, Melissa K, Bokovoy. Ji A hine anri Carol S. Lilly 
(New York: St Martin's Press, 1995), 320. 



the arguments that would not only legitimize his rise to power but also provide him with a 

political agenda that would look refonist to the communists and patriotic to the 

nationalists. 

The first opportunity for MiloSevic to start ascending the ladder towards supreme 

power in Serbia came in 1987, when one event made him a national icoo. In the role of a 

top Serbian Party official, he weni to Kosovo to investigate yet another round of mutual 

hostilities between the Serbs and the Albanians. In 1986, Stambolic had urged both sides 

in Kosovo to calm their emotions for fear that idammatory language could only aggravate 

the situation. This time it was different. In an incident in which the Kosovo Albanian 

police allegedly started beating Serbian demonstrators, MiloSeviC became a "national 

savior" by "protecting" a group of Kosovo Serbs in front of TV cameras with words that 

oot only became a part of contemporary Serbian folklore but also transformed a party 

apparatchik into the leader of the masses: "No one has the riyht to beat the people." 

Speaking to Kosovo Serbs, MiloSevic then emulated the populist genius of Nikola PaSic's 

famous speech on gunjac and opmak 

We cannot and we do not want to divide people into Serbs and Albanians but we 
must draw the line that divides the honest and progressive people ... from the 
counter-revolutionaries and nationalists on the other side. ... This is your [Kosovo 
Serbian] country: your homes, your fields, your gardens, your memories are here. 
Surely you will not leave your land because it is dificult to live there and you are 
oppresseû. ... You should aay here because of your ancestors, and because of your 
descendants. OtheMRse you should disgrace your ancestors, and disappoint your 
descendants. 

'" Quoted in Cohen, 321. 



Within a few months, repeating the arguments from Mmoranchrrn about the 

inability of the Serbian party apparatus to address Serbian "grievances" at the federal level, 

but at the same time dways maintaining a federal Yugoslavia as his first choice, MiloSevic 

had organized a party coup to depose Ivan Stambolic and thus become the undisputed 

leader ofthe Serbian party and state.lu MiioSevic's "supporters" then quickly took over al1 

the positions in the party and the state, including the most important media outlets. In 

1988- 1989, the regime orchestrated marches of Kosovo Serbs throughout Serbia. The idea 

was to channel the fnistration of the people with the harsh economic and social crisis in the 

country towards a more nationalist direction of gaining full control over the autonomous 

Serbian provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina. In the course of events, those marches turned 

inio mass rallies held across Serbia under the slogans of "street democracy," "the 

happening of the peopley' and "the anti-bureaucratie revol~tion."~~~ 

The peak of these marches was reached with the one-million-people rallies in 

Belgrade (in the autumn of 1988) and Kosovo (on June 28, 1989). The messages 

Milogevie sent from these "rallies of tnith" to the "peopley' and the rest of Yugoslavia, as 

Olivera Milosavljevic lucidly observes, always had two layers. The one, for the "people;" 

and the other, for the "others." The people thus learned that MiloSevic is for "dignity," 

"brotherhood and unity," "federal Yugoslavi~" "reformed socialism," "progressy" "strong 

123 The Eighth Session of Lhe S e r b k  Central Cornmittee, îhaî was Md in Belgrade on September 24. 1987, 
represented a fidl political victory of Slobodan Milokvi6 and his faction against the opposing reformin 
faction led by then president of the Presidency of Serbia Ivan Stambolic 

"' For an extensive account on MiloSevic's rise to power and the %appening of the people," see Slavoijub 
Dukic, Kdo se dogodio vodu (Bagad: Filip Visnjik 1992)- 



and united Serbia." The "others" learned "what is acceptable, and what is not," that a 

reawakened Serbia is against the 1974 Constitution, "separatism, particularistic 

nationalisms and conservatism." Moreover, that only "educated, angry people cm move 

things corn their place," and that a "[Serbian] calm head in the pan did not protect, but 

stirred rapes, humiliation and mass exodus [from Kosovo]" by its irres~lution.'~' TO put it 

differently, Serbia's political agenda is history in making, a political stniggle against the 

"bureaucratized leaderships" and "the enemies of the [Serbian] people."'26 

The peculiar mix of socialist rhetoric and nationalist sentiments that had existed in 

Serbia since cosic's early defenses of socialist Yugoslavism and Serbism, had finally 

founded its torch - Slobodan MiloSevic. The more reluctant the other provinces and 

republics were to negotiate with MiloSeviC, the more belligerent he would become. 

Slogans such as "homogenization," "di fferent iat ion" and "mobil ization" soon became 

railying cries in his speeches, while the word "unity" served to unite the party with the 

people in anticipation of the upcorning siniggles against Serbia's enernie~.'*~ The climax 

came at the Kosovo Polje demonstration to cornmernorate the 600' anniversary of the 

battle of Kosovo. On that occasion, MiloSevic, rurninating on the importance of Kosovo in 

the history of the Serbs, announced to more than one million people present that "we are 

'" Oiivera MilosavljMC ".iugoslavijr h o  abluda" in Srpska m a  ma.  ed. Nebojb Popov (Beograd: 
Republika, 19%), 75. AU the references in ~îïiosavjjevic's aîïcle are taken fiom the collection of 
MilokviËs public speeches titied Godine raspleta (The Yem of AnliclUna.~). 

'% Quoted in Miloravljevi6,78. 
'" See NebojjP Popov, Srpah' popdizm~: od maainalne do dominantne pojave, 2 1. 



again engaged in battles. They are not militaiy ones, yet even such cannot be ex~luded." '~~ 

Thus, in 1989 everything was acceptable in the name of the "people." even the public 

announcement of upcoming wars. 12' 

As events turned out, the "happening of the people" proved to be a full-scale 

success in the cases of the Serbian province of Vojvodina and the republic of Montenegro. 

where party bureaucrats "voluntarily" resigned under the pressure of mass demonstrations 

organized in Novi Sad and then still Titograd (Montenegrin capital retumed to its old name 

d e r  1990, Podgorica). It should be noted, however, that the majonty of the population is 

Serbian in origin in Vojvodina, and pro-Serbian in Montenegro. A completely different 

situation existed in Kosovo, with a 90% Albanian majonty. Under such circumstances, 

Kosovo Albanians perceived the "happening of the peopley' not as the "anti-bureaucratie 

revolution," but as a new wave of the Serbian state-provoked nationalism directed against 

the autonomy of the province. As a way of responding to the rising Serbian pressure, 

Albanians organized rallies on their own in support of their party leadership and the 

existing autonomy of Kosovo. MiloSevic then used the demonstrators' insistence on the 

republican statu of Kosovo as a pretext for ousting the Kosovo party leadership. Finally, 

in September 1990, the Serbian Parliament adopted a new constitution, according to which 

Ir Quoteâ in Popov, 21. 
129 The &te of MiloSeviC's speech (June 28, 1989) can be seen as ihe date of Yugoslavia's demise. From 

that date it was W y  possilble for other republics to contemplate the continuation of the Yugoslav 
federation widi MiloWic in power in Serbia The actual process of Yugoslavia's agonizing end, 
however, started in Jillluaq 1990, when the Slovenian cornmunists walked out of the Congres of the 
L a p e  of the Communists of YugosMa ruid rhus put an end to its existence. in Januacy 1992, Slovenia 
and Croatia had been oficiaity recognizeâ by the EC as sovereign states, while the war in Bosnia and 



the autonomy of both Vojvodina and Kosovo were subordinated to the central Serbian 

authorities. A few months earlier (January/February 1990), at the mass rallies in Kosovo 

against curbing the province's autonomy, more than twenty Albanian demonstraton had 

been killed."' 

In retrospect, the "street democracy" enabled MiloSevic to by-pass the other 

republican and provincial oligarchies to veto any constitutional changes they judged 

detrimental to their own interests. Under the conditions of a severe anornie of the 

Yugoslav society, he deliberately played on the card of a legitimacy crisis of the 

Yugoslav socialist system, since the "happening of the people" emerged as the only 

"tme" source of the legitirnacy of his governrnent. In other words, by destroying the 

constitutional foundations of the Yugoslav state, MiloSevic became the Serbian Caesar 

whose autocratic powers resided in the "people's" daily plebiscite in favor of his political 

prograrn.131 From that perspective, it seems that the "anti-bureaucratie revolution" was 

Herzegovinü among the B o m h  Serbs, Cms and Moslems siarted on Apnl7, 1992. a day aAer the EC 
officially recognized Bosnia and Herzegovina as an independent sovereign nationostate. 

130 Sce fiuntan R&hr.v rn Y~igosIavia, The Belgrade Centre for H u m  Rights (Belgrade, 1998). 367. 
Chapter Four of the thesis derils ezrplicilly with the Kosovo issue. Here it suffices to sziy that the yem of 
living in the united postcommunist Serbia, 1990-1999, show that Albanian Kosovars nevcr accepred 
post-communist Serbia as Lheir legitirriiite home. It could have hardly been othenvise, since the strong 
rule of the Serbian president bmught the full colonialilntion of all aspects of social life in Kosovo. 
Furrhennore, in the situation where neiiher side would give up its m a . . i s t  pr@e(;uy claims on 
Kosovo, it is certain îhat al1 the ingrdents for another violent explosion in the Balkans were actively 
present fiom as eariy as 1989. Perhaps the only mson why Kosovo did not s d e r  the destiny of Bosnia 
and parts of Croatia U i  the midnineties is that the most influentid political pany of ethnic Albanians in 
Kosovo, the Dernomtic League of Kosovo, opted for a peacefbl boycott of the Serbian de .  However, 
in spring 1998, a spirai of vioImce timüy broke out in Kosovo. It e.uploded into full-de war in 1990, 
and was followed by the NATO intervention against Serbia and the establishment of international 
'bguardÜinshipn over Kosovo, an experiment the coquences  of which still cannot be aniiapated 
Sa Slobodui AntoniC, Vada Slobodwa MüoSaih: P W j  tipoloskog ahedenja," Spska Politicka 
Misa0 1 (1995): %. 



intended to be a policy of fair accompli, a policy designed to force the others in 

Yugoslavia to accept Serbian "legitirnate" resolve to gain control of its own affairs. 

Instead, the "happening of the people" effectively blocked any possibility of a democratic 

solution to Yugoslavia's crisis. lJ2 What foollowed were war policies for a strong, united. 

independent would-be nation-state of Greater Serbia, which eventually dismally failed. 

Still, despite the predictable failures of the "happening of the people," MiloSevic's 

policies certainly fascinated the Serbian national intelligentsia. Throughout the penod, 

~ o s i c  and many other nationally conscious intellectuals became exhilarated with the 

prospect of the unification of al1 Serbs in one state. They acted as MiloSeviE's personal 

apparatchiks with the task of tuning public consciousness to the idea that Yugoslavia no 

longer satisfied the interests of the Serbian people. Hence, if there was any doubt about 

the real intentions of the authon of Memorandum, the early 1990s showed that nationally 

minded Serbian intellectuals were not only in Iine with the politics of Slobodan Miloievif 

but that they actually surpassed the "leader" in their enthusiastic embrace of war- 

mongering rhetoric. 

As always, it was ~ o s i c  who cleared the path that was eventually followed by 

other national intellectuals of a lesser stature. In his "Theses of the New Politics," 

prepared in March of 1991 for the Serbian Academy of Science and Arts (SANU), cosic 

discussed the politics that would later become known in the world as ethnic cleansing: 

'" Of course, MiloSeviCTs political course is cerîainiy the most irnporimt pro.vimate cause of Yugoslavia's 
demise. However, many other factors need to be taken into consideration, The focus of the thais is, 
however, solely on the Serbian nationalisn 



"The aim is not ethnically clean Serbia. Rather, [the aim is] to be free of those who in a 

common life with the Serbs do not feel free and who are limiting and polluting their 

[Serbian] freedom [italics A year later, March 26 1992, in a letter to the First 

Congress of the Serbian Intellectuals in Sarajevo he wrote: "We wish to have a state 

wherein the entire Serbian nation will be ensured freedom of existence and creativeness; 

it is our wish to build a state which al1 nationaiities and confessions will consider their 

own." ln the same letter. there is, however, another wish expressed by ~ o s i c :  "We, 

Serbs, Muslims and Croats, in view of the history and present state of affairs among us, 

mua ensure the prompt and fairest possible division and delimitation bchveen 16 su as lu 

diminate the masons tu hate and kill each otiier and to enable future unification in 

everything we may find rational and beneficial with the least obstacle (italics mine).''134 

The First Congress of the Serbian Intellectuals will not be remembered only For 

~os ic ' s  letter. In the unanimously accepted Declaration, the principles of the future 

carving up of Bosnia and Herzegovina were laid out: "the Serbian people found it 

unacceptable to live in a aate 'detennined' by the interests of great powers, European 

catholic clericalism and awakened pan-lslamism, but sought one such as would stem €rom 

the ethnic and historical nght of every nation on earth (Paragraph 2);" Bosnia and 

Herzegovina is to be "the tripartite state where the Serbs would sovereignly stand on their 

CO&, S-O pit<n/e (Boograd: Poliûka, L992), 237. 
'" CO&, Promene: izbor tekrtova, et!. M i i d  V W * &  (Novi Sad: Danin*, 192), î34-235. C O ~ C ' S  epistîe 

of peace came too late, for the war broke out ui Bo& and Hemgovina on April7, 1992. 



borders (Paragraph 3)."135 In regard to this Declaration, it is important to note that even 

though it is generally assumed that the Bosaian Serbs lost the war in 1995 when peace 

finally reiumed to Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Dayton Peace Agreement "envisioned" a 

new Bosnian state (49% of is territory belonging to Bosnian Serbs) dong the cnteria 

specified in Paragraph 3 of the Declaration. 

In the papers presented at the Second Congress of Serbian Intellectuals held in 

Belgrade in Apnl 1994, the mood was less festive than at the beginning of the war in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Two years of failed atternpts to came out a Greater Serbia made 

it dificult for Serbian national intellectuals to explain the reasons for the Failures of the 

regime's war-mongering policies. Thus, rnost of the papers were written in an openly anti- 

western mood. The predominant understanding was that once again in Serbian history the 

great powers had decided to stop Serbia exercising its historical right to unification. On 

this 1994 list of those most responsible for Serbia's troubles are the Vatican, the USA, 

Germany, Turkey, the Fremasons (Trilateral Commission), et~.'~%ill, such claims pale 

in comp~son  to prominent historian Veselin Duretic's passionate defense of the idea of 

Serbdorn in 1992. According to him, the most nefarious of Serbia's enemies are the West, 

the Vatican, the Comintem and, above dl, their "agents" arnong the Serbs ("Serbian 

rudiment," "rootless cosmopolitans," "anti-Serbs," "domestic aliens" etc.). Ceasing to be 

so considerate towards othen should reinvigorate Serbia. Its Phoenix-like rise is a 

Quoted in DuSui JanjiC. "Serbia between an Identity Crins and the Challenge of Moderrhtion," in 
Serbia benvclen the Pari and the Futtm, 33. 

13' NebOjSa Popov. **ledinstvo i smt," in Republikmtac (Zrenjanin: GraUamka Citaonia. 1994). 159-162. 



"histoncal tuming point" for al1 Christian Orthodox Slavic people in their just fight against 

the corrupt  est."' 

This overview of the Serbian nationalist litany can be concluded with the 

presentation of the philosophical defense of the idea of Serbian nationalism offered by the 

one of the most prominent Serbian philosophers, Mihailo Dwic. As already related, in 

1971 Dunc perceived nationalism primarily as the question of our "fathers and 

grandfathers;" one that does not have any epochal significance for our own times. 

Nevertheless, despite his senous doubts about nationalism, he also argued that the Serbs 

could not escape raising the national question again, because the very process of 

disintegration of Yugoslavia imposed such a question on them. In the 1990s. "the 

philosopher of heavenly Serbia" once more retumed to the fray of public life with his 

"Dionysian passion" for Serbian national identity and interests. This time, however, the 

philosopher developed what is probably the first full-blown post-modern theory of - 

ressentiment nationalism that is, at the sarne time, written fiom the perspective of a 

practitioner. 13' 

Mihailo Duric rightfully daims that, despite its economic and political 

underdevelopment, Yugoslavia had always been a distinctively European country. In fa*, 

Yugoslavia represented what is best 

engineering that took part against 

in Europe, for it was an experiment in supranational 

the background of an immense national, cultural, 

"' Quoted in Popov, Spski pupuIizam, 18. 



linguistic and religious diversity of its peoples, and aimed specifically at erecting a strong 

barrier against the alternative of "nationalist insanity." Yugoslavia' s ultimate task was. 

thus, to achieve "unity within diversity," allowing al1 its parts to achieve a full and 

untrammeled development. Given the scope of what Yugoslavia stood for, its demise can 

only be perceived as the defeat of the very ideal of a new Europe. By not supporting 

Yugoslavia in times of its crisis, and even more, by actively undemining Yugoslavia's 

existence, the European Community acted against its own values and the ideals that it 

supposedly stood for."' 1 fùlly agree with Duric's remarks on Yugoslavia; however my 

disagreement starts with his answer to the question as to what might be the reason for the 

anti-European behavior of Europe? 

Dunc seems to offer a two-layered answer to such a dilemma. His first response is 

furnished according to his perception of the real political considerations of the new 

European masters. Real politics has tumed into the "wicked monster." Serbian people can 

no longer stand the "hypocritical behavior of various European power-brokers in t heir 

cynical calls for democracy and human nghts," which is sirnultaneously supported by their 

"arrogant rejection" of the right of the Serbian people to self-determination. As Duric says, 

"we have understood that Europe does not serve its own interest, but the Islamic ones, and 

13' Articles are coiiecteû in Mihaiio hirit. I S ~ S I V Q  rmlike (Beograd: BIG& 1994). C n t i d  references to 
Duric's cult mtus as "the philosopher of heaventy Serbia" are taken Eiom Obnd Savie, "Speed 
Memones" Thinker on the Stage," Belgrade Circle Journal No. O ( 1994): 227-228. 

'39 Duric, Iskusivo rmlike, 122- 123. 



that, after the disintegration of the former Soviet Union and the unification of Germany, 

Europe has accepted to play the role of a cat's paw for American planetary imperialism."l"O 

These claims-accusations are by now al1 too well known and represent just a 

cornmonplace among Serbian nationalists. But the other avenue that Dunc explores is 

much more original. Being a philosopher, he tries to reach a deeper understanding of 

Europe's own weaknesses and its inability to resist American domination. Following 

Nietzsche, Weber and Heidegger, Dunc maintains that at the hem of the contemporary 

crisis of the "European being" lie modem philosophical notions of universalism and 

instrumental rationality. Their greatest sin is that they are posited against a "richness and 

diversiiy of the human existence," that, at least in Our times, is primaril y defined through 

belonging to a nation. In fa* the cails of modemity for universal liberation, based on the 

notion of an abstract individual, are just a cover up for the politics of enslavement. For, 

they (modern, universaliring Europeans) are for us (the Serbs) just "miserable grave- 

diggers of one, for a long time now, spiritless and faceless wor~d."'~' 

The name for the European disease is by now obvious. Europe sufers from an 

acute fonn of nihilism. Its most perfidious symptoms are socialism and democracy. These 

ideologies and politicai practices are hopelessly Iirnited in dealing with the question of 

European being and are filled "with the spirit of revenge, the spirit of self-punishment of 

man," in their efforts to impose long-gone ideais of abstract humaaity on mankind's road 

''O Ibid.. 144. 
' Ibid., 164-165. 



towards a better future. In one phrase, both socialism and democracy are "planetary 

ideologies of conquest," and at the sarne time "frightening temptations" that the 

contemporary world is forced to encounter in its efforts to overcome the challenges of 

nihilism. '" 

But, if we can no longer trust projects of liberation based on principles of abaract 

individualism, and if we cannot believe that an individual is capable of independently 

organizing his or her own affairs. what kind of avenue is then left for individuals in the late 

twentieth century? Duif's answer to this question is distinctively Heideggenan, for he 

urges us to "return to the place of birth" which is ''usually experienced as practically the 

only tnie human liberation.""" hiric's place of birth is Serbia, so, according to this 

phiîosophy of national humanism, Duric's moral responsibility is primarily to Serbia and 

the Serbian nation (just as Heidegger's responsibility was to Gemany and to the German 

nation). In a time of great nihilistic cnsis for the Serbian people, which has provoked 

disastrous schisms. Duric offers the following program of national self-redemption: 

The me and only way to ensure our spiritual suMval cm, therefore, only be the 
road of overcoming the existing division of the Serbian people. Wiih this aim, we 
must start fiom the beginning, we must first educate the people itself in the national 
spirit. We must cultivate the consciousness that the mtiontzi brlongs !O the sphere 
of highest hicmon reqonsi6ility, that we owe our allegiance and devotion of a 
specid &-id to the nation, that national belonging and national feeling are original, 
primary human charactenstics, and that the national interests and the mtiomIguod 
enjoy un uncontested advanta e and dbminmce over al1 orher earthiy interests and I%, considerations (itaiics mine). ' 

'" Ibid., 18d185. 
L43 Ibid., 49. 

Ibid., 1 17. 



At the heart of the new Serbian national-humanism is the education of the people, 

for the Serbs have been for such a long time "uprooted," de-Serbized", and removed €rom 

the "essence of the people we [Serbs] belong to." The impediments to the Serbian national 

revival are, however, formidable and it will take hard work and persistence to eradicate the 

consequences of the previous type of education based on the false ideals of "socialist 

hurnanisrn." For, as the philosopher says: 

"[almong us, a very special kind of people has dangerously grown, the supra- 
national nomads of the present world, among which a very special place belongs to 
the so-called independent intellectuais and the so-called humanist intelligentsia. 
For this kind of people. there are no secrets or obstacles. they do not know or accept 
historical ways of life, through which a human being c m  only tmly become 
conscious of himself as an individual. they [Serbian nomadic, cosmopolitan 
intellectuals] are unsurpassed masters in the art of adjusting to each and every 
situation they en~ounter.'"~ 

Thus spake a Serbian Zarathustra, a philosopher with almost cult status among 

Serbian nationaiists. On the one hand, my focus on Duric's philosophiring can be 

cnticized as a poor example of the mood of the Serbian public in the years of the 

"happening of the people" and beyond. Mer  dl, who had time in Serbia to read 

philosophy books while "history [was] in making," not to mention the appalling economic 

conditions in the country? On the other hand. many of Duric's ideas kept resufacing in the 

Serbian media throughout the 1990s. Thus, although the peneral public did not read him. 

--- - - -- - 

"" Ibid., 116-1 17. In the on@ Sehim. Durîc uses ihe word "namnoZiti se*, which mans  "ùiaeax in 
number. mdtiply." but which is usually used for rats and insects, not for people. Hence, it the passage, 
he openly ailudes to the sub-human character of the cosmopolitan intelligentsia in Serbiû. 



there were many Serbian joumalists and populist intelIectuals that served as a transmission 

belt between "the philosopher" and the "people."'46 

The other and much more important reason for my emphasizing Duric. however, is 

that he offers a complete list of dl the necessary ingredients of Serbian nationalism in an 

almost ideal-typical form: understanding of the nation as a monolith, rejeaion of 

individualism, anti-liberalism, anti-democracy, ressentiment of the West, a recognition of 

(national) differences as the only tnie marker of our times, the role of nation-building and 

state-sponsored education policies in the creation of a new nationally enlightened 

individual, the ethics of national humanism, etc. For these reasons, Duric (together with 

cosic) represents an ideal ppr of a "collectivist intellectual" that, with the help of the state- 

sponsored media, emerged as dominant in the late 1980s and early 1990s in Serbia. 

In addition, what "fascinates" in this philosophy of national humanism is its close 

proximity to the ideal of the so-called socialist nationalism, espoused by Dobnca cosic. 

They both perceive the nation in monolithic terms, while any sign of the crack in the 

monolith (nation) appears to be the geatest of al1 evils. Accordingly, they both reserve 

their harshea words for the "intellectual renegades," who, in reality, are just trying to 

A Belgrade by-weelrly "Duga" is an euallent example of providing the d e r  wiili the popular version 
of a MC'S type of nationaüsm. One of its ladhg columnkts is a leading Serbian pro-fascia intellectual 
DragoS Kiilajie, whose main idea is that only a restored Russia and a prMAwic, anti-Western and anti- 
Atlaniic Germany can create an authentic home for al1 Europeans. A good overview of KalajiC's ideas 
can be found in his article "Politicka priroda Evrope," Srpsku polititka niisao 23 (1 995): 107-133. The 
article is a fiontal atîack on any kind of die politics of multicultunlism. The author argues that only a 
dear demamtion of the "other" as an enemy a n  dlow a state io flowish. in a telling example, Kaîajic 
contemplates that the Roman Empk's collapse is related to iheir policy o f  estending citizenship rights to 
everybody in the state. This was, as Kaiajic argues. in sharp contrast to the golden d q s  of the Roman 



escape a "stupefLing" embrace of the national.14' At the conceptual level, however, the 

emphasis on unity explains the reasons for a successful merger between these two types of 

nationalism in Serbia in the 1990s; that is, between sociaiist and rightist nationdism. They 

are, we can finally Say, both produas of the same cornmunitacian anti-individualist 

discourse thai eficiently blocks any reform efforts based on the recognition of difference 

from a more equitable perspective of the protection of hurnan and national minority rights. 

Still, even though Serbian nationalists continued with their homilies well into the 

late 1990s, it is fair to say that the tirst stage of MiloSevic7s populist regime was over in 

1990 with his acceptance of the multi-party system. At that time, the process of 

ethnification of politics was dmost complete and Serbian national intellectuals graduaily 

started to lose the Augustinian role of the "interpreters" of the national will in Serbia. 

However, in the 1990s Serbia was not short on national voices. The leaders of the Serbian 

nationalist parties won emerged as the new "interpreters" of the Serbian nation, aate, as 

well as its spirit and interests. 

Conclusion 

The most intriguing feature of political Iife in Serbia is the seeming persistence of 

influences fiom the past. This would suggest that an essentially unchanged authontarian 

Empire when the laws defended an undispuid authority of the Romans against the ûliens (acbersus 
hostent aererna auctoritas), 127. 

'   or ~osic's homiiy against likiPI and prdemocratic inellectuals in Sabia (or *NATO paci8sts" in his 
tcliing phrase). see Stu je r<vamo rekoo Cosi~. eâ. Milan NikoliC (Beograd: IzdavaCka agencija ûraganiç 
1995), 2%7-294. Here, an excerpt wül do: "We arc deaiing with a weiî thought and unscmpuious 
coopemtion with the enetnies of the Serbian people ... with the only one aim" to prove Serbia's 
responsi'bility for îhe wvar (p. 290)." 



type of political culture runs throughout the history of modem Serbia and that the key to 

understanding contemporary extrerne Serbian nationalism lies in redizing that it has always 

dorninated Serbian state and society. The Serbian past and present, however, as much as 

those of any other country, c m  best be understood as the constantly evolving relationship 

between Serbia's continuities and discontinuities. They cut through the national 

collectivities, allowing various competing narratives to stniggle for a dominant 

(hegemonic) position in the state. Lf a more extreme discourse is successful in 

marginaliring other narratives in a society, the pnce a (Serbian) society has to pay is in the 

dominant discourse's violation of the tich and complex fabric of the very society it strives 

to represent. 

Such a situation emerged in Serbia in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The 

monopolization of the public space by, in the words of Liah Greenfeld, "interpreters of the 

national will," blurred the eaent to which apparently similar motifs and policies to those 

applied throughout modem Serbian history inevitably yielded entirely different results 

when put in different contexts. Thus nineteenth-century Serbian policies directed towards 

the creation of an independent state in which dl Serbs should Iive together were 

appropriated by late twentieth-century Serbian interpreters (national intelligentsia and 

former communists-tumed socialists) as justifications for their completely different 

political purposes. In order to highlight the differences and sirnilarities between the two, 1 

elaborated on the significarice of various social, cultural and political situational conmaints 

at work in Serbia throughout the modem penod. This situational approach to nationalism 



was informed by Liah Greenfeld's notions of the context within which nationalism 

emerges; the conceptualization of the idea of ressentiment as an answer to failed 

modemization; and Benedict Anderson's insightfbl remark about the nations as "imapined 

cornmunities," and the role intellectuals play in such imaginative endeavors. 

The nineteenth-century ideal of unifying al1 the Serbs in one state and the eariy 

efforts at political modemization in an autonomous Serbia were rational responses to the 

historical demands of a time in which Serbian society was forma11 y under the control of the 

Ottoman Empire. Moreover, the legitimization patterns used in the Serbian stniggle for the 

national independence were based on European principles of historical nghts and liberal 

nationalism. Of course, certain negative developments were already present in the 

nineteenth century, which saw the first signs of the destruction of the old pauiarchal 

Serbian institution and clear evidence that Serbian society could not simultaneously 

achieve economic transformation with political modemization. As a result, a ressentiment 

type of nationalism emerged in Serbia which, however, never managed to senously 

challenge or dominate the efforts of Serbian intellectuais and politicians to modemize their 

society according to the Western model. 

The integrative features of Serbian nationalism are plain fiom the fact that the 

Serbian élite has been open to different solutions that would satisQ the condition that al1 

Serbs should live together. The one that eventually emerged in 19 18 was a common state 

of the Serbs, the Croats and the Slovenes; a result that clearly demonstrates the integrative 

features of the South Slav aationalisrns of the time. 



One should point out the dificulties that emerged during the short lice of the 

Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Its political expenences already revealed a powerful current 

within the Serbian political and intellectual élite that never accepted the multiethnic 

character of the Yugoslav state, but instead insisted on a unitarist, centralized Yugoslavia 

that was perceived by other groups in the country as imposing the interests of the Serbian 

nation over those of any national group. Still, these animosities never reached the point of 

rejecting the country altogether. The political process of negotiating a more decentralized 

(if not federal) Yugoslavia was stopped by World War U. 

With the emergence of the socialist Yugoslavia in 1945, a strong, unified federal 

system was imposed in the country. However, it proved short-lived and already in the 

1 9 6 0 ~ ~  a peculiar consociational model was introduced in the country. The peculiarity of 

the model was its authoritarian character. The 1974 Constitution identified two legitimate 

pillars of such an arrangement; the one based on the understanding of the people as the 

"working class," and, the other, based on the people understood as belonging to an 

ethnically defined nation. What united these two pillars was their anti-liberal, collectivist 

bias. 

Such an arrangement proved to be the most formidable social and political 

situational constraiot in shaping the politics in Serbia and the former Yugoslavia. 

Although it was initially praised as the ultimate achievement in regulating the national 

question in a (socialist) multination state on an equitable basis, the decentralization of the 

institutional set up of Yugoslavia tumed into its opposite. The consequences of a failed 



model of power-sharing are still present in Serbia, where only a few intellectuals are 

ready to engage in debate about the advantages of such a model for Serbian multiethnic 

society. However, what is often forgotten is the anti-democratic character of the former 

Yugoslavia's consociational model. In essence, it was aiways based on the interpretation 

of the old Leninist idea of the leading role of the Communist party in a multiethnic 

society . 

Closely related to this, consociational arrangement in Yugoslavia was never based 

on political trust, because the system was never fiilly supported by the biggest Yugoslav 

republic, Serbia. Also, its integrative powers resided solely in the supra-institutional 

authority of Tito. So. the drama of the socialist Yugoslavia and Serbia, in particular, was 

the drama of constantly shifting back and fonh between two cornmunitarian 

arrangements: the one based on the ideology of socialism, the other on ethnicity. Given 

the character of the ideology, a truly consociational model that would try to incorporate 

democratic principles could not be tried, for it wouid lead to the disintegration of the 

system, and more importantly of the "representatives" of such a state; that is, the 

Communist party itself. 

When the consequences of the politics of faiied rnodemization in Serbia and the 

former Yugoslavia finally emerged in the 1970~~ there was no institutional mechanism 

present that would dlow overcoming mutuai republican mistrust. Under the conditions of 

political paralysis in the 1980s, and as the result of the continuing failures of the Serbian 

party to address the question of Serbia's ambiguous position vis-à-vis its own provinces, 



the road was finally cleared for an option based on the rejection of Yugoslavia as a 

framework within which al1 Serbs could Iive in one state. Under the conditions of a grave 

crisis of socialist system, and an extremely harsh economic reality, this current reinvented 

the arguments from the past. 

Thus. instead of offering a prograrn based on democratic refonns and the 

acceptance of Yugoslavia's diversities, the Serbian conservative socialists fiom the party 

and the nationalist intellectual élite in the SANU offered a program based on the most 

important nineteenth-centuiy question - that of the extemal freedoms of the Serbian 

people. By doing this, they not only provoked a populist nationalism that successfully 

Iegitimized their prograrn, but also undermined any hope of achieving internai liberties in 

society in the penod of the ultimate disintegration of communism throughout Eastern 

Europe. The long-term consequences of such a choice are by now al1 too obvious: not only 

has Yugoslavia disintegrated, but also the liberal inteliectuais and the opposition parties 

that argued from the perspective of democratization of the state have effective1 y been 

marginalized. In final analysis, the reinvention of the nineteenth-century pro-European 

Serbian national program could not but end by being thoroughly disintegrative and anti- 

European, for the very context of the late-twentieth century was radically different from the 

one that was present in the region a century ago. 

To conclude, the most importaat characteristics of the Serbian national ideology 

developed by national interpreters in the late 1980s and early 1990s will be recapitulated: 



;i In the case of an imminent threat to the national interests, the state has the right to 

suspend intemal liberties; 

3 The state is above the morality and law, because abstract humanistic concems, 

supported by the debilitating powers of legal procedures. undermine the unity and 

the strength of the nation and the state. Or, we could sirnply paraphrase a famous 

German saying - Serbirn über alles; 

P The role of nation-building policies is to prepare a "citizen" as fùlly aware of the 

virtues of his or her nation (Dunc's so-called national-humanistic education); 

& State-building policies are primarily concemed with protecting the state Born 

interna1 traitors and extemal enemies (Schmittian definition of politics); 

i Two principles of intemational relations dominate the world: the right of the nation 

to self-determination and the principle of state-sovereignty; and 

3 When these two principles are in conflict with the competing claims of other States 

based on the same principles, the aate may resort to war to "protect" itsetf There 

are no other "higher" moral cnteria (such as protection of human rights and the 

extension of national minonty rights) on which such a coflict could be addressed. 

With these principles firmly ingrained, Serbia entered its post-socialist stage in the 

1990s. This is the focus of the following chapter. 



INSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL DEWLOPMENT IN POST-SOCIALIST 
SERBIA 1990- 1 998 

One very smart mal1 went fur o wafk in the woods where he got l u t .  Danil Harms 

Introduction 

Post-comrnunist development in Serbia in the 1990s represents the continuation of 

the very politics of ethnic nationalism that has legitimized MiloSeviC's ascent to power in 

1987. Such a politics underlies ethnicity as the most important "objective" marker between 

different national groups. As such, it has remained distinctively anti-liberal and anti- 

democratic in its denial the equal status to the members of non-Serbian groups in the 

country. Surprisingly, however. the peculiarity of Serbia's transfomation policies is that 

they have taken a fonn that resembles policies based on the principles and institutions of 

constitutionai, liberal democracies. 

Thus, when the post-socialist pluralist system in Serbia emerged in 1990, the formal 

structures of any democratic regime were present: a divene press, a rnushrooming of new 

TV stations, a multi-party system, elections, emphasis on constitutional principles of 

parliamentary democracy, etc. Yet, the substance of such policies was missing, for there 

were no formal mechanisms that would allow for regular altemation of power in the 

govemment. One of the reasons for such a mimicry of liberal national principles in Serbia 

was that communism collapsed in Serbia only after nascent post-socialist, pluralist 

institutions had aiready been taken over b y former communists-turned nationalists. Thus 
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the political objective of such mirnicry of democratization processes was the mutation of 

the old monistic, communist type of authoritarianism into a semi-pluralist authoritarianism. 

Ln other words, the institutions of Serbian pluralist political system, no matter how 

democratic they might appear, represent neither a genuine fresh aart, nor a strict 

preservation of the old communist system. Their functions simulate the roles such 

institutions play in contemporary democracies, while essentially keeping the power- 

monopoly of the Communist-tumed-Socialist party intact. 

The analysis of the post-socialist institutional and political development in Serbia 

will be infoned by the work of those authors who reject the conventional differentiation 

between individual liberalism and nationalism based on group rights. As presented in the 

section on liberal nationalism, in Chapter One, these authors (Kymlicka, Tarnir, Marion 

Young, etc.) hold that, just as the members of the majonty nation desire to live and work in 

their own culture, the sarne should be recognized for the needs of national minonties. In a 

multination aate, which is based on the ovenly abstract principles of liberal democracy 

(decision based on majority) such politics can only lead to a situation in which the ways of 

life of the dominant group are celebrated as the only ones, irrespective of the needs 

espoused by minority groups. Thus, the evaluation of Serbian state- and nation-building 

policies will be based on the recognition that such policies are in every multination state 

inherently biased in favor of the dominant yroup in society. In addition, the Serbian case is 

complicated by the very process of mimicking liberal democratic processes. Accordingly, 

it is very important to unmask the real principles hidden behind a veil of superficial support 



for liberaiism and democracy. For these reasons, the evaluation of Serbian politics in the 

1990s also will be based on Hayden's and Basta's critique of constitutional nationaiism in 

post-sociaiist multination States (also explained in Chapter One in the section on liberal 

nationdism). 

The aforementioned approaches thus will guide the evaiuation of the Serbian 

constitutional and institutional system, on the one side, and the political actions and 

programs of leading Serbian political parties. on the other. Finally, particular attention will 

be paid to the role of the media in a post-socialist Serbia. In the 1990s. the media emersed 

as the central institution (a sort of transmission belt between the masses and the "leader") 

in irnposing a "thick" understanding of national identity on Serbian society. Accordingly, 

its main purpose was to justiQ both the constitutionaily sponsored nationalist policies and 

the monopolistic role of MiloSevic's Socialist party in the post-communist transformation 

processes in Serbia. This was done by presenting (legitimizing) openly nationalist policies 

by reference to the very principles that deny such policies, those of liberalism and social 

democracy . 

The first section of the chapter deals in detail with the ethnicized liberal democracy 

defined by the Serbian constitution. The second section explains the fundamental role the 

state-controlled media play in justifiing MiloSevic's politics of ethnic homogenization. 

The third and final section focuses on the programs and activities of the major Serbian 

parties, examining the ways in which they combine elements of political liberalism with an 

ethnic understanding of the Serbian political community. Given the scope and complexity 



of the issues involved in majonty-rninority relationships in Serbia, actual state policies 

towards Serbian national minorities and their responses to them will be considered in 

Chapter Four. 

Constitutional Foundations of  Serbian Ethnic Nationalism 

Why are constitutional refonns so important in post-socialist countries? The 

answer to this question is closely related to the need of the newly emerged post-socialist 

regimes to differentiate themselves from the symbolism and institutional order of the 

former communist systems. Frorn the very beginning of the transformation processes in 

post-communist East and Central European countries. new constitutions were perceived as 

emblems of political liberation. At the sarne time, as Jon Elster and Urlich Preuss have 

pointed out, "they were [simultaneously] rediscovered as symbols of the renaissance of 

these countries as independent sovereign nations."' In fact, constitution making became a 

shortcut for former communist countries to present themselves as free, democratic and 

sovereign national entities. 

This constitution making was a highly political process. Against the background of 

a complete overhaul of economic. social and political institutions in former communist 

countries, it emerged as a vital political instrument for achieving democratic consensus on 

the character of new, post-socialist and supposedly democratic Eastern European political 

communities. In judging the genuineness of such consensus, it is just as important to look 

Ion w ami urüch ~reuss, ~Connitutionaî politics in Eastern ~urope,** in htifutionul &si@ in ~ m - 1 -  
cornmunis? Societies: Rebuilding the Ship ut Sea, ed. lon Elster, Claus OEi, and Urlich K. k u s s  
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress, L998), 63. 



at the process used to hammer out the new constitutions as to consider their final texts. For 

if constitution making were a seriously collaborative project of both political élites and 

counter-élites in a particular country, then one would expect the resulting document to 

corne close to expressing a consensual societal vision of its future. Conversely, where the 

process became the aa of one party against the interests of other elements in society, any 

democratic identity claimed by a newly emerged post-socialist political community would 

likely be a sham.* 

Thus an evaiuation of constitution making in post-socialist Serbia necessitates 

opening the question of its proceâural Iegitimacy. The key issue is the extent to which 

Serbia's Constitution is a product of consensual understanding by al1 relevant political and 

national groups in society about the identity and character of a Serbian nixe. To a certain 

extent, this will be apparent frorn the answers to sorne fundamentai questions about the 

final Conaitutional text. What normative definition of society does it offer? What is the 

scope and character of the institutions envisaged (e.g. presidential or parliamentary 

democracy)? Does it provide for the protection of individual and national rninority rights? 

What checks and balances are proposed to limit the power of the executive branch of 

govemment? etc. 

- ' On Eastern Europe's constitution making e.-arcs see: lon Elster, Claus Offe and Urlich K Reuss. 
hstifutional Design in Posi-communist Societies. 63-108; 1.1. Hesse and N, Johnson, eds., Constitutional 
Policy and Change in Europe (Oxford: O.dord University Press, 1995); and M. Rosenfled, ed., 
Constiiutionalism, Identity, D~ference and Legitimacy Theoretical Perspectives (Durham: Duke 
Univdty Press, 1994). A h ,  East European Constitutional Review regularly publishes artides on the 
issue of constitutional cefom and pacliamenw democracy in Eastern Europe. 



With respect to the issue of pmcedural legitimacy, it mua be recognized that the 

Serbian Constitution was accepted in dubious political circumstances dunng the 

disintegration of the former Yugoslavia, and without adequate public debate. It was 

fonnally adopted on September 28, 1990 by a republican Assembly composed solely of 

cornmunists under MiloSevic's complete control. A few months eulier, the fledgling 

opposition parties had called for round table talks on Serbia's political future, but 

MiloSevic. fearing these would water down the achievements of his so-called "anti- 

bureaucratie" revolution. instead organized a referendum about what should corne first - 

elections or a new constitution. Not surprisingly, given his popuiarity at the time, the 

ovenvhelming majority of those who cast their vote supponed his suggestion that Serbian 

statehood should be consolidated before the first multiparty elections could take place. 

This gave him and his acolytes a fiee hand to tailor the fundamental law of the Republic 

according to their needs. At the same time, they could claim the whole endeavor was 

legitimate, since it was the "people" who had voted in favor of adopting the constitution 

before holding multiparty elections. As a result, Serbia did not hold multiparty elections 

until December 1990, by which time al1 other former Yugoslav republics had already 

elected their first post-socialist govemments. 

Similady, approving a new federal constitution led to a bizarre paradox. The 

Federai Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), or the so-called third Yugoslavia, oficially came 

hto existence with the adoption of its constitution on April27, 1992. By then, four of the 

six fomer Yugoslav republics had already proclaimed their independence (Slovenia, 



Croatia, Bosnia and Herregovina and ~acedonia).' Nevertheless. the officia1 Serbian and 

Montenegrin stand was that these republics unilaterally seceded from the Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). Thus only Serbia and Montenegro could daim the right 

to legal continuity with the former Yugoslavia, and so it was the Serbian and Montenegrin 

delegates of the old Federal Charnber of the SFRY Assembly who formally adopted the 

new Constitution. In other words, the founding document of the third Yugoslavia was 

enacted by the "ghoa" parliament of a state which no longer existed." 

Furthemore, only 73 Serbian and Montenegrin delegates (of the original 220 

delegates of the socialist Yugoslavia) were present at the 27 Aptil 1992 session of the 

Federal Charnber of the SFRY. They did not constitute a quorum under the rules of that 

Chamber, and in any case their mandates had all expired in 1990. Hence, one can only 

agree with Koaa Cavo~ki, a Serbian law professor, that "from the perspective of the 

contim&y with the old constitutional [former socialist Yugoslav] system the new 

Constitution is void and non-existent."' 

Croatia and Slovenia declami independence from Yugodavia on June 25, 1991; Macedonia on 
September 9.1 99 1; and Bosnia and H e n e g o h  on October 16,199 1. 
The legal issues surmunding the process of Yugoslavia's disintegration are Ail unresolved From the 
Serbian aiad Montenegrin perspective, the orher Yugoslav republics sececicd from ihe country. From the 
perspective of the latter, however. Yugoslavia's disùitegration represented the process of the country's 
dissolution. in practice. the intemationai community has acceptecl the latter view. though not al1 legril 
experts agee. At the tirne of the mation of the W Yugoslavia, the European Conununity's stand vis- 
à-vis YugoslaMaTs crisis was guided by the opinions of the so-caUed Badinter Arbitrarion Commission. 
On December 7, 1991, Ifüs Commission suggested that Yugoslavia was in a process of dissolution, and 
on Jillluary 11, 1992, it further suggesteû that European Community members officially recognizc 
Slovenia anâ Croatia as independent and sovereign states. See Thomas D. Musgrave, SI/-Lktermination 
and Narional &finoriries (0.uford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 200-2 10. 
Kosta çavo&i, Lktm kao jemsfvo slobde (J3eograd: institut n filozofiju & delip VhjiC 1995). 129. 



Not surpnsingly, despite the regime's insistent claims that the third Yugoslavia is 

the legitimate successor to the old Yugoslavia, the constitutional organization of the 

federation has never been publicly debated! Instead. as in the case of the adoption of the 

Serbian Constitution, the voices of many emerging political parties and representatives of 

numerous national minorities in Serbia have been completely marginalized. The reasons 

for the regime's unwiilingness to open public debate are quite transparent. Lidija Basta 

rightly points out that any constitution that lacks procedural legitimacy is just an instrument 

ofthose in power, instead of providing a legitimate limitation of that power. In the case of 

Serbia, the sole purpose of constitution making was to mask the authoritm*an and 

ethnonationalist character of MiloSevic's political regime and a nate.' 

The lack of procedural legitimacy, however, very soon mutated into two separate 

but related legitimacy crises - that of  the political ngime and that of the state itself. 

What does this mean? The legitimacy crisis in the comrnunist world did not affect each 

and every state equally. The collapse of communist regime did not have any efTect on the 

legitimacy of the moa ethnically homogenous States (Hungary, polarid).' Once the 

communist regime collapsed, new constitutions emerged after public debate to envision 

The situation in Montenegro was diaenmi because its govemment had orgûnipd a ~fecendwn on 
whaer  it should be an Mependent state or join a federation with Setbia A majority hvored federation 
with Serbia. Serbian citizeas were never asked whether Serbiii should ôe an independent -te or put of a 
federation, 

7 See Lidija Basta, "üîoga ustava u zemîjama -cije centmine i isiocne Evrope," in Lavirinit krize: 
predusiovi dernokratde trmsfon,iaciJ'. Jirgoslmi/'e, eds. Slobodan Sama&ik, Rüdmila Nakarada i hur, 
Kovatevic (Beograd: Institut za evropsk studije, 1998). 55-75. 

"asta. 64-66. 



and legitimize a new liberal order, an easy ta& when compared to the one Serbia had (and 

still has) to face. 

Inasmuch as Serbia is a heterogeneous nation-state, its stnictural conditions are 

similar to those of many other post-communist aates (Russia, Slovakia, Macedonia, etc.). 

However, what makes Serbia's position extremely dificult is that it is the only multination 

post-communist state in which the former nomenki~t~~ra managed almost completely to 

preserve its power over society. Under such conditions, the new Serbian and Yugoslav 

constitutions emerged as appropriate instruments for fomalizing MiloSevic's post- 

communist regime.g 

Still, at face value. both the 1990 Constitution of the Republic of Serbia and the 

1992 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia define Serbia and Yugoslavia as 

democratic states in which citizens' rights (to &dom, privacy, property, etc.) are fùlly 

conaitutionally protected.'O Both constitutions emphasize that every member of Serbia's 

and Yugoslavia's numerous national minorities is fira and foremost a citizen, and only 

then a member of a distinct ethnic group. Article I l  of the Serbian Constitution, for 

example, restates the famous libenl dictum that the liberties and rights of citizens can only 

be limited by the liberties and rights of other citizens. Article 13 guarantees equaiity and 

protection to al1 citizens, regardless of ethnic, reiigious, gender and social differences. 

Article 8 of the Yugoslav Constitution repeats a famous democratic dictum - citizens are 

Slobodan Antonic. ~Yugoslav Feâeraiism: Funaionhg of the Feded and Republican Parliamems" in 
Eiection to the Federal and Republican Pariiaments of Yugosiuvia. 53. 



sovereign and exercise their sovereign powers through their fkeely elected representatives. 

Thus, despite a lack of the procedural legitimacy, the Serbian and Yugoslav constitutions 

seem to incorporate the classic premises of a liberal parliarnentary democracy. 

Here one should keep in mind Voj in Dimitrijevic's warning that ethnonationalism 

does not leave too many traces in wrinen statutes and constitutions and that "it will try to 

woo allies by preserving a decent image, and democracy and human rights are parts of that 

image."" Even so, a close analysis of the two constitutions shows that a lot can be said 

about the supposed democratic image of the Serbian constitution. 

Serbia represents more than 95% of the population and 86% of the temtory of 

Yugoslavia. Where Serbian and Yugoslav laws conflict, Serbian law prevails. This makes 

large parts of the federal Yugoslav constitution redundant, despite its elaborate wording 

requiring republican constitutions to be in line with it.I2 In fact, the pnmary purpose of the 

federal constitution is to protect the position of tiny Montenegro vis-à-vis its "older" and 

bigger brother - Serbia. Granting Montenegro veto powers in the federation does this. But 

the years of joint life in the third Yugoslavia have strained the relationship between the 

Serbian and Montenegrin ruling élites. As Slobodan Samardiic rightly asserts, Serbia's 

refusal to adjust its constitution in accordance with the federal one has forced Montenegro 

'O See Ustav Smme Republikp Jugoslmijk (Ba@: Slutkni l i a  SRI, 11 l!WZ), and Li- R r p u b k  
Srbge i Ustav Republike Crne Gore, Jrirgo izdanje (Beograd: SluZbeni lisi, 1997). 

" Vojin Dimitrijevik The f'curiiry of Humm Rights Aper Communism (Oslo: Nowgian Idtute of 
Human Righîs, Ribiication No. 1 1, Apnll W3), 32. 

" M e  1 15 of ihe Fedeial Constitution cleariy Wts that Ihe consîiMions of the republia memkrs of 
the Federation, federal laws, republian laws and other legai statues and acts have io k in accordancc 



to do likewise, thus opening the question of whether it should remain in the third 

Yugoslavia at all. l 3  

Still, the unresolved relationship between Serbia and Montenegro is only a minor 

part of the "democratic deficit" in the third Yugoslavia. The Serbian regime's lack of 

democratic legitimacy reaches to the very foundations of the state - the Serbian 

constitution. Three key issues stand out here: human rights safeguards, the relationship 

between the executive and legislature, and the protection of national minorities. 

On human rights safeguards, the Belgrade Center for Human Rights criticizes the 

Serbian Constitution as openly authoritarian. Despite its emphasis on citizens' rights, the 

Constitution lacks a credible and effective mechanism to ensure full protection of basic 

human rights. Article 12 envisions the possibility of introducing special laws to prescribe 

how human rights should be protected. In practice, however, this opens the door to serious, 

constitutionally sponsored violation of the human rights. This is so because there is no 

mechanism to block republican iaws that might lead to a limitation of human tights instead 

of their protection. This means that the govemment, rather than the Constitution, becomes 

wilh the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Yugoslaviil," See "Usîav SR Jugoslavije," in iVo~t  Ustwi 
na t h  bivSe JugosIaviJ'e (Medunarodm Politika: Beograd 1995),32. 

l3 Slobodan Sam;udZic, nUstavni pmblemi dcmokraiske Womucije  Savezne rcpibiike lugoslavije," in 
Lavirinti bite,  83. in 1997 the Montenegrin Dernomtic Party of Socialists (former commu~sts) split 
between refonnists ad those faim1 to MiloSevit. The refonnist leader, Milo DukarioviC, won ihe 
presidential e l d o n  in the f;iU of 1997. From that point, the ceialionship between Serbia and Monienegro 
startecl CO resemble the squabbhg between Serbia and Slovenia before the demise of ihe socirilist 
Yugoslavia, especi;illy as re6;uds the uaâe and media war that Serbia opened against Montenegro. 
During îhe NATO air campaign against rhi: third Yugosiavia (March-April 1999). Dukanovil's open 
critique of MiloSeviC's Kosovo polis. cornpletely severed the dationship beiween the two parts of the 
federation, For srll &se reasoz~, one could argue h t  since Mach 1999, the third Yugoshvia has 
practicaily ceased to exkt 



the final arbiter of human rights protection. If the framers of the constitution had really 

wanted to safeguard human rights, they should obviously have included in the Constitution 

provisions designed to ensure that the state did not misuse its powers against its own 

citizens - but they did not do so.'" 

The second major flaw in the democratic legitimacy of the Constitution concems 

the relationship between the executive and the parliament. According to the Constitution, 

the Serbian govemment represents a hybrid between a presidential and a parliamentary 

system. For constitution rnakers such as Ratko Markovic, the Serbian government 

represents a parliamentary system modeled on the Westminster system of parliarnentary 

democracy, but "rationalized" to "fit" Serbian conditions. Hence, unlike its British model, 

it allows for the existence of a strong president whose principal function is to arbitrate 

between the Parliament and the Prime Minister and his cabinet? In reality, however, the 

Constitution granted the Serbian Parliament only a marginal role, while the president was 

given magisterial political powers, and is extremely dificult to impeach. 

According to the article 88 of the Serbian Constitution, the Parliament does not 

have the right to impeach the president. It can only initiate an impeachment procedure by a 

two-thirds majority vote. Then the matter is put to a referendum. A majonty of al1 

registered voters is required to remove the president 6om office. But on the other side of 

the coin, the president has the right to dissolve Parliament (article 89), as well as almost 

'' Sec Ustmne pretpostavkP zci demobutsrCw Srbiju (Beogriuj, Beogradski centnr la ljuâska prava, 1997). 8- 
12, '' Ratko MaricoviC Tredgovor," Ustau Republike Srbije, (Eeogmd: Sayremenil admuustracija 1992). 01. 



unqualified powers to declare a state of emergency during which his decisions have the 

force of law (article 83). In addition, the constitutional court cannot challenge presidential 

acts nor must the President's decisions be on the advice of ministets. Hence, as long as the 

President's party enjoys a majority in Parliament, the Serbian "parliamentary" system acts 

as fuli-blown presidential system, in which, as Vladimir Goati maintains, the President 

enjoys absolute superiority over parliament.t6 In short, far fiom being a system of 

rationalized parliamentary dernocracy, the Serbian constitutional system was "modeled on 

the person of Slobodan MiloSevic, and as such it has practically legitimized the 

establishment of his personal regime."17 

Finally, the Serbian regime is completely unwilling to recognize Serbia's 

multinational character. This makes the Serbian state itself radically unstable and as 

wlnerable to violent disintegration as was the former Yugoslavia. The problem is, of 

course, not so much that Serbia is a multination state, but that it is constitutionally defined 

first and foremost as the state of the Serbian people, and only then of everybody else. The 

Preamble of the Serbian constitution leaves no doubt about the intentions of Serbia's 

"founding fathers": 

Proceeding from the centuries-long struggle of the Serbian people for 
independence, fiom its fkeedom-loving, democratic and state-fonning traditions, 
from its historic development and common life with other peopîes and 
nationaiities in Serbia, 

l6 Quoted in Anto~C, 'Yugosîav Federalisn," 59. 
17 Pavie Nikolit, nParlamentami gstem u Jugoslaviji i njegova izvitoperenost,," ilrhiv za pravne i h h r e n e  

na&, Vol. 80.2 (Bagad 1994): 6. 



Detennined to establish a demucrafic state of the Serhian people in which the 
members of other narioru and nntionalities will be g t ~ ~ ~ r n ~ i f r e d  national righfs . . . 
the citizens of Serbia enact the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia (italics by 
D.G.). l8 

These words define Serbia primarily as a national state - a state of the Serbs, by the Serbs 

and for the Serbs. The mernbers of other ethnic groups in the country are guaranteed equal 

rights, but their constitutional status is reduced that of the "bearable" other. 

The problems that emanate from such an understanding of political community are 

manifold. The first and the most important one is a son of hierarchy that exists between 

two types of legitimacy. On one side is a Formally proclaimed democratic principle in 

Article 1 of the Constitution that defines Serbia as a democratic state of al1 of its citizens, 

on the other is normativeiy proclaimed ethnic principle in the Preamble of the 

document. 

Second, even though Serbia is defined as a democratic state, many constitutional 

articles leave no doubt about the primacy of the ethnic pnnciple over the civic one. For 

instance, Article 8 defines the Cyrillic alphabet as the only official alphabet in the country. 

The official use of Roman script is recognized, but it is up to lawrnakers to define the 

circumstances in which it will be allowed. Thus, the Supreme Act of the country offers a 

ngid definition of the Serbian language, tying it solely to the Cyrillic alphabet, even though 

most Serbs use both alphabets hdiscriminately. Moreover, since the Serbian national 

'* S a  -Preamble," C o ~ t u t i o n  of the Republic of Srbia, 6. 



minorities generally use the Roman alphabet, such a constitutional advantage for Cyrillic is 

bound to create tensions between them and the majority. 

Third, minority rights are never spelt out in the Constitution. They are vaguely 

present throughout it, but never fully explained. It is true that in Articles 8 and 49 

minonties are guaranteed the fieedom to use their language. Article 49 even States that 

Serbia's citizens should not be forced into expressing their national identities. However, 

given the ethnic charader of the state in the first place, this can be best undernood as pan 

of a constitutionally sponsored rssimilationist policy, rather than an indication of 

respecting citizens' rights. 

Finally, the Constitution recognizes the existence of the autonomous provinces of 

Vojvodina in the north and Kosovo and Metohija in the south of Serbia. The justification 

for the creation of autonomous provinces is found in specific historie, cultural and ethnic 

characteristics of these regions. Nonetheless, even though these two regions are primarily 

populated with various national minorities, the Constitution does not set out how national 

minority rights in Vojvodina and Kosovo are to be protected. 

Instead, it leaves this potentially contentious question of rninority rights protection 

to be settied by the statutes of the provinces. Bearing in mind that 45% of Vojvodina's 

and Wh of Kosovo's total population are non-Serbs, such a constitutional solution dlows 

minority rights to be openly manipulated, if not disregarded altogether. 



The ethnicization of the Serbian constitutional system has dramatic consequences 

for the legitimacy of the aate itself. The nsk to social unity posed by ethnic nationalism in 

a multination country cannot be overstated. The lack of a Full constitutional protection for 

Serbia's minonties forces al1 political allegiances and voting behavior patterns to take 

explicit ethnic colors." in a paradoxical fashion such a constitution openly promotes 

disloyal and even secessionist behavior by ethnic minorities, as the case of Kosovo 

demonstrates. In a society defined by ethnic nationalism, the operation of the normal "rules 

of the game" becomes conditional on how well "national" interests may be sewed. Not 

surptisingly, if national n i ~ v a l  itself is at aake - which appears to be a rather "normal" 

condition in Serbia in the 1990s - the questions of political participation and pluralism are 

constantly being postponed to some other, more benevolent time. 

Moreover. MiloJevic's politics of ethnic activism constantly requires its own 

justification in the eyes of the "people," because, as in the case with every other populist 

regime, it can sustain itself only as long as it manages to manufacture full support from the 

population. For these reasons, throughout the 1 WOs, the state-controlled media have been 

given the task of influencing the Serbian people in the spirit of the Serbian Constitution and 

MiIoSevie's policies. This is the focus of the following section. 

l9 See Vojin DirnitrijeviC, "The Fate of Non-Mmbers of Dominant Nations in Post-Communist Ewopean 
Countires," Jean Monnet Chair Paprs 25 (San Domenico, Italy: The Robert Schwnan Cenm at the 
European University Insrituîe, 1995): 7-30. 



The Media in Serbia 

The first part of this section explains the status of the media in society according to 

federal and republican regulations and laws. tt also emphasizes the formal and informal 

mechanisms of control of the Serbian media. The second part considers the consumers o f  

the media messages and their social and cultural status. Finally, the content of the media 

messages is analyzed. 

Regdorion of the F r e e h  of the Medita in Serbia 

There are over 2.550 publications in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. of which 

2,400 appear in the Republic of Serbia and 160 in the Republic of Montenegro. Also, more 

than 400 radio and 120 TV stations broadcaa regular programs, even though there are only 

23 ttlly licensed TV stations. According to the Federal Secretariat for Information, moa of 

daiiy papers, news periodicals and electronic media are in private hands, which reflects the 

important shifi in the ownership structure of the Yugoslav economy since 199 1 .20 

There is no official governent newspaper, which is fully in accordance with the 

constitutional principles of the fieedom ofthe media in Serbia and Montenegro. In the area 

of the rights of minorities to public information in their own language, al1 international 

standards seem to be fùlfilled to the extent that throughout the 1990s more than 50 

newspapers and periodicals have been regularly published in Aibanian. Thus, at least from 

'O See 7he hfedi~ in the FederaI Republic of Yugosluvia (Belgrade, Federal Secreiariat for Infomtion. 
1993, 1-18. The information of  the European lnstitute for the Media is different, At ihe end of 199 7, 
Serbia had 320 radio and !Ml TV stations. Of these, tûû radio stations operated with a license, while 58 
TV staeions oQeratcd without ticense. T k e  were only 10 privateiy owned radio stations, and 3 priwtely 



the perspective of the Federal Secretariat for lnformation, it would seem that the media in 

Yugoslavia observes high standards of press freedom and avoidance of censorship, both of 

which are enshrined in the Yugoslav constitution and the constitutions of the Republics of 

Serbia and Montenegro. For example, article 46 of the Constitution of the Republic of 

Serbia States that: 

[Tlhe freedorn of the press and other public information media is guaranteed. .. . 
Publication of newspapers and dissemination of information by other means is 
accessible to eveiyone without seeking permission, but subject to registration with 
the competent body. Radio and television broadcast oganizations shall be 
established in accordance with the law. 

Censorship of the press and other public information media is prohibited. No one 
may obstmct the distribution of printed matter and dissemination of other 
information, except where a competent Court judges that they advocate the 
overthrow by force of the order established by the Constitution, violate the 
temtorial integrity and independence of the Republic of Serbia, violate the 
guaranteed freedoms and rights of citizens, or incite national, racial or religious 
intolerance and ha~ed .~ '  

The western reader may well be tempted to dismiss out of hand these constitutional 

guarantees as mere shibboleths without any influence on the real status of the media in 

Serbia. However, a large number of people in Serbia who are influenced by the pro- 

government dai l y papen (Poliiika, Borba, Cé&rnje novosti and Pulitika ehpres) and the 

state-owned television and radio network (RTS), would perceive this official line as 

truthful. For these reasons, the question of institutional and non-institutional mechanisms 

of mimicking of fiee media is extremely important. Statements about Miloievic's iron 

hand over media do not satisfactorily explain al1 kinds of forma1 and informal mechanisms 

owned TV channels b t  operated with a vaüd l i~e t l~e .  See Media in Sérbia: RnaI Reporî (Dusseidorfi 
January 1998), 19-20. 



that are at the state's disposal to by-pass the constitutional principles of the fieedom of 

media in Yugoslavia. 

For most of the 1990s, the media regdations have seemed to be Iiberai and in 

accordance with the constitution of the country. According to the Lmu on Public 

lnfarmtion (which was replaced by new legislation in 1998), the only requirement for 

setting up a new daily or weekiy was the registration of the new company in the city civil 

coun. If the company did not hear anything from the administration about its registration 

within two weeks, it could start publication. However, on numerous occasions, the 

Helsinki Cornmittee for Human Rights in Serbia has argued that this relative fieedom has 

never guaranteed equal treatment for al1 in the Serbian media market." 

A flagrant exarnple of discriminatory treatment was the takeover of the independent 

daily Borba in 1994? The new stockholding company Borba d d  has been registered in 

September 1991 at the Belgrade civil couif following the procedures set out in the Law on 

Public [donnation. However, in November 1994, three years after the original 

registration, the civil court annulled it and removed Borh dd from the judicial register, 

rendering the funher existence of the company illegal. The court based its decision on 

unsubstantiated daims that the transfer of the former daily Borba into private hands 

represented a case of theft of social and state property. 

- " Llsfav Republike S'bue i Republike Cme Gore, 18-1 9. " Siiuation in Media: SoJ Repmsion (Bdgrads 1 1 Cktokr 1994): 1-3. 
A hill account on the îakeover of Borba and ibt Rbinh of the fm iade@ent daily in Serbia under the 
new name N'a borba can be foumi in E k  D. Gordy, Orientalism. Politics, Culture: An .4pprooch tu 
EveNay Li/e in 5èr6ia (PhD. disferiation, University of Califocnia, Berlcdey, 19%), 149-163. 



In fact, the underlying motives for the regime's attack on Borba lay in its persistent 

and stubbom critique of the regime's policy. Not surprisingly, editorials in the aate- 

controlled media (Veternje novosri, Politika ehpres. Dnevnik) were N P ~ O R ~ V ~  of state 

action against the daily. Dnevnik's columnist Dragan Radevic, who argued that the 

journalists of the former Borba have been united in theit "hatred of Serbia," best expressed 

their view. According to hm, the case of Borba clearly showed that the "so-called 

independent media worked according to the principle that "the more independent media is, 

the more anti-Serbian it becomes."*' Nevertheless, the joumalists of the former Borbo 

have suwived the takeover of their paper and managed to continue publishing the most 

influential independent daily in Serbia under the new narne Nasa borbn. Only in 1998, 

under the new media legislation, was Naia borba finally shut down. 

Another very effective instrument of the regime's control of the media concens the 

allocation of frequencies for radio and television stations. Even though this fomally falls 

under the exclusive jurisdiction of federal agencies, the Serbian Law on Radio a d  

Television granted the right to the Serbian government. The republican authorities continue 

to ignore a 1991 decision by the Yugoslav Constitutional Court which barred them from 

allocating electronic fiequencies.2s Throughout the 1 990s, they have dlocated frequencies 

so as to strengthen "alternative" state-influenced media that atvact spectators with low- 

quality entertainment programs, films, sport and the like, with the ultimate aim of creating 

'' see: -hkII..a kroz nacionah p- Bmba [&ograd] 15 De~ember 1994, p. 1; and "Olrnigli 30: 
medi@ i odgovornosî," Borba peograd] 13 April 19%. p.8. " Slobodan Vuklit. Privafizovono dnova (Beograd: Fond za otvoreno dnistvo. 19%). 146- 148. 



a politically indimerent public (Radio TV Pink, W Palma). Hence, despite the existence of 

more than 120 TV stations, none of thern can be described as fully independent of state 

influences and, with the exception of the state-nin RTS (Radio Televizija Srbija - Serbian 

Radio and Television), none can be seen throughout ~erbia. '~ 

The situation with the allotment of radio frequencies and TV channels fùnher 

deteriorated in 1997 and 1998, when local radio and TV broadcasters were obliged to 

submit the necessary documentation to the state authorities for receiving an operating 

license. This proved to be next to impossible for moa local radio and TV stations, but not 

€or state-controlled electronic media outlets. The state authorities have deliberately created 

a legislative maze of many incoherent and contradictory republican and federal acts and 

regdations applying to the electronic media. For example, the Serbian legislation on 

public information nquires a valid license for broadcasters to be registered, while the 

Federal Ministry insists on registration before it will gant a license. This catch 22 has 

allowed the state effectively to ban any radio and TV channel which it deems anti-regime. 

As a consequence, throughout 1997 and 1998, the equiprnent of many local radio 

broadcasters and TV stations was confiscated, while in July 1997 (on the eve of the 

republican elections), more than 55 radio and TV stations across Setbia were closed under 

the pretext that they were operating "illegally."27 

See Helsinki Commiîtce for H u m  Rights in Sertia. Updated Report on Media (Belgrade, 21 Febnïvy 
1996), 13 .  
See H m  Righ~s in Yugoshia 1998, The Belgrade Centre for Human Rights (Belgaie: 1999), 128- 
135; and Media in Serbia, Finul Report, Ewopean Mtute for the Media (Dusseldofi Jmwy 1998). 20- 
2 1. 



A fiirther restriction on fieedom of media in Serbia arises fiom the Serbiar~ 

Criminul h v .  Its Articles 98 and 218 provide very rigid tests for proving libel against 

high oWcials, as well as severe penalties (up to three yearsy jail) for those whose 

"inflammatory" statements tend to provoke disrespect for the law or to foment disorder in 

the ~ountry.~' There is no doubt that these articles are not only in flagrant disagreement 

with the Serbian and Yugoslav Constitutions, but also with European standards on the 

fieedom of press. Their main purpose is to enforce a sort of self-censorship upon the 

opponents of MiloSevic's regime. Even though the legal provisions are only rarely used, 

they create a climate of what may be called "soft repression."29 

The Serbian authontarian pvemment, as Branislav MiloSevic aptly observes, does 

not want openly to dearoy the independent press in the country. Its main aim is to 

margindize independent dailies and periodicals. By doing this, the regime achieves two 

related goals. First, it presents itself as "open" and pro-democratic; and second, it provides 

the Serbian people with a "choice" between the state-run media and the independent media, 

a "choice" loaded in the aate's favor, since it controls the most important media outlets in 

the count~y.'~ The strategy is underpi~ed by the instmmentalization of the judicial system 

of the country, as the cases of Borba and the allotment of radio and TV frequencies 

VuCetik 148. " In 1996, Mirodav Radulovi& &or of the local *Bordce Novine". was sentenced to 6 m o n h  in prison 
beause he published a photomoniage in which the leading Yugoslav policicians were presented without 
ciothes. See Viadan RadosavîjeviC, PiJ'tujkc. i juju: Medqi u Miji 1996 (Belgrade: Medija centar, 
1996), 15-16. 

'O Branislav MüoSeviC, "Sofhtïcirana represija novih staljinista." :V&a &&a [Beogradl 23 March 1996. 
3 ,  



demonstrate. However, the regirne also has at its disposal various elaborate mechanisms of 

indirect control over the media. 

At first sight the press in Yugoslavia seems to be guided by the principle "anything 

goes." No matter how critical some dailies or weekly magazines may be, they will almost 

never be openly banned. Instead, the regime will try some technical or commercial 

machination to block their influence. For example, the sphere of influence of N d  hurho 

and Vreme (the moa influential independent daily and weekly magazine respectively 

during the 1990s) has been effectively reduced to Belgrade. Novi Sad and some other urban 

centers. "Influencing" the Serbian distributors of the press not to sel1 independent papers 

does the tnck here. Independent dailies and periodicals have to rely upon a limited 

distribution network of 350 selling points, mostly in Belgrade and other major cities. But 

the state-contro lled dailies and periodicals, Politika, Pditika ekspres, VieCernje novasri, 

Dtrgu, etc. can be bought at more than 2000 outlets throughout Serbia and   ont en ego.^' 

Second, only one factory produces newsprint in Yugoslavia, the Mafro: plant ai 

Sremski Karlovci. Through moa of the 1990s, this Company has sold its paper on a system 

of parallel prices; one for the state-controlled papers, and the other for the independent 

press. Matroz supplies the state-controlled publishing house P olitika with the paper at 30% 

to 40% less than it charges independent dailies and periodicals such as N i a  & o h ,  Vreme, 

and  MN.'^ This damages the cornpetitive position of the independent press, and reduces 

3' Ibid.,3. '' See Situation in Media: Soji RepresRon. 2. 



the salaries they are able to offer. Not surprisingly, many of the best joumalists in the 

independent press have lefl for more lucrative jobs. 

A third means of indirect control denves tiom the funding arrangements for 

television. Radio Television Serbia is Ananced through a tax on the electricity bills. But 

local TV stations have to rely on advertisements to finance their programs. The many 

enterprises which are "close" to the regime are "encouraged to advertise their products 

and services only on "politically correct" stations." Fourth, despite claims that media 

outlets in Serbia are almost exclusively in private 

companies, which are influenced in their work 

regime. 

hands. moa of the media are joint-stock 

by stock-holders who are close to the 

Fifth, the regime has means to get around democratic obstacles to its media control. 

This was shown when the opposition coalition Zajdno (Together) won a majority in the 

biggest urban centers in Serbia at the last local elections in November 1996. The 

repubiican government responded by transferring many decision-making powers fiom the 

level of municipalities to the republican level. One of the consequences was that, in many 

cases, control over local media outlets ended up in the hands of the republican bureaucrats, 

rather than those who won the ele~tions.)~ 

Finally, the Serbian Parliament passed a new Public Information Act on October 20, 

1998. The new legislation came d e r  a year-long campaip against the independent media 

" Siîuation in Media, 2. 



in ~erbia," which culminated at the beginning of October 1998, when NATO military 

strikes against Serbia became a distinct possibility. Its draconian character was anticipated 

b y a decree, Special Measires to Meet Threats to o1cr Corrrltry frum Armed NA TO Ar racks, 

published in the Official Gazette of Serbia on October 8, 1998. This piaced the media 

under strict government control, prohibiting it from "spreading defeatism and acting 

contrary to the resolutions of the Federal Assembly and the People's Assembly of the 

Republic of ~erbia."'~ Those who spread "western propaganda" were liable to have their 

operations suspended or their equipment permanently confiscated. Thus was "preventive 

censorship" introduced into the Serbian information system, in direct violation of the 

republican and federd ~ o n s t  it utions." 

The new Pîiblic lnfonntion Act, which was adopted under the rules of urgent 

procedure and without any public debate, funher tightened media regulations, e-g., by 

banning the rebroadcast of foreign programs with a supposed propaganda or undesirable 

political content. The Belgrade Center for Human Rights explains the purpose of this 

legislation as follows: 

Administrative proceedings against the media have been compared to summary 
trials. . . . In the proceedings, there is a presumption of guilt of the accused, who is 

- - 

34 DragoS Ivanovic, "Deset najgoril goâina: Viadavina Sloôoâana MiIoSevida 1987-1997." Republika 
(Belgrade, No. 171): 17. k m e t  address: htt~~~umoe.~omlzines/~r~t1bWcl~1ut~i/97/ I Z f  17 1 I 7. HTM. 
Mirjana Madrovik, MiloaeMf's spouse pnd also a lcûdn of the Yugoslav Lef't, a sista-pany of the 
MiloSeviC's Socialists, set up a pace of the campaign. In h g a ,  one of the most nationalist piipers in 
Serbia, MarkoviC called for the public identification of al1 those meclia outlets that are being financd 
fiom abrad, or in her own words, "who was paid to a a  as a nfth column in their own country." Quoted 
in Gordy, 154. 

36 Quoted in Humm Rjghts in Yugosirnia 19961, 123. 
37 Hunm Rights in Yugdmia 1998, 12). 



not allowed to prove the veracity of the statements she has published. If the 
magistrate [who is not a judge but a government official] imposes a fine, the 
convicted person is given only 24 hours to pay - f i e r  that, his property or that of 
his media outlet will be impounded. This property will be auctioned within 7 days. 
Taking into account that the fines prescribed by the Act are pnerally very high 
(especially in view of the sony state of Serbian economy), it is clear that the 
purpose of pecuniary punishment is to put dissident media out of business? 

This has not been an exhaustive list of dl possible formal and informa1 mechanisms 

of state control over media. Still, it should be suflicient to indicate the scope and nature of 

the power game the political regime plays in order to keep communication channels closed 

to the voices of di~sent.'~ We shall shortly corne to the question of how the regime fills 

media outlets with messages that justiS, or legitimize actions it has taken to maintain its 

grip on power. To understand this process however, it will first be usefùl to consider some 

important aspects of the media audience in Serbia. 

The Medïa Audience in Serbia 

Mark Thompson maintains that the media alone could not have provoked the rise of 

nationalism in Serbia. As he puts it, the "media did not inject their [Serbian] audiences 

with anti-Muslim prejudices or exploitable fear of Croatian nationalism. The prejudice and 

fear were widespread, latently at least; there was a predisposition to believe 'news' which 

-- 

311 Human Rights in Yugosiawia, 126. Becaw of these draconian mcawrs, s e v d  Mependent dailies and 
paiodicals were put out of business at the end of 1998: Nafaborba, Dnevni teIegraJ DOMS, Evmplaninn. 
etc. The owner of Dnewni felegraf ami Evmplanin, Siavko Cunivija, was heavily fbd. He ce-cegistemi 
the papers in Montenegro and continued to publish chun. In &y 1999. he was 131d in wvhat appemd 
to k a politically motivated assassination. This finally put an end CO Evmp~anin and Dnwni telegrof: 

39 Tiictics such as manïpuiating the pciccs of statecontrolled âailies and priodicals, Iûying off politically 
incorrect joumaüsts, and the use of threat and violence are te l l  described in Madan RadosavljeMc, 
PiSta/ika i jaja: medji u Sbrji' 19%. 



elicited and exploited the prejudice."40 Thus Thompson takes the media audiences in the 

former Yugoslavia as a given, and his othenvise excellent account of the manipulation of 

the media in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia and Henegovina fails to deal adequately with the 

process by which nationalist media audiences were created. 

Eric Gordy, a perceptive observer of the politics of everyday life in Serbia, relates 

the audiences for regime-controlled and independent media to existing social divisions in 

Serbia. His bases his account of the destruction of information alternatives in Serbia in the 

early 1990s largely on the differentiation between Belgrade and the country. In Belgrade, 

"a choice of information sources, however precarious and limited, exists," while the 

Serbian provinces are limited to one-sided information provided almost exclusively by the 

state-controlled media. However, even in Belgrade, where alternative sources of 

information exist, Gordy asseits that a substantial share of the population prefers the 

regime-controlled media. He t herefore suggeas that the consumption habits and opinions 

of people in Serbia have somehow to be related to institutional and structural factors in 

s o ~ i e t ~ . ~ ~  

However, Gordy does not funher pursue this route. Instead, he focuses on the 

emotional tiinctions that independent and state-controiled media filfiIl for their consumers. 

Here he HHHdistinguishes between an information-seeking and an infomation-accepting 

public. The former values independent sources of information, while the latter represents 

" Mark Thompson Forgng [Var: The hfedia in 5krbia Cmatia and Bosnia-Fiercegovina (Anide 19: 
Intemtional Cenüe Againsi Censorship, May 1994), 128. 

" Gordy, 165-166. 



"those people who are inclined to be satisfied with the information which is readily 

available to them from regime-controlled  source^.'"^ In other words, on one side of the 

social divide, the independent media is perceived as a source of objective information and 

an important tool in developing and maintaining a sense of independence. On the other 

side, the regime-controlled media offers a "sense of authontarian codon  and security, 

giving iis audience a sense that the interpretations and opinions they receive through these 

media were not only shared by influential and powerful people," but also by a broad 

majority ." 

Gordy's account of the emotional functions of media in Serbia helps us understand 

mechanisms which erect psychological boundaries between the authoritarian core of the 

society and the marginalized dissent voices in Serbia. But the question of the institutional 

and structural conditions that provide the basis for the regime's exploitation of social 

divisions in society is too important to be left unanswered. Unless we can identify 

structural rasons for the dominance of the nationalist discourse in the society we are lefl 

with Thompson's fatalistic and somewhat circular argument that "[lin a society 

unaccustomed to any independence in the media, many people may not want independent 

information."" This argument allows a shifl in political responsibility from MiloSevic and 

his niling party to the Serbian "people," and leaves us without an adequate explanation of 

" Ibid., 166. 
" Ibid., 169. 
44 Thompson, 128, 



why so many people sincerely believe in the trutffilness of the information provided by 

the state-controlled media. 

In searching for the structural roots of this cleavage in attitudes to information in 

Serbian society, it may be instructive to retum to the economic and political circumstances 

in the early 1960s when the former Yugoslavia faced a dilemma in its attempts to solve its 

modernization crisis. The fint quantitative stage of modemization (wbanization plus 

industrialization) was over. Economic demands were pushing the former Yugoslavia 

towards educational reforms to enable society to deal with the requirements of new 

technologies and the world market economy. If these reforms had been properly camed 

through they would logically have led to a gradual decentralization and de- 

bureaucratization of social and political life. But at the time, the top Party echelon 

perceived the modemization crisis primarily as a problem of limited economic 

restructuring. The "solution" to this was found in an import-substitution model of 

development. The Yugoslav socialist selCrnanagement system introduced in the economic 

refoms of 196 1 and 1965. as well as the constitutional reforms of 197 1 and 1974. never 

diluted the party monopoly of political power in Yugoslavia. As such, it was never capable 

of completing the modemization process in the country. 

Instead, the 198 1 census showed that more than 70% of the Serbian population had 

only elementary education. Seventy-five per cent of the working population worked in the 

non-agricultural sector: 3 1.7% of the workforce were industrial or construction workers, 

while 19.8% were white-coiiar workers. These occupationai ratios were the reverse of 



those in the West (in the USA close to 50% of active population are white collar workers, 

in France 38.8%. etc.), supporting the view that Serbia's politics of partial modernization 

was based on the mass ernployment of an uneducated manual working class." 

The long-term consequences of this partial modernization proved to be detrimental 

to Serbia in the late 1980s. A severe economic crisis and hyperinflation in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s eroded the benefits enjoyed by the numerous worker-peasant "class." 

These manual workers had lefi their villages in the 1970s but the economic hardships of 

the 1980s and 1990s forced them to combine their city jobs with work done privately in the 

country in order to survive. According to Srbobran Brankovic. this has led to the 

development of certain foms of duality, "an eclectic blend of the traditional and the 

modern, of lifestyles and patterns, and therefore a duality in observation, value systems and 

treatment of political issues?'" 

The "economics of destruction" continued throughout the 1990s, when Serbia 

continued with a lax fiscal policy in order to finance the wars of its ethnic brethren in 

Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and to deal with the international economic bloc kade 

of the country. From a political perspective, the regime achieved full success and it still 

enjoys stable support from a relative majority of the population. However, from the 

'' Srbobcan BtankoviiC, Sérbio at Wor with Irsrl/(Sociological Society of Serbia: Belgrade, 1995). 26-28. 
199 1 census d t s  on the ducational structure ofihe Serbian population are slighly bener. One chird of 
the population was record& as n a  having f-hed elemenkuy school. 25% had only elemenîay school, 
one rhird secondiuy school, and only 8.5% of fie popuiation had a college or u~versity degree. See Ivan 
Ivi6, "Transfonnacija obmvar t~"  in Lavirinri bke ,  395-397, 

J6 Brankovi6,188. 



economic and social points of view, the results are catastrophic, as can be seen from 

Yugoslav economic indicators for the 1990s. 

Data show that the economies of Serbia and Montenegro have managed to achieve 

positive growth rates since 1993, implying that like other Eastern European countries they 

have successfùlly overcome the challenges of the first stage of transition policies. 

However, the Serbian economy still has a long way to go to recover even the levels of real 

GDP it enjoyed around 1990. Oficial statistics show that its real GDP in 1995 was only 

40% of the 1990 level, while industrial production was only 35% of that in 1989. 

Moreover, in addition to the official unemployment rate of 30% in 1996, there are at Ieast 

800,000 people on "forced vacation". This means that Serbia's amal unemployment rate 

is close to 40% of labor force.'" 

Published data on the structure of the Serbian economy are somewhat perplexing. 

In 1993 almost 40% of economy was recorded as aiready privatized. Yet data for 1994 

showed that only 2% of state capital was in private hands. This situation had not changed 

in early 1998. What lies behind this apparent restatization (resocialization) of pnvate 

properîy? 

In 1994, the Parliament of Serbia passed the Property Transformation Reevaluation 

Act that enabled the govemment to annul privatization in more than 1500 enterprises, 

47 Mladen Lazic anâ Lado Sekelj, "Privatization in Yugoslavia," Europe-Asia Studies 49.6 (1997): 1069- 
1070. 



employing 80% of the labor force in ~erbia. '~ The rationale offered for this move was that 

hyperinflation had enabled the conversion of social property at negligible prices. Thus, the 

state emerged as the savior of social capital from unscrupulous private entrepreneurs who 

had tried to take advantage of hyperinflation to get nch ovemight. 

The real reason for the restabation of the Serbian economy, however, was not the 

ruling élite's concem for social justice. Quite the contrary, it lies in the regime's efforts to 

secure political control over economy, or in the words of Lazic and Sekeÿ, to resume "full 

control over big enterprises and . . . the clientelism of the previous communist period.'*'" 

The new 1997 Law on pnvatization continued the regime's policy of postponing sine die 

the privatization of social capital, making the whole process optional. In other words. it 

was left to the managers of social enterprises to decide whether their companies would be 

privatized or not. Given that the socialist r~ornec~kIahrrn is under the complete control of 

the regime, it is evident that the privatization of large Serbian enterprises is going to be a 

very slow process. This has fundamental political consequences. The leading Serbian 

economist Ljubomir Madar has observed that the ruling élite has an enormous advantape 

over any alternative social and political forces in the country and that it will most probably 

continue to be in power as long as it successfÙlly blocks the process of privatization of 

social property.sO 



Al1 this should not be taken to mean that Serbia's economic and political regime 

has retumed cornpletely to the principles and practices of the communist period, or that it 

does not allow any kind of private property. From the very beginning of post-socialism in 

Serbia, the pnvate economic sector blossomed. Moreover, with Serbia's loss of wars in 

Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the implementation of the LM sanctions against 

Serbia and Montenegro, the ruling élite started actively to suppon development of private 

import companies trading with oil, svategic raw materials and spare paris." 

The main task of these new private companies was to reduce the impact of the üN 

sanctions and allow the state-run enterprises to continue with their work. The companies 

did succeed in alleviating external economic pressures on Serbia and helped it avoid 

complete bankniptcy. However, the political and social costs were tremendous, since these 

"private" companies were heavily involved in illegal businesses. The final consequence of 

the state actively supporting the criminalization of economy has been the development of 

personal links between state bureaucrats, socialist nomenklu~irra and Mafia capitalists that 

still remains the predominant characteristic of the Serbian economic and political regime.52 

The "economics of destruction" in the country, whether provoked by the 

catastrophic economic policies of the govenunent or by the IM sanctions, is also reflected 

" Lazic and Sekelj. 1066-1067. 
" in a few e.-e cases, the same people are simulianwusly memben of the Serbian govemmen~ top 

managers of the biggest Serbian companies rud owners of some of the biggest pnvate enterprises in the 
country. For excellent accounts on the links between the state, Matia and nomenkfatura, see: Mihiùl 
Arandarenko, "Serbia in ik Nities: Previous Accumulation or Politicai Capitalism?+'* Nova Spska 
Polititka hfisoo (Ertglish version), 1-2/1996: and Mladen Dinkik, Eirronornil;~ destmkc~e: veIika pljutka 
naroda, W o  danje (Beogxad: Snibovi kulhire, 19%). 



in the rapid increase in the poverty rate. Thus, while in 1990 only 6% of population were 

below the poverty line, in the mid-nineties, almost 400/0 the urban population did not earn 

enough income to buy necessary food." These figures show the extent to which galloping 

poverty in the post-socialist Yugoslavia has robbed the urban rniddle class of the pnvileges 

it enjoyed throughout 1970s and 1980s. The result, in Brankovic's words, is: 

[a] rather amorphous society, to a large extent composed of solitary, disempowered 
individuals and narrow groups. This may be said to be favorable ground on the one 
hand for political voluntarism by the goverment, to engage in manipulation and 
usurpation, and on the other, for a surprisingly loyal attitude on the part of the 
political majority, despite huge poverty and constant threats to its very existence." 

Surveys of public attitudes towards human and national minority rights organized in 

the summer and fa11 of 1996 by the Fund for Open Society (the former Soros Foundation) 

and the Helsinki Cornmittee for Hurnan Rights in Serbia corroborate Brankovic's analysis. 

Their results reveal that the Serbian population had become increasingl y anti-democratic 

and authontaian. In response to one question, 57.6% of 570 respondents said that 

following the "the brave and tireless leader of the people" was more important than having 

a tiinaional legal system in the country. One third supported State Security oficials 

unlawfully entering people's apartments, and the police illegally opening citizens' mail.j5 

The attitudes revealed towards national minorities' rights were equally worrying. 

Responses here were sharply polarized. Almost half believed that Serbs should enjoy 



greater constitutional rights than the national minorities living in Serbia, while 41% saw a 

need to increase minority rights. What was most disturbing was that more than 30% of 

participants believed t hat national mino rities should be "stimulated" to leave the country, 

while only 6% favored giving some form of temtorial autonomy and dual citizenship to the 

members of ethnic minorities in serbia.j6 

The impoverishment of a large "hybrid class, half-way between village and city," 

the low educational level in the country and the continuing econornic and political crisis 

provide a stnictural context for understanding the development of the authontarian climate 

in society." These factors also help explain a low readership rate of dailies in Serbia in the 

1990s. For instance, in the mid-1990s only 3 per cent of the population regularly bought a 

newspaper (the European average is 40 per cent), while one third never bought a 

newspaper. On the other side of the information pendulum is the electronic media, where 

56 Biro, 32-33. Throughout the 199ûs, many Serbian analysts and sociologists reguiady measured the "level 
of authori(arianism" in the population, including their attitudes towards Liberalism, demmcy.  
niltiondism, etc. The resulis imply h t  the average Serbian citizen is tom between his or her support for 
auth~rit~anism on one side, and Ii'benl democmcy on the other, a split thai ciosely follows the 
distinction between the S e r b h  dty and the country, as weU as beiween the betier educaied and less 
educated stratti, See: Sreüco Mihailovik, ed., kmedu osporavanja i p&&e (Fridrich Ebert Siiftwig ruid 
Institut Drumenih nauka: Beograû, 1997); and Zagorka Golubovi6, ed., DmSfveni krakter i &iwene 
promene u ~vetIu nacionalnih sukoba (Institut za filozofiju i dniStvenu teoriju: Beograd, 1995). 

57 My emphasiPng of the role of p m n t  urbanites is not an attempt to essenti;ilize this stratum as non- 
cultural and inauthentic. Rather, theù position in a twiijght zone between the Mllage and city is being 
perpeniaied by Milokvic's cegime in order to maintain iiself. For more on the cultural charasteristics of 
a peasant uibaaite se Mvko hkovic. 5tories Sabs Tell Themselves: Discauscs on Identity and 
Destiny in Serbia since the mid-1980s." Problems ofPo.~t-Cornmunism Vol. 4 . 4  (July/Augusi 1997): 22- 
29. 



the state-controlled RTS is regularly watched (and perceived) as the main source of 

information by at least 75% of the population.5x 

To conclude this section, MiIoSevie did not create the amorphous political audience 

in Serbia. Nevertheless, he skillfiilly used it to legitirnize the new post-communist era in 

Serbia. The lack of a strong media alternative in the country allowed the state-controlled 

media outlets to fulfill the authoritarian expectations of the semi-educated Serbian 

population for stability and order in times of uncertainty and disorder. Let us now deal 

more directly with the content of the state-controlled media messages. 

The Medialiemiion of Hatred 

The downward spiral of events in the 1980s in Yugoslavia (the ascent of MiloSevic 

to power in Serbia in 1987, Serbia's violent cnishing of Kosovo's deJucio status as one of 

the constitutive units of the Yugoslav federai system, the break-up of the federal 

communist regime and its replacement wit h cornpetitive nationalist republican regimes, 

etc.) would not have been possible without the republican élites' ability to influence the 

media. While TV viewers in Serbia were presented with pictures of Kosovo Serbs being 

persecuted and thrown out of their homes, TV channels in the other republics were 

presenting the same events in a way that was sympathetic to Albanian cause, showing total 

disregard for the dificulties of Kosovo Serbs. In the end, as Bette Denich aptly observes, 

- -  - '' See Vesna Radivojevit, %psJca hampa na istoaimpskom ialasu," N d 4  borba @eo@l 14-15 Juni 
1997. On the newspaper hnt, the daily circulation of the state-influenceci daiiies Politlku and Veternje 
novosti are 10,000 aiid 180,000 copies respcchively. independent iabloids such as B k  (100,MlO) and 
Dnevni telegruf(B0,000) also enjoy a bigh daiiy circulation, whiie independent âaüies îiugeting a more 



"[Serbian] viewers who otherwise had never supported Communism or the Party, 

nevertheless identified with the [media] attack on the Serbian party on the part of the other 

republic leaders, while viewers in Croatia and Slovenia identified with their leaders as 

standing up against the threat embodied by the Serbian 

Thus, the main effect of the media manipulation in the former Yugoslavia was the 

funher incitement and polarization of the population, leading to the situation in which 

"[elach side consistently presented itself as victim, or potential victim, the Other as threat 

or potential threat, so that neither party responded to the Other directly, but only to its own 

projections of the ~ther."~'  It is this pattern of ethnic mobilization based on a sense of 

victimization and understanding of the other as a threat that remains the constant defining 

characteristic of the Serbian regime's media policy. 

What differentiates one penod from the other is the regime's choice of an enemy. 

In the middle of the 1980s, the enemies were the Serbian and Montenegrin party 

bureaucrats ("chair-wmers") that, according to the leaders of the "anti-bureaucratic 

revolution," were proving themselves incapable of defending Serbian interests in the 

former Yugoslav Federation. From 1987 to 1990, the enemies becarne neighbonng 

republics. in particular Slovenia and Croatia. During the war years 1990-1994, Bosnian 

educated md&p (Nafa borba, Dmas, Demokrutija) have daily circulation between 10,000 and 
25,000 sold copies. See Media in &r6ia, final Report, 52-59. 

59 Bette Denich. *U~naking Multi-ElhnMty in Yugoslavia: Metamorphosis Observecl,* The Anthmpiogy 
of East Europe Reviau: S'cid Issue: /Var =lnrong Yugosims 1 l.l&2 (Spring and Fall, 1993): 55. 
Ibid., 56. 



Muslims and Croats appeared on the hate list, together with the "global enemies" of the 

Serbian dream of having al! Serbs live in one state - the USA and ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ '  

Finally, throughout this period, the Serbian regimeys favorite target has been the 

enemy within, the "national traitor," the "head-in-theclouds pacifist," and so on. The sign 

of such "cosmopolitan, rootless" individuals is that they go about complaining about the 

consequences of the political regime's military and political failures. They are. therefore. 

represented as "foreign mercenaries," working for the "decadent West" in a "special war," 

which is "far more dangerous for the interests of the country that the military actions of its 

enernies?* 

The end of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina placed an interesthg extemal 

constraint on this strategy of the regime, since it has had to justifjt its acceptance of the 

Dayton peace agreement, which represented the defeat of the regime's great promises of a 

Greater Serbia. Still, even in this context, the regime succeeded in justifjhg both its 

previous war-rnongenng policies and its military defeats. It did so by propaganda attacks 

on two fronts - against those peace activists who had opposed the war from its very 

beginning, and against the radical nationalists. Such a policy allowed the state-run media 

See Ivan Tom, Sunovrat srpskog novincvsfva: 1987-1995 (Beograd, Medija Centar, 19%), 5-6. " The hnguage used by the state-conttaiied media is widely e.YaMined and documented by a number of 
reseatchers. See: Ivan Tom, Sunovraf mp*g novinwsîwa; SnjeZana MilivojeviC de Jovanka Matic, 
Ekranizacija izbora (Beograd: Vreme knjige, 1993); Borislav Dzuverovic, SreCko Mihailovic & 
Slobodan Vukovi6. Izborna upotreba medla (Beograd Institut dnistvenih muka, 1994); Govor nirfnje 
(Beograd: Centar za anthmu akciju, 1994); and Laar Lalie Tri Wgadine u MijÏ (Beograd: Neavisni 
sindikat Medija 1995). 



to present MiloSevic as the only real political choice in a country supposedly tom between 

the extremes of the incornpetent, democratic opposition and radical nationalists. 

The single moa important media outlet given the task of presenting MiloSevic as 

the man of the political center has been RTS. Such a choice is not only related to the fact 

that the aate television is the only media whose programs can be watched throughout 

~ e r b i a . ~ ~  It is also because RTS, in the words of the Serbian Minister of Information 

Milivoje Pavlovic, has ensured "that there is a valuable degree of spiritual unity among al1 

Serbs in a world in which neither justice nor tmth prevail, but are made to order, and 

poisoned by Serbophobia and other products of the creators of the new world ~rder."~'' 

Ln the name of "spiritual" unity among Serbs, as Jovanka Matic maintains, the 

opposition was constantly presented as "something bad, unnecessary, won& disabling, 

foreign, and hostile." In other words. by relying on a friend-enemy matrix of 

representation, RTS placed the opposition on the far end of the political spectrum - a 

position fiom which it only wants to "undermine, stir up, incite, accuse, and falsely present 

Serbia to the world in the most untrutffil way, in the interests of foreign powers and 

against the interests of its own people.'"5 

" The circulation of dailies carcyîng political mus in S e d h  arnounts to haif a million copies a &y. wlule 
the news propans of îhe me-controlied TV network are watched by about 3.5 million people a day. 
See Jovanka MatiC, "The Role of the Media: Media Portraits of Govemment and Opposition," m 
EIections to the Federal andRepublican Parlianients o/YugosImia (&dia and Montenegm) 1990-1996, 
eâ Vladimir Goati (Sigma: Berlin, 1998), 109. 

64 Quoted in Thompson, "Forward" by William Shawmss, p. ix 
" Jovanka Matic, %stem;itska saîanizacija neistomiSIjenika," KaSn Boroa I&ograd] 1 1 lanuaq 1997: iI- 

[II, tn 1998, however, the siaie-controMed media adopied anoiher strategy against the opposition 
Throughout that year, Polifika, Borba a d  the state-controlled TV chm& %formedn the public in such 



The most important charactenstic of this either/or representational logic is its 

flexibility in terms of its easily replacing one type of target with another. What always 

remains the same is the language of accusation, based on a dichotomous differentiation 

between what is "not acceptable" and what is "ours." Accordingly, in the post-Dayton era, 

from 1995 onward, RTS commentators simply turned their ire on nationalism instead of 

anti-westemisrn. focussing on new targets that happened to be among their former favorites 

- the Bosnian Serbs' leaders Radovan Karadiic and Ratko Mladic, and the leader of the 

Serbian radicals, Vojislav Se~elj (the latter one only until 1997, when, &er the elections, 

he re-emerged on the Serbian political stage as the Deputy Prime Minister of Serbia). Of 

course in late 1998, with the intemationalization of the Kosovo question, the West once 

more emerged as the principal enemy of the Serbian "people" and the state. 

A fbnher reason for the hl1 success of the regirne's posi-Dayton policy (in terms of 

maintaining its control over society) can be found in the conhion in the opposition and 

independent media as to how to respond to the role of MiloSevic as a peace-broker. The 

case of the NTV Studio B, the only independent local TV station in Serbia in the period 

from 1991 to Febniary 1995, points to some of the obstacles that independent media in 

Serbia have to overcome in order to achieve a full professional status. Being caught 

between the domination of state-controlled media and the constant economic pressures for 

a way that the opposition was rardy, if ever, mentioned. in orher wotds, they completely ignored 
anything that had not been previoudy sanctioned by the mte and the ruhg coalition, creating the 
impression that other politicai voices in the country were either too weak or openly non-patnotic and 
therefore did not deseme to be covered by the media, See Od- purtue: SIika plititkog fivata u 
dizuvnim medijima mwt-oktobar 1998 ( C e n ~ z a  dobodne izbore i demokratiju: Beograâ, 1998), 7-8. 



survival, at a time when state-run TV had given up on Karadiic, Mladit et al., NTV Studio 

B embraced the officia1 eithedor rnatrix of representation, but with RTS's targets inverted. 

Thus, throughout 1994 NTV Studio B was constantly shifting fiom an independent, 

professionally run TV station to an opposition station, where Seilelj and his ilk continued 

their pro-war speeches. Finally, in February 1995. after two years of economic and 

management crisis in NTS Studio B. the Belgrade Assembly proclaimed this TV station to 

be the property of the city, which prornptly ended its independence!" 

Given the extent to which the state monopolizes the content of media, and, at the 

same time, marginalizes the voices of the independent media, cm we really talk about the 

existence of "the media" in new Yugoslavia? Miroîjub Radojkovic maintains that the 

media exists only if different media currents (in terms of media content) are interdependent 

and interrelated through the strong integrative communicative network. Accordingly, for 

the media to exist, political choices in society have to be based on the equal access of 

various actors in society to the same media outlets. However, in Serbia there exist two 

The case of the state's taking control of NTV Studio B. the only independent TV siation in Yugmlavia, is 
researched by Zoran M.. Markovik, "Uspon i Studija B," Republika t -15 September 1996, 15-22; aiid 
Iovanka Md& "Odgovor na monopol dtzavne TV," Nasa borba [Beogracl] 24. Febnÿiry 19%. For a 
bief perïod in 1997, the NTV Stuâio B operated as an dependent TV station again. This was due to the 
fact ih;it the joint opposiiion Zcijeho (Togerhcr) won the Belgrade ciîy eiections in November 1996. 
However, in September 1997, everything ~turned to "normal." Mer the spüt in ihe Zojedno coalition, 
Zoran 9Wt, Belgrade's 6rst independent rnayor and the leader of the Demmtic Party,  vas forced to 
resign, Control of Mgrade passed to a newly cmted "informal" coalition of Serbïan socialists, cadicals 
and the members of the Serbian Renewal Movement, The coalition's fm decision was to replace Lila 
RadanjiC as editor in du'ef of NTV Stuâio B with Dragan Kojadùiovic, a pmcegüne journaiist 



parallel media currents with their respective media outlets - the media controlled by an all- 

powefil-state on one side, and a much weaker independent media on the othec6' 

One of the most negative consequences of the lack of an integrated media in Serbia 

is the absence of social consensus over basic social and political values in society. Ln the 

conditions of constant crisis in the Serbian state and society, the independent media is quite 

often not only the target of the political regime but also of the opposition trying to influence 

it with its own visions of political correctne~s.~~ This fixation on the power of the media 

undermines genuine social transformation and popular participation. Political actors 

remain obsessed with influencing and controlling society, using different media channels to 

disseminate messages that have already been pre-detined as "public issues" by the regime 

and the opposition, but without any active participation of the public. The final 

consequence of this instnimentalization of the media is the successfùl mimicking of its 

roles, leading to the &II passivization of the Serbian public. 

To put it differently, media policy represents one of the crucial instruments in 

allowing the Serbian socialists to remain in power despite the catastrophic results of 

MiloSevic's rule in the 1990s. One can expect, however, that once the public tires of the 

- 

" Mimljub Radojkovif, "Mogubost konstituisany demokratskog javnog numja u Srbiji," in Potimuro 
civilno dmsîvo, ecL Vukasui Pavlovie (Ba& ECO mm, 1999,396-397. " The ùdepadent press aies to avoid kiog co~pied by the opposition parties. However, sometimes this 
leads to confision about the role of the independent media and its professjonai stand;uds. in her analysis 
of the independent press during November 19% electjons, Olivija Rusovac m e  to the conctusiin that 
the independent dailies anâ weekly pend& failed to present the etections in an analyticai wy. 
Mead, Bk. Dnevni telegrci$ LVIN and other Mependent papers pfe~ented polilical contenders according 
10 the principle "they are al1 the same", while the most mitant political question of the elections - who 
is for and who is against the politics of transition in h e  country - was not even addressed. See 
"Nezavisni mediji pred kbre," Republika No. 1 SMS$ (Beogr#l, 1-3 1 December, 1996): 17- 18. 



simulated reality of the Serbian state-controlled media and focuses exclusively on the facts 

of economic hardship, political uncertainties and international isolation, the regime will 

lose one of the most important mechanisms at its disposal for justieing its power position. 

Even then, however, the social and cultural context that has been established is likely to 

perpetuate the predominance of authontarian political attitudes over marginalized 

democratic ones. If that is ultimatety the case, the single most important question will not 

be whether, and if so how, MiloSevic's political regime falls, but whether the dernocratic 

opposition will be strong enough to hinder the emergence of yet another nationalist and 

ethnocentnc regime? In the context of media policy, the question is whether the media 

matrixes inherited from the previous communist system and firther developed throughout 

the 1990s will disintegrate with the fa11 of MiloSevic or remain as a powerful means of 

justifj4ng yet another authontarian identity narrative. 

In conclusion, the ultimate purpose of the state-controlled media is to justify 

MiloSevic's constitutionally sponsored politics of authontarian rule and the creation of an 

ethnically homogenous Serbian nation-state, in which more than 85% of population will be 

ethnic Serbs. Can we envision another scenario in Serbia that would favor nation-building 

of a different kind than that currently prevailiag in the region - one that tries to 

accommodate minority nationalisms, not to combat them? Given the political record 

during MiloSeviC's nile, one cannot expect any such change from the current political 

regime. The main Serbian opposition parties might provide an alternative to Milo3evic7s 

68 The m o n  is no( acdanic one Throughout îhc 1990% the second largest par@ in the country has been 



ethnic politics. But how radically does their vision of Serbia differ fkom the one being 

sponsored by the Serbian post-communists and extreme nationalists? In the following 

section, 1 tum to this question. 

Serbia's Party System: Exaltation of Ethnicity 

The terms radical, liberal, moderate, conservative and reactionary are very often 

used in political science to present a more nuanced understanding of the lefi-right spectrum 

in the political discourse of modem, consolidated democracies. The attitudes of the various 

parties are assessed according to their po 

the need for political change. Those 

dissatisfied with the status quo, but for 

itical values and the urgency with which they see 

farthest to the lefl or the nght are extremely 

different reasons. Radical left parties advocate 

revolutionary changes and perceive private prOpeRy and the untrammeled operation of free 

markets to be at the root of al1 social evils. The reactionary right, on the other side, wants 

to tum back the wheels of history and restore the institutions of previous eras. 

Liberais and mnservatives share the center of the political spectrum. Liberais 

represent its left wing, while conservatives are more on the right. They are united in their 

consensual understanding that modem societies are based on the principles of a fiee market 

ecowmy, private property and notions of human equality and rights. However, 

contemporary liberals desire to improve social conditions through social experimentation 

and active involvement of the govement. Contemporary conservatives, on the other side, 

doubt the etticacy of perpetual social experimentation as a solution to al1 problems. 

- - 

the S d i a n  Radical pany. headed by the -me natioaalist Vojisiav Se~elj. 



Moreover, while liberals emphasize the role of individuals, conservatives are more 

concerned with the cornmunitarian aspects of our identities." 

What heuristic value, if any, has such a lefi-right classification of political attitudes 

in the case of Serbia's political expenences in the 1990s? The political spectrum in pon- 

communist states has crystallized around issues posed by the collapse of communism: 

communism vs. anti-comrnunism, neo-liberalism vs. social refonn policies, state vs. 

market. and nationalism vs. cosmopolitanism.7' Depending on their attitudes towards these 

polarized options. parties in former communist states can be divided into the post- 

communist left, center and right. For the right, "the Promised Land is in the past - the 

pre-communist period of authoritarian rule. which they somehow depict as the golden years 

of democracy. The post-communist left emphasizes its role as the protector of working 

class against the newly discovered vices of neo-li beralism. Finally, parties of the political 

center favor liberal and democratic phraseology in their discourse. While they preach the 

need for radical economic and political reforms, they also try to present themseives as 

protectors of those hardest hit by transition policies. 

Post-communist parties generall y followed the patterns established in the 

consolidated democracies. In the case of Serbia, the lefi-right speanim comprises six 

major parties. Slobodan MiloSevic's Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS) and its "iwin sister" 

Party headed by President's wife Mi @ana Markovic, the Yugoslav United Left (YUL), are 

'O On the lefbright specûum, see Leon P. Baradat, Polifical Ideologies. Sixfh Editian (New Jersey: Preniice 
Hall, 1997), 12-43. 



the parties of the left. Vojislav Se~elj's Serbian Radical Party (SRP) is on the far right. 

Vuk DraSkovic's Serbian Renewal Movement (SRM) is somewhere between the center and 

the far right. Finally, Zoran Dindic's Democratic Party @P) shares Serbia's political 

center with Vojislav Koitunica's Democratic Party of Serbia (DPS), Dindic's party being 

more liberal, and Kohnica's more conservat i~ .~  

Such a classification seems to be supported by analysis of party programs. The 

Socidist Party defines itself as the party of the "modem le&." primarily concemed with the 

interests of al1 working people in Serbia. Its role is to protect workers' interests in times of 

economic cnsis and social uncertainty. At the same time, it calls for a more equitable 

society based on the values of various indirect, but even more, direct forms of democracy, 

social justice and positive freedoms. The party does not deny the role of private property 

and a free market economy in a modem society; still, its program is primarily directed 

towards justifiing a very active role for the state and social property in order to protect 

workers' interests? 

Parties of the right emphasize "old" democratic traditions of the Serbian people. 

These are programmatic visions fiil1 of historie reminiscences of the glonous and heroic 

'l See Mira BogdanoviC, "Levia u Evmpi: smîsao i penpdaive s oswtom na Srbiju." NSP.bI 1 (ûeograd. 
1 998): 13-14. 
Of coune. depnding of ihe cnteria used, dflerent parties might k assigned io the leR or the right. For 
e.wple. Aleksandar Molnar emphasizes peny attitudes towards ihc past as the crucial criterion for 
Serbk bat is the extent to which Serbian parties would like to m m  to the "good old days of 
communism" From such a perspeaive. the YUL and the Social& paity emerge as the parties of the 
ri@, for ihey wani to cestore many elanenis o f  ihc previously casting communist system (the mle of the 
state, direct f o m  of demmcy, soulied social pmperty, etc.). See "Istorija pojmova i spdu SluCaj," 
NSPM, No. 1 ((199 8): 73-78, 
See Omove pmgrunta SPS (1992). 



past of the Serbian nation and the state. Their main political aim is the creation of a strong 

state as the only "guarantor of democratic Serbia" (SRM), or of a Greater Serbia 

incorporating paris of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Macedonia (SRP). Despite 

their openly nationalist phraseoiogy, both parties simultaneously espouse the principles of 

liberal democracy and a free market e ~ o n o r n ~ . ~ ~  

Parties of the center use the contemporary political discourse of human equaiity and 

rights to present their view of democratic and modem Serbia; a view based on the 

priaciples of a free market economy, pnvate property, social protection and parliamentary 

institutions. The solutions to questions of national minority rights in Serbia are seen in the 

full democratization of society and the application of the "highest international standards" 

(a much-beloved phrase in Serbian party programs) in protecting the rights and freedoms of 

Serbian national minoritie~.'~ 

This analysis of pany political programs supports a fairiy straightforward 

positioning of the parties along the lefi-right continuum. However, such a differentiation of 

the Serbian parties is of rather dubious heunktic value. Slobodan SarnardVc maintains that 

terms such as "the left" and "the right" are devoid of meaning within a Serbian context. 

They work at the level of simulacra, as surrogates, and their only purpose is to legitimize a 

so-called multiparty system that can be best described as "the system of cynical 

' See Prugram SPO (1994); and Pmgrwi SRS (l997). 
75 See Politieki program DS ( 1  990); and Politidki progrm~ LXSS ( 1992). 



pluralism."76 In similar vein, Vladimir Goati, a leading Serbian political analyst, argues 

that Serbia's multiparty system represents a classic case of a system of "polarized 

pluralism," and that the SPS's intolerance of the opposition parties had "profound negative 

effects on political life" in the country. Not being a part of the constitution making 

processes in 1990 and 1992, the opposition parties never fully accepted the constitutional 

order then esiablished. Instead. a situation of a "deep cleavage between the government 

and the opposition" had been created. The situation was further complicated by the 

existence of "extreme anirnosities" not only between the opposition and the ruling 

Socialists, but also among the opposition parties.77 

Hence, the Serbian polarized multiparty system, as Goati assens, is defined by the 

existence of three political blocks: the regirne parties (SPS, YüL), a cooperative (loyal) 

opposition (the Radical Party throughout most of the 1990s and some other smaller parties 

such as New Democracy) and a non-cooperative, fra*ured anti-systemic opposition (DP, 

DPS, SRM - the laa one only till 1997, when it turned into a loyal party, etc.). There is 

also a Fourth block that consists of the Kosovar Albanian parties. These are openly 

secessionist parties, for they do not recognize the Serbian state and they have never co- 

operated with any other party fiom ~erbia.'~ 

76 Slobodan Smard2ic, "Levica i desnia ka0 po litiüci sumgati) NSPM Vol S. 1 (Bcograd, 1998): 82-83. 
n Vladimir Goati, "Introduction," in Elections to fhe Federal and Republican PurIiaments, 27. '' The question of Serbii's policies vis-&vis ito own miional mimrities will k explored in the followùig 

chapter. Here it su&ces to siy that Albanian parties never considemi themseives a part of the Serbian 
politifal system and the state. Paradoxid@. nrh an opedy seceSgo~st aud hiis been fully supporteci 
by the major Serbian opposition parties tht  have ûied to engage in dialogue with the leading Kosova 
ARanian represenmtives only when "pRssed" by the international comunity (the USA). In that regani, 



At the hem of this system of "cynical pluralism" is an "illogical" coalition between 

disparate allies, the radical left Socialists and the extreme right Radicals. This Ieit-rigbt 

(nd-black) coalition advocates the status quo and it has against itself a i'ractured 

opposition representing a rather weak political center. To understand why and how it was 

possible and almost inevitable for the radical left to unite with the extreme right, we have 

first to understand that Serbian national unification has had an ovemding priority on 

Serbia's list of post-communist challenges. The issues of economic reform, political 

transformation and democracy, even though extremely important at the level of rhetoric in 

the process of mimicking transformation policies, have to date not had a decisive influence 

on the Serbian political agenda or the electorate. The unifying thread that runs through al1 

Serbia's major parties is the question of nationalism, and specifically the question of the 

state's territorial boundaried9 

Here it will be usefùl to take a closer look at the major Serbian parties' national 

policies. For the same arnbiguity which the Serbian Constitution displays in its 

the situation is different witb the Vojvodinian Hungarians and Bosiiaks fiom Ra& (Sandhk). The 
repnxentatives of these communities do recognize Serbia, but want theu culturai righis to be recognized 
and bette? pmtected 
These developments in Serbia support Chus Offe's hypothesis that the consolidation of poa-socidin 
pluml societies is accomplished oniy when the main politid actors in the system stop appealuig to 
"sacred causes" or "higher reasons." Until this stage is mched, cultural clcavages (bsed upon ethnicity, 
language and/or religion) and political conflias over the cti;uacter of the politid system (dernomtic vs. 
authontarian nile) will prevail over socio-economic cleavages. Moreover, "the legacy of strong 
ideological contlia (politid loyaliies to the "old" regime vs. the support for the demmu'c reformsl, as 
well as the ptesenœ of the strong ethnic and nationalisi commitments and hosrilities, fenders il 
p;uticulariy ditflcult to agree on d e s  that become, once adopte& effléctively binding io a& or to institute 
well-protecteâ and demarateâ sphems of autonomous action wiihin civü society." From chis 
perspective, Serbia can hardly be descn'bed as a Society in transition. See Jon Elster, Chus Offec, UIrich 
K. Reuss, "Consolidation and CIeavages of Ideology iind Idenrity," Instiiutional Design in Post- 
communist Societies, 220,252. 



simultaneous adoption of democratic and ethnic principles is also at the root of the Serbian 

opposition's failure to take a principled stand against MiIoSevic's political regime. It is no 

coincidence t hat the Socialist party program repeats the constitutional solutions to the 

national minority question in Serbia. On one side, it professes to be a party of al1 citizens 

of Serbia, no matter their national or religious identity. On the other, however, national 

minorities are granted al1 intemationally recognized cultural rights but not the right to 

political autonomy. Given the almon absolute predominance of ethnic Albanians in 

Kosovo, it is hard to imagine that any Albanian would have an interest in supporting a 

party that denies the Albanian minority the right to political and territorial autonomy. 

Moreover, the Socialist program advocates a centralized Serbia, a concept that is 

hardly suitable for the regions in which an ovenvhelming majority of the Serbian national 

minonties live - Vojvodina, Kosovo and Metohija and SandZak. In other words, the 

Socialist program denies the fundamental reality of Serbia's ethnic and cultural diversity. 

But at the same time, the Socialist party's official stand is that the international community 

(that is, the USA) has disregarâed principles of international law in denying Serbs living 

outside Serbia the right to unite with the "m~therland."~~ Hence, the idea of al1 Serbs living 

in one (extended) Serbian state - the idea many believe to be the principal cause of 

Yugoslavia's disintegration - although not explicitly mentioned in the program, is still pan 

and parce1 of the normative Socialist agenda. 



If the Socialists are discreet about their greater Serbianisrn, this cannot be said for 

Serbian Radicals. Not only is their officia1 newspaper called Greufer Serbia, but their 

program openly calls for the unification of the Serbian lands in Bosnia and Hetzegovina 

and Croatia with Montenegro and Serbia. This enlarged Serbia would have a unicameral 

parliament and be much more centralized than at present. Macedonians are free to join; in 

which case the new state would be organized as a federation of two republics of ethnically 

very close peoples. Othenvise, Greater Serbia would be organized according to the 

classical democratic principle of "one person-one vote," which in a multination Serbia is a 

recipe for fomenting animosities between the Serbs and Serbia's numerous national 

minorities. 

Not surprisingly, the progra.cn of the Serbian Radicals (adopted in 1994) does not 

contain any reference to special rights for national minorities. Still, the program insists that 

national minorities will be granted dl the intemationaily recognized rights to language, 

culture and education. Even so, it strikes an ominous note when its authors recail that in 

the communist Yugoslavia it was the minorities that were privileged, not the Serbs. They 

also leave it up to the pnvate initiative of national minorities to finance their schools, 

universities and information agencies independently of the state. Thus, under the disguise 

of the pnnciple of state neutrality, the program essentially promotes an assimilationist 

po~icy.8 ' 

'' Pmgmm SRS. 2,6,2 1. In ta*, Artide 13 of the program caüs for open hatreâ aga& Albanianr for iii 
cdls for hying off the Kosovar Albanians who do not have a Ml citizenship status in Yugoslavia, laking 



From the normative perspective, the regime's fragile legitimacy is based on the 

ideology of ethnic nationalism (monoethnicity), supponed by both the Constitution and the 

Serbian socialist and radical party prograrns. In these circumstances, it would appear 

politically prudent for the opposition parties to counter the lefi-right govemmental coalition 

by pinpointing the failures of the "red-black coalition's openly nationalist policies. But 

despite the catastrophic results of MiloSevic7s and Se~elj's extreme nationalist positions, 

opposition leaders have never seriously challenged them, nor paused to consider their own 

responsibility in sparking Serbian nationalism. Quite the contrary, they have often tried to 

outbid MiloSevic and Se~elj at their own nationaikt game. Thus despite the liberal and 

democratic rhetoric of the Serbian dernocrats' party prograrns, their simultaneous 

unabashed support of an ethnic Serbian political community made them indistinguishable 

in one vety important respect corn the prograrns of their principal opponents. 

The program of the Serbian Renewal Movement, a leading opposition party in the 

1990s, is certainly paradigrnatic in this regard. Serbia is imagined as a strong, democratic 

state that can act as a guarantor of the Serbian people, no matter where they Iive. 

Moreover, the programmatic ideal of the party is democratization and a peacetùl 

integration of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro and Vardar Macedonia into 

one country. However, while the Christian Orthodox population in Macedonia is 

recognized as a separate national group (Macedonians), the Bosnian Modems (Bosniaks) 

are seen as people of the same "national fountain" as the Serbs. A hrther problem arises 

away passports h m  those Albanians who have been engaged in separatist aciivities abmâ, supporthg a 



from the party's explicit identification of the Serbian people with the Christian Orthodox 

religion of St. Sava, a historical figure perceived by the Church as the spiritual father of the 

Serbian nation. This makes it hard to envisage that anyone of a different ethnic origin, who 

would nonnally not share St. Sava religious tradition, joining the party. Thus the SRM, 

like the other major parties, fully supports an ethnic concept of a Serbian state, where 

national minonties with their different cultures, Ianguages and traditions can hardly be 

accepted on qua1 terms with the Serbs. Moreover, while its program emphasizes the need 

for national reconciliation among the Serbs, there is no mention of the need for 

reconciliation between the Serbs and other ethnic groups living in and outside of ~erbia .*~ 

A similar ethnic understanding of Serbia pervades the program of the leading 

liberal party in the country - the Democratic Party. This program is written in a clear and 

modern language and it sees the solution for the crisis in Serbia in simultaneous prmesses 

of decentralization, regionalization and democratization. Yet, when it addresses the 

national question in Serbia, the program suddenly resembles that of the Serbian Socialists 

and Radicals. The emphasis is placed on the right of the Serbian nation to sel' 

detemination and unification - yet another way of advocating that all Serbs should live in 

one (enlarged) state. The program also recognizes that current international conditions 

might work against the Serbian unification. So until the international situation changes, the 

program explicitly envisions political and cultural policies directed towards protecting al1 

Serbs living outside the Serbian motherland. 

program of mass Sehian colonhtion of Kosovo, etc. 



In accordance with its narne, the Democratic Party program grants national 

minorities hl1 rights to their language and culture. However, minonty rights are closely 

tied to the concept of individual nghts, while the party openly denies territorial rights to 

minonties." To put it differently, the party defends a classic liberal stand that the question 

of minority protection is not a territorial question. lnstead it should be treated as the 

question of fully extending the political principle of equality to dl members of Serbian 

society, irrespective of their ethnicity, religion, language, etc. But, this means that Serbian 

democrats reduced the question of the territorial status of Kosovo and Metohija to the 

question of the Serbian state's intemal organization. It would seem that Kosovar Albanians 

would not have any Say in the province's aatus, and that somehow they would be ready to 

accept this in exchange for a full political equality in the country. A suggestion that seems 

highly dubious, even in the context of a fùlly democratized Serbia, let alone a post-socialist 

one. Hence, in a somewhat paradoxical fashion, the program of the Democratic Party in 

the country seems to be praaically identical to that of MiloSevicls Socialists and Se~elj's 

Radicals. Thus, it can be better understood as a part of the problem rather than a solution 

to Serbia's national drarna. 

Why have major opposition leaders accepted and even nurtured an ethnic 

understanding of democracy? At an absuact level of analysis, Laslo Vegel provides a 

plausible explanation for the opposition's choice of a majontaeian (one person-one vote) 



model of dernocracy based on a centralized. homogenous Serbian nation-state. In his view, 

most Serbian liberals are former ManOsts who have never emancipated themselves from 

the ideas they imbibed in their youth about the primacy of collectivist aspects of our 

identities over individual ones. Ultimately, their rejection of Maocist formulae afler 1989 

only led them to abandon one form of collectivist consciousness based on class for another 

based on ethnicity. Accordingly, despite Serbia's multiethnic and multicultural diversity, 

the "new-bom" Serbian liberals have leapt back into the Serbian past to embrace those 

elements of the nineteenth-century political tradition that were in favor of a homogenous, 

centrally organized nation- tat te.'^ 

By exaiting centralism over any other element of their supposedly democratic 

programs, the Serbian likrals have rejected the right to otherness, despite the abstraa 

universalist and supposedly civil values they rediscovered in nineteenth-century model of 

govemment. Or, in Vegel's words: 

In that respect, new-bom liberals (who in most cases happen to be former neo- 
Manlists) and those in power utilize a surpnsingly identical language: both clah 
that at the heart of their concern is the citizen, regardless of ethnic identity. So, 
while the regime continues to oppress political and national minorities in the 
country, marginalized liberal groups, in the name of a critique of "ethnocentrism," 
advocate a politics of monolinguism in the multination community. This has given 
birth to a peailiar Centm~r-like liberal citizen [in contemporary Serbia] who 

" PolitEki program AS, 8, 10. In 1997, however, the Democrats softened k i r  nand on the national 
question. Since then, their ptimary concern has been the demmtization of Serbia ând the protection of 
cultural and political rights of the Serbian nationai minorities in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. " Laslo VegeL "seaieset osma - hronika," NSPM Vol 5.1 (Beograd, 1998): 33. Vegel's analysis is 
completely in accord with the elaboration of liberal nationalism, as presented in Chapter One, the section 
on liberai nationdism. Also, see Chapter Two of the dissertation for a more elabrate atialysis of the 
nineteenth- and twentieth-cmwy prognms of Scrbian unification. 



bclieves t h  rverybody in society shoirld qeak  only one langt~age (italics b y 
D.G.).~' 

Moreover, continues Vegel, stressing abstract individual nghts and fieedoms 

without also trying to Iimit the privileges of the majority groups in society can only be 

equated with the politics of oppression of minotities. This lesson seems constantly to 

escape the Serbian liberal opposition. In their stmggle against the regime, they keep 

finding themselves entrapped in a paradox they themselves helped to create. On one side, 

they keep criticizing the political regime, but on the other, they never try to challenge the 

centralist foundations of MiloSevic's nile, for the very reason that this centralism is also 

at the root of their own programs. Accordingly, the Serbian liberal opposition ends up in 

mistaking the disease for the cure. Vegel's conclusion is that, within the context of 

Serbian ethnie divenity, those in favor of centralism (and, one might add, the 

unification of ail Serbs in one state) cannot be identilied as genuine liberals. In the final 

analysis, the "centralist opposition" has simply enriched, rather than challenged, the 

theore!tical foundations of autocratic rule in ~erbia? 

At a more empirical levei, however, the tragedy of the Serbian opposition is closely 

tied to an unfonunate chronology of events in the late 1980s. More specifically, this refers 

to the fùll-blown success of the first stage of the "anti-bureaucratie revolution" that allowed 

M5 Ibid., 34. 
" Ibid., 3742. Vegd is hilly a m  of the broder Eastern and Centrai European context of the Sehian 

e-xample, and his conclusions can be applied m t u t ~ s  mutandis to orher proponents of s a d l e d  
"centtalizeb li'beralism" throughout the region. On the historiai mots of this **cencnlized liberaîîsmw, see 
a classic sndy by a great Hun&ari;ui political scienikit, istvan Bib "nie Distress of the East European 
Small States," Lkmocrclcy, Revolution, Seij4ktermination, ed. Kruoly Nagy (East Eumpm 
Monographs, No. CCCXV[I) (New Yok Columbia University hess, 1991), 13-89. 



MiloSevic to emerge as the undisputed leader of the Serbian "nation" two years before the 

fd of the Berlin Wall in 1989. In the purgatocy of the "anti-bureaucratie revolution," the 

old Serbian communist party managed to emerge completely unscathed fiom the events 

that toppled other communist regimes throughout Eastern Europe. In the process of the 

revolutionary events in Eastern Europe, the rejuvenated Serbian communists-turned 

socialists successfùlly traded their old communist slogans br the rhetoric of nationalism 

and social justice. Nevenheless, at the sarne time, as Latinka Perovic observes, they kept 

intact a "complete ruling structure: party, state, police. media, and judiciary." What 

emerged was a "symbiosis of Staiinist socialism with Serbianism [the ideology of a Greater 

~erbia]."" 

Another astute observer of the Serbian politics, Dubravka Stojanovic, makes a 

similar point when arguing that in the early 1990s Serbia's post-cotnmunist socialists came 

into the unique position of being both the govemment in control of Serbia's affairs and the 

"national opposition" to the comrnunist parties of other former Yugoslav republics.8' Thus, 

playing the tmmp card of nationalism and assuming the role of a great protector of the 

Serbian people outside Serbia, MiloSevîc successfully implernenied Menrorund~rn 's main 

ideas, leaving his main political opponents without a competing program. 

Viewed in this perspective, the socialist victory in the first multiparty elections in 

Serbia in December 1990 came as a surprise only for members of opposition parties who 



had expected a snowball effect in Serbia from the collapse of fonner communist regimes in 

the rea of Eastern Europe. Instead, thanks to the genuine public support at the time for 

MiloSevic's policies of uniehg the Serbian provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina with 

Serbia, and a carefiily designed electoral law, the Sociaiists managed to win 48% of the 

total votes cast, entitling them to 77.6% of seats in Parliament. A leading opposition party, 

the SRM, gained only 7.6% of the seats in Parliament with 15.8% of the total vote. Thus 

was the tint "democratic" Serbian parliament dominated by 194 Socialists, against 56 from 

al1 the other parties who between them had won 52% of the vote (see Table 6)?' 

Given the huge discrepancy between parties' shares of the vote and the number of 

seats won in the parliament, opposition parties headed by DraSkovic's S R M  demanded 

radical changes in electoral procedures and removal of state control over the media. The 

peak of their discontent was reached at huge mass rallies in Belgrade (March 9, 199 1)  t hat 

forced Miloievic for the first time (but not the last) to send military and police troops 

against the protestors. This was a clear sign that the era of the "happening of the people" 

was over and that the newly legitimized elected government would not dlow such "unruly" 

behavior. 

At the time, however, Serbia was still part of the former Yugoslavia. In an 

extremely tense situation in the country, and facing the tirst crisis of his rule in Serbia, 

MiloSeviC opted to strengthen his position vis-à-vis his Yugoslav counterparts and the 

Dubmvka Stojanovi6, 'Traumatiihii h g  srpske opozidje," SrpPa strano rata. ed. Ncbojh Popov 
(Beograd: Repiblika, 1996), 502. 
For a detaiied presentation of Sabian deaion results in tbe i990s, se AppendL~ 2. 



Serbian opposition by adopting a war-mongering approach. At a series of meetings at the 

federal level about the friture of the former Yugoslavia in March and April of 1991, 

MiloSevic took an "uncompromising" stand: the rest of Yugoslavia could either accept the 

Serbian proposal for a "strong, centralized federation," or there would be no Y ugoslavia. 

In the latter case, however, newly independent states would have to be carved out 

according to the ethnic principle (which implied that parts of Bosnia and Croatia would 

have to be integrated into Serbia). 

Not surpnsingly, such an inflexible stand was matched be an equally obstinate 

response from the representatives of other republics that defended the pnnciple of the 

confederalization of Yugoslavia within existing republican  border^.^' This period is also 

remembered for the first armed clashes between the ethnic Serbs and the Croatian police, 

which effectively ended the process of homogenization of the political scene in the former 

Yugoslavia dong ethnic lines. Under such conditions, the Serbian opposition shifted its 

own rhetoric from criticizing the non-dernomatic character of the Serbian govemment 

towards defending Serbian national interests. This only helped MiloSevic regain his 

position as the undisputed leader of the Serbian people, which had been shaken by the 

March demonstrations in Belgrade. 

In earty 1992, the international community had already recognized Siovenia, 

Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina as independent states within their former republican 

On various republican appaches towpds the Yugosiav aisis, see Al- M o W s  excellent book 
Osnovna prava Eoveko t rmpd Jugos~m~2 (Beogcad: Visio Mundi, 1994); and De@ Guzina, T ~ E  



borders. Under such conditions, Serbia and Montenegro opted for the creation of the 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia as the only "legitimate" heir to the former Yugoslavia. 

The main opposition parties in Serbia and Montenegro were never given a chance to 

participate in the "public" constitutional talks on the identity and institutional set-up of a 

third Yugoslavia. Hence, they boycotted the first federal elections in May 3 1, 1992. 

According to official figures, more than 43% of Serbian and Montenegrin citizens 

abstained, while 10% of the ballot papers were invalid. Nevertheless, in Serbia, 

MiloSeviBs Socialist party won the elections with the 43% of the votes cast, followed by 

the ultra-nationalist party of Vojislav Se~eÿ, which gained 30% of the vote.g1 

Under pressure from a dissatisfied opposition and k i n g  increasing international 

isolation, the regime could hardly daim much of a mandate. M e r  dl, less than half the 

electorate had caa a valid vote, and of these, more than half were cast against the 

govemment. MiloSevic found an ingenious way out of this new crisis by appointing, on 

June 15, 1992, a founding father of contemporary Serbian nationdism. Dobrica cosic, as 

the first president of the new Yugoslavia. He also installed Milan Panic, an American 

businessman of Serbian origin, as federal Pnme Minister. Unexpectedly however, Panic, 

"spoileâ" by his Amencan upbringing, started openly advocating pro-democratic policies: 

working with the international community to stop civil wars in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Desauclion of Yugodavia,'' 'Ilre Canuâïun Review /or the Sril@ of Nationufities (Wi~~îer, 2000): 
forthcoming. 

9L See Madinir Goati, Stabifizac~a kmokratye di powatak moninnu, 81-82. It is important to note that 
the subsequent fedexai elstiom in the new Yugosavia essentially repeated îhe republicm electi~ns~ 
hrgely becaus. apart fiom SeSelj's Radical$ no federai par& had a signifiant presence hughout 
Serbia and Monlenegro. 



and Croatia; creating a multiethnic society in Yugoslavia; democratic transition; and 

freedom of the media. The federal govemment also promised new federal elections to be 

held simuitaneously with the republican ones in December 1 9 9 2 . ~ ~  

Both elections once again proved disappointing for parties of the democratic block, 

this time united in the Democratic Movernent of Serbia (DEPOS), headed by the SRM. 

The real winners were the Socialists and the Serbian radical nationalists. Together they 

won 51.4% of the vote at the republican elections, which transiated into 70% of 

parliamentary seats. DEPOS and the Democratic party (which was not officially part of 

DEPOS), only managed jointly to attraa slightly more than 20% of vote, giving them only 

23% of parliamentary seats (see Appendix 2, Table 7). The proportions were very similar 

in the federal elections. Thus, instead of democratizing the state, the 1992 elections helped 

the Sociaiists legitimize their regime. 

Since on this occasion the Socialists did not have an absolute majority in the 

Republican parliament on their own, they entered into a tacit coalition with the Radicals. 

At the federal level, the first victim of this coalition was Prime Minister Panic. His pro- 

democratic govenunent was toppled at the initiative of the Radical members of the Federal 

Parliament on December 29, 1992. On March 3 1, 1993 Dobrica ~ o s i c  was also forced to 

resign. By his support for Panic's openly democratic policies, he had proved to be too soft 



- in fact, an armchair nationalist, whom Milodevic could no longer suppon. The initiative 

for his replacement again came corn the Radicals, but the Socialists orchestrated it.93 

Analysis of opposition initiatives over this period reveals additional reasons for its 

defeat at the 1992 elections, reasons still present on the Serbian political scene. When war 

began in Bosnia and Herzegovina on April 7, 1992, the opposition parties were forced to 

take a clear stand on the broadening of the war in the former Yugoslavia. An intriguinp 

metamorphosis occurred in the SRM. Vuk DraSkovic, previously portrayed by the state- 

controlled media as the principal extreme nationalist in the country, turned out not to be 

such a radical nationalist after d l .  Instead, he became one of the rare Serbian politicians 

publicly to denounce the horron of the war in Croatia, particularly the razing of Vukovar. 

In addition, from the veiy first day of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, he publicly 

called for an international peace initiative. This forced the regime-controlled media to 

rework his previous image of a "dangerous extremist" towards a new one of "national 

traitor." 

However, the real problem with DraSkovic7s peace policies was his reluctance to 

give up those elements of S M ' S  program that supponed the creation of Serbia within its 

ethnic borders. Thus, however much he has opposed the wars in Croatia and Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, he has remained faithfiil to the ideai of a Greater Serbia that was the prime 

cause of the war in the Grst place. As Dubravka Stojanovic aptly observes, despite its 

- " Montcnegrin represenfatives wvere na happy Wh ihese developments, and their refûsai to support than 
can be seen as the Brst sign of the split between Serbian iud Montenegrin soci;tlists about the ch;iracier or 
the third Yugoshvia 



public critique of the war, the SRM did not have strength to give up its own program and 

become the fira truiy modem political party of Serbian citizens. Instead, it rernained 

trapped within its own nationalist image; no matter how anti-war its policies have been, 

Dragkovic has never fully renounced its nationalist image as the defender of ~erbianisrn?~ 

On the other side, the situation with DP was radically diKerent, for it found it much . 
barder to adjust to the increasingly volatile situation in the early 1990s. The confusion 

among leading party members was related to their inability openly to criticire not only the 

violent disintegration of the former Yugoslavia but also the regime's politics of uniting dl 

Serbs in one state. In faa, the central problem over which party memben could not find 

the same language was the question as to what cornes first - transition to democracy or 

defending Serbian national interests? Eventually, on several occasions. depending on the 

priority they gave to these two issues, dissatisfied party members would leave the party and 

create a new one, usually to the right of the political center, which had an even smaller 

influence on the Serbian public than their original party. 

During the first republican elections in December 1990, the party ail1 campaigned 

for the democratization of the country, following their party slogan that "the national 

question in Serbia is first and foremost a democratic question." However, if the S M  was 

94 StojmviC, 528-529. Also, see Ognjen PribîCevic. G?ust i oporicija u Srbiji (Beograd: Radio 892, 1997), 
42-45. The best example of DnSkovic's confusing stand over the question of democratization is the 
organization of h e  so-ded democratic gathering on lune 28, 1992. The gaîhefing was organized by 
DEPOS, in which DraSkovid was the most influentid figwe- At rhe gaihering, the opposition leaders 
demanded the organization of new elections in S d i a  and fiee access to the staie-contrdled medk 
Despite th& call for democracy, t k y  seem not to notice that date chasen for the gabering was the St. 
Vihis'Day, the most sacred holiday in the Serbian religious calendar - ihe daie of ihe Kosovo baitte. This 



criticized by the regime as openly extremist and nationalist, then the Democrats became a 

target for their supposed lack of patriotism. With the heightened national feelings in the 

country they did not do well in the first elections, which forced them to accept the 

dominant mantra of Serbian political discourse that al1 Serbs should live in one statebg5 

Still, not dl members of the party were satisfied with the speed of the tum to the right. 

First, in September 1990. a group of party founden led by well-known Serbian 

intellectuals Nikola MiloSevif and Koaa Cavoiki kiormed the Serbian Liberal party (SLP), 

which however, never managed to secure a significant place on the Serbian political scene. 

Also, the party was liberal in name only, for its program was a cross between the SRM and 

that of ~ e ~ e l j ' s  Radicals. mer the opposition demonstrations of March 199 1, there came 

another split in the p a y  between those who advocated a strategy of short-tem agreements 

with the regime and those who opposed this. The latter wing was led by Vojislav 

Kohnica who decided to leave the party and create the Democratic Party of Serbia (DPS). 

Over time, this party also took a more nationalist stand. Finally, at the beginning of 1994, a 

new split occurred in the DP behveen the then party president Dragoljub Micunovic, and 

Zoran Dindic, who wished to broaden nationalist identity of the Party, but without 

succumbing to the politics of open nationalism. in the end, Dindic's faction won, 

- 

symbolism was hardly likely to inspire members of tk n w n m  Serbian nationai minorities to support 
DEPOS's pro- of democratization, 

95 Vladimir Goati, Stabilizacija demokmlije ifi povratuk monizmu, 68. 



whereupon Micunovic left the party to create the leAist Democratic Center (DC), which so 

far has had little impact on the Serbian political scene." 

The general trend has been for the Democrats to broaden theu party base at the 

expense of tarnishing their democratic image. Analyzing the moves and the counter-moves 

of the party in the 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  Laslo Sekelj has pointed out that this seemingly modem, 

democratic party constantly oscillated between modernism and nationalism, market 

oriented reforms and social demagogy, centralism and decentralism, peace and support for 

the radical nationalist leadership in Bosnia, and finally, support of international peace 

initiatives and rejection of hem9' In other words, the democratic principles spelled out in 

their program have always been put on hold in the narne of attracting the vote or sympathy 

of the average nationally-minded Serbian citizen. 

The activities of the major Serbian opposition parties in the early 1990s help 

explain the confusion of the Serbian political scene in the mid-1990s. This confusion was 

triggered when the niling Socialists shifted towards embracing international initiatives to 

end the wars in Croatia and Bosnia and Henegovina. As early as 1993, MiloSeviC's regime 

showed signs of being ready to negotiate its original stand on ethnic borders as demarcation 

lines of new nation-states on the territory of the former Yugoslavia. MiloSevic then slowly 

started to emerge as the "broker" of any peace settiement for Bosnia and Henegovina and 

Croatia: first, by his conditional support for the Vance-Owen plan in early 1993, then by 

% A thorough history of the Serbian parties can k founâ in Dijana Vukmanovic. "Nartûnak polititkilkili 
pariija," Partijski mozaik Sibije 1990-1996 (Beograd: Bmgradski klub, 1993, 2748; and Ognjen 
Priii&wiC, Masf i opozicqa au Srbiji, 1 1-70 and 1 1 1-13 1. 



supporting the Owen-Stoltenberg proposai in mid-1993, and finally by signing up to the 

Dayton peace plan in November 1995.'' 

The change of heart in Serbia, that is, the regime' s acceptance that ail Serbs could 

not be united in one state, is the direct result of the catastrophic economic and social 

situation in the country. in January 1994. annual inflation in Serbia reached the 

astronomical figure of almost five hundred billion percent, while its gross social product 

had shrunk by two thirds compared to 1989. The average monthly wage was just above 10 

Gennan marks.99 In this situation of complete economic collapse that could easily have led 

to political chaos, MiloSevic had no choice but to start bending to international pressure. 

At the same time, howver, he skillfu1Iy played up the socialist elements of his program, 

promising that no one would [ose job because of hypennflation. 

In reaction to these new policies, Se8elj broke his tacit alliance with the Socialists. 

Since the Socialists did not command a majority on their own in the Republican parliament, 

MiloJeviC then dissolved it and announced early republican elections for December 1993. 

In the campaign, al1 opposition parties except DEPOS advocated openly nationalist 

QI Laslo Sekelj, "Partije i izbori: promene k demokntske i.msformacije." in Lavirinti krize, 156. 
98 On the complicated âiplomatic negotiations in regards to each o f  these peace proposais, see Steven L. 

Burg & Paul S. Shoup, ne War in Bosniu-Henegovinu: EthnÏc Curiflict and International Intervention 
(New Y o k  M. Sharpq 1999), 189-388. in short, each of ihese proposais can be inîerpreted as a 
stepping stone toHardS the carving up of Bosnia iuid Nenegovina into three loosely uniteâ ahnic regions. 
hamuch as Dayton agmment has brought peace to &e region, it also represents a compromise between 
cepublican and ethnic pouiis of departure for organiPng new -tes on the asha of the former Yugoslavia. 
Mer the four long years of war in Cmatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, peace was sded wiih Lhe Erdut 
Agreement between Cnratia and the Cruatian Setbs on November 12, 1995 and Park Peace Agreement 
beiween Bosnia and Heizegovina, Croatia and the F e d d  Repubiic of Yugoslavia on December 11, 1995 
(prepared by the Dayton peaœ agreement of November 21,1995). 



policies. Instead of denouncing the regime's war policies, the other main parties OP, DPS, 

SRP) concentrated on whether the Socialists knew how to wage war. They thus posed no 

threat to the Socialists. On the contrary. the state-controlled media were able to dismiss 

their programs as "wu-mongering", while the Socialists were presented as supponing 

peace and protecting those hurt moa by the transition process (pensioners. unqualified and 

semi-quaiified workers. housewives, etc.). Once again, the Socialists emerged as the 

wimers, gaining 36.7% of votes, which gave them 49.2% of seats in the Parliament. They 

immediately entered a coalition with the small, previously opposition party, the New 

Democrats, so as to retain their majority in the Serbian Parliament (see Table 8). 

Hence, in a paradoxical fashion, the end of the wars in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 

Croatia did not bnng hard times to the Socialists. Quite the conuary, it tumed out to be the 

opposition that did not know how to respond to the post-Dayton era in Serbia. Mer a year 

of confusion, the Serbian democrats ha l l  y returned to the question of democratization of 

the country. On the eve of the f'ederal and local elections in November 1996, the DP, DPS, 

SRM and a smaller urban party, the Civic Alliance of Serbia (CAS), founded a new 

opposition coalition Zajedno (Together). Their new platfom was not dissimilar to that of 

1990, that is, that democratization was the only answer to MiloSeviC's policies of neo- 

communism and ethnic nationalism. Given their previous record of mutual accusations and 

constantly shifhg policies, it is no surprise that they 10s to the so-calied United Lejt (SPS, 

YUL. ND), which won 42% of the vote and 64 out of the 108 seats in the Civic Chamber 

" Sekdj, 159. Also, see Mihaiî Arandarenko, "Ekonomska stvamost Sibije clevedesetihn (Beograd, 



of the Federal Parliament. Still, with 22% of the vote and 22 seats, they at least beat the 

Serbian Radicals ( 18% of the vote and 16 of the seats). ' O o  

However, the real surprise came in the local elections where &jetho managed to 

win in 41 of the 189 municipalities in Serbia, including Belgrade and six other large 

Serbian cities. MiloSevic accepted the results at first, only to retroactively annul them in 

the largest cities (Belgrade, NiS, Kragujevac, etc.). The so-called third round of the local 

election \vas scheduled for November 17, 1996. Instead, 2izjeJno orgmized proteas 

throughout Belgrade and other large cities that eventually tumed into massive Street rallies, 

sometimes attracting over 200,000 participants in ~el~rade." '  

The civic and student protests lasted until February 11, 1997, when the political 

regime was finally forced to accept the results of the local elections, covering this by 

passing a Lex Specialis through the Serbian Parliament which accepted the preliminary 

results of the 1996 local elections as final. This proclamation was ironic in that part ofthe 

justification for it was supposed to be the report of an OSCE mission (headed by Felipe 

Gonzales), which had investigated the local election results at the request of the Socialist 

government. The real reason for finally accepting the election results was that the months 

- -- 

phot~~opy, 1999): 1-1 S. 
'" As with pmrious dections, the dectorate iaw was tailoreû to the needs of ihe Sociaiids This t h e  the 

number of electowtes was increased h m  nine to tsventy-seven, but without improving faunesS. On 
average, the Sofialists won k i r  seats with 29,000 votes, while Ztajeciho Wed $J,oOO. in the elections 
for Vojvodinian p;uliament, the Socialists won an astonishing absolute majority of scats (67% of the 
seats) with only 23% of votes. See Pribikik, Hast i opazicija u Sbiji, 123. "' For a complete chmnology of thc chic  and -dent protests in Sabian cities, see Lox. p-ke i lrdi 
(Beograd: Helsinaii ocbor za rjudska prnva, mart 1997). Milosevie reasons for noi accepling the d t s  
of the local elections were mainly symbolic. since Iocai autonomy in Serb i  had already k e n  curtailed by 



of mass rallies on the streets of Serbia had shown that the regime had to deal not just with 

Zaje&lho but with an increasingl y broad civil movernent. Io' 

In other words, what started as protest against electoral fraud eventually tmed into 

a mass cd1 for radical changes in society. The recognition of the election results was 

certainly the most important initial demand, but it was increasingly followed by calls for 

radical changes in Serbia, including MiloSevic's resignation, freedorn of the media and 

dernocratization of the country. lo3 The regime could have responded by violently cnishing 

the demonstrations as it had in March 1991. This time, however, the protests were 

throughout Serbia, so the regime decided to back o f  

In retrospect, although the 1996197 protests represent the democratic opposition's 

only victory so far against the regime. it also underlined that opposition's continuing 

inability to surpass the deep social, educational and cultural divisions in Serbia by reaching 

beyond the cities out to the Serbian countryside. The protest was confhed to students and 

the urban middle class, whose educational level was far above the country's average. Of 

those taking part, jua 3% had only elementary education, while in the country at large, 

the regime in the early 1990s. The deciorai results did not in any way represent a k a t  ta the Socialists 
and k i r  strong hold ove? society. 
See Goati, "Introduction," Eiectiuns to the Federaf and Republican ParIiaments* 30-3 1 .  

'" See .4jmo, mi u Jeinju, gradanskt i studrntski protest 199697 (Beograd: Medija Cenm 1997), 34- 
36. Also, fm a weU-mxhed  and informative account on ups and doms of Serbian politics during 
mass rallies, see Robert Thomas, ne Polihcs of Szrbta in the 1990s (New York Columbia University 
Press, 1W9). 



almoa 60% have only elementary education. Only 6% of the demonsuaton were workers. 

while 80°? Iived in the city centers (half of these had a higher educati~n). '~~ 

Thus the protests showed how in a country with only a small middle class, a party 

with a prograrn attractive to semi-educated workers and peasants can count on success. 

This has been the secret of the Serbian Socialists' success, in contrast to opposition parties, 

including DraSkoviC's populist SRM. Moreover, the Zizjednu coalition has been unable to 

enjoy the h i t s  of its own success. Due to intemal wrangling over leadership and an 

inability to agree on a joint platforrn for the subsequent republican election, the coalition 

collapsed almoa immediately aAer Lex Speciulis had recognized the election results, 

leaving the opposition in disarray. How was this possible? 

The first signs of strain in the coalition came with the announcement that Miloievic 

might become the new Yugoslav president, since the Serbian Constitution barred him from 

serving a third mandate as president of Serbia. This put the spotlight on the election for a 

new Serbian president. According to an intemal agreement between the main opposition 

parties, the coalition candidate was supposed to be Vuk DraSkovic. But for some time the 

coalition had been pressing the regime to accept three additional conditions for the 

upcorning republican parliamentary election which had been recommended in the OSCE 

mission's report: a more equitable and proportionai electorate system, free access to the 

media and international supervision. The opposition leaders had agreed that Zajeho 

would oniy contest the election if these three cnteria were met. 

104 Sec Ajmo, qkk mi u Jeûtju, 163-164. 



This had not been the case, which implied that Zaje&o would boycott the elections. 

DraSkovic, however, decided to run for President of Serbia, which gave an aura of 

legitimacy to the 1997 elections, even though they were boycotted by other opposition 

parties @P, DPS, Citizen Alliance of Serbia, etc.).'" DraSkovic failed to attract enough 

votes to be a senous threat to the socialist candidate, or even to beat Se~elj. Similarly, both 

the Sociaiists and the Radicals defeated his party, which won only 19% of the total vote. 

Se~eij's Radicals received 29% of the votes, while the Socialists once more emerged the 

winners with the 34% (see Table 9). Mer months of parliamentary paralysis, a "new" 

coalition pvemment emerged on March 24, 1998. Once again it was a coalition between 

the radical leA and the extreme right, between MiloSevic and Se~elj. Hence, the Socialists 

once more entered coalition with the Radicals to retain full, forma1 control over Parliament. 

As in 1992, the new coalition radicalized society, for it again whipped up a 

nationalist frenzy in society as a substitute for policy. Moreover, in 1998 the opposition 

proved too weak to counter the many govemmental actions that further curtailed the 

already limited freedom of the media and the ~n ive r s i t~ . "~  These actions could be seen as 

the revenge of the other Serbia - the Serbia that did not participate in the mident and civil 

protests of the previous year. Finally, 1998 rnarked the end of any pretext of legality about 

MiloSevic's regime, since although his new office of President of Yugoslavia is supposed 

'O6 ûi the new University iaw îhat destrayed b autonomy, sec *URivenitet u Srbiji," a speciai edition of 
Nova Srpska Politi&ta Mis00 (Beogmd, 1998). 



to be largely ceremonial, he remains alpha and omega of Serbian politics (however, with a 

limited access into Montenegrin intemal flairs). 

Summing up the period from 1990 to 1998, one c m  Say that the major Serbian 

opposition parties remained faitffil to the highly dubious premises of their own programs 

which assumed that the Serbian national question could be separated fiom the question of 

the democratization of Serbia. Thus they inadvertently supported MiloSevic's politics of 

mimicking transition by criticizing him not so much for failing to democratize society as 

for failing to unite al1 Serbs within the boundaries of a single Serbian state. They, like him, 

fell prey to the delusion that "al1 Serbs must live in one aate." before the process of 

Serbia's democratization could begin. 

Conclusion 

The post-socialist Serbia represents a continually connituting and yet never fully 

constituted state. At the heart of its predicarnent is the lack of legitimacy. This should be 

understood in a threefold sense. Firstly, there is a lack of procedural legitimacy; secondly, 

Milo4evic's political regime is under constant crisis; and, finally, the state itself is not 

recognized as legitimate by al1 of its members. 

The lack of procedural legitimacy and subsequent, perpetual legitimacy crisis of the 

Serbian political regime m'se fiom the fact that the constitution-making process in Serbia 

becarne the act of one party against the interests of al1 other elements in society. In fact, the 

main purpose of the "consiitution-making" process in Serbia was in mimicking genuîne 



reforms of the Serbian state and society. Consequently, a fbU and unobstmcted democratic 

development of the Serbian multiparty system and the media became arrested by the 

mimicry of transformation processes, the only aim of which is to maintain the power- 

monopoly of MiloSevic's Socialists. 

In addition, the Serbian constitutional system and nation-building policies are 

necessarily biased not only against the democratization processes, but also in favor of the 

language, culture and politics of the dominant ethnic group in society. The  ethnicization of 

politics in Serbia is so pervading that it cuts not only through the normative, constitutional 

foundations of the Serbian state, but also through al1 of the programs and activities of the 

major Serbian parties. What is left then in such a society is a notion of a "true" nationhood 

as the only remaining "legitimate" vessel of conducting politics; a vessel that necessarily 

reduces al1 aspects of the political to its only one dimension - that of political struggle 

between "us" and "them." 

In conclusion, Serbia can best be descnbed as Janus-faced. One face looks fonvard 

with an insistence on the supposedly liberal character of the Serbian state; the other looks 

back to the "glorious" past of the Serbian people. The second face has thus far been 

decisive in Serbia's imbroglio. It is the face that stares at Serbian society from many pages 

of various party programs. It can also be recognized in the Serbian media and Padiarnent. 

It is the face that effectively undermines any effort at creating an alternative national 

program not based on the ethnicization of politics. It is the face that can be recognized not 

only in Milokvic and his most tnisted accomplice, Seklj, but also, though less clearly, in 



Dinbic, DraSkoviE and KoStunica. Hence, at the end of this decade, Serbia faces the same 

dilemma as it did in 1989 - democratization of society or a continuing slide into the chaos 

of ethnic animosities, and eventual disintegration of the current Serbian temtorial borders. 



C h a p t r r  4 

MAJORITY - MINORITY RELATIONS IN THE POST-SOCIALIST SERBIA 

As a ntfe, anyone that aùvocates human rights of the members of their own nation, 
especiaiïy collective righls of a people or minority, sholdd be scnttinized wry 
carefrdly tom out whether they tmat humm righis as a goal, as an independent, 
substantive vuiue, or a modal vaiue, un instrument to achieve nationai goais, such 
as independeme, sovereignty, etc. Vojin ~imitrijevic ' 
On the ideoiogical fevel, ut least, we are trying to combine whaî we regard as the 
better parrs of both lems of the alternative: we HJant rpality wirhout its 
compelIing us to accep identity; but aîso d~rerence withoztt ils degenerating into 
superiori~/inferiori&. Tzvetan ~odorov' 

Introduction 

This chapter emphasizes the iuterlocking character of the Serbian nationalism. It 

will be show that the extent to which the Serbian regime failed to recognize the rights of 

various rninority groups in Serbia largely determined the extent to which those minorities 

denied the legitimacy of the regime and the state. This logic of majority-minority 

relationships in the post-socialist Serbia obliges us to retum to notoriously contentious 

questions of the requirements of liberal nationalism and the right to selfidetemination and 

secession. 

In Chapter One it was argued that überal nationaüsm is consistent with individual 

autonomy and ethnocultural diversity . Following Young and Kymlic ka, 1 emp hasized the 

extent to which every state uses nation-building to promote the integration of diverse 

Vojin Dimitrijevie, bbKosow, and Human Righ~~," (&ognd, photocopy, 19%), 2. 

Tmetan Todorov, Ihe Conquesî ofArneri'ca; the Quesn'on of the 0 th  (New Y o k  Harper, 19&0,252. 

2s I 



groups into a dominant societal culture. Given that such nation-building is necessarily 

biased towards those who speak the official language of the country and who attend 

schools and workplaces which operate in that language, the liberal ernphasis on state 

neutrality was rejected as a criterion for evaluating the post-socialist Serbia's nation- 

building policies. I opted instead to analyze majonty-minority relations in Serbia by 

following Kymlicka's questionhg as to why national minorities should not have the same 

powers of nation-building as the majority, and applying this to issues of social unity in an 

ethnicaily diverse (Serbian) state. 

Accordingly, instead of subordinating collective rights to a conventional 

endorsement of individual rights, I shall here proceed fiom the liberal national perspective 

that we are always born into a particular society and that liberal goals can only be achieved 

through a liberalized societal culture or nation. In other words, the principles of liberal 

nationalism exemplified in Tamir's concept of liberal nationalism and Kymlicka's of 

multicultural citizenship wiil serve as normative guidelines for evaiuating both the regime's 

nation-building and the minorities' responses to it. 

The analysis of Serbian rnajority-minonty relationships in this chapter is also 

infonned by the interpretation presented in Chapter One of the contemporary debate about 

the character of clairns to national self-determination. There it was argued that the 

principles of consociationai democracy were worth exploring in the context of deeply 

divided, multination societies. It needed, however, to be recognized that the question could 

emerge as to what extent the principle and practice of secession should be regarded as 



politically acceptable and morally just. In responding to this question, 1 have been 

influenced by the work of those contemporary political philosophers who argue that the 

demand for national sovereignty should be understood pnmarily as a potentially legitimate 

daim rather than as an absolute nght, and that mutually opposing daims should be 

evaluated on the basis of qualitative criteria such as those of nationality, human and 

minority rights, intemal colonialism, etc. 

The chapter is organized in the following way. The first section presents an 

overview of internationally recognized standards for the treatment of minonties. Section 

Two discusses nation-building issues in the cases of Vojvodina Hungarians and Sandiak 

Muslims (Bosniaks). The final section analyzes the Serbian state's politics of systemic 

discrimination against the Kosovar Abanians. 

international Standards for Treatment of Minorities 

Ideally, self-detemination is understood to represent the nght of the peoples to 

fieely determine their own political statu and to fieely pursue their economic, social and 

cultural development.' The problern, however, ernerges with defining the term "peoples." 

Depending of our understanding of who or what peoples are, we may end up with radically 

différent interpretations of the concept of self-determinati~n.~ 

- - 

This is how seWdetaniination is being dcheû in îhe UN Intemationai Covenant on Economic. Social 
ad Culnirai Rights (1%6). See the îÙll iext of the Covenant in Micheline R Ishriy, d, ne Human 
Rights Reader: ilfajor Poiiticd h a y s ,  Sprches, and Documunfs Fmm the Bible to the Presenr (New 
York: Routledge, 1997), 13340, 

For a more ebborate pzesentation of both theoretical issues and pragmatic consideration vis-à-vis the 
question of IIE SelfIdeterminaCion, see Chapter One of the dissertation, k section on seif-delermination 
and morality of secaion. 



On one side of the conceptual divide, the representative government theory of the 

right to self-determination imagines a "people" as citizens of a certain state irrespective of 

their religious, cultural, racial and ethnic differences. In this case, the right to self- 

detemination is understwd only in tems of popular sovereignty of the entire population 

within a certain state. This understanding of the principle of self-determination underpins 

the liberal-democratic creed that the "duty owned by the state is to ensure the periodic 

exercise of popular sovereignty, which results in representative govement."5 

This perspective tends to dissociate the question of self-detemination from the 

right to secession. The former is defined as the nght of al1 citizens in a state to become 

engaged on equal terms in democratic processes, including the right to opt for various 

forms of economic, social and cultural autonomy within a state, while the latter is 

concentrated solely on the question of temtoriality. The representative govemment 

perspective is also fùlly integrated with the key pnnciple of the International Law - the 

inviolability of state borders. For its underlying assumption is that a free pursuit of 

political status and economic, social and cultural development should take place within the 

boundaries of a given state, not against them. 

On the other side of the conceptual divide, however, "people" are defined according 

to certain supposedly objective criteria: race, ethnicity, religion, culture, language, 

geography, temtorial concentration, etc. What unites these traits, as explained by the 

Intanational Commission of Jurists in their study of the events leading to secession of East 

' Thomas Musgrave, &/f-Detemination and National Minoriries (Oxford: Clatadon PRSS, 1997), 15 1 - 
154, 178. 



Pakistan and the creation of Bangladesh in 1972, is one pt-imarily ideological and historical 

characteristic of the people - "a people begins to exist only when it becomes conscious of 

its own identity and assens its will to exi~t."~ 

Once this happens, that is, once a people becomes conscious of its distinctiveness, it 

has the right to detennine its own affairs. Since temtonality is one of the criteria for 

identiQing the "people" in this perspective. national self-determination tends to be 

construed narrowly as the right of a particular ethnic group to its own state. So, the right to 

self-determination in this case incorporates the right to secession as well. Where. as is 

ofien the case, many ethnic groups share the borders of a single state, such an ethnic 

understanding of the right to national self-determination invariably creates tensions over 

the question of the "ownership" of the state - to whom does the state belong? As a nile, 

those ethnic groups not in the fortunate position of being the predominant nation are pre- 

defined as "national minorities," a status that implies that they live in a "foreign" state. 

But, is there any objective demarcation between the people and the minorities? 

Definitions of a "national minority" often seem rather arbitrary. Francesca 

Capotorti famously desaibed it as: 

[a] group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a State, in a non- 
dominant position, whose members - being nationals of the State - possess ethnic, 
religious or linguistic characteristics differing fiom those of the rest of the 
population and show, if only implicitly, a sense of solidarity, directed towards 
preserving their culture, traditions, religion, or language.' 

6 Quoted in Musgrave, 163. 
7 Quoted in Musgrave, 169. Of course, Eastern Europe has mâle a spiai  "contniution" io such 

conceptuaiizations of mùionties with its (in)famous emphasis on the role 04 history- For example, the 
1993 Hunga"an Act on the Rights of National and Eîhnic Minonties requires that such grwps to have 



This common understanding of national minorities reflects an ethnic concept of 

"the peoples." The difference between peoples and minonties becomes simply the smaller 

number of those with rninonty culture. language, religion, etc. StiII, such a numerical 

cntenon for establishing who are "peoples" has enormous political consequences, because 

as long as state borders are deemed sacred in international relations, only peoples (that is, 

titular nations) are granted the full rïght to self-detemination, that is, a state of their own. 

National minorities at best have to be satisfied with various fonns of protection of their 

nghts. 

The histoncal record here is not encouraging. Hitler's instrumental use of German 

minorities throughout Central and Eastem Europe contributed to the post-Second Word 

War situation in which minority rights were treated with suspicion and effectively ignored 

in favor of individual ones (at least in the international documents).' The notable exception 

to the post-1945 trend is Article 27 of the International C o v e ~  on Civil and Poïitical 

Rights (1966) that clearly States the principle that ''[[ln those States in which ethnic, 

lived in H u n w  for at least a cenhuy (!) and to differ fiom the rest of the population "in t e m  of tlieir 
moilier tongue, cultures ünd traditions. and who prove to be a m  of the cohesion, nationai or ethnic. 
which is to aim at prPserving al1 these and at iuudating and deguatding the intercsts of their respective 
historidly developed communities." Quoted in Tibor V d y ,  "Minonties, Majorities, Law and 
ELhnicity in Yugo&via," in Eihnic Conflict i\/fmugement, ed. DuSan lanjik (Ravenna: Longo Editore, 
1997), 137. 

* Of course, an additional Rason for the ultimate f i l m  of national Mnority aanlards in the pre-World 
War Two Ewope was the imposition of those dandards almost exclusively on emerging Centrai and 
Eastern European counuies. Victonous Western European counuies did noi deem it necessary to appiy 
the same standards within Wr own territones, beliwing that rhis would represent direct interference into 
th& own intemai flairs: 'The countries involved in any of these [League of NationsJ procedures, and 
over which Ihe League e~erçised some son of sumion as regards the treatment of minorities within 
iheir jurisdicîion, were: Albania, Ausûia, Buigaria, Czechoslavakia, Eaonia, Finiand, GE, Hungary, 
Iraq, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Rumania, ïhkey and Yugoslavia." See RodoIfo StaveRbagen, " H u m  
Ri@ and Peoples' Ri-, Intemiifure ,YMI, no- 2 (Spring 1989): 4. ' C h  Ii'benl pIinaples of popular 
sovereignty and repIiesentaiive government were used to justifL such asymmetry in the League of 



religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be 

denied the nght, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own 

culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language."' 

With the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s, minority rights reemerged on the 

international stage. Throughout the 1990s, the international community has tried to codify 

those rights, using Article 27 as a guideline on minimum standards of protection.'0 

Interestingly, one of the reasons for the Article's renewed influence lies in its ambiguity. 

On one side, the wording "persons belonging to minorities" can be explained from the 

perspective of individual human rights; on the other, however, the formulation "in 

community with the other members of their group" emphasizes a distinctively collective 

flavor of national minority rights. 

The dificulty in differentiating between individual and collective rights is nicely 

caught by Steiner who argues that "@t]ights of members of minorities to use their own 

language, to practice their religion, or to associate. are necessarily exercised by individuals. 

In this respect, mch individual rights have an inherently collective character."" The 

ambiguity of Article 27 has in fact proved very fniitful. Activists for both individual 

human rights and for collective rights have found it important to support Article 27, and iis 

Nations. See Helmut RiiSig, "Prava manjina ili Ijudska prava'?," in Nacionalne munjinr u 
medjunarodnont i jugoslovenskom pravnom poretku, 355356. 

9 The Full texi is in May, d, The Huntm Righrs Reader: Major Political Essays, Speches, und 
Documents Fmm the Bible to the Present, 424432, 

'O See Hugh Potilton, hihorifies in butheast Europe: lnclusiion mtd ErcIusion (Ladon: Mhority Rights 
Group, 1998), 6-7, 



wording has thus found its way into many of the regional declarations deding with national 

minority rights that have been adopted throughout the 1990~. '~ 

The most significant of these documents is the Council of Europe's Frnmwurk 

Convention for Protection of National Minoritirs. It is the first legally binding document 

that aims at protection of national minorities (signed on Febnüuy 1, 1995 and entered into 

force on Febmary 1, 1998). At its core is, as Hugh Poulton put it, "new thinking" 

according to which "the preservation of different cultures is seen as positive, and now the 

new international minority instruments cal1 on the States to overcome the corrosive effects 

of 'benign neglect' and take active steps to allow minority cultures to develop."13 

Given that Framework Convtwtiur~ provides standards of behavior for European 

countries, the articles of particular interest for the national minority protection will be 

quoted here: 

The Parties shall ensure respect for the right of every person belonging to a national 
minonty to freedom of peacetùl assernbly, freedom of association, freedom of 
expression, and freedom of thought, conscience and religion. 

Article 8 

The Parties undertake to recognize that every person belonging to a national 
minonty has the right to manifest his or her religion or belief and to establish 
religious institutions, organizations and associations. 

" For acuaple, the 1990 Copenhqgen Document of the CSCE (ArricIe 32, pua 3), the 1992 LU 
DecIaration on the Rights of Persons Nuionnul or Ethnic, Refigioirs and Linguistic Minoritks, the 1991 
Recommendation 1201 of the Council of Europe (Article 3, para, 2), and the 1995 Framework 
Convention for the Protection of National Minoritles (Artikies 7,  8. 9, 17). For an overview of these 
declarations, see Iennifi Jackson Reece, National hîînorïties and the European NimkwStates System 
(Oxfoid: Claradon Press, 1998), 123-In; and Zorn M Lutovac, hfmjine KEBS i jugodovensku biza 
(Beograd: institut za medjwiarodnu politiku i privredu, 19%), 2747. 

I f  ' Pouiton, Minurifies in Southemi Europe, 6, 



Article 9, Pwagraph I 

The parties undertake to recognize that the right to fieedorn of expression of every 
person belonging to a national minority includes freedom to hold opinions and to 
receive and impart information and ideas in the minority language, without 
interference by public authorities and regardless of fiontiers. The Parties shall 
ensure, within the framework of their legai systems, that persons belonging to a 
national minority are not discriminated against in their access to the media. 

Article 17, paragmph l 

The Parties undertake not to interfere with the right of persons belonging to national 
minorities to eaablish and maintain Free and peacefùl contacts across frontiers with 
persons lawfully staying in other States, in particular those with whom they share 
an ethnic, cultural, linguistic, or religious identity, or a common cultural heritage.14 

These and other instruments show that national minority rights are becoming 

increasingly firmly established in modem international relations. The international 

community is also making an effort to balance both approaches to the interrelated questions 

of the relationship between majority and minority groups and the right to national self- 

determination. The liberal approach (representative govemment theory) is being upheld 

particularly through the continued emphasis on the inviolability of the state borders. At the 

same time, however, instruments of minority protection are addressing those national 

minority characteristics that loom large in every ethnic definition of the term (emphasis on 

collective rights such as the protection of minonty languages, religions, cultures, etc.). 

14 "Okvima konvencija za zaititu nacionalnih manjina, Süazbur (1995)," Aracionalne n~mjine u 
medjunarodnoni i jugoulovenskom pravnoni puttth, dokumenti (Ba@: MedjunacOdllil politika, i 993, 
173-182. it is interesring 10 note that on December 3, 1998 the FRY Assembly had adopted 3 law 
whereby it ratificd the Franrwork Convention, even hough SerbiaRMontenegro is not a member of  the 
Council of Europe, no? did it receive any invitation fiom the MiniSierial Cornmittee of the European 
Council to do so. AAer all such an invitation would have been imposs1'bIe in t h  case of Serbia and 
Montemp b u s e  the FR Yugoslavh's membership in the OSCE was suspended in 1992. Yugosiavian 
o&cials have fowd the pretext for nrh a move in the country's adherence to the piuripla of human and 
national minority rights. However, whatever the reasons for such an action might be, Yugosiavia's 
officiai acceptance of the Framework Convention allows the country's policies vis-à-vis national 
minorities to be evaiuated and judged h m  the perspective of the FramavorA-'s principles on the 
protection of national minority rights. 



However, not al1 would have a positive view of the contemporary development of 

instruments of national minority protection. We should not allow the encouraging 

developments in protecting minority nghts to make us forget the continuhg dominance of 

the ethnic principle in many parts of the world. One potentially detrimental consequence of 

applying this principle is to relegate minorities to the status of the "other," in relation to the 

majority nation. In other words, there are many mono-ethnic states that are pnmarily 

defined as states of their dominant ethnic group, that is, aates whose prime role is to 

protect and tùrther the identity and interests of the titular nation. 

In those countries, the debate between proponents of individual and collective 

rights is not a theoretical exercise, but has significant political consequences. The logic 

leading these groups to diametncally opposing stands is well explained by Tibor Varady. 

Supporters of collective rights perceive opposition not as an argument in favor of universal, 

liberal principles, but as "an attempt to suppress and eliminate the distinct culture which 

defines their group." On the other side, the advocates of majority rights perceive collective 

rights to language, culture and religion as a "disguised opening gambit towards 

secession." " 

Serbia presents a powerful example of a aate in which there is an ongoing tension 

between "us" and "them," between the Serbian "people" on the one side, and al1 other 

ethnic groups living in Serbia, on the other. The roots of this tension, as explained in the 

previous chapters, iie both in the openly nationalist, uinstitutionally sponsoreû policies of 

l S  Vandi 148. For the ovemiew of l i i  and cornunicarian ~rguments for or agaulst the collective 
rights, see the disertation's Chapter One in the section on h i  nationalism 



the Serbian state and in its mimicking of liberal principles for the purposes of justifying a 

Serbian mono-ethnic regime. The following sections of the chapter will examine the 

consequences for minonty rights of the ethnification of the Serbian politics. The focus will 

be on the dynamic relationship between aate policies and minonties' responses. Two 

partiailar cases will be considered: first, the position of ethnic Hungarians in Vojvodina 

and Bosniaks in Sandiak (RaSka); second, that ofthe Kosovar ~1banians.l~ 

National Minorities in Serbia 

Neither the 1974 Constitution of the SFRY nor the Serbian constitutional regime of 

the same year contained the term "national minority." Instead, the word "nationality" 

(nar0Jno.s~) was used to identiQ those national groups that were parts o f  nations that had 

established their own States outside Yugoslavia. These were Albanians, Hungarians, 

Bulgarians, Czechs, Romanians, Slovaks, ltalians and Turks. In this sense, the term 

"nationality" was designed to identiQ non-Serb citizens of Serbia. These national groups 

enjoyed significant political and cultural nghts, and one should agree with Vojin 

Dimitrijevic who maintaios that the terni "nationality" was introduced "in the belief that it 

would be less offensive to minonties, not implying inferiority of any kind."" 

'' The focus on the position of ethnic Hungarisns. Bosniaks and Albanians in Serbia shouid not k taken to 
imply lhat the sianis of Serbian Romany population, Romanians, Slovaks, Bulguîans, etc., was resolvcd 
according to the principles of the Cul1 appreciation of human a d  mirsority rights. i have focussed on the 
unresolved status of Hungarians, Bosniaks and, particularly, Albanians, who, because k i r  larger 
numbers and territorial concenfration, were capable of tiueatening the social tmity and territorial integrity 
of the Serb'i *te. This is n d  the case with orher ethnic groupsi in Sedia. 

'' Dimiaijevit, -Kosovo and H m  Rights," (Beogmî: phdocopy, i9%), 15. Stiü, despite the emphasis 
on the mty among nations and nationalitiq Romanies (Gypsies), Wal)actiians and &et groups îhat 
were not part of a larger nation having a stak on its own were leA outside the liamewodc of the Yugoshv 
legal system Hence W level of the protection of theu cultural righis was signiricantly less compared to 
the one enjoyed by nationaiities. 



Furthemore, Serbia was the only former Yugoslav republic that was organized 

according to the pnnciple of territorial autonorny. The existence of separate provincial 

constitutional systems with their own independent political, legal, cultural and educational 

systems was justified on the pnnciple of brotherhood and unity; that is, on the ideal of the 

progress of each and every nation and nationality in the country. Hence, the existence of 

very significant territorial, political and cultural autonomy in the Serbian provinces of 

Kosovo and Vojvodina reflected ethnic considerations rather than socialist ones. The 

rationale for the effective territorial division of Serbia was the fact that Albanians, even 

though a minority on the territory of Serbia, were the majority in Kosovo. In the case of 

Vojvodina, even though Serbs represented more than fifty percent of population, the region 

was populated by more than twenty different ethnic groups. Territorial autonomy was seen 

as a way of promoting the Ml and equitable development of each of these groups. 

With the constitutional amendments introduced in the Serbian parliament in 1989, 

and finally, with the new Serbian Constitution in 1990, the old system of national minonty 

protection was destroyed. The new one, however, replaced the system of common 

existence with the mono-ethnic ideal of the supenority of the dominant titular nation over 

other ethnic groups? The former Serbian "nationalities" woke up in a new Serbia as 

"national minorities," whose previous political, language and cultural rights had been 

- -- 

'"e Serbian increasingiy negative responses to the 1974 Constitution ond the development of 
constitutional nationalism in the context of the pst-SOCialiSt Setbia have aùeaây been expiained in detail 
in Chapters Two and Three and need not be repeated here 
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significantly ~urtailed.'~ Not surprisingly, this constitutional "solution" to the problerns of 

unifying the Serbian date immediately opened a Pandora's box of mutuai accusations and 

counter-accusations between "representatives" of different "national" and "rninority" views 

about the "reai" cultural and political status of national minorhies in the new Serbia. 

The following presentation of acnial practices in the field of national minority 

protection in Serbia is based on reports by the following local non-govemmental 

organizations: the Humanitarian Law Center in Belgrade (HLC), the Helsinki Cornmittee 

of Human Rights in Serbia (HCHR) and the Belgrade Center for Human Rights (BCHR). 

These accounts are largely incommensurable with official state accounts of the aatus of 

national minorities in Serbia, which insist that Serbian minorities have been constitutionally 

granted rights that far surpass intemationally recognized standards, a daim that effectively 

precludes any serious debate of the issues." 

The Pditics of CurtuiIment of Minoriiy Rights in Vcrjvdina 

Vojvodina has not seen the open and straightfoward legal discrimination against 

ethnic groups attempted in some other parts of ~erbia." Instead, the regime took a low-key 

Interestingly, the 1990 Serbian Constitution still uses the old fashioned socialist tenn of nationaiities to 
describe national minorities. However, after 1992, in the Serbian politicai and legd literature one can 
only find references to national minorities. 

See, for e.uample, "Komeniar W e  SN na izvestaj specijjainog mestioca Elizabet Ren O manjinama 
koji se odnosi na SRI," Nacionalne manjine u nie~unamclhom ijigosIovenskom pravnom poreth, 3 16- 
324. This regimeinspired commentary on the UN Committee Report on minority nghts in former 
Yugoslav republics (19%) suggesîs that it is "known ihat me- of national minoriries in Vojvodb 
.. . enjoy all the c~~tut ionaüy protected human righis and fieedoms;" and rhat they actively participate 
on an quai footing in politid, economic. social and cultural life of the province (p. 3 20)." The Full UN 
Repon is published in the same edited collection ,Vacionalne mmjine, 27 1-3 1 S. 

A glaring e~cepiion to Lhis nile was the situation of the Vojvodinim Cmats. In the early 1990s. many 
Croats weze forced to leave the country. The Helsinki Committee estimates that out of 100.000 of 
Serbian Croats (75.000 in Vofiodina), alrnost 100! left or was forced CO leave. Animosity towards the 



approach to dismantling previously "granted" minority rights; employing, in effect, a 

politics o f  creeping assimüation of Vojvodina's rninorities. Not surprisingly, the main 

targets of such politics have been those areas in which minorities are most vulnerable: 

education, official use of the minority languages and alphabet, preservation of minority 

cultures and local self-government. 

To begin with the official use of minority languages. In the socialist Serbia dl laws 

were published in Serbian, Albanian and Hungarian. In addition, in the case of Vojvodina, 

a Special Act on M m s  of Semring the Eqwrlity of Lrmgrfages ( 1 973) had made ofici al the 

principle of multilingualism. This implied that minority languages would enjoy equal 

status with Serbian in those local communities in which minorities lived (where the 

minorities were at least 10% of the populations of the municipality). Hence, not only 

Hungarian, but also Slovak, Romanian and Ruthenian were accepted as equal in 

Vojvodina. Moreover, provincial and local authorities were obliged to provide training in 

minority languages for public servants, so that they could communicate in them in their 

day-to-day activities." 

This is no longer the case. Even though the new Serbian Constitution recognizes 

the officia1 use of minority languages in areas where minorities live, the 10% threshold was 

no longer mentioned, thus leaving it up to legislatwes to decide where minonties were 

large enough to warrant special language provisions. In the case of Vojvodina, its Smre  

Croats modemted afker the Dayton Pace Agreement of 1995. For derailed information on the stanis of 
ethnic Cmats in Serbia, see HelsiriSU odbor za ljudska p r a ~  u Srbiji, *[zveStaj O poloZaju Hrvzita," 
I~eStaj O Ijudskinr pruvimu u Srbijî za 1997 goditru (Beograd, januar 1998), 1 OS-122, 



on the Oflcia/ Llse of the Lnnguage and the Alphabet (1991) delegated this decision to 

municipalities. 

Not surprisingly, in the words of Varady, "it was uniikely that majority-dominated 

local assemblies [one should not forget that Serbs enjoy a simple majority in most of 

Vojvodina's municipalities] would vote in lavor of minority language rights at a time when 

tolerance had not support in either political considerations or prevailing cultural 

precepts."23 Hence, whereas before 1990 the officia1 use of Hungarian was recognized in 

34 local communities in Vojvodina, by 1996 this had fallen to 29 municipalities. And even 

where the officiai use of minority languages continues to be recognized. the local 

authorities increasingly o p  to Serbianize Hungarian, Slovak and Ruthenian place names, 

i.e., to spell them only in the Serbian language and alphabet, and not also in their original 

language and script. Finally, there is a tendency. especially in the capital. Novi Sad. to 

replace multilingual public signs with monolingual Serbian signs, even though this violates 

provincial laws." 

The situation is similar in regard to minority access to the media. Throughout the 

1990s, minority programs on TV and local radio stations were gradually dropped. This 

was ostensibly in response to the harsh economic crisis in the country. But in fact, local 

TV and radio stations (most of them under direct Muence of the regime) blossomed 



during this period. This situation gives credence to the view of the Association of Slovaks, 

Romanians and Ruthenians in Yugoslavia that: 

Under the pretext that information in the languages of minorities is "above 
European and world standards," many programs have been abolished - those in 
particular which have contributed most to the preservation of national identities and 
which have been the moa popular. Lf, in time of general economic crisis. it is 
minority rights that suffer first, this cannot be called economy, but discrimination." 

The most corrosive manifestations of the regime's policies of creeping assimilation, 

however, have been in the field of education. The education system has been thoroughly 

centralized, allowing republican oficials to have the final sûy not only on school curricula 

but also in appointing school principals. The consequence in the social sciences is that 

minorities tend only to be exposed to official interpretations of Serbian history at the 

expense of more nuanced and multicultural interpretations of the recent past.26 

In addition, the number of minorities attending schools in their own language 

dropped dramatically in the past ten years. For exarnple, while in the late 1970s 36,000 

students attended Hungarian elementary and high schools in Vojvodina, in the mid- 1990s 

this had dropped to 26,000, representing only 6% of the students in Vojvodina (even 

though 17% of Vojvodina population are ~un~arians)?' Moreover, since the early 1 WOs, 

25 Quoted in Dimitrijevik "Kosovo and Hwnan Rights," 17. 
" A Subian historian, Dubravka Stojanovic has analyzed îhe new history teutbook for elementq and 

secondvy scfiaols. She came to the conclusion that chüdren are being taught not to trust Croats, 
Albanians and Bosnian Muslims. These groups were habitually presented as treacherous and sinister in 
regard to the interes& of fie Serbian nation Such colIectivist interp~iations of ment historical events 
will have negative effects n a  only on minorities but also on young Serbian generations as weil, who are 
king taught not to trust members of o k  eihnic groups. From this perspective, it wodd seem that one 
of the most pressing tasks in a post-Miiokvic's Serbia would be a complete overhaul of Sehian school 
programs. See Dubravka StojanoviC, "Constnrction of Hislorical Consciousmss," (1999). 

For a deîaiied Womiation on ihe numkr of Hungacian stuâenis in dementary, secondary and hi& 
schoois, see lzvelitaj O polobju Maûara," 8649. 



a new request has to be presented every year for the continuation of education in minonty 

languages. If a minority-language-speaking teacher cannot be found, a Serbian-speaking 

teacher will be hired.*' These provisions have led to a major erosion of the principle of 

multi-linguism in the province. 

At first sight, the nationality structure of the municipal worktorce in Vojvodina 

might suggest that positive discrimination was being applied and that there was no reason 

to fear that national minorities were being less well treated. Of the 4.488 public employees 

in local municipalities, 64% are Serbs, 4.8% Montenegrins, 15% Hungarians, 3% Slovaks, 

2% Rumanians, 4% Croats, etc.29 Nevertheless, a closer look shows that in almost al1 of 

province's municipalities, the leading positions are disproportionally held by Serbs. Thus, 

in many municipalities in which Hungarians are in the majotity (Ada, BeEej, BaEka Topola, 

etc.), the commander of the local police is almost always a Serb. Serbs also virtually 

monopolize the top managerial positions in state-controlled c~rn~anies. '~  

The politics of national homogenization in Vojvodina may look mild or even 

benevolent compared to the policies in Kosovo. However, the majoritization of the 

province has triggered the homogenization of the various Vojvodinian ethnic groups 

according to the same mono-ethnic principle. And just as the major Serbian parties are 

organized around the national pnnciple, minonty organizations have also tried to present 

themselves as "interpreters" of their respective national interests. They have nevertheless 

varady, 1%. 

The figues are the Komentarvlade S N  na izveSiaj Spenjalnog izvestioca Elizabeâ Ren," 321. 
'O "IneStaj O polobaju Ma- 100-103. 



been ineffective in countenng the state's policies of "sofi" abuses of human and minority 

rights in the province. 

At the heart of their activities is an effort to decentralize the political, social and 

cultural life of the province, in order to recover some of the lost autonomies the province 

enjoyed until 1990. None of the Serbian minorities in Vojvodina have challenged the 

territorial integrity of Serbia in the 1990s. lnstead, their main effort has been to try to 

convince state officiais that various aspects of minority autonomy in the province could be 

allowed in a way that was fully compatible with the political administrative system of 

Serbia as a whole. The initiatives of Hungarian political organizations provide an excellent 

example of such a political engagement. 

The first Hungarian organization emerged on March 31. 1990. when the 

Democratic Cornmunity of Vojvodinian Hungarians (DCVK) was created. In an 

organizational sense, the DCVH did not represent a classic party. It was more of  an 

umbrella organization, the main purpose of which was to provide a forum for discussion 

among ethnic Hungarians about how best to protect their cultural and political rights in 

Vojvodina. By this open and democratic process, the members of the DCMI believed that 

it should be possible to agree on a political platforrn that could legitimately daim to 

represent the political interests of dl ethnic Hungarians in ~ojvodina.~' 

Even though the DCVH did not perceive itself as a party, its leaders regularly stood 

in Serbian and Yugoslav elections. As a result, thanks to the ethnic Hungarian vote. they 



would always win a few seats in the provincial, Serbian and Yugoslav parliaments. For 

example, in 1990 the DCVH won eight seats in the Republican parliament, while in 1993 it 

gained five seats. Moreover, from 1990 till 1996, its victories in local elections allowed the 

DCVH to control those municipalities in which ethnic Hungarians represented a majority 

of population (in northem Backa). Thus, throughout die most of the 1990s. the DCVH was 

the only minority party with suficient profile to make a public issue of its struggle for 

ethnic autonomy in Vojvodina within the existing Serbian and Yugoslav institutional 

frame~ork.'~ 

According to  ando or Pal, one of the Ieading members of the DCVH, its program for 

Hungarian autonomy and self-iule in Serbia represents a compromise between two equaily 

legitimate claims: the right to self-determination (including secession), and the principle of 

the state sovereignty. As Pal puis it, ethnic Hungarians are willing to give up their 

legitimate claims to self-determination and secession in return for recognition of their 

equally legitimate collective nghts to education, information, culture, language and self- 

ni~e.33 

In other words, instead of opting for maximalist claims of either secession or full 

Serbian territorial sovereignty, Pal insists on the principle of "limited sovereignty." Pal 

finds support for his aims in the pnnciples spelled out by the Cornmittee of the European 

" See Zoran Lutovaç "Pditi&o organizovanje nacionalnih mmjina u SRI." Polotrij mmjina u W 
(Beograd: SANU, Odeljenje dni3kveni.h nauka - knjiga 1 9, 1 9%). 206-2 1 1. 

" !hdor Pd, -Koncept nianjiarkc samaupnve Demokmtske zajedni~e vojvodanskih MaUiua," Polofuj 
manjina u Smeznoj Republici JugosWji, 438, 



Union on Yugoslavia's dissolution (the so-called Badinter Committee). These include the 

inviolability of former Yugoslav republican borders (therefore, the inviolability of current 

Serbian borders), while at the same time they emphasize the responsibility of the newly 

emerging States to protect national minonties on their territory. It is within these 

parameters, Pal maintains, that the DCVH has developed its own concept of three-pronged 

local, territorial and personal aut~norn~.~" 

In fa* however, the concept of  three-pronged autonomy really derives from an 

almost identical program developed in another region with a substantial Hunyarian 

minonty - Erdelj (Transylvania) in Romania. The concept has been further elaborated 

within Hungary itself" In addition, it should be noted that the roots of such a concept of 

rninority protection go back far beyond the work of the Badinter Committee, and are 

already present, for example, in the work of the early twentieth century Austnan Mmists 

Karl Renner and Otto Bauer. They promoted the idea that people living in the Austrian- 

Hungarian Empire could be simultaneously both citizens of the Empire and members of 

ethnic associations sviving to protect the identity and culture of their respective ethnic 

groups. Such protection might ofien require a certain measure of territorial autonomy 

within the Empire. Their central inspiration was to overcome ethnic conflict by accepting 

35 For emple, Ferenc Glatz, a Ieading Hunguïan historian, in his study on rhe eîhnic tension in East 
Centrai Europe hils developed the most elaboraie concept so far of thce-pmnged autonorny, 
incorporating both i i iral  primples of human rights protection and rhe cornmunitarian prinaples of the 
national minoriîy SiandardS. See his ~Lfinorities in East-CeniraI Ewope (Budapest: Europa Institut, 
1993). A g d  su- of Glatz's work is Anila Pok, "A Raent Hun- Plan to Address the 
Minority Issue," Polofuj ntanjina u Smeznoj Republici Jugoslm~i, 573-577, 



ethnicity as a strong political factor that could be mitigated and channeled through various 

forms of autonomy within the Empire's  border^.'^ 

What is the solution of the Democratic Community of Vojvodina Hungarians to the 

ethnic antagonisms in Scrbia? At its heart is indeed the old Austro-Marxist idea that in tme 

democracies, citizens are both constituents of the state and members of a distinct ethnic 

community. If a state coasists of more than one ethnic group, certain relationships between 

the majority nation and ethnic minorities develop. Within democratic niles of conduct, 

these relationships should be cultivated on the basis of a recognition that both majority and 

minonty nations are equal members of a given state. However, for minonty ethnic groups, 

this principle of equality further requires certain collective rights to be recognized; rights 

that will allow them to prote* their distinct ethnic identity from being undennined by the 

majority nation. 

The DCVH program follows these precepts for safeguarding ethnic identity and 

operates, as its name suggests, on three levels. Penonal autonomy is based on the idea of 

collective legal and political standing of the Hungarian national minority. This means the 

right of self-government for Vojvodina Hungarians, in the sense of the right of ethnic 

Hungarians to elect their own political, cultural and interest organizations. The mon 

important bodies of self-government would be a Hungarian ethnic assembly (parliament), a 

council of seif-government and a president. Through direct talks between the Council as 

the legitimate representative of Vojvodina Hungarians and the Serbian parliament, certain 

36 On Benner's and Bauer's ideas of tiuee-pronged autonomy, see Helmut Riî&ig, Trava tnanj-m ili 
Ijudska pra~; i ,~  353-3 5 4  



key collective rights of ethnic Hungarians should be identified in the areas of minority 

education, official languages, information and protection of religious and cultural identity. 

The recognized collective rights would then be protected under the Serbian Constitution 

and defined in a way that would not undennine the sovereignty of ~erbia.~'  

Local autonomy is a political right to exercise local self-administration in places 

where ethnic Hungarians are in the majority, but which are not contiguous with other 

Hungarian villages or municipalities. In other words. the emphasis is on the situation of 

those Hungarian villages or counties surrounded by members of other ethnic groups. 

Within these "islands" of Hungarian ethnicity, the local autonomy principle would provide 

safeguards against the politics of assimilation, by granting those villages a full 

administrative and linguistic autonomy. 

Finally, territorial autonomy represents a full political, administrative, linguistic 

and cultural autonomy for those municipalities in which Hungarians are in the majority. 

Moreover, areas where there are severd communities with more than 5 1% Hungarians will 

have the right to create regional minority autonomy. The document Hmgarian Arrommy 

- an Initiative for Achieving Self-Ruk in the Repftblic of Serbia, adopted at the DCVH's 

conference on March 11, 1995, envisions the creation of a so-called "Hungarian 

Autonomous Region", comprising the municipalities in the nonhem region of Vojvodina, 

known as northern Bafka, with Subotica as its territoriai, cultural and political tenter?* 



From the mid-1990s, new Hungarian parties have developed other visions of 

solving the minonty question in Serbia. As a result of fiction within the DCVH over the 

question of "intemal liberties," a group of influentid Hungarian intellectuals organized the 

League of Vojvodina Hungarians (LVH). Their main critique was that the D C W  had 

relapsed into classic, party d e s  of procedure under which the divene voices of irs 

members could not be heard. Eventually, the LVH managed to attract a majority of 

Hunganan votes, so that by 1996 it was the only Hungarhn party to win seats in the 

Serbian and Yugoslav parliaments - three seats in the Yugoslav parliament and four in the 

republican parliament. At the local elections the LVH also won in most of municipalities 

previously controlled by the DCVH.~" 

Nevertheless, the differences in the national proyrams of the DCVH and the L W  

are formal rather that substantial. The LVH has opted for a more pragmatic approach, 

being willing to compromise certain elements of temtorial autonomy for gains in persond 

and local autonomy. Many Hungarian intellectuals have moved away from the ethnic 

parties with a clear national program. For example, unlike the two parties already 

mentioned, the Citizens' Movement of Vojvodina Hungaciaas (CMVH) insists on the 

preservation of Hungarian national identity "in accordance with the existing legislation in 

Serbia and Yugoslavia." They see democratization of Serbia as the best way of protecting 



minority standards in Vojvodina. Accordingly, they have a less ethnic-centered approach 

to solving the national minority question than the other Hungarian parties."0 

In addition, many Vojvodinian intellectuais have provided elaborate critiques of the 

concept of territorial autonomy and the idea of creating an autonomous Hungarian region. 

I5tvan BoSnak (Istvin Bosnyik), for example, assens that there are subtle similarities 

between the idea of the homogenous nation-state in post-socialist Eastern Europe and the 

previously legitimizing concept of the one-party state. Both are based on a monistic Iogic 

that denies any right of being different; the older version outlawed ideological differences; 

the present one represses ethnic ones. In this view, the emphasis on an ethnic territory 

leads its "owners" to deny to members of other ethnic groups that happen to live on the 

same territory the right to an equitable share of the land." 

In other words, BoBnjak seems to imply that the DCVH in its program accepted the 

very logic of the superiority of the majority nation that was being advocated by Serbian 

nationalists. For its concept of territorial autonomy (although not those of local and 

personal autonomy) was based on a denial of Vojvodina's ethnic, cultural, confessional and 

linguistic diversity. Hungarian regional autonomy, as envisioned by the DCVf-i, would 

incorporate the municipalities of Ada, BeEej, BaEka Topola, KanjiZa, Senta, Mali IdoS, 

Temerin and Subotica. These municipalities cover the norihem region of Vojvodina 

(Nonhem Baeka), w hich consists of around 3 SO,OOO inhabitants. However, not more t han 

40 Zorn Lutovac, The Paxtiapation of Minocities in Political Me," EIection fo the Federal and 
Repufdican Parliaments o/YugosIuwia, d, Viadimir Goati (Berlin: Edition Sigma, 1998), 137. 

IWan Bohjak, "Moguhosti i pmblemi urpostavljanja manjinske lokalne smnipnve i personalne 
autonomije u VojvodhÜ," Polofaj nranjina u Savetnoj Republici JugosIaviji. 447. 
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55% of the inhabitants are ethnic Hungarians. The population of Subotica, the biggest city 

in the region and the would-be capital of Hungarian autonomous region, is only 42% 

Hungarian. the "rest" compnsing Serbs, Croats, and many other ethnic groups. 

This demographic picture poses serious questions about the DCVH's project. Why 

should such a muitiethnic region with only a slight Hungarian majority be defined as a 

Hungarian autonomous region - a name with distinctively mono-ethnic flavor? Could 

Hungarians enjoy the majority status in the region without further undermining the status of 

the other ethnic groups there? Would it only mean that members of other ethnic groups 

would have to cope with two majorities instead of one - Hungarian as well as Serbian? 

Would the "personal autonomy" accorded to the roughly 50% of Hungarians in Vojvodina 

who live outside Northern BaEka give them equal status to that envisioned for Hungarians 

living in the Hungarian autonomous region? Finally, to what extent would the creation of 

Hungarian temtorial autonomy lead to a de fia minonty position for the Serbs, who 

othenvise belong to the majority nation in the country? 

Although there are no easy answers to such questions, it would seem at least 

possible that a principle of temtorial autonomy based on an overtly mono-ethnic logic of 

self-representation could be seen more as a part of the problem than of a potential solution. 

Moreover, an unintended consequence could be to territorialize the potential conflict 

between the majority nation and the Hungarian minority. This is, aAer dl, not hard to 

envisioa. niroughout the L990s, the Serbian regime did everything to make any 

suggestion based on the principle of territorial autonomy unacceptable, not only to radical 
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nationalists, but also to those Serbs who were othenvise in favor of positive discrimination 

vis-à-vis national minonties." 

This does not necessarily mean that any effort at conceptualizing territorial 

autonomy would have negative consequences. While temtonal autonomy based on the 

principie of the ethnification of poiitics has obvious dangers, the same cannot be said for 

the concept of multiethnic temtorial-administrative autonomy. Such autonomy aims to 

safeguard the intemal liberties of the members of a single minority against its own 

"representatives," while at the same tirne protecting minority collective rights (Kymlicka's 

"extemal protections," as explained in Chapter Two) vis-à-vis the majority nation. 

Approaching territorial autonomy on the basis of the recognition of the demographic and 

ethnic diversity of Vojvodina (which the idea of a Hungarian autonomous region fails to 

do) would seem to offer a better chance of reconciling the seemingly divergent principles 

of individual and collective rights. 

Recently. such a plan was designed by the Belgrade Center for Human Rights. In 

their vision of constitutional pre-conditions for the development of democratic Serbia, the 

authors suggested a hll-blown political territorial decenvaiization of Serbia to be based on 

pnnciples of proportionaiity, consociationalism and subsidiarity. Thus aithough Iiberal 

democracy would be the main organizing constitutional pnnciple of the date, the corrective 

mechanisms of consociationalism and subsidiarity - including fùlly explicated 

constitutional guaranties for the protection of minority rights - could allow for the 



emergence of autonomous regions based not on the pnnciple of mono-ethnicity but rather 

on the recognition of mutuality. In short, the mode1 aims to develop conditions for a 

politics of constitutional patriotism and civic ethnicity, rather than accepting the principle 

of ethno-nationalism. 43 

In the final analysis, the three-pronged concept of autonomy - just as any other of 

the proposais discussed above - can be shown to have inconsistencies. Nevertheless. as a 

basis for a broader dialogue on the future of a multiethnic Vojvodina it certainly merited 

public scmtiny. The fact that it received virtually none is certainly not due solely to its 

deficiencies. As with other failed reform efforts in Serbia, the principal responsibility for 

not entering dialogue about the cultural and territorial autonomy in Vojvodina lies on the 

other side; that is in the deafhess of the officia1 "representatives" of the Serbian nation and 

the state. Given Serbia's political experiences in the 1990s- it is safe to conclude that as 

long as Miloàevic's regime prevails, any program of Vojvodinian autonomy, no matter how 

civic or multicultural it may be, will remain at the level of political fantasy. 

The Pdircs of Non-Recognition of San&ak Muslims (Bosniaks) 

If policies of creeping assimilation represent the main problem for Vojvodinian 

ethnic minorities, the Muslims in the Serbian part of Sand2ak (the Raika region14' are faced 

43 See kgradski centr a Ijudska prava, U~lavne pretpostavke ta Jemokrutsku Sibiju (Beogmd, 1997). 
34-36. 

50th terms Sandiak (useû pcimarily by Mudimr) ami Radka (the onicial name of the region) are loaded 
with histoiical ''mernories.'' For Serbs, R a b  symbolizcs the place where the medieval Sertiia was 
founded SandZak, on the other side, reds  a mllkuy, admuiisüative and territorial unit of the Chtoman 
Empire. Hence. it is not surprise, as DuSan JanjiC asseris, that both terms are subject to numetous 
disputes and h t  they aa with tht force of politid myth. Exœpt for two years of the Second Wortd 
WY, 194345, the region has never constittuteâ a single political and terfittorial entity. Once known as the 
Sandiak of No~ l  Pazar, it is split in two parts: the municipalities of Novi Pazar. Tutin, Sjenica. Prijepolje. 



rather with the regime's open rejection of iheir daim to the status of a distinct ethnic 

group. This was in drastic contrast with the previous socidist line. which from 197 1 had 

recognized Yugoslav Muslims as having the status of a founding Yugoslav nation (their 

ethnic idrntity having been recognized in 1961). The official Serbian stand since 199 1, that 

is since the collapse of the former Yugodavia, has been to disregard the Muslims' daims to 

a distinct national status. Instead, both the state and the Serbian national intelligentsia keep 

representing the Muslim population in Serbia primarily as Serbs who in the past converted 

to ~slam.~' At the same time, Serbian Muslims are increasingly calling themselves 

Bosniaks (since 1995, the officially recognized name of the Muslim nation in Bosnia) in 

order to emphasize their historical and cultural links to their kin-date of Bosnia and 

~erze~ovina."' 

Nova Varoi anâ Pnij  are attached to Serbia, while Bijelo Polje and Pljevlja are in Montenegro. The 
1991 Census showed that of the 258,000 people living in the Serbian pari of the SandZ;ik, 60% were 
Muslim; while Muslims compRsed JU% of d~ 182,000 in Montenegro. This meam that Muslims fonn 
52% of the total population of the two areas. and Schs and Montenegins 48% Straddling Serbia and 
Montenegm. and between Kosovo, Bosnia and Albania. the SandZak is of key suaiegic imponance in 
maintaining the tcmtori;il unity of the two Yugosliiv republics. See DuSzui Jmjik, "Report on the 
Political, luridical, Sociological and Politid Aspects of the Nationality Politics and Minority Protection 
in the Federal Repubiic of Yugoslaviii" (Belgrade: Fonun for Ethnic Relations, 1993): 4 (footnote 7); and 
Zoran Lutovac and N.D.A Puvanites, "Politics and Geopolitics of the Rab Region," Eumbalkans No. 
25 (Wiiter 19%/97): 26-29. 

A typid  e.mple of the anti-Muslim bias in the writing of many Serbian iniellectuals tan be found in 
Miroîjub Jevtit, "Muslimankse manjine na B;iUcanyw Poiutaj monjina u SR Jugoslaviji. 743-749. In the 
article. the Muslim question is reduced to a kind of "clash of civilizations" thesis. According to the 
author. Muslim minorities have been targeted by vuious Muslim counuies trying to use the minonty 
question to interfixe Ui the internai Balkan ;iffain anâ thus spmd Islam, 

in Serbian, the word "Musiirns" denotes eduiic identity, while the same word writtai without a capitai 
letter - "muslims" - denotes a religious afiiliatioa nius, lhroughout the 1990% in a war over a capital 
letta, the Sabian officiai press constantly addnsscd the Musüm population in RaSka as "muslims." It 
this context, îhe tenn "Bosniaks" might have been more appropnate. However, it shadd be noted that, 
coneary to pubiic opinion, the term "Bosnidrs" is rather old. It was usd bth by the Oitoman Empire in 
the eariy nineteenth century and by Austria-Hungary in Lhe late nineteenth century as a political device to 
p m o t e  an (abnic) idenMy for Skvic Muslinu distinct fiom the M c  identities of the Christian 
Chthoâox and Catholic SlaMc population in Sandhk and Bos& See Ejup MuSovik, "PoloZaj 
Mushana u Srbiji," Poiofai manjïna u SR Jugushviji~ 752, 



The relationship between the Serbian regime and the Sandhk's Muslims has been 

envenomed by the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina between the Bosnian Muslims and the 

Bosnian Serbs. The reaction of the Serbian regirne has been to label its whole Muslim 

population as potentially treacherous - aiming to secede fiom Serbia and join Muslim 

dominated Bosnia and Herzegovina. The leading Muslim Party (the Party of Democratic 

Action or PDA) played into the regime's hands by constantly shifling back and fonh 

between requests for cultural autonomy and daims for full-fledged territorial autonomy for 

Sandiak, including possible secession fiom Serbia. 

When the PDA was founded in Novi Pazar on August 1 1, 1990, it was organized as 

an &liate of the Muslim party of the same name based in Sarajevo (Bosnia and 

Henegovina). Thus, tiom the veiy beginning, the party linked its political program to that 

being developed in Sarajevo. ln the severe political cnsis in the former Yugoslavia, the 

PDA filiate in Novi Pazar accepted that demanding changes in the borders between the 

former Yugoslav republics could only end in bloodshed. Instead it promoted the idea that 

educational and cultural autonomy for the Muslirn population in SandZak couid be 

achieved within Serbia and Montenegro. The PDA therefore participated in the first 

multiparty election in Serbia in December 1990, winning three seats in the Republican 

pariiament.47 

However, the collapse of Yugoslavia soon respened the question of the legal and 

political status of Muslims in Serbia. As the Serbian political scene becarne increasingly 

* Lutovac and Amanites, 30. 



radicalized, and recognizing that the formerly administrative intemal boundaries between 

Yugoslav republics would become the extemal borders of independent nation-states, the 

PDA and the Muslim National Council of SandZak (MNCS - a non-party coordinating 

body of al1 SandZak Muslims) organized a referendum on the autonomy of Sandiak 

(October 1991). This tirne. the rhetoric and the character of the PDA's political daims 

were decisively diflerent . 

In the aunpaign preceding the referendum. the Muslim leaders emphasized that 

they had a legitimate right, as any other nation in the former Yugoslavia, to full political 

and territorial autonomy, including the right to join one of the former Yugoslav republics 

(narnely, Bosnia and Herzegovina). According to MNSC estimates, 70% of eligible voters 

in Sandiak went to the polls, and cast their votes almost unanirnously (99% of voters) for 

full autonomy. Serbian officiais reaaed by branding the referendum as "illegal, 

unnecessary and senseless." They also argued that such a move towards independence was 

contrary to the Helsinki principles on the inviolability of aate borders." 

The conflict between the SandZak Muslims and the Serbian regime deepened when 

the PDA decided to boycott the republican elections in December 1992. This was a clear 

message to Belgrade that the main Muslim party did not perceive Serbia as a legitimate 

home for the Muslim community. The antagonism between the two sides reached its 

zenith in mid-June 1993, when the PDA and the Muslim National Council adopted a 

Memoranàtm on the Estublislunent of Special Stattds for Sandiak. The document proposed 



very loose (con)federal relations with Serbia and Montenegro. For example, according to 

the Memormdiirn, S a n W  should enjoy the following: a regional parliament as a 

lawrnaking body, a govemor and a cabinet as the executive body, full authority over the 

educational, social and health systems, independent cultural and media policy, a judiciary 

completely independent h m  the Serbian state, local police, and the right to independent 

international contacts - al1 these rights to spelled out in detail in a SandZak ~onstitution."~ 

The Mmorandum further proposed the unification of the Serbian and Montenegrin 

municipalities that were histoncally part of the Sandiak of Novi Pazar. even including 

three Montenegrin municipalities with a Muslim majority that had never been part of the 

Sandtak (Ivangrad, Plav, Roiaje). However, as Lutovac has pointed out, Muslims were 

only in the majonty in five of the eleven proposed municipalities of the Sandgak 

autonomous region.50 Rather paradoxically, the Muslim national representatives were 

repeating the same "mistake" that promoters of various Serbian national memorandums (or, 

should we cal1 them manifestos) had made before them. Their exclusive emphasis on a 

mono-ethnic logic of representation was possible only at the price of misrepresenting the 

region as ethnically homogenous, when it had throughout the twentieth century been a 

home shared equaily by Serbs, Montenegins and Muslims. 

Quoted in Milan Andrejevich, 'Tht SPnGhL: a Penpective of Seib-Musiim Relations." hfuslilnr Identiin, 
and the Balkan State, d, Hugh Poulton and Suha Taji-Famuki (London: Hurst & Company, 1997). 170, 
175. 

Lutovac and Arvruiites, 32. 



The official state response was to prohibit lùrther publication of the Memorundiîm, 

dismissing it as openly secessionist and anti-Serb. Also, given the ethnic character of the 

war in neighboring Bosnia, this stand of the SandZak Muslims on their political status only 

helped aate officiais to present their leaders as extremists intent on provoking hatred and 

religious intolerance in the region. The only result was a continuation of the nate- 

sponsored "politics of fear" in the region, leading to an aimost complete dismption of 

Serbian-Muslim relations throughout Serbia. There followed years ( 199 1 - 1994) of officia1 

intimidation, harassment, arbitrary police condua in Muslim houses. penodic abductions of 

Muslims living close to Bosnian border, blackmail, robbenes, and, finally forced 

emigration designed to change the demographic picture of the region." 

The "silent ethnic cleansing" of Sand% abated in 1994, and since the 1995 Dayton 

Peace Agreement the Muslirns have stopped being the target of attacks by regular Serbian 

police forces as well as various Serbian nationalist militias and paramilitaries from 

neighbonng Bosnia. Also, the peace in Bosnia has allowed voices of discontent with the 

Memormdum's proposais to emerge among Muslim's top politicians and intellectuals. In 

fact, as early as 1993, many prominent Muslim writers rejected the document for its openly 

coilectivist bias. They doubted that a democratic and equitable solution to the ethnic 

animosities in the region could be found by any sort of repetition of the policies of national 

" Cases of flagrant violation of the human righis of Sûndlak Mudims are well dmmented by Lhe 
Humanihan Law Center, an hiependent NGO in Belgrade. See Report No. 2. Discriminaîion and 
fiarassrnent of,blus~inis in the Sbnjak (Febniiuy 1993)s Report No, 11. Police Repression .-lgain.vt 
hfwiims in the Sbnjak (M&& 1994); the 1997 Annual Report of the Humanitarian Law Center, 1% 19; 
and its 1998 Annuai Report, 36-39. It is still hard to estimate how many Mush l& theù homes in the 
1990s and went to Tudtey or der c o d e s  m Emp The Belgrade Center for Human Rights' 1998 
Rqort quotes the Intemaiionai ûisis Gmup as menionhg a figure of 80.000 Musüms, which suggcsts 
îbat almost wery second Musüm Ieft, or was forced to leave, the Serbian part of SanrtZak. 



homogenization that were dominating Serbia. The Montenegrin Muslim intellectual Serbo 

Rastoder epitomized their view that the very idea of an autonomous region of Sandiak was 

based on dubious histoncal and e t h ~ c  arguments that perpetuated an obsolete ideal of the 

nation-state. Accordingly, "by their nature [such programs] cause an inevitable conflict, 

which vitiates the basic aims of the initiaton." In the end, the victims of such maximalist 

national programs "are precisely those on whose behalf [national liberators] 

Discord has also arisen within the ranks of the most influential Muslim party - the 

PDA. Throughout the mid- 1990s. Rasim Ljajic. general secretary of the party, was tryiny 

to distance himself fiom a maximalist party line that emphasized the state-like 

characteristics of the would-be autonomous region of the Sandiak. Instead, he advocated a 

policy of reestablishing trust at the local level, that is at the level at which both 

communities (Serbian and Muslim) live and work together. Eventually, many new 

Sandtak parties mushroomed with different ideological and national platforms. Still, what 

unites them al1 is the acceptance of the Serbian borders and a program for cultural and 

educational autonomy based on the recognition of the region's diversity and the ethnic 

identity of the Muslim population in serbia? 

Muslim (Bosniak) political representatives have corne a long way fiom advocating 

cultural autonomy for the region, through various concepts of territorial autonorny, 

'' Quoted in LVfir. Beogrod 26 Au* 1991,2 1. 
" Zoran Lutovac. "Ihe Paxïicipation of Minorities in Politicai Me," 132-134. Interestingiy, Sulejw 

Ugnjanin, the most influenihi SandZak's politician and one of the principal mhitects of Ilfemuranduni. 
has a h ,  as of 1996, rejected the m-st nationai pmgr(im in hvor of solving the Musiim national 
question using dernouatic means wirhin the insliaitional channels of the e.xkhg Serbian system As 



including secession fiom Serbia, towards accepting Serbia as their legitimate state within 

which they could - at least potentially - democratically resolve questions about the 

economic, cultural and political development of the region. However, the Serbian political 

regime still refuses to engage in an open dialogue about the possible means of achieving 

various forms of cultural and possibly territorial autonorny for the RaSka region. At the end 

of the decade, as it was at the begiming, Serbian official policy is based on the non- 

recognition of Muslims as a distinct ethnic community. It is dificuit to envisage 

substantial change in relations between the Serbs and the Muslims as long as MiloSevic's 

mono-ethnic regime remains in power in ~erbia." 

Kosovo or Kosova - Could I t  Be Both? 

To the frustration of outside observers, vinually everything seems to represent a 

bone of contention between the Serbian and Kosovo Albanian communities. Caught 

between two Tmths on Kosovo - the Setbian one and the Aibanian one - the analysts, 

more often than not, seek rehge, as Julie Mertus has poignantly assened, in three types of 

rhetonc: complexity. denial and Balkan primordialism. When integrated, they offer a 

result of this change, he p;uticîpated at the 1996 elections, in which his party won one seat in the Fcderal 
Pariiament. It aIso won majority in the municipal assemblies of Novi Pazar, Sjenica and Tutin. 

" Even though the Sehian regime does n a  opmly support gros violations of human rights, as was the case 
in the early t990s, the regime still l u s  at its disposai al1 kuids of discriminatory, administra 

. . tive techniques 
against the Muslims in the region. For e.xample, an inteth administration was imposed in Novi Prizar on 
July 10, 1997, even though the List for !3ambk - Dr. Sulejmn UgIjanin won absolute majority of seats 
in the municipal council. That wiu done under the pretext that the Hag of anolhcr siaie (Basnia and 
Herzegwina!) is display& in the offices of the Town Hall of Novi Pazar. In 1998, in another Sailcti;ik 
mwiiapaüty, Tutin, the Serbian Ministry of Locai Self-Govenunent ordered the t o m  council to stop 
using Latin -pi typewriters and to wnie official documents in Cyrillic script, using ekavian (Setbian) 
dialect. The Muslims bom the region, as well as many S d s ,  use ijjebvian dialect (typical for Bosnia 
and Montenegni). F î î y ,  it should be noted that out of 75 judges in both Serbian and Montenegrin parîs 
of San= ody 24 are Muslims. AU quoted examples are h m  the 1998 Report o f  the l h n a n h h  
Law Centet, SpotIight Report No. 28,37-39, 
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powerfùl "vision" that nothing ever changes in the Balkans: people simply keep killing 

each other for unknown and utterly unintelligible reasons that are buried deep in the past.5s 

The situation becomes even more "cornplex" if one tries to take account of the 

"contributions" of local national historiographies towards understanding the Kosovo issue. 

Their primary aim is to "enlighten" foreign observers in their version of Tmth of Kosovo, 

and thus build sympathy for their particular exclusive daims to the temtory. But their 

constant references to historical events in Kosovo - the battle between the Serbs and the 

Onoman Turks in 1389, the Serbian Exodus from Kosovo in the 1690s. the Albanian 

League of Prinen in 1878, the Serbian Reconyitisla (or, from the Albanian perspective, 

invasion) of Kosovo in 19 12, etc. - only reinforces the Western political myth of Balkan 

~orn~Iexities.~~ 

And yet, the Kosovo crisis can and needs to be addressed fiom a different 

perspective; a perspective that is not burdened by mythical accounts of the respective 

Serbian and Albanian pasts." Such a viewpoint would not deny the significance of the key 

Julie A Mertus, A'osovo: How h@ths und Trurhs Sturted n tVur (Berkeley: University of Califocnia Press. 
1999), 5. 

Recently, however, severai historicai anâ sociologid monographs anâ Iengthy essays on Kosovo have 
been published thai challenge bolh the Western myth of Balkan prim0rdi;rlism ;ud ihe overtiy mythical 
and natidstic repfe~entations of the @on Sa Christine von Kohl anâ WoK'g LiW. "Kosovo. Ihe 
Gordian Knot of ae Balkans,n ed, Robert EIsie, Kosovo in the He& ofthe Powder k g  (Boulder: 
Columbia University Press, European Monographs, 1997), 3-104: DuSrui Janjic, "Nacionalni 
identiteî, pokm i nacionaiizam Srba i Albanaca," eâ W ImPc and Skeljzen Malici. Sukob ili dijolog: 
Srph-albanski udnusi i integracga na Bafkanu (Subotica: Evmpski gndamki œntat za &VU@ 
konflikaia, 1994), 1 1 1-164; Nod Malcolm, Kosovo: A Short Histoy (New York: New York University 
Press, 1998): and Miranda Vickers, Between Serb and Albanian: History of Kumvo (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1998). 

In ihis regard, one Serbian Kosovo myth has played a formidable rolt in the work of nalionalists of ail 
kinds (writers, historians, poets, jounialists, poIiticians) to engineer popular support for the constjtutionaî 
changes in Serbia in 1990. I i  is no accident that MiloSeviC-'~ fàmous speech on Kosovo Polje, when he 
announccd the poslpbiity of war for a United Serbh, was & e n  on the 6 0 0 ~  hu&edlh annjvet~acy of the 



markers of both Serbian and Kosovo Albanian histories, but would avoid instnimentalizing 

these events as compelling evidence for one side over the other. Instead it would realize 

the extent to which national history was being used by both sides as one of many rhetorical 

devices to legitimize their respective claims to the temtory. From such a standpoint, the 

main question is not whether this or that group can show that its presence in the region has 

somehow been more historically significant. The emphasis should rather be on the 

contemporary reasons for the conflict over ~ o s o v o . ~ ~  

Before looking in detail at the origins of the present crisis, it will be instructive to 

clarify a couple o f  points about the designations used for the temtory and its inhabitants. 

As tiom 1990, the official name of the province is "Kosovo and Metohija" (or Kosrnet in 

an abbreviated fom) and this is the name used by state oficials and in the regime- 

wntrolled media.J9 However, the former name of the province, "Kosovo," is still 

widespread in the independent Serbian media and until recently, it was the most popular 

Kosovo Battle. However. the Serbian ni~tiondist appropriation of Kosovo rhetonc should not be ailowved 
to drotvn the symbolisrn of the Kosovo myth, which, as any other great epic deais with etemal themes: 
love, betrayal. dead, sacrifices, good. evil, etc. On ihe syrnbolism of Kosovo myth. see Thomas A. 
Emmeit, Serbion Golgotha: Kosovo. 1389 (New York: Columbia University Press, East European 
Monographs, 1990); and Milin BakiC-Hayden. "Devastaring Victory aMi Glorious Defat: die 
Mahabharata and Kosovo in Nahoml lmaginings," (Ph.D. dis., University of Chicago, 1997): and a 
classic Sehian criticai historiography of the nationalist appropriation of the Kosovo myth: Mioârag 
Popovic, i+dovdan i &ni krst (6eogrsd: Biblioteka MC vek, 1998). Popovifs book, in which IE 
brilliamly anticipates the posaile collseqllences of the literai nationalist mding of the Kosovo myth, wris 
fint published in 1976. 

Or, to put it dinerently, people do not kill each other for something tbat happened two hundi.ied y m  ago, 
but ôecause of something that is currenlly triking place. 

The region had also been offiMy called Kosovo-Metohija between 1945 and 1968. However, wiih the 
constitutionai aaiendments in 1968 granhg a greater autonomy to the region, the Albanian communist 
leaders requested the name to be changd to "Kosovo." The toponym "Metohii;in otightes h m  the 
Greek word "metoh" - the land of the monasteries. This part of the province wntriins the most 
histoncaily and cuituraliy important Serbian rn~naste~es. . word "Kosovo" designates ihe am whcre 
the mediaeval Serbian army fought the Oiioman Tudrs in 1389, which e f f i v e l y  put an d to the 



tenn abroad. Nowadays, the Albanianized version of the term - "Kosova" (which can also 

be written as Kosovë) - is gaining popularity in foreign accounts of the situation in the 

region - a practice that can be interpreted as showing sympathy with the plight and political 

objectives of Kosovo(a) ~lbanians." 

There is similar terminological confusion in the narne for the inhabitants of the 

region. M e r  1945, in pursuit of a policy of national equality, the Communist paity 

designated the Albanian community as b4~iptan" (Shqiptare, in Albanian), the term used by 

Albanians themselves to mark the ethnic identity of any member of the Albanian nation, 

whether living in Albania or elsewhere. This was a fonvard step, as it replaced older, 

pejorative Serbian tenns such as "Arbanasi," and "Amauti" (a word of Turkish origin). 

However, in the late 19609, with the increased temtorial autonomy of Kosovo, the 

Albanian leadership requested that the term "Albanians" be used instead, thus opting for a 

term that emphasized the national, rather than ethnic, self-identification of the Kosovar 

population. The term "Albanians" was accepted and included in the 1974 Yugoslav 

Constitution. 

In the process, however, the Serbian version of the Albanian terni for ethnic 

Albanians - "Siptari" - had acquired an openly pejorative tlavor, implying cultural and 

racial inferiority. Nowadays, even though in the documents of the post-socialist Serbia the 

term "Albanians" is accepted as official, many aate and opposition party leaders use the 

independence of the great Serbian M e d i a d  State It cornes fmm ihe Serbian word for a blackbird - 
kos. W y  enough, Sqiptare, the Albanian name for Albania, means "land of eagles." 

60 The Belgrade Center for Human Righis, Human Rights in Yugoslavia 1998 (Belgrade, 1999), 356-357. 



term "Siptari" indiscriminately in an effort to relegate the Kosovo Albanians to the aanis of 

one among many minonty groups in Serbia. Thus the quarrel over the tenns used to 

identib the region and its inhabitants has acquired a powerful emotional and political 

significance for both communities. 

At the heart of these disputes is the question o f  identity, that is the extent to which 

Kosovar Albanians are, or are not, recognized as a hlly sovereign national group in Serbia 

and Yugoslavia. From this "primordial" disagreement over the question of identity, other 

political disagreements follow. If Albanians are "only" a minonty, should not the Serbian 

regime have the right to protect territorial integrity of the Serbian state? On the other side, 

if Albanians are a (sovereign) people, should they not be granted full rights to national-self- 

determination, including the tight to a state on their own? Who has the legitimate right to 

diagnose (that is, to decide on) the status of a particular national group as a minority or a 

majority? How should the repression by the Serbian regime be qualified: as a gross 

violation of human rights, or as a violation of group nghts, etc? 

These dilemmas are the focus of the following pages. The first part presents an 

ovecview of the autonomous status of Kosovo province in the socialist Yugoslavia. The 

second part discusses the regime's politics of systemic discrimination against Kosovar 

Albanians. It also explores various foms of political resistance by Kosovar Albanians 

against the Serbian regime. 



Kosovo 's Autonomy, 1 94SwZ989 

In hindsight, and especially in the light of the amed Serbian-Albanian conflict in 

Kosovo in 1998 and the NATO military intervention against Serbia in March 1999, it is 

hard to argue with the oft-repeated tniism that Kosovo has always been a place of two 

irreconcilable claims to sovereignty. This argument emphasizes the Fact that Albanians 

perceive Kosova as the birthplace of modem Albanian nationalism, but which was not 

incorporated into Aibania due to Serbian occupation ofthe region in 19 12. Serbs, however, 

perceive Kosovo as the ctucible of Serbian nationhood, justly liberated and reintegrated 

with Serbia in 1912, ending five centuries under the Ottoman Turkish "yoke." Neither 

nmative leaves space for the existence of the other in the region. Kosovo, or Kosova, 

could be either Serbian or Albanian, but could not have it both ~ a ~ s . ~ '  

And yet the communist élite tried to reconcile these two claims within the 

hmework of the socialist, federal Yugoslavia: Kosovo remained a part of Serbia, while 

being an integral part of the federation as we1L6* This was done by gradually enhancing 

not only Kosovo's territorial autonorny, but also the status of Kosovo Aibanians. ln the 

end, under the 1974 Yugoslav constitutional system, Kosovo emerged as a defacto seventh 

federal unit, while formally still being a part of Serbia. In addition, Kosovo Albanians 

Hugh Pouiton and Miranda Vickers, "Kosovo Aibanim: Ethnic Conhon~ation with the Slavic S U w  in 
Mushm Identity und the Bathn State. eds.. Hugh Poulton and Suha Taji-Faroukj (London: Hwst dk 
Company, 1997), 139-154. 

" Anlrew Miuch and Rudra Sil, The 'Republic of Kosova' (19894998) anâ the Rrcolution of Eihno- 
Separatist Conflict: Rethinking 5overeignty' in the Poa-Cold War EraW (University of Pennsylvan*, 
photocopy, 1999), 3. 



were elevated to the status of a nationality (narodnost), just one step short of being 

accepted as one of Yugoslavia's "constitutive" nations? 

This policy of brotherhood and unity, however, failed dismally. Among the very 

first signs that the Yugoslav socialist paradise was in cnsis were Kosovo Albanian 

demonstrations in 198 1 and the (interpretation of) census results of the same year. Given 

the political emancipation of Kosovo between 1968 and 198 1, it may seem dificult to 

understand, let alone explain, the mass student protests there in 198 1. Over this period, 

Kosova Albanians were in full control of the political, social and cultural flairs of the 

province. The year 1969 marked the opening of the University of PriStina (capital of 

Kosovo), while the Kosovo Academy of Sciences and Arts was founded in 1978. 

The period also will be remembered for the developrnent of strong cultural ties 

between Kosovo and Albania, which had been frozen for most of the time since 1945.'' 

Moreover, as a result of the so-called "national key" policy (a Yugoslav socialist version of 

affirmative action), Albanians took over rnany top managerial positions in the region 

formerly reserved for Serbs, while at the same time leading federd posts were regularly 

tilled with Kosovo Albanian politicians. The culmination of Kosovo Albanian 

achievements came in 1978-79, when a leading Kosovo Albanian politician, Fadil Hoxha, 

became a vice-president of the Yugoslav Presidency. Thus it seemed as if Kosovo 

Albanians had finally reached the point of being fùlly recognized on equal terms with the 

- - " For a more &borate presentation of ihe 1974 Constitution, see Chapter Two of this disseztation, Ihe 
secrion on nationdestroying in Yugoslavia 

" B e d  Zeneli. -Mxnian Nationalisn Revisid," (presented at the Fourth Annual Convention of the 
Association for the Siudy of Nationaiities, New York, AprilL998): 12, 



members of Slavic nations in the country, and that they might eventually be granted the 

long-coveted status of the one of Yugoslavia's nations!' 

Yet the economic development of the province did not keep Pace with its political 

and cultural progress, and by 1981 its economy was in dire straits. Despite huge federal 

financial injections during the 1970s and 1980s. al1 initiatives to develop the region failed 

dismally. Paradoxically, the very nature of the Yugoslav socialist, planned economy 

effectively undennined al1 federal economic incentives. The gap between the high prices 

of industrial goods and low prices of raw materials and agncultural produce trapped the 

least developed regions in Yugoslavia, of which Kosovo was the outstanding example, in 

poverty.66 Of course, a strategy of investing in labor-intensive industries might have 

reduced unemployment and helped spark the economy, but this would bave required 

economic reasoning to prevail over the administrative logic of the socialist mode1 of sel' 

management and directive development. 

During the late 1 WOs, provincial economic and social conditions deteriorated 

almost by the month, creating a vicious circle of constant high unemployment (27.5% in 

1981), hypennflation and increasing poverty. Moreover Kosovo's health and social 

services were far below the Yugoslav average, and its educational system proved 

'' Julie A Mem.  17. This sanario might seem fmcifur today. Yet oihet nations had already been granted 
such stanis, Yugodavia between the wars M oaiciaîly been a -te of Serbs, Cr~i l~s  and Slovenes. tn 
1945, Macedonians anâ Montenegrins were recognized as constitutive nations, and in 197 1, Mustims 
wem also recognized as a nation. So Kosovar Albanians had good reasons to believe chat eventuaily they 
would be recognizeû as a soveceign nation. 
H M  [siami, "Demograf'ska stvamosî Kosovawin Sukob ili djalog.. Srpskoibanski ohmi i rittegracva 
Bolkana, &., Dukm JanjiC i Skeljezen WiCi (Subotica: Evropski gmfjmki œntar za &vanje 
k~nflikata, 1 991), 30-3 1, 



hopelessly inadequate to deal with the failures of the communist mode1 of modemization. 

Thus, during the 1970s, PnStina University specialized almost exclusively in Albanian 

history, literanire and arts, while training in modern, technical disciplines was neglected. A 

large nurnber of young people enrolled mainly in order to postpone the shock of being 

unemployed. By 1981 PnStina had the highest ratio of snidents of any Yugoslav city6' 

This mass of young Albanian liberal arts graduates eventually becarne the backbone 

of the Albanian nationalist movement in the 1980s.~' Their nationalist "baptism" occurred 

on March 1 1, 198 1, when they organized demonstrations on the streets of PriStina. The 

first demonstrations represented, in the words of Helen Lindholm, "mainly a peacefùl 

outburst of despair and hstration," provoked by the rapid economic and social 

deterioration of the province.69 However, the intervention of the special federal police 

forces sharpened the students' demands for republican status and the possibility of uniting 

with Albania. Finally, on April 1 and 2, police repression provoked a mass revolt of people 

throughout the province; a revolt that was finally quenched by Yugoslav army t r o ~ ~ s . ? ~  

Hence, what started as peacefùl student rallies against Kosovo's social and 

economic problems tumed into a mass uprising of the Kosovo Albanian population for 

rights they thought to have already gained in 1974. In 1981, however, it was painfully 

-- - 

" Hu@ Pouhon, The Balkans: hfinorities and Slaies in Conflct (London: Minonty R i g k  Group, 1991), 
61. Kosovo's ratio of sndents was 274.7 per 1,000 inhabiîants, while the Yugosiav national average was 
195. For a detaiied p i d m  of Kosovo educational sysiem, see A. Pipa and S.  Repihsti, Shcdics on Kosova 
(New York: Columbia UP, 1984), 1 1 1-1 14, 144. 

" Helen Lindholâ, *KOWVO - Intifada Tomonow?." Repubfiku, S p e d  issue No. 9 (Belgracie, 1994): 14. 
" Shk&en Maliqi. The Albanian Movemait in KOSOV~,~ K o m  &parafe H'orIds Rejectioos and 

Analvses f989-/998 (Prishtin;i: Dukagjùu PH, 1 998), 20. 



obvious that being a member of a narodrmt (nationality) did not imply equal status with 

the members of 11arodi (nations). Caught by surprise by discontented Albanian students. 

the federal communist leadership could not think of anything else but to proclaim the 198 1 

demonstrations as counter-revolutionary; a slogan already devoid of any meaning, but 

which allowed police and the state-controlled judiciary to "discover" more than two 

hundred "hostile and counter-revolutionary sroups."" In a series of mass show-trials in 

which there was no chance of independent monitoring, 226 students and younger workers 

were sentenced to up to fifteen years in prison for counter-revolutionary and irredentist 

a~tivities.'~ The socialist Yugoslav regime hoped t hat wch draconian measures would 

preclude any Further demand for self-detemination. In fact, as would become abundantly 

clear in the following years, such politics only provoked fùnher homogenization of Kosovo 

Albanians around the struggle for the status of a constitutive nation? 

" Mertus, 43. Between Much I l  yd November 6. 1981. more than one housand communia party 
membeis were e.vpelled, while eleven party units in Kosovo were &ut down. F i y ,  the provinciai 
leadership was ceplaced with a new one tliat was supposed to keep Kosovo in Yugoslavia. However, 
these "loyal" AIbaniaas came under sevete attack by the end of the l98Os, when MiloSeviC took complete 
control over al1 Serôii's aairs. in 1989, several Kosovo leaders, including the top Kosovo Albanian 
p;uw ofEcial Azem Vllasi, were aniesred for supponing the strike of Albanian miners at the T- 
mininingindustrial cornplex in Mitroviczi. The ;irrest effeclively put an end to the Kosovo's communist 
 par^. Vllasi spent a y û u  in prison. See Vickers, Benveen Sr6 and..ilbanian, 24 1-243. 

73 Given the ambiguous constitutional mais of Kosovo in Yugoslavia, the decision was made n the fedenl 
level that the federai police force would monitor the province, not the Serbian one (a situation ihat 
continueci until 1990 when nrst Slovenia ancl then Croatia pulied their troops out of the region). This 
decision danonstrates the inaôility of the f e d d  Yugoslavia to ded with the nationality question in the 
1980s. For the fcderai represenîatives were not prepared either to challenge ihe Serbian claim for gre;iter 
conml over the pro- or to support publicly the Kosovo Comrnunist leadership's efforts to p m e  
Kosovo autonomy. Mead, the Yugoslav Presidency (the müng body in the former Yugoslavia) opted 
fora compromise consishg of brutal repression of Kosovar Albanians on one side. and blocking Serbim 
representatives' aîtempîs CO open the question of reintegration of Kosovo in Serôia on the o h r .  in the 
late 1980s this played into MiloSevit's ha& when he used it to justi@ his reson to non-institutional 
means of reuitegrating Kosovo within Sedia. 



The 198 1 Albanian demonstrations and the harsh govemmental response not only 

radicalized the Albanian population; they also Fostered the rise of the Serbian nationalist 

movement. From the Kosovo Serbs' perspective, the extension of Kosovo's autonomy in 

1974 was at the expense of their political, cultural and economic status in the province. 

The Kosovar Serbs feared that, even though Kosovo remained oficially part of Serbia they 

had been effectively relegated to the political status of a minority in their "own" aate. The 

uprising of 198 1 and the "discovery" of inedentist activities in the province seemed to 

fulfil their fears that they had become second-rate citizens in Kosovo. Further proof 

seemed to be provided by the 1981 census results, which immediately sparked heated 

debate over the possible causes of the declining number of Serbs in the province compared 

to the soaring number of Albanians. 

These results showed that by 198 1, 77.5% of the Kosovo population was Albanian 

(1,226.736), and only 1 3 2% Serb (2 10,000). The remaining nine percent consisted of 

Muslims, Romanies (Gypsies), Turks and Croats. These results confirmed a declining 

trend in the number of Serbs, which had already been apparent at the 197 1 census. From 

1948 to 1961, the ethnic structure of the population been stable at around 67% Albanians 

and 23 -5% Serbs. Thus the 1 98 1 results showed a marked change." 

- - '' See Nada Raduski, "Demografska siika K o m "  (Beognd: institut &&venih nauka, 1998): 3. The 
Albanian population boycotted the 1991 census, but the Federai Bureau of Statistics estimatexi h t  the 
trend continuai in the 1980s. According to theh 1991 estirnates, the population was 82% Albanian 
( 1.5%.072), and 10% Serf, (1 94, 190). Albankm schob put the numbcr of Albanhm even higher. at 
about two million (90% of the tom). For an exceiient st;iiisticaI overview of Serbo-Albanian EUtions. 
see Srd;ui Bogosavljevic, -A Stiitistid Ficnup of Serbo-Albanirtn Relations," Republika, Special lssue 
No. 9 (Belgracie, Febcwy 1994): 18-20. 



Serbian nationalist intellectuals quickly linked Kosovo Albanian "irredentist" 

policies to the province's demographic trend. At fint hesitantly, then later in the 1980s in a 

flood of articles and interviews, leading Serbian national figures tried to portray the Kosovo 

Albanians' birth rate - the highest in Europe - as an anti-Serbian plot, aimed ultimately at 

making the province an ethnic Albanian paradise. They also used the 1981 census results 

to show that increasing numbers of Kosovo Serbs were leaving the province for central 

Serbia. Without a shed of evidence, the Serbian migrations fiom Kosovo were branded 

with the terms pogrom and genocide.75 

In 1990, a group of independent Yugoslav intellectuals finally reacted to Serbian 

policies based on attributing "genocidal" motives to Albanians in Kosovo. Although their 

analysis was long overdue, it passed unnoticed as the socialist system neareci collapse and 

Serbian populism raged. Yet it is worth careful consideration. because it still represents the 

most complete report on the Kosovo cnsis, or as they put it, the Kosovo k n ~ t . ' ~  

So who, or what, was most responsible for the ethnic shift and the emigration of 

Serbs and Montenegrins from Kosovo? The report commenced its answer to this question 

In Chapter Two. the content of Memorandunr of the Skrbian Academy of Skience and Art had ben 
d y - ~ e d .  This document effectively legitimized the rhetoric of genocide in the Serbim media in the late 
1980s and eariy 1990s. Typical e.mnples of such chetonc were found by an adysis of arkles in the 
most influential daily in the counuy, Politika, in 1990, which showed that Albanians were habituatly 
presenteâ as 'Md,'' "enetnies of di colors," "wparatists and tmrists,'' "fanatics," "rapist of Serbian 
women," "seffish and egotisiicai" and endowed with the "virus of insanity." See hebj navisne 
komisije, Kosovski &or: dreSiti ili se&? (Beogd: Chronos, 1990), 1 13426, 

See fnteSt;ij nezavisne komisijc Kosovski &or: dresiti iii sedi? (Beograâ: Chronos, 1990). The 
Mependent Commission Report was written for ihe first non-communist political groups in Yugoslavia 
the Union for Yugoslav Dernomtic Initiative and the Yugoslav Fofum for Human Rights. Cts members 
were h m  al1 parts of Yugoslavia, including Kosovo. However, they were treated with suspicion 
thmughout t i ~  country, for thw politicai aim was to pteserve Yugosl;ivi;i as a democratic federation, 
Their wo* for civil Ii'berties and human ri@ was in vain, as they soon found îhmselves amidst 



by stating that of the three possible models of organizing relations among different groups 

- coexistence, assimilation, and domination - domination has aiways characterized the 

situation in Kosovo. This cultural-historic pattern has been repeated by both Serbs and 

Albanians, and has its roots in the history of the region. Thus, whichever political group 

emerged as victorious in a particular period it would always insist on putting their own 

people in charge. The ethnic differences in the region then meant that the authoritarian 

character of govenunent was confused with the ethnicity of the oppressor. Immediately 

d e r  1945, the Serbs, being fat- more numerous in Communist Party ranks than Albanians, 

dominated the administration. Although this was essentially just the expression of an anti- 

democratic order, the Albanian population perceived it as primarily the product of a 

Serbian regirne? 

In the mid-1960s. the fa11 of the Serbian strongman Aleksandar RankoviC was 

followed by genuine refonns in Kosovo, Ieading to an extension of its autonomy vis-&vis 

Serbia. These sweeping changes not only enhanced the status of the Albanian population 

in the province; they also allowed the full Albanization of Kosovo's communist party. Iust 

as Serbs had previously controlled the party, in the 1970s it was the Kosovar Albanians' 

tum. In fùll accordance with the 1974 Constitution, their rule was based on the politics of 

numiring Kosovo' s "intemal sovereignty ." By then, the ethnic princi p le seemed more 

legitimate than it had been in the late 1950s and early 1960s, when the ideology of 

socialism still prevailed over that of nationhood. In any case, the underiying mode1 of 

UicceaSingiy powerhil M c  movements rhniughout the former Yugoslavia. The auihois of ihe report 
were Srda Popovik, Ivan JÛnkoMC, Vesna PeJik, N a m  W C  and Svetlana SlapSak, 



domination remained essentially the same, but this time it was the Serbs who were pushed 

out of their previous favored position into increasing s~bordination.'~ 

Moreover, as a result of the genuine ethnification of the Yugoslav political system, 

in the 1970s people aarted rnigrating to their "kin-republic." Serbs from Croatia migrated 

to Serbia, Croats from Vojvodina to Croatia, Serbs and Croats from Bosnia to Serbia and 

Croatia, Muslims fiom Croatia and Serbia to Bosnia, and, moa importantly, Serbs and 

Montenegrins from impoverished Kosovo to Serbia and Montenegro. In other words, the 

trend of peoples being drawn towards their kin "state7' was not some special characteristic 

of the migratory processes in Kosovo. Instead, the Kosovo migrations were part of a 

general Yugoslav trend, although they were given special impetus by the extremely 

backward economic and social conditions prevailing in the region.'' To put it differently, 

despite the various forms of ethnic pressure against Serbs, the Serbian and Montenegrin 

migrations fiom Kosovo in the 1970s were more the result of the complex economic, 

political, social and cultural factors at work there than of any "devious" Albanian plan." 

The rise of MiloSevic in late 1980s brought a new twist to the mode1 of domination 

in Kosovo. Irûiarnmatory anti-Albanian rhetonc in the Serbian media and by prominent 

Serbian intellectuals served to justifL a new round of Serbian domination in Kosovo. This 

" Ibid., 15-18. Also. see DuSan lanjic, -Nacionaini identiteî. pohet i naaonaiùûm Srba i Albmca" 128- 
133, 

80 Komvski &or, 26- Also, see an Urisive artide by Marina BlagojeviC; 'Iseljavanje Srba sa Kosova: 
trauma iili katacza," in Spska sîrma rata: trauma i katana u isiorijskom pamkenju (Beograd: 
Republika, 19%), 232- 264, 



"recapturel' of Kosovo was legitimized by claims that the individual human nghts of the 

Serbian and Montenegrin population were being grossly violated through intimidation by 

local police, forcing the local Serbs to sel1 their property and, finally, systematic rapes of 

Serbian women as an instrument of ethnic repression. 

And yet, none of these accusations were ever tùlly substantiated. In fa* ail 

available information suggests that throughout the penod of the so-called Albanian terror in 

the province, it was Albanians who remained the primary target of repression by the 

Yugoslav political system. For example, Albanians continued to provide the greatest 

number of political prisoners in the country. Similarly, available data on the frequency of 

inter-ethnic rapes support a rather different conclusion, as the rate of such crimes was 

steadily declining. 

By the late 1970s and early 1980s one could talk about an almost complete break in 

contacts between the two ethnic cornrnunities in Kosovo - Serbian and Albanian. For both 

Serbs and Albanians, it simply became dificult to corne into contact with the other side. 

while intermarriages were almost non-existent." Thus, if there was any "crime" 

committed by the Albanians in the 1970s, it was the same as that committed by the Serbs 

before 1966 and afier 1989. The situation simply reflected total inaction on the part of the 

" Ibid.. 3747, 143447. On th tuming p o h  in cementhg sepamtion between the two Kosovo 
communities in the t %Os, see also Julie Mertus, How hfjths and Tnrrhs Started a CVm Her emp W s  is 
on opposing Serbian and Aibanian inierpretations of four evenis that shaped their respective public 
opinions. the 1981 Kosovo demonsüations, ihe 1985 MartinoviC use (when a Kosovac Serûian peasant 
was allegedly impaled on a boiîie by his Kosovar Albanian neighbors), ihe 1987 Paraiin massacre (when 
a Kosovar Aibanian soldier, whiie Setving his terni in the Yugoslav army, killed four other soldiers in a 
donnitory) and the aiieged poisoning in 1990 of K o m ~  Albanian sdioolduldren nieSe four cases 
became symbois o f t k  two communities moving away fiom each o h ,  untü by 1990 almost ail contacts 
ôetween hem had stopped 



Kosovo ethnic élites in the face of the accelerating separation of the Serb and Albanian 

communities. Then, just as throughout the 1990s, the only solution to the Kosovo knot 

would have been the rejection of the domination mode1 of common life in favor of one 

based on the coexistence of different ethnic groups sharing the sarne te r r i t~ry .~  

By 1990, such political suggestions could only fa11 on de& eus. For by then 

socialist Yugoslavia was in disarray, while the Serbian regime was celebrating the adoption 

of the new constitution of the (finally) united Serbia. Not surprisingly, in an attempt to 

stop the process of political self-identification by the Kosovar Albanians, the previous 

substantive autonomous status of Kosovo was reduced to that of an administrative region 

within Serbia. But it was already too late. The period 1974- 1989 successtùlly imbued the 

Kosovar Albanians with an ever-stronger sense of national consciousness and memories of 

considerable recent t e m t o d  autonomy with region's own territorial boundaries, history 

and symbols. "This genie [of self-determination]," as Andrew March and Rudra Si1 nicely 

explain, "once let out of bottie, prohibits the Kosovo question fiom ever being viewed as a 

matter of greater or lesser minority rights granted or revoked by ~erbia."" This is the 

lesson that the Serbian regime had to learn over and over again in the 1990~~ at the price of 

great sacrifices by the Albanian population. 

The Republic of Kosovu - a State wilhin a State, l999CM98 

In 1990, the stniggie for the unification of Serbia seemed to be over. The former 

Yugoslav constitutional "politics" of keeping Serbia separated into three parts was in niins 



(and, also, Yugoslavia itself), and it seemed that time had corne for the Serbian regime to 

engage in active policies that would legally and institutionally incorporate Serbian 

provinces into a new centmlized system of govenunent. Such a task, however, required, in 

the words of Muhamedin KulaSi (Muhamedin Kullashi), surgical cuts into Kosovo's 

institutional and legal system to mot out any traces of provincial autonomy." 

This legal "operation" started with the adoption of the Programfor the Attainment 

of Peace. Freedom. Epaiity cnd Proqerig in Kosovo by the then still socialist Serbian 

Assembly (March 1990). The Program provided the ideological and legal framework of 

new niles of political correctness in the country. Under the pretext of protecting al1 

national communities in Kosovo (Serbs, Montenegrins, Muslims, Turks, Romanies, and 

Croats), and pointing out that Albanians enjoyed rights "unpardleled by any other national 

minority in the world," it claimed that Serbia, as a legal state, had legitimate right to stop 

Albanian separatism. Also, that in order to protect "endangered nations and nationalities" 

in Kosovo fiom fiirther menace, "al1 means of the legd state" should be used. 

Accordingly, the Program included the possibility of introducing "specific measures for 

preservation of order, peace, freedom, equality, and the constitution and integity of 

Serbia." Finally, it authorized the Serbian Assembly to annul dl laws and decrees of the 

then still fiinctioning Assembly of Kosovo that were supposedly in confîict with the 

~rograrn.~~ 

" Mardi and SiL The 'Rcpubiic of Kosova' and the Rsolution of' Ethnu-Septist Conlliaw 3. 
W Muhamedin K W ,  "Kosovo i raspid Jugoslavije," d DuSan lanjit, Suhb ili d@dog, 171. 

'' See lanjic, "RepoR" 394. 



New republican laws and regdations soon mushroomed. Within a year more than 

twenty new laws were adopted. Their primary aim was to wipe out any trace of the 

formerly recognized nationality rights in Kosovo in the spheres of education, health care, 

self-government, information, economy, culture, sport, etc. tt is wonh highlighting some 

of the measures. First. the Law on Actions of the Rrpublican Adminislration in Fxceptior~d 

Circumstmces. This law allowed "temporaiy" (that is, emergency) measures to be 

introduced in the province. Using this law as a legal shield, the Serbian governrnent 

replaced the entire ruling Albanian political and managerial élite with Kosovar Serbs. This 

law, in coordination with the L m  on Labor Rdatiom 41 E~ceptiond Conditions (adopted 

with the internai instruction that the law should be used only on the temtory of Kosovo), 

created a "legal framework" for dismissing of more than 100,000 Albanians fiom their 

jobs.86 These draconian acts were justified by reference to alleged "serious violations of 

public interest," "failure to tùlfill legal obligations," and "severely disrupted self- 

management relations."" 

The Law on rhe Termination of the Work of the Assembly and the Executive Cuuncil 

of Kosovo was adopted in July 1990. This law prepared the ground for the imposition of 

"colonial" administrative mle of the province. At the same time, a new Law on 

Injrmation effectively usurped the tights of the Albanian population in this sphere: the 

regime quickly banneci the most influential Kosovar Albanian daily, Rilindja, and took over 

Kosovo Radio and Television. The most important Kosovar Albanian cultural institutions 

86 HelsiMki odbor n ijudska pcava u Slaji ~IzveSraj O ljudskim pravima u Srbiji za 1997;" 52. 
a7 Humanitaria0 Law Cenier, Sptlight Report #o. 24 (Feb~aty 1998), 2-3. 



were aiso closed down - the Kosovo Academy of Science and Arts, the Kosovo lnstitute 

for History, the Institute for Albanian Studies, the Kosovo Bureau for Textbooks, etc." 

Viewed from Belgrade, these institutions were hotbeds of Aibanian nationalism which 

could not be tolerated. 

On August 7, 1990, the Serbian Parliament also cancelled all the special provincial 

aspects of educational system, including special programs in history, the Albanian 

language, geography, arts and music. Instead the Serbian legislature mandated uniform 

elementary and secondary school programs for al1 schools in Serbia, including those in 

Kosovo, Vojvodina and Sandiak. irrespective of special cultural needs of the members of 

various Serbian national communities. Albanian teachers refused to implement the new 

school cumcula in social sciences and humanities. The response of the Serbian authorities 

was swift: they stopped tùnding Albanian schools in KOSOVO.'" 

The enrollment of Albanians in secondary schools was also restricted. Whereas 

practically al1 Serbian children went to secondary school, the ratio for Albanian youngsters 

fell to about one in three. The situation deteriorated funher at the beginning of the 199 1/92 

school year, when the Serbian authonties banned Albanian teachers and students from 

using their school buildings unless they agreed to follow the Serbian cumcula. Similar 

administrative measures had been already introduced in 1990 in al1 the departments at the 

PriStina University, including the Kosovo Textbook Publishing Company and the 

u9 Humnitarian Law Center, Spotlight Report No. 24 (Belgrade, Febniary 1998), 3. The report is almost 
entireiy dedicated to the pmblem ofeducation of Kosovar Albanians 



University Student Center. The Lmu on Labor Rrkztio~is in Exceptional Conditions 

legalized these actions, and allowed the authonties to dismiss 18,000 teaching and non- 

teaching staff, many for reasons such as "aniving late for work, leaving work without the 

permission of the dean" and the like? 

A legal keystone of the new, united Serbia was laid on November 27, 1992, when 

the Serbian Parliament adopted the DecIaration on Human Righrs and Righrs of Mmhers 

O ~ N Q I ~ O I M ~  Minorities. Given the very name of the declaration, it merits further attention. 

In its first section, the emphasis is on the aatement that the Republic of Serbia is a "state of 

equal citizens living in it," and that discrimination agtinst citizens on the basis of their 

national affiliation is prohibited. To support this daim, the Declaration deals explicitly 

with the case of Kosovar Albanian national minority, whose rights, as it is said, are "far 

above international standards." These rights are then enumerated in section two: the use of 

their mother tongue, the nght to health protection, free profession of their religion, free 

access to information in the Aibanian language, organization of constitutionally established 

temtorial autonomy, etc.9' 

90 Spotfight Report No. 24, 4. in January 1992, this situafion in educaiion W t y  prompted Kosovar 
Albanians to scart sclf'rganizing in private homes and 0th places that were beyond police contml. This 
paved the way for the don of a paraiid Albanian-language education system in Kosom By 1997, 
more than 1500 -classooms'' (pivate moms, garages, stomge areas, mpty bwldings, etc.) were hosting 
65,000 high school studenîs, and 12,000-15.000 undergraduaes, See March and SiIl, 12. On Sqtember 
1, 19%, under the auspices of the Italian organizaton St, Egidio, MiloSevi6 and Kosovar Albanian leacier 
ibrahim Rugova haâ signed an agreement on the normalization of education in Kosovo. Airhough this 
taisecl hopes that îhe Albanians might reiwn to the scbools, the situation remained essenially the same 
ihmughout 1997 and 1998. See Spotlight Report No. 2410, 

9L A hlU text of lhe DecIcvation is pubüshed in DuSaa laojik, R e m  on the Juridicaf. Sociological and 
Po/iticaf Aspects ofthe hfationality Poiitics, 88-94, 
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However, from section three to the end of the document, the language changes and 

instead of elaborating basic principles of human and minority nghts protection, the 

legislators provide readers with a pedected version of the arguments in the infamous 1986 

Memorandum of the Serbian Academy of Science and An. For example: 

The present situation concerning civil rights and fieedoms as weli as the rights of 
members of national minorities in Kosovo and Metohija is said to have "resulted 
from the forced change, unparalleled in the developed democracies in the paa few 
decades, of the ethnic composition of the population by the Albanian separatist 
movement." 

'The history of Serbia and histoiy of Kosovo and Metohija are the history of 
continuous ethnic cleansing of Serbs fiom these areas" [data on the number of 
Serbs expelled from 1878 until 199 1 are then presented]. 

"The process of Albanization of Kosovo and Metohija which has been going on for 
decades represents the greatea ethnic cleansing in Europe, pursued for purposes of 
detaching Kosovo and Metohija fiom Serbia and Yugoslavia and creating a 
Greater Albania. Uncivilizd and forced change of ethnic composition led to 
numerical differences between Albanians and Serbs and other nations on the 
temitory of Kosovo and Metohija." 

"The separatist movement is abusing that fact [the fact of their numencal 
supeno~ity] to claim that the Albanians are not a national minority but a nation. 
From this flow unacceptable reqrtsts by the Albanians in Kosovo and Metohija 
for the aeation of their own state."" 

In a nutshell, what was labeled as a dedaration of human rights, in fact depicted the 

Kosovar Albanians as an uncivilized people. For the past century and half, they had 

supposedly been continuously engaged in ethnic cleansing against the Serbs in order to 

change the ethnic composition of Kosovo by force, and thus create a greater Aibania. 

These claims-accusations followed a typical pattern, but this time they came fiom 

the highest representative body of a (supposedly) democratic country. In 1986, this had 
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been the line of the nationalist intelligentsia. By 1 989-9 1 it had become the Constitutional 

position, and fonned the basis of the programs of the most influential Serbian parties, 

although the voice of ethnic monism had still been muffled to a certain extent by a 

simultaneous emphasis on basic liberal and democratic principles. With the 1992 

Drclaration we finally see the ful l  articulation of the idea of segregation. For its main 

purpose is not to protect human and minority rights, but to juaify the politics of keeping 

''certain ethnic groups separate, unmixed and ranked in a hieruchical position."93 

Thus, tiom the beginning of the unified Serbia, a forrnal depreciation of the aatus 

of Kosovar Albanians permeated al1 Serbian laws and regulations goveming economic, 

social, cultural and political life in Kosovo. The politics of oppression was, moreover, fùlly 

institutionalized. It thus twk on systemic characteristics, amounting, in the words of Derd 

Rrapi, to formal, ideological and informal discrimination against the Albanian population 

on the basis of their e thni~i t~. '~  Formal and informa1 discrimination was practiced on a 

day-today basis by the Serbian police in Kosovo, who used physical violence, open 

threats insults and other forms of intimidation against the Albanian population.9s Rrapi 

desctibes as ideological discrimination the attitude of those Kosovar Serbs who supponed 

" Patrick Thornbeny. Quoied in hiJan lanjit, Reporr, 45. 
44 Derd Rnpi, "Kosovo dams," (PriStina, photocopy, November 1997), 8. A similar point is also made by 

Bajram Keljrnendi, "tnstitutcionalizo~ diskriminacija," Srpsko-albanski djalog (&O@: HelsinSki 
komitet 2;i Ijuâka pmva u Stbiji, 1997). 9 1-94. 

95 AU these are well dacumented in Lhe H d ~ a r i a n  Law Cmcr reports. Sa Sptlighr Report No. 6. 
9tepression of Albania~,~ 61-82; and Spdight R e m  No. 16, "Crackdown on Kosovo Albanians," 
1W-256. Jusi the secrion subtitla in these reports give a gaoâ sunuaary of ihe nature of discrimination in 
Kosovo: politid arrests, arbitmry sear&eq abuse of investigation interviews, advocacy of ethnic haW, 
appropriation of property, represion of political rights, poüîical trials, etc. 



the politics of Serbianization of Kosovo bas4 on the idea of Serbian "sacred land" and 

ethnic superiority of Serbs vis-à-vis Kosovar ~lbanians.~' 

In what follows, the Kosovar Albanian response to the Serbian takeover of Kosovo 

will be presented. As the Serbian political scene became increasingly pluralized in the late 

1980s-early 1990s, the same process was repeated in Kosovo. However, unlike in Serbia, 

where former communists emerged as dominating socidist nationalists, the Kosovar 

Communist party had been politically liquidated by the Serbian regime. Under such 

conditions, the first kemels of pluralism occurred in 1988 in the ranks of the Association of 

Writers of Kosova and the Kosova Association of Philosophers and Sociologists. They, as 

much as Serbian intellectuals in the mid-1980s, were trying to raise the Kosovar Albanian 

question from a non-socialist (either cornmunitarian-nationalist or more civic-democratic) 

perspective.97 

Also, in what seems to be another similarity with the Belgrade political scene, the 

process of pluralization was eventually taken over by the nationalist political parties, while 

democratic ones remained at the margins of the Kosova political scene. The 

marginalkation of democratic aitematives in Kosova, however, should be interpreted fiom 

% "Kosovo danas," 10. in 1997, Belgracie's Fonun for Ethnic Rehtions and the RiSiina institute of 
Philosophy had organized a joint project on the anatomy of Kosovo uisis. One of the subprojects deait 
with the question of individuai human rights in Kosovo. Research by Pajazit Nushi showed îhat two 
ethnic communities had radically diaerent auperiences. While Kosovar Serbs expressxi satktaclion with 
the protection of their rights, almost 90% of Kosavar Albanians clairned that their rights were grossly 
violated This supports Rrapi's thesis on the Kosovar Serbs' assumption of their dominant position in 
Society, as well as their ladt of concem for the violation of basic hwn;in ri- of thek Albanian 
neighbrs. See Fajazit Nushi, "Koliko se danas na Kosovu i Metohiji postuju indiM'dualna ijudska 
prava," (RiSlina, photocopy, 1993, 1-7. His paper a h  shows how the distinction between M d u a i  
and group ri@ in Kosovo was blurred, For, although iadividuai rights were king vioîateâ, this was on 
the bass of individuals being membets of the "mng" ethnic pup .  



the perspective of the Serbian regime's politics of suspending the autonomy of the 

province. The so-cdled civic option could never have lasted long in a situation viewed by 

the Kosovar Albanians as one of police and military occupation of Kosova. The civic 

parties' arguments in support of democratic processes both at the level of Kosova and 

Yugoslavia were quickly taken over by political groups that gave absolute pnority to the 

question of the status of ~osova.~ '  

In other words, the experience of Serbian repression in the late 1980s made 

Kosovar Aibanians determined to defend iheir daims for Full temtorial sovereignty and the 

status of sovereign nation for Albanians. In 1990, the Kosovar Albanian delegates to the 

banned provincial assembly were just as enthusiastic for ~heir own state as any other goup 

in the former Yugoslavia. In July, they adopted the Dedaration of lt~deperideme of fhr 

Repblic of kDsovn. Then in Septernber they met in secret in the Kosovar city of Kafanik. 

At this "session," Kosovar Albanians ratified the so-called Katanik Constitution, the 

Electoral Law and the Law on Polirical Associalion. Finally, in September 1991, a 

referendum was held at which, according to Albanian sources, 87% of eligible voters 

supportecl the Declaration and sovereignty for the Republic of ~ o s o v a ? ~  

In the process of politicai pluralization, the Democratic League of Kosova (LDK) 

headed by Ibrahim Rugova emerged as the strongest national Kosovar Albanian Party. 

97 Maliqi. 26. 

Ibid.. 34. Chic gmups emaged out of the Association of Philosopbeis and Sdologisîs, and theh main 
repre~entatives wre Veton Surroi, Muhnedîn Kullashi and Shlc&en Maligi. Supporters of the 
nationalist pohtical platfom came mainîy fiom the Kosova Association of Writers. Ibrahim Rugova 
headed this m t ,  and he soon emerged as the most impottant Kosova Albanian politîcian, 

99 Feîuni Agani, Nacija. nacionaina manjina i samoopredeijenje,* in Suhb ili dualog. 209. 
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Within months, the LDK claimed to have 700,000 registered memben. Although this 

figure must be exaggerated, since it would include almoa every adult in Kosova, the party 

had clearly established its daim to embody the Kosovar Albanian national wi11.'~~ 

The LDK nurtured strong ties with the Albanian national parties in Macedonia and 

Montenegro. Thus, in October 1 99 1 , the Cwrdinating Comrnjttee of Aibanlan Polirical 

Parties il) Yugodavia, headed by Rugova, put foward a political platform that to a great 

extent still represents the Kosovar Aibanian solution of the Albanian question. The 

platform set out the Albanian Kosovar position in three possible cases: 

1. lf the extemal and interna1 borders of the socialist Yugoslavia remained unchanged, 

ethnic Albanians within Serbia, Macedonia and Montenegro should enjoy the status 

of a nation, not a national minority. This implies the elevation of the province of 

Kosovo to the status of a Republic. 

2. If Yugoslavia's intemal borders change, the Yugoslav Albanians have the right to 

unite into an Albanian Republic within Yugoslavia. Then Kosova would 

incorporate those territories in central Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia that were 

populated by Albaaians. 

3. If Yugoslav extemal borders were changed, that is, in the case of Yugoslavia's 

dissolution, Albanians should cal1 for the unification of al1 of the Albanian lands in 

the Balkans. The unification of the Albanian people and the demarcation of the 



territory would be based on the principle of "ethnic boundaries," as envisioned by 

the First Pnnen League of 1 878.'01 

These propositions demonstrated that by 199 1 the Albanian nationalist movement 

was jus a mirror image of the nationalist projects raging throughout the former 

Yugosiavia. In response to the projects of Greater Serbia and Greater Croatia Albanian 

national leaders offered their own idea of a Greater Albania. As with the Serbian and 

Croatian nationalists, the legitimizing principle would be ethnic rnonism. But the 

unfolding of the Yugoslav drama soon forced Albanian parties in Macedonia and 

Montenegro to accept these former Yugoslav republics as their own home. Kosovar 

Albanians were left trying to establish a sovereign Kosova as their only feasible political 

aim for the foreseeable future. A consensus emerged that al1 other questions of democratic 

reforrn should be subordinated to achieving full-fledged temtotial sovereignty. Or, in the 

words of Lutovac, their strategic commitment was pan-Albanian unification, while 

differences "arose only in tactical approaches to this strategic goal."'02 

However, in spite of their maximalist daims, the LDK opted For minimalist ways of 

achieving them; that is, for a Gandhi-like politics of non-violent opposition to "colonial" 

Serbian administration in ~osova!~' Al1 Kosovar Albanian pariies undertook the politics 

'O' Pcedrag SUNG. The Kosovo and Metohija Pmblm und Regionat Srcvrity in the Balkans (Belgrade: 
inslitute for international Politics, 1996), 13. 

'" Zctran Lutovac, T h e  Paitiapation of Mimrities in Potiticai Life," in Efections to the Federal and 
Repblican Padiaments o/Yugoslavia, 126. 

'" Rugova himseif offereû the mosi Pupuanve expianation for this mini-max appach: "We are no( certain 
how strong the Sehian miiitary presence in the province a W y  is, but we do know that it is 
overwhelming anâ that we have nothing to set agaînst the tanks and Mer modeni weaponry in Serbian 
h;uds. We would have no chance of successfiilly resisting the m y . "  Quoted in Vickers, 264. 



of active, peaceful boycott of the Serbian administration of the province. As a result, a 

complete set of parallel institutions was created between 1992 and 1996, leading to total 

separation of the Serb-controlled Kosovo administration from the Kosovar Albanian- 

controlled society. 'O4 

In an effort to respond to the regime's politics of full colonidization of the 

province, Kosovar Albanians organized their own parliamentary and presidential elections 

in May 1992. These were deemed illegal by the Serbian administration. These elections 

were the act, as Vickers puts if of a "mini-state in the making."105 Given that by then, the 

process of national homogenization of Kosovar Albanians was complete, it is not nirpnsing 

that Rugova'a party won a reported 99.5% of the vote, while Rugova himself was elected 

president of the Republic of Kosova with 95% of the vote.lU6 

A few months later, the Kosovar Albanians boycotteci the December 1992 

Yugoslav elections, on the pretext that Republic of Kosova was no longer part of 

Yugoslavia. At that time, however, there was substantial international pressure on the 

Kosovar Aibanians to participate in the elections to support refon-minded federal Prime 

' Many andysts define Serbian policies in Kosovo as the politics of apartheid. However, evcn though they 
were baseû on the formal legalization of the inferior position of Kosovar Albanians, once Lhey were 
implemenkd, Kosovlu Albanians did not challenge them Unlike the South African blacks, who fought 
for fidl incorpontion into the politid community on a basis of equality, Kosovar Albanians opted io 
break al1 ties with a regime they perceived as cokmizing cuid oppressive. So. in a somewhat paradoxicai 
f;ishion, Kosovar AIbanians turned Serbian policies to their own advantage, systematidly cutting off di 
remaining coniacts with the Kosovar Sefbs. The Kosovar Albanian parties were guided not by an ideal of 
poîitical equaiity, but by the ethnicized version of the prînciple of national selfdetermination, inciuding 
secession. 

I M  Slobo&nka KovafMC ad htnik Dajit, Chmndogy ofthe Yugoshw C M  1942-1993, 72. Non- 
Albanian *es were also invired to pariicipate at the elections; a cal1 îhat was accepted by the 
Democratic Party (a M u s h  party) and by the Turkish Peopfes PÛrty. 



Minister Milan Panic in his fight against MiloSevic's openly war-mongenng policies 

against Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The ultimate Kosovar Albanian decision 

was, nevertheless, to boycott the elections, the results of which (Panié's defeat) effectively 

foreclosed any prospect of a genuine democratic development in Serbia in the 1990s. 

Many Serbian intellectuals regarded the boycott as ultimate "proof' of Albanian 

(extreme) nationalism. Thus Vladimir CvetkoviC. a Serbian (national) liberal philosopher. 

writes of the Kosovar Albanian minority's bbcontinuous and aimost fanatical boycotting" of 

al1 of Serbian and Yugoslav electi~ns.'~' By contrast. DuSan Janjic. a sociologist and a 

spiritus rnovens of many informa1 contacts between Albanian and Serbian intellectuals in 

the 1990s. offers a more nuanced understanding of the reasons for the boycotts. He 

believes that the Kosovar Albanian leaders were confùsing questions of the legitimacy of 

the Serbian state with the legality of various foms of political stniggle against the 

inherently oppressive Serbian regime. In his view, participating in elections would not 

have implied accepting the legitimacy of the Serbian regime or the state, or preclude any 

future negotiations between the two sides. Accepting the elections would simply represent 

Kosovar Albanian recognition of basic democratic principles, which include participating 

in the elections. By renouncing democratic means of political smggle, they were left with 

options based on a strong cornmunitarian bias, emphasizing collective Albanian rights 

Io' Sa VladiBir Cverkovi& "Bennudski trwgao modeme poiiiike: demokratija, multukuiniraïlzam, 
nacionahun," LYOVO ~lp~kapoiititka misao Vol. IV, 3-1 (1997): 9 (footnote 32). 



instead of the individual rights of d l  inhabitants of Kosovo, irrespective of their ethnic 

Janjic's analysis is certainly correct, however it neglects one important factor. The 

Kosovar Albanian decision to boycott elections was the result not only of their ethnic bias 

in favor of the creation of an independent Albanian Kosova, but also of a correct reading of 

international public opinion at the tirne. Miranda Vickers explains the astuteness of 

Kosovar Albanian decision in the following way: 

In reality, however, the million Albanian votes could undoubtedly have ousted 
MiloSevic [in 19921, but as the Kosovar leadership admitted at the time, they did 
not want him to go. Unless Serbia continued to be labeled as profoundly evil - and 
they themselves, by virtue of being anti-Serb, as the good guys - they were unlikely 
to achieve their goals. It would have been a disaster for them if a peace-monger 
iike Panic had restored human nghts, since this would have left them with nothing 
but a bare political agenda to change  border^.'^^ 
So in 1992, instead of developing a common platform with Serbian opposition 

parties against the common opponent, Kosovar Aibanians opted (indirectly) to support 

MiloSevic. In return, despite continuing policies of harassment, MiloSevic's regime seems 

to have tolerated mushrooming of Kosovar Albanian parallel institutions. By the mid- 

1990s a status quo had emerged in which both sides were living side-by-side, beiieving in 

their ultimate victory: the Serbs because of their effective control of al1 the territory, the 

Benueen Srb and Albanian. 268. in addition, Kosovar Albanians could have responded to the 
accusations of th& Uîbaticain boycotting of Serbian and Yugosfav eiections by poiniing to the equally 
"fmtical" character of Sedian opposition p;uty pmgrams which rejected any negotiations to change the 
minonty @tus of Kosovar Albanhs. For an analysis ofrhe content of the main Serbian party programs, 
see the dissertation's Chapter Three, the secîion on the Serûiari puty system. 



Albanians because they had recreated al1 the autonomous institutions that had been taken 

over by the regime in 1989-1 992. 

Henceforth, given the LDK's popularity and its pre-eminence over other Kosovar 

Albanian parties, it assumed the rather arnbiguous role of being simultaneously both a 

Kosovar Albanian rnovement and the legitimate representative of an underground Kosova 

state. It was organized more as a govemment than as a Party. For example. various LDK 

advisory committees took on the functions of state ministries: foreign affairs, education, 

health care, economy, sports, culture, etc. Al1 of these committees had subgroups reaching 

out into the remotest Kosova municipalities, allowing the LDK hl1 control over Kosovar 

Albanian society. ' 'O 

The very success of the LDK in overseeing a Kosova shadow state eventually 

became one of the sources of Rugova's loss of political influence in the late 1990s. 

Kosovar Albanians had been invigorated by establishing an underground nate in Kosova, 

where a son of inverted apartheid had developed in which it was the oppressed, rather than 

the "master" that did not want anything to do with the other side. Many wished to convert 

this accomplishment into a fully sovereign state, completely independent fiom Serbia, 

which had been part of the program from the begiming. Thus, in 1994, the first signs of 

Kosovar Albanian weariness with Rugova's status quo politics emerged. This led to a split 

"O See MIuch and Sil. 7-13. C W y ,  the rnost f;iscinating example of Kosova Albanian df*qpbation 
is the work of the LDK's Ce- Financial Council whose "impossilble" taslr was to finance the work of 
the UlEderground Kosovar state. As March anâ Si1 e.upiain, there were two sources of revenue: tint, 
Albanians in Kosova were paying between 5 and 1% of  their k o m e  to the *govemment,* yld 
secondly, the Albanian diaspora abroad were paying 3% of their income. Once this money was 
trcinsiened fiom abroad to Kosova, then k F i a l  Council would distribute it to the municipalities to 
huid Kosovar Albanian education, culture, hdth ciire, spoa socM assistance, etc (pp. 9-10). 



in the LDK (and dso in other Kosovar parties) between moderates who had not completely 

closed off the option of Kosova being a third federal unit within Yugoslavia, and hard- 

liners, who started to challenge Rugova's politics of non-violence."' 

The tuniing point was the 1995 Dayton Peace Accord that brought an end to the 

war in Bosnia and Herzegovina. By then it was obvious that whatever principle prevailed 

in that Accord would be used also to address the question of the natus of Kosovar 

Albanians. Dayton tumed out to be a political compromise between the ethnicized version 

of the national right to self-determination and the right of the sovereign state to protect its 

territorial integrity. Bosnian Serbs were denied the right to outright secession, but given 

their own entity with extensive privileges within the federalized Bosnia and Herzesovina. 

Thus although Kosovo was not an issue in the Dayton agreement. its pnnciples implied that 

Kosova could at best be elevated to the statu of a constitutive part of Yugoslavia. ' l2 

AAer initial shock that they had "once more" been by-passed by the international 

community, Kosovar Albanians seern to have agreed that, in the words of Maliqi, "al1 

diplomatic games are a farce obscuring the fundamental axiom of fieedom and sovereignty 

- one must fight for fteedom and sovereignty and they can be won only by making an 

enonnous sacrifice and by waging a ~ a r . " " ~  This reading of Dayton principles, however, 

provoked two diametrically opposing responses in the Kosovar Albanian community. On 

the one side were those who were ready to accept ceitain compromises in the way to their 

"' See Denisa Kooiovifovà, Parallei World: Response of Kosovo Albanians to L m  of Autonomy in &rbia, 
19864996 (Keele University Europem Research Center, 1997), 56-7. 



ultimate political goal of parting from Serbia. They believed that a second-best solution 

might be to reorganize Yugoslavia into a loose federation (or confederation) among 

Montenegro, Serbia and the Republic of Kosova. Such a solution would allow the 

recognition of Kosovar Albanians as a constitutive nation with de facto if not de j w e  

temtoriai sovereignty. 

However, in the post-Dayton period, an increasing number of younger Kosovar 

Albanians rejected both Rugova's rninimalist approach to the politics of creating an 

independent Kosova and the sanctity of Yugoslavian (Serbia-Montenegro) territorial 

borders. These hard-liners interpreted the international community's continuing 

acceptance of these borders as a policy of pushing Kosova back to Serbia. Seeing no room 

for compromise, they opted for active opposition to the Serbian regime's domination over 

Kosova. Thus it was that in the mid-1990s the Kosovar Albanians found themselves facing 

a choice between peace and war. I l 5  

The precarious balance between the two sides was upset in 1997 as the result of 

three interlocking factors. First, in spring 1997, the Albanian political system collapsed. 

Military command broke down, allowing many Aibanians to sack military banacks. A 

' " Maliqi. Kosovo. Separate Wurids, 11 1.  

"' Sec Garniend Mja, nRepublika u refederalizovanoj SRI," Srpko-albandi dr~uiog, 132-138; and Adem 
Demafi, "Albanci moraju biti priPiiiti h o  navisni subjekat," Spsko-aibanski dijalog, 114-1 19. 
Demaa. known as the Albanian Mandela, is the most famous Albanian politicai prisoner, who, up till 
1991, had s p t  28 years in Yugoslav socialist prisons- Well known for his hard-line attitudes, he was 
nevertheless ready to accept a confederation benVeen Montenegro. Serbia and Kosova tha! would also be 
open to other 6dkan nation-sîates. He termed this would-be mulîjnation confederation %aikania" 

Maîiqi, 14 1. Throughmt thiS period, the most vocal hard-liner \ras Rexhep Qosja. As &y as 1993, this 
Albanian cosik, the " b k  of the Albanian nation," as he is ofien called aitiazcd Rugova for his overtly 
peacefiil policies, which he said coulà oniy harm the Kosovar Glbanian cause by disûacting Kosovar 
Albani;rns h m  their main politid objective - & uniîication with Albania. 
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black market developed in light weaponry (particularly kalashnikovs). Most of these 

eventuaily found their way to neighboring Kosova where they ended up in the hands of 

increasingly dissatistied young Kosovar Albanians, who narted organizing thernselves into 

militant underground groups. Finally, in an effort to restore "law and order" in Kosova, the 

regirne responded in a terrorist-like manner, which gdvanized the resolve OP Kosovar 

Albanians to break with Rugova's principles of non-violence. Il6 

The relatively peacefbl coexistence of the parailel worlds in Kosovo was totally 

destroyed in 1998. The previous year, the Kosovar Albanian insurgency, known as the 

Kosova Liberation Army - KLA (UÇK. or Ushtria Çlimtare e Kosovë) - had orchestrated a 

series of guerilla actions that destabilized the province. These included taking civil ian 

hostages and the sumrnary execution not only of Serbian police officers but also of 

Aibanians suspected of "collaborating with the Serbian authorities." In February and 

March 1998, special Serbian police units, supporteâ by the Yugoslav military, attacked the 

KLA stronghold in the Drenica region of Kosova in an openly terrorist fashion. Three 

villages were attacked with artillery, helicopters and armed vehicles. At the end of the 

operation, more than eighty people had been killed, including twenty-four women and 

children. ' " 

'16 See Tiioîhy GaMn Ash, "PW raskomdaM d j o , "  Dmas (Beograd 1- 12 Febnÿiry 1999). 
Il7 nie Serbian sute gros vioiation of human rights and their policy of pacification of Kosovo between 

Febni;uy and October of 1998, have been iveil documented by various local and intemational NGûs. 
Particulaciy relevant reports are by the Humanitaria Law Center, SptIighr Report Mo. 28 and H m  
Rights Watch, Hummitarian Lm Violations in Kosrwo (New Yorlr, Oaober 1998). According to these 
reports, in the process of regaining 'law and order" in Kosovo, Sehian iroops had been engaged in 
systematic destruction of civilian propeity, extra-judicial e~ecutions, attacks on humiuiitiuian aid workers 
and forcehi e.xpulsion civilian Albanians from their homes. At the end of this of t m r ,  close 
to two thouSand Albanians had been kiiied, while esrimated number of displaceci persans mged 



M e r  Drenica, the KLA grew into a mass liberation movement, enjoying wide 

support fiom the Kosovar Albanian population. The Drenica massacre thus achieved 

exactly the opposite of the regime's intention. Instead of pacifying the insurgency in the 

province, it underrnined the remaining influence of those in Rugova's LDK who ail1 hoped 

for a non-violent way out of the Kosovo crisis. MilokviCTs politics of a "fim stand in 

1998 tumed out to be not only the best recruiter for the Kosovar insurgency but also 

instrumental in the KLA's metamorphosis from a relatively obscure tenorist organization 

in late 1996 into a full-fledged national liberation army in 1998. Finally, in October 1998, 

the international community recognized the KLA as a political factor to be reckoned with. 

That is. the KLA, not Rugova's LDK. was increasingly accepted as the legitimate 

representative of Kosovar Albanians in any possible peace talks between Serbian and 

Kosovar representatives. Despite (or perhaps because of) al1 the destruction and human 

losses, 1998 ended in a tùll victory of hard-liners on both sides."' 

somewhere betwecn 240,000 (estimates of international NGOs), 300,000 (estimates of ihe Belgrade 
Humanitarian Law Center) and 545,000 (&mates of Kosovar Alb;iru'im NGO). See The Belgraâc 
Center for Human Rights, Humm Rights in Yugoslvia in 1998, 376. International and Serbian NGO 
have Jso reported about the UÇK's actions against the local Serbian population, but the number of such 
openly temrist actions are mùliscule compareci to the data on the atrocities conunittecl by the 
governrnentd Serbian forces. 

"* in 1999. which is not coved  in this exploration of the KOSOVO aisis, the situation only kcame worse. 
M e r  the failure of the Rambouillet p c e  tdks. the USA and the EU, as the sponsors of the talks between 
the two sides, finally decided to take sides and NATO miliiary intervention against Serbia followed on 
W h  25, 1999. It Iristed les than thme months and ended in a complete witMrawal of Serbiiui 
govenunent forces fiom Kosovo. The final outcorne of this militiuy intervention is still hard to predict. 
At the time of writing, a son of the UN protectoraîe had been fonnd, but a political solution to the 
Kosovo crisis seemed as elusive as ever. in some ways, the NATO viaory jus1 recreated the old Catch 
22. On one side, Kosovat Albanians are increasingly in control of the province, whüe on the other, the 
le@ basis for UN acîminisaation of Kosovo is  a UN resolution refemng to the "sovereignty and 
territorial integity of the Feâeral Republic of Yugoslatia." This woufd imply that the UN'S vision of the 
future Kosovo to grant it tk status of a republic within Yugoslavia; however, anyîhing short of full 
independence is a non-starter for the KLA, which is the only r d  political yd mititary force of Kosovar 
Albanians in 1999. 
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Conclusion 

This brief analysis of the majority-minonty relationships in Serbia has uncovered a 

whole cluster of ambiguities that cut across contemporq liberal and cornmunitarian 

theonzing. For example, minority rights are essential for the protection of various ethnic 

groups who do not enjoy numerical superiority in a state, and yet those rights cm lead to 

maximalist daims that would tum the minority into a majority in its own little area. ln  this 

way, policies designed to prote* minorities may end up creating the need to protect the 

rights of a new minonty. 

Also, in societies characterized by the existence of more than one ethnic 

community, and yet regulated by the principles of a nation-state, as in Serbia, tension 

between individual rights and collective rights seem completely to blur any boundaries 

between the NO. For, any organized human rights abuses in such a state will necessarily 

involve. or Iead to, violation of one's rights to language, culture, free expression of religion, 

right to self-nile and the like. In other words, the target of such violations of human rights 

will not be some abstract individual, but an individual that is a member of a distinct 

national community. In many cases his or her only crime may be that dhe belongs to the 

"wrong" ethnic group. So, what may start as a case of violation of individual hurnan rights 

can and indeed quite ofken does end up as a case of violation of collective rights. 

The problem is ttrther exacerbated by the existence of two distinctive traditions of 

the rights to national selfidetermination. One, emanating fiom the perspective of liberal 

democracy, tends to represent a nation in pluralist terms, where al1 ethno-cultural 

diflerences can be accommodated within the mode1 of a representative govement. Under 



such a model, the right to selfidetennination is basically a democratic right to political 

participation in a state irrespective of an individual's ethnic, racial or other identity 

markers. Accordingly, since al1 members of the society are treated as equal. such a model 

does not require discussing questions of temtory: the borders of a liberal democratic 

nation-state are effectively understood as pre-given and unproblematic. 

Yet turning a blind eye to the phenornenon of powerful minority nationalisms in the 

contemporary world does not seem to be helpful in dealing with those ethnically diverse 

societies where more than one political community lives in the "nation," but where the 

institutions are tailored to the needs and size of the majority group. Under such conditions, 

the principle of self-determination necessitates a rather different interpretation. It cannot 

aim to paper over al1 differences in the nate in the name of political equaiity. Instead, 

national self-determination emerges as a means of proteaing these differences. This 

inevitably involves reinterpreting democratic princip les so that they aim to p r o t a  minority 

identities in a state run by a majority that happens to have a different linguistic, cultural and 

religious makeup. 

To put it differently, the rhetonc of nationhood tends to take over the classic liberal 

interpretation of the right to self-detenination. Then the principle of national self- 

determination ceases to be related only to the question of the character of the political 

system. Instead, the issue bewmes the extent to which the majority in a multination state is 

ready to recog~ze national minorities' claims to nationhood, and thus their aatus as 

peoples with distinct languages, cultures, religions, and NI on. Accordingly, one of the 



corollaries of the principle of nationhood in multination states is  that questions about the 

social unity and territorial integrity of such states are always open and never fully resolved. 

Yet this does not mean that multination states are time bombs bound to explode, as 

the Serbian exarnple might suggest. The ideology of ethnic monism of the Serbian state, 

particularly in the case of Kosovo, cettainly supports the hypothesis that the greater the 

pressure of the majority against the minorities, the more complete will be the disintegration 

of the social unity of the state. Still, nationality needs not be impnsoned by such 

interpretations. Forms of mutual ity can equall y be envisioned. Paradoxicall y, Serbia is 

also a good example of such (counter)policies in the efforts of Hungarian minonty and, as 

of late, Bosniaks to show that both social unity and cultural distinctiveness cm be possible 

to the extent that minorities are recognized for what they really are - societies with their 

own temtory, languages. institutions and cultures which are nevertheless open to being 

integrated into the larger societal fiamework of a multination state that is not guided by the 

principle of simple majority. 

To put it another way, both Vojvodina Hungarians and Sandiak Bosniaks perceive 

themselves as the members of their respective nations - Hungarians and Bosniaks. Yet, in 

the case of ethnic Hungarians, from the very onset of the post-socialist Serbia, they were 

looking for a solution for their minonty status through the institutional channels of the 

Serbian state. Bosniaks reached their Rubicon in 1995 when they finally accepted that their 

political aims should not be state-like temtorial autonomy but the status of a recognized 

national minonty with substantive rights protedng its histone, religious and cultural 
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specificity. Since then, not unlike ethnic Hungarians, they have tried to interpret the 

question of national self-determination primarily as the question of various foms of 

autonomy that can legitimately be secured within the Serbian temtorial boundaries. Hence, 

from such a perspective, it would seem that it is now up to the Serbian majority to respond 

ro their suggestions. 

A very different outcome emerged in the case of Kosovo Albanians who perceive 

themselves as a sovereign nation, with iÙll rights to creating a state of their own. Their 

daims were always "radical" since substantive de facto autonomy between 1968 and 1 98 1, 

though without de jure republican status. had imbued the Albanian movement with the 

feeling that everything short of republican aatus in a new Yugoslavia could not be 

accepted. That is, that any Serbian suggestion based on the non-recognition of Aibanians 

on equal terms represented yet another Serbian plot to squeeze Kosovar Albanians into the 

Procrustean bed designed for minorities, a status that al1 Albanian parties adarnantly 

rejected. 

It would seem that, fiom the standpoint of liberal democratic pinciples based on 

the notion of equality, the self-perception of Albanian political community as a sovereign 

nation would require the Serbian state to address their clairn in a thoroughly different way 

than heretofore. In short, the debate that never took place between the two sides should 

have been over expenmenting with various models of a decentralized Serbia and 

Yugoslavia in which Kosovo should have been offered an asymmetrical status compared to 

the one enjoyed by other provinces in Serbia. The idea of a multination fderation based 



on the elevation of Kosovo to the datu of one of Yugoslavia's constitutive republics could 

also have been explored. Nor should the option of an independent Republic of Kosova 

have been excluded, particularly if it was the outcome of muhial consent, democratic 

negotiations, etc. Paradoxically, al1 these options were seriously debated among 

independent non-nationalist Serbian md Albanian intellectuais; but these discussions were 

totally marginalized by the maximalist acts of both the Serbian nation-state officiais and the 

leaders of the Kosova shadow-state. 

In addition, one also has to emphasize the negative role played by the central 

Serbian opposition parties. They never understood that Serbian democracy could not 

s u ~ v e  by only being defended by their activities in Belgrade and other Serbian urban 

centers. The fint line of defense of human rights and liberal democratic principles has 

always been in Kosovo as the site of the prossest violations of both human and national 

minority rights in the country. Instead, the opposition party leaders' implicit acceptance of 

the regime's politics of systemic oppression of Kosovar Albanians in the narne of the 

ethnic mph of Serbian unification (and Kosovo as the cradle of Serbian civilization) 

effectively legitimized the apartheid-like nile of MiloSevic's regime. Thus, they not only 

helped MiloSevic ruin any chance of a possible integration of Kosovo within a reformed 

Serbia and Yugoslavia, but they also undemined the creation of a potentially effective 

democratic opposition to the officia1 policies of mimicking liberal, democratic principles 

while pursuing the politics of ethnic homogenization. 



C o n c l u s i o n  

THE POLITICS OF ETHNIC MONISM IN SEWIA 

From n democratic point of viw, a person S rthnic id~rtity is not his or 
her primcuy identily. and iinportcvir as respect for divrrsity is in 
multicultural democraiic societies, ethnic identity is not the fandation of 
recognition of epal  value oml the related idea of epaI rights. Ail human 
beings as bearers of universal ht~man mtzcre - as persons - are of eqtiaf 
va& from the dernocra$ic perspective, and ail people as persons deserve 
e pa l  reqect and eqtial oppori~inity for se~rea&izatiun. St even ROC kfel le r ' 
A suciety with strung collective g d s  c m  be liberal, on this virw, provideci 
it is also capable of re~pecti~g diver&y, especiaIly when dealing with those 
who do not sharr its cornnion g d s ;  midprovided it c m  oHer adeqwte 
safegtîards for funabmental rights There will undoubtedly be tensions and 
d@icuities in purming these objectives together, blrt aïch a pcrsuir is not 
impossible, and the problems are not in principlr pater  than ihose 
encourr~ered by any liberal society hot has tu curnbirre. fur t).x~mple. liberty 
and equaiity, or prosperiîy and jirstice. C harles ~ a ~ l o  8 

This dissertation has described various interrelated and interlocking aspects of the 

politics of ethnic monism in the post-socialist Serbia focusing on the period between 

1987 (the year of MiloSevic's ascent to power) and 1998. Its central concern was to 

approach state- and nation-building in Serbia fiom the perspective of what may be called 

Serbia's original condition of  multiethnic divenity. In other words, the key question 

throughout the dissertation was to what extent Serbia's national policies were failing to 

Steven C. RodbeUu, "Comment," in hfulticuîuralism md the Politics of Recognition, AM Guiman, cd. 
(Rinceton: -ton Universiersity Ress, 1992), 88. 

' Chades Taylor, Tk Poütics of Recognition," in ~fu1ti~~tluraIim and the Politics ofRecognition, 59-60. 



reflect the fact that one-third of Serbian population does not share the ethnicity of the 

majority nation. 

Other questions inevitably followed: Which concrete policies of the Serbian state 

were aimed at creating an ethnically homogenous nation-state? What type of ethnic 

identity was nurtured in order to justify the limits put on fieely expressing ethnocultural 

diversity in the country? To what extent was the role of the national intelligentsia 

instrumental in fostering an ethnic identity almost exclusively based on denial of the 

other? What was the nature and impact of the mimicry of genuine democratic processes 

in the country? What is the legitimacy basis of the Serbian political regime? What are 

the nomative foundations of the Serbian constitutional system? How did the major 

political opposition parties respond to the regime's policies throughout the 1990s? And, 

fuially, how did Serbia's minorities react to the regime's policies of curbing minority 

rights? 

In dealing with these issues, special attention was paid to those theones and 

conceptions of nationalism and national rights that both (i) recognize multiethnic 

diversity as a cultural framework within which a choice can be exercised for dernocratic 

self-government and (ii) fully accept the liberal, democratic requirernent for political 

equality at the societal level. In this context, a critical evaluation was presented of the 

normative and empirical dilemmas that are at the heart of contemporary theorking about 

the phenomenon of nationalism: nationalism vs. rnodemity, the cividethnic question, 



individual vs. group rights, the (im)possibility of liberal nationalism, the nght to self- 

determination vs. the principle of state sovereignty, etc. 

In other words, a broad conceptual net was spread to situate the Serbian example 

within a wider European context in relation to both the ideology and practices of (a 

rapidly changing) nation-state system. My essentially situational approach to 

nationalism has made use of insights emanating fiom the contemporary ethnicist- 

instnimentalist debate over the modernity of nationalism and the possibilities for using 

the so-called original matrix of civic nationalism as a reference point for evaluating ail 

other ethnic nationalisms. Both aspects of nationalism, ethnic as well as civic, have been 

used not to differentiate between States, but rather to analyze trends within them. 

In other words, a "dialog" (or contention) between ethnic and civic (or liberal and 

illiberal) strands of nationalism will usually show that both are to be found in any 

nationalism. Still, they need not be equally important. Depending on the context, or in 

the words of Liah Greenfeld, on the situational constraints, and - equally imponantly - 

on political actors' responses to them, different mixes may occur. The situational 

approach to nationalism thus tries to overcome the historical and sociological 

determinism of positing the modernity of civic nationalism against supposed anti- 

modernity of ethnic nationalism. It does this by emphasizing that these two aspects are 

interrelated and that neither liberal (western) nationalism nor ethnic (eastem) nationalism 

cm be understood without a carefbl analysis of the interplay between the actions of 



different political actors in a country, on one side, and the specific economic, social, 

ideological, cultural and political matrices of its society, on the other. 

Such an approach has allowed me to offer a historically contextualized example 

of development of Serbian nationalism and to show the existence of different national 

nanatives (ethnic, liberal and socialist) throughout the history of modem Serbia. AAer 

45 years of socialism and 10 years of ethnic nationalism. I felt it particularly important to 

stress the largely forgonen liberal curent in Serbian nationalism. Elements of this can be 

found fiom its earliest phases even in Garasanin's Nutertanije. The liberal cunent 

became clearer between the wars, o€ten being expressed in pro-Yugoslavisrn, as when 

Serbian politicians and intellectuals made efforts to meet the demands of Croatians and 

Slovenians for a greater Say in ninning the country, and for more autonomy in their own 

areas. In the socialist period, the late 1960s and early 1970s offered renewed prospects of 

progress towards more liberal structures, but Tito's purge of the Serbian Communist 

party liberals Marko Nikezic and Latinka Perovic put an early end to these hopes. 

Crucial situationai factors that emerged in Serbia in the late 1970s and early 

1980s again diunaged the liberal cause. These were related to Serbia's ambiguous 

constitutional position vis-à-vis its own provinces and in relation to other former socialia 

Yugoslav republics. FederaI rigidity in addressing the Serbian question in the socialist 

Yugoslavia was instrumental in the emergence of an increasingly vocal movement 

favoring non-institutional means of integrating Kosovo and Vojvodina within Serbia. 

Writers and intellectuals who had dways valued the dignity of the individual - ~ o s i c  is 



perhaps the most tragic example - lent their prestige to a nationalist project in which they 

still recognized the spark of their own idealism. and for which they becarne ready to tum 

a blind eye to repression and war-mongering. At the end of this process, the extreme 

nationalist option emerged as victorious, erectively monopolizing Serbian pub1 ic space. 

Even the more iiberal Serbian politicai pariies found themselves joining the nationalist 

bandwagon (with the exception of Serbian democratic parties in Vojvodina), although it 

is hard to imagine that. if they had gained power, they would have dared to continue the 

unscrupulous and often brutal policies of the MiloSevic regime. In recent years the 

liberal current has had to survive largely outside party politics - in the work of bodies 

such as the Belgrade Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law Center, the 

Belgrade Circle of anti-regime intellectuals, various independent joumals and institutes, 

and the local assemblies of those cities that are not under the regirne's direct control - 

and as a result its champions are practically unknown to the public or the outside world. 

Meanwhile, many influential members of the Serbian Academy of Science and Art 

had become manufacturers of Manichean historical imageries. Their message to the public 

was that history is a contlict of collective, homogenized actors whose identity is formed 

and sustained by resilient collective memories. In the name of the glories of the Serbian 

past, the Serbian public was to forget the realities of their common life in a multination 

Yugoslav state. In a paradoxical and historically inaccurate fashion, Yugoslavia was 

presented as a cade  in the air, to be replaced - despite Serbia's own national and cultural 

diversity - by an ethnically homogenized Greater Serbia. 



In 1990, when the multiparty system emerged in Serbia, the process of the 

ethnification of politics was over. An unforninate chronology of events that allowed 

MiloSevic to emerge as the leader of the Serbian people in 1987, two years before the 

collapse of the Berlin Wall, still haunts Serbia. By passing through the purgatory of the 

"anti-bureaucratic revoiution," the old Serbian communist party managed to survive 

unscathed the events that toppled the communist regimes throughout Eastern Europe. In 

the process, the rejuvenated Serbian communists-turneci-socialists successfull y traded their 

old communist slogans for the rhetoric of nationalism. They proved too strong for the 

liberals around Panic, who were unable to repeat Cvetkovic's success just before the 

second World War in h v i n g  at constitutional reforms acceptable to Croatia. 

Moreover, by playing the ethnonationalist card and assuming the role of the great 

protector of the Serbian people outside Serbia, MiloIevic and his cronies not only 

successttlly sparked a nationalist frenry in Serbia, but also left his main political opponents 

without a competing national program. In a way this is not surprising, as I have argued, 

given that MiloSevic's national pmgram had otiginally been designed in the Serbian 

Academy of Science and Art by former dissidents-turned politicians. They therefore had 

no option but to support it. Even when the creation of the Serbian state "in its natural 

histonc and ethnic borders," did not bnng a Greater Serbia, the main opposition parties 

failed to question the premises of their own nationalist dreams. Quite the contrary, 

throughout the 1990s, they have maintained the line in various Serbian manifestos that al1 

Serbs must first live in one state before Serbia's democratization can begin. 



Ultimately, however, MiloSeviC's successful implernentation of the SANU 

Memora~~dum in the 1990s proved to be Serbia's greatest political defeat. Thus, the 

"united" Serbian state that emerged out of the ashes of the former Yugoslavia is a state in 

which, for the first time in the 150 years of Serbia's modem history, the Serbian 

nationalist intelligentsia has managed to marginalire al1 those intellectuals looking 

westward for guidance and inspiration. The nationalist vision that dominates Serbian 

public space in the 1990s represents a turning away frorn modernization and 

democratization towards the ideal of a closed, ethnically purified society. 

Politicall y, however, the price has been too high. The constitutionally enshrined 

insistence that Serbia belongs to Serbs as members of an ethnic community, rather than 

of a political community of people who are equal irrespective of their ethnic background, 

inevitably led to the marginalization of Serbian national minorities as permanent 

residents without access to hl1 political and cultural equality. Thus throughout the 1990s 

minority groups have been exposed to various forms of nation-building that they 

interpreted primarily as minority-destroying, forcing them, in extreme cases, to develop 

politically alienated subcultures oriented either against mainstream state institutions, or 

against the members of the privileged majority group in society. 

In this pmicular respect, pst-socialist developments in Serbia in the 1990s are but 

a continuation of the politics of ethnic nationalism that legitimized MiloSevic's ascent to 

power in 1987. At their heart is the same monwthnic logic OC represeatation that denies 

minorities the right to be culturally different and yet enjoy the same political rights as any 



member of the majority group. Accordingly, nation-building in Serbia has assumed 

distinctively anti-liberal and anti-dernomtic characteristics. At the same time, however, 

Serbia's transformation policies throughout this period were cast in a form resembling 

policies based on the principles of constitutional, liberal democracies. 

Accordingly, my analysis of the post-socialist institutional and political 

development of Serbia in general, and of majority-minority relations in particular, has 

aimed to show those policies for what they really are - anti-liberal and non-democratic. In 

order to do this, 1 rejected the conventional differentiation between individual liberalism 

and nationalism based on group rights. Instead, 1 opted to follow the lead of those authors 

(Kymlicka, Tamir, Marion Young, Miller, etc.) who hold that just as members of a majority 

nation have a legitimate desire to Iive and work in their own culture, the members of 

national minorities deserve to have their similar aspirations recognized. Moreover, that in a 

multination aate, the abrract principles of liberal democracy (especially decision-making 

by majority) could lead to a celebration of the ways of life of the dominant group over the 

ways, and the needs, of minority groups. To put it differently, the guiding thread in my 

analysis of Serbian majority-minority relationships was the recognition that nation-building 

policies in every multination state are inherently biased in favor of the dominant group in 

society . 

The authontarian character of the Serbian regime exploiteci and exacerbated this 

iaherent bias in the nation-building process. For, in the case of Serbia, these policies took 

the particular fonn of imposing the logic of ethnic monism at the expense of Serbia's 



diversity, necessarily targeting people's right to language, culture, fiee expression of 

religion, local self-de, etc. Since, however, the rights of individuals to education, 

religious observance and information in their own language cannot be treated as abstract 

individual rights, but can only be realized within the context of national cultures, the 

violation of such rights necessarily took the tom of an open denial of minority rights. 

In this respect, there were some differences in the regime's treatment of Serbia's 

largest minority groups - Vojvodina Hungarians. Sandfak Muslims and Kosovar 

Albanians, which led to varying responses from these respective groups. In the case of 

Vojvodina, the regime seemed to opt for, in rny terminology, the politics of creeping 

assimilation. At its heart was a formal recognition of intemationally recognized minority 

standards, while pursuing policies which undermined such standards in the very areas in 

which minorities were most vulnerable (minority education, language, information, self- 

nile). In response to this effort at the "soft" homogenization of Vojvodina, ethnic 

Hungarian parties tried to maintain the Hungarian community as a distinct society, but 

within the larger Serbian dominated society. Thus they tried to regain some of the 

autonomies Vojvodinian minorities had enjoyed in the previous, socialist Serbia, but in a 

way that did not challenge the temtorial integrity of Serbia. 

In the case of SandZak (RaSka), the regime pursued more belligerent policies based 

on the rtjection of the Sandlrk Muslims' natianal miaority status. In reaction to the 

war between the Bosnian Muslims and Bosnian Serbs, the regime opted for the politics of 

labeling its whole Muslim population as potentially treacherous and planning ultimately to 



secede from Serbia. Muslim representatives responded by promoting politics that were a 

rnirror image of those of the Serbian regime. That is, they called for the creation of an 

autonomous Sand- the justification of which was found by misrepresenting the region as 

ethnically homogenous. Still, after the end of the war in neighboring Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, a new consensus emerged among SandZak Muslims. advocating policies to 

meet distinct Muslim educational and cultural needs, but within the institutions of the 

Serbian state. Hence, sincc 1995, the Serbian Muslim community has focused on 

achieving the status of a recognized national minority with distinct ethnocultural rights that 

could be secured in a legitimate fashion within Serbian temtorial borders. 

Finally I considered the case of Kosovo. 1 showed that at the hem of the conflict 

between the Serbian and Kosovar Albanian communities is the question of identity. That 

is, are Kosovar Albanians a sovereign nation, as they daim, or should they be 

recognized only as a national minority. which is the officia1 Serbian stand? The question 

should not be treated as simply an academic one, because it has extremely imponant 

practical consequences for the unity and territorial integrity of the Serbian state. This is 

because if Serbia recognized the Kosovar Albanians as a sovereign nation, they would have 

Full rights to national self-detemination, including secession from Serbia. 

In considering this dilemma, I was guided by an understanding that the territorial 

concentration of the Albanian population in Kosovo, and the history of the previous stahis 

of the province as a constitutive unit of both Serbia and the former Yugoslavia, had been 

instrumentai in legitimizing Kosovo Albanian claims to be a distinct political community 



with the nght to self-detemination. From that perspective, it would seem that the 

principles of democracy would have required the Serbian state to respond by reorganizing 

Serbia along lines that would dlow the demand for self-government of the Kosovar 

Albanian political community to be fulfilled. In principle, this might not necessarily have 

led to outnght secession. In practice, however, the context of interlocking ethnic 

nationdisms on both sides, Serbian as well as Kosovar Albanian, reduced the politics of 

self-determination to only one of its elements - that of control over temtory. 

Paradoxically, Serbian insistence on rejecting any negotiations over the question of 

Kosovar Albanian self-identification as a sovereign nation did more to undennine the 

social unity and territorial integrity of the Serbian state than any Kosovar Albanian policies. 

Accordingly, Serbian nation-building ended in a total failure not only to democratize 

society but to secure the bonds of social unity in the country. Here it should be once more 

emphasized, as 1 did in the dissertation, that the Serbian regime is not the only culpnt for 

the disintegrative tendencies of the Serbian state. One should not forget the irnplicit 

acceptance by the leaders of some of the central Serbian opposition parties of the regime's 

policies of systemic oppression of Kosovar Albanians throughout the 1990s. By not 

challenging the principles of ethnic monism, they (the Democratic Party of Serbia and the 

Serbian Renewal Movement) effectively undermined their own chances of creating a 

stronger democratic block against Milokvic's policies of ethnic homogenization and 

mimiciy of democratic transformation policies. 



To sum up, it would seem that the only way for Serbian society to overcorne its 

fascination with the myth of an ethnically homogenous nation-state may be if it finally 

recognizes that al1 people living there are politically equal and yet in many respects 

different. As long as the myth of ethnic homogeneity continues to influence Serbian 

politics, any new constitutional mode1 envisioned, no rnatter how liberal in outward form, 

would still be based on the denial of the very principles liberal democracy stands for - 

liberty and equality. For the members of the Serbian minorities would continue to be 

denied liberty and equality solely on the basis of their inferior minority status. Thus, as 

was argued throughout this dissertation. Serbia can only embark upon tmly democratic 

transformation policies if it stops rejecting its own original condition of ethnocultural 

divenity. 

At the end, this thesis has made a detailed study of identity narratives and state- and 

nation-building policies in post-socialist Serbia. But I hope and believe that its conclusions 

have a significance that reach beyond the case of a particular Balkan state in the 1990s. For 

although the discussion presented here can and should be understood primarily within the 

economic, political and cultural context of the post-socialist Serbia, the questions informing 

rny research were suggested by approaches that transcend specific cases. Moreover the 

Serbian drma itself inevitably raises broad normative and empincal dilemmas that 

multination States are liable to face in relation to liberalism, xenophobic nationalism, 

democracy and national minority rights. The tensions between modernization and 

nationalism, civic and ethnic nationalism, and cornmunitarian and individual rights are not 



unique to Serbia, regardless of how special the Serbian response to them may have been. 

By using the Serbian case to highlight the potential costs and benefits of various 

approaches to nation-building in the context of a multination state, I have aimed to 

contribute to a growing literature on problems that are of central concem to the 

international cornmunity. 
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APPENDIX 1 

EthnK Structure of the Population 



Table 1: Ethnic Structure of the Population in the FRY, 1991 

Per cent 

~o ta l '  
Serbs 
Aibanians 
Montenegins 
Hungarians 
Muslims 
Romanies 
Croats 
Slovaks 
Macedonians 
Rumanians 
Bulgarians 
Ruthenians 
Wallachians 
Turks 
Slovenes 
Germans 
Ukrainians 
Czechs 
Russians 
Poles 
Jews 
Greeks 
Others 
Did not state 
their nationality 
Of these: 
Y ugoslavs 
Unknown 

Kosovar Albanians boycotted the census in in Kosovo and Metohia, and in the 
municipalities of Bujanovac and Presevo in southem Serbiq where Albanians are in a 
majority. For these areas estimates have been computed on the basis of the results of the 
198 1 census and data on binhrates for Albanian ethnic group. 

Source: 199 1 Census. 



Table 2: Ethnic Structure o f  the Population in Serbia, 1991 

Per cent 

Total 
Serbs 
Aibanians 
Hungarians 
Y ugoslavs 
Muslims 
Romanies 
Montenegrins 
Croats 

Source: 199 1 Census. 



Table 3: Ethnic Structure o f  Kosovo and Metohia, 1991 

Per cent 

Total 
Aibanians 
Serbs 
Muslims 
Romanies 
Montenegrins 
Turks 

- - -  

Source: 199 1 Census. 



Tabk 4: Ethnic Structure of Vojvodina, 1991 

Per cent 

Total 
Serbs 
Hungarians 
Yugoslavs 
Croats 
SIovaks 
Montenegrins 
Rumanians 
Romanies 
Ruthenians 
Macedonians 

Source: 199 1 Census. 



Table 5: The Muslin Population of the SandZak, 1991 

Total Mustim YO 
Serbian 
municipalities 258,164 156,115 60.5 
Nova Vard 21,8 12 1,857 8.5 
Novi Pazar 85,700 65,079 75.9 
Priboj 35,888 1 O, 828 30.2 
Pnjepolje 46,s 16 19,93 5 42.9 
Sjenica 33,584 25,628 76.3 
Tutin 34,664 32,788 94.6 

Montenegrin 
municipalities 182,625 
Bijelo Polje 55,145 
lvangrad 45,662 
Plav 19.3 13 
Pljevlja 39,628 
Roialje 22,877 

Combined total 440,789 229,160 52 

Source: 199 1 Census. 



APPENDIX 2 

Serbhn Elections Results 1990 - 1998 



Tabk 6: National Assembly of  Serbia, 1990 Parliamentary Election 

Number % Number % Difference Votes for 
of votes of  seats one seat 

-- 

SPS 
SRM 
Independent 
DCVH 
DP 
PDA 
ARFY for 
Vojvodina 
PAFS 
PFP 
SrDP 
AYDI 
DLCV 
PDAy 
PY 
DRPM 
Total 
ûther parties 

Source: Vladimir Goati, ed., Elections to the Ferkral and Repttblican Parlinments of 
Yugoslavia (Serbian und Montenego) i99û-1996 (based on Serbian Statistical Yearbook, 
1991). 



Table 7: National Assembly o f  Serbia, 1992 Partiamentary Election 

Number % Number % Difference Votes for 
of votes of seats one seat 

SPS 
SRP 
DEPOS 
DC \I?H 
DP 
Gr.cit.Z.RAa 
FPS 
DP/RDPV 
DRPM 
Total 
Other parties 

Source: Viadimir Goati, ed., Eiectiovts to the Federal and Republican Parfiamentu O/ 

YugosIàviu (Serbian and Montenegro) i99O-fW6 (based on Serbian Statistical Ofice. 
January 5, 1993: Table R-2). 

Group of citizens hljko Rauijatovic-Arkan" (afier this election renarned as a "pany of 
Serbian Unity") 



Table 8: National Assembly OF Serbia, 1993 Padiamcntary Election 

Number % Number % Difference Votes for 
of votes of seats one seat 

SPS 1,576,287 
DEPOS 71 5,564 
SRP 595,467 
DP 497,582 
DPS 2 1 8,056 
DCVH 1 12,456 
Coalition 
PDAylDPA 29,342 
Total 3,744,754 
ûther parties 386,862 

Source: Vladimir Goati, ed., Elections to the Federal and Repliblican Parliaments of 
Ytigdavia (Serbiun aml Monienegro) iY904YY6 (based on Official Gazette of the 
Republic of Serbia, No.3, January 8, 1994). 



Table 9: National Assembly of Seibia, 1997 Parliamentrry Election 

Number of % of votes % of registered Number of 
votes votes seat s 

SPS 
SRI' 
SPO 
Vojvodina 
LVH 
List for SandZak 
DK PreSevo 
DA 
Social-democracy 

Source: Laslo Sekelj, "Partije i izbori: SR Jugoslavija," in Lmirinti krize, ed. Slobodan 
SamardziC, 166 (based on the Repon of the Republican Electorate Commission). 




